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BERMUDA HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 
OFFICIAL HANSARD REPORT 

3 DECEMBER 2010 
10:00 AM 

Sitting Number 5 of the 2010/11 Session 
 
 
[Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

PRAYERS 
 
[Prayers read by Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker] 
 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
19 AND 26 NOVEMBER 

  
The Speaker: The Minutes of the 19th and the 26th of 
November have been circulated. Honourable Mem-
bers should have found them in their seats. 
 Is there any objection to the confirmation of 
those Minutes, the 19th and the 26th of November? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: Minutes confirmed] 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE 
SPEAKER OR MEMBER PRESIDING 

 
The Speaker: I understand that we have students, 
Kinae Dowling and Mi’kerah Moore, who are sitting in 
the public Gallery. (I probably did not get the pronun-
ciation just right.) 

If you are in the Gallery, would you just stand 
and let us see who you are? 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: They were awarded the 14th Interna-
tional Art Exhibition for Children and Young People. 
They are being accompanied by their teacher, Ms. 
Dawn Fubler. I am sure Dame Jennifer will have some 
more to say when she gets an opportunity. 
 Thank you. You may take your seats. 
 We are always happy to see young people, 
and those who are doing so well. 
 One further announcement (just kind of a 
housekeeping thing) we are having some problem 
with the water in the building. It is being looked at or 
repaired, but I do not think it is running just yet. 
 The Honourable Member, Mr. Swan, says, 
“Call a plumber.” 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 

 
The Speaker: We are going to move on. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PAPERS AND OTHER 
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

 
The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Premier Cox. 

Premier Cox has the floor. 
 

INSURANCE ACCOUNTS AMENDMENT (NO. 2) 
REGULATIONS 2010 

 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I have the honour to attach and 
submit for the consideration of the Honourable House 
of Assembly the Insurance Accounts Amendment (No. 
2) Regulations 2010, proposed to be made by the 
Minister responsible for Finance under the provisions 
of section 53 of the Insurance Act 1978. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Any further communications to the House? 
 We will move on. 
 

PETITIONS 
 

The Speaker: There are none. 
 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 
 
The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable Mem-
ber, Dame Jennifer Smith, from St. George’s North, 
Minister of Education. 

Dame Jennifer has the floor. 
 

CEDARBRIDGE ACADEMY PRIZE CEREMONY 
 
Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I will begin with the Statement that you have a 
copy of, and then there is a smaller one that I am go-
ing to make that you will get a copy of in a minute. 
 Mr. Speaker, just as I highlighted the 
achievements of Berkeley Institute students two 
weeks ago, I rise today to inform this Honourable 
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House and the general public of the achievements of 
CedarBridge Academy students. Mr. Speaker, I at-
tended the CedarBridge prize-giving ceremony on 
Tuesday evening, and I can tell you that it was a cele-
bration of excellence. From the stimulating words of 
new Chairman, Mr. Larry Mussenden, the sweet 
sounds of the string ensemble, the words of the stu-
dents who participated, and the inspiring speech given 
by alumnus, Antonia Mills, it was a memorable eve-
ning. 
 Mr. Speaker, let me single out a few of the 
outstanding achievements of CedarBridge students: 

 In GCSE Mathematics, 27 students sat the 
examination with 26 passing, 15 with a grade 
of A or B. 

 In GCSE Science, 17 sat the examination, 16 
passed, eight with a grade of B or C. 

 In GCSE Spanish, 19 students sat the exami-
nation with 16 passing, six with a grade of A, 
B, or C. 

 In the City and Guilds International Certifica-
tion for Hairdressing, 10 sat the exam, all 
passed, nine of them with distinction. 

 In the Advanced Placement English Exam, 20 
sat the exam, with four earning a score of 3 
on a 5-point scale, which earns them college 
credit. 
 
Mr. Speaker, just as I previously singled out 

exceptional students at Berkeley, so must I single out 
CedarBridge student Israel Sanchez, who earned a 
perfect score on the Math College Placement Test. 

I also wish to single out the following honour 
students: 

 S1 students Chrisanté Bean who had a GPA 
of 3.8, and Daniel Walker with a GPA of 3.6; 

 S2 students Ashley Johnson with a GPA of 
3.83, and Leanna Hall with GPA of 3.79; 

 S3 student and Head Boy Andrew Fleming 
had 5 GCSE’s and a GPA of 3.98. Mr. Flem-
ing was also the recipient of the Principal’s 
Cup, given to the student who best exempli-
fies the qualities of the principal; 

 Finally, there was Ivan Sanchez, who gradu-
ated in June and is presently pursuing an 
economics degree at McGill University. This 
young man was an Advanced Placement 
Scholar who achieved a score of 4 on a 5-
point scale in three advanced placement sub-
jects. In addition, he earned nine GCSE 
passes. 
 
Mr. Speaker, there is absolutely no need to 

sell Bermuda’s children short or to lower our expecta-
tions. They can, and do, hold their own against inter-
national competition in many spheres. As it stands, 
there are pockets of excellence throughout the educa-
tion system. I intend to find them, celebrate them, and 

then work to ensure that these pockets grow ever lar-
ger and larger. 

Mr. Speaker, let me now change the focus 
and talk about the excellent work being done at Dell-
wood Middle School. I had the privilege of attending a 
special assembly there to thank the individuals in-
volved in the school’s Annual M1 Camping Retreat. 

At the start of the school year, the M1 team 
spends a week camping on Paget Island where they 
engage in team building exercises, while also expos-
ing students to informal education in an outdoor set-
ting. On the island, students have a chance to bond 
with both their classmates and their teachers. That is 
right, Mr. Speaker, the teachers also spend a week 
camping with the children—overnight! This is definitely 
going over and above the call of duty. 

At camp, each student is given chores, such 
as keeping their dorms and bathrooms clean, prepar-
ing and serving meals, as well as cleaning up after 
meals. 

Over the years, teachers have been surprised 
to find that some students have never spent a night 
away from home. Some do not know how to hold a 
mop or a broom. Some have never even seen fresh 
potatoes or vegetables growing. Students are ex-
posed to native, endemic, introduced, and invasive 
plants and animals. They are also shown the different 
Bermudian habitats that are found on the island: from 
rocky coast to forest to mangrove. 

Mr. Speaker, the camp also uses field trips so 
that students can explore the East End and learn their 
history in an informal “hands-on” manner. They visit 
St. George’s and get to see Fort George, St. Peter’s 
Church, Somers Garden, The Deliverance, Mitchell 
House, the Printing Press, and the St. George’s 
Foundation Visitors Centre. 

At the end of each day, students have to write 
a journal entry describing the highlights of their day—I 
heard three different journal entries and noted a bud-
ding author among them! These journals become a 
part of the Literacy Collaborative Programme used by 
all Middle Schools. 

Mr. Speaker, this is an example of a school 
finding an innovative way to reach the children. This 
type of activity helps to address our social ills while 
also improving student learning. 

Mr. Speaker, I began by noting that the as-
sembly was to thank those persons who have as-
sisted to make the M1 Camp a success over the 
years. It takes a lot of people to look after 70 M1 stu-
dents. Those persons included 

 Mr. Cal Simons, representing the Department 
of Youth and Sport; 

 Captain Andre Hollinsid, Island Caretaker and 
Captain of the Atlantic Spray; 

 Mr. Anthoni Lightbourne of the Bermuda Wa-
ter Safety Council; 

 Mr. J. P. Skinner of the Bermuda Institute of 
Ocean Sciences (BIOS); 
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 Ms. Linda Thorne of the Bermuda Museum, 
Aquarium, and Zoo; 

 Ms. Jeannie Olander of the St. George’s His-
torical Society; 

 Ms. Sharon Jacobs of the St. George’s Foun-
dation; 

 Mr. Edward Lightbourne of “Word of Life”; 
 Ms. Tania Stafford of the Bermuda National 

Trust; 
 Mr. Paul Doughty of the Waterwise Pro-

gramme; 
 PC Ralph Lindo, representing the Bermuda 

Marine Police Service; and 
 PC David Johnson, who was given special 

mention.  
Affectionately called PC by the students, he 

was a member of the Reach Programme who helped 
to purchase supplies and deliver them to the school; 
he organised transportation to deliver equipment and 
other supplies to St. George’s, he led exercise drills 
and piloted the Kitty to shuttle presenters to and from 
the Island. He ensured that decorum was maintained 
in and out of the dorms, and kept a vigilant eye on the 
students to maintain their principle of “Safety First.” 
PC Johnson camped with the Dellwood M1 Camp 
every year until restructuring saw him move to a dif-
ferent department. 

There were also teachers who should be ac-
knowledged for giving of their time: 

 Mr. Joseph Robinson 
 Ms. Roxanne Wainwright 
 Ms. Kelly Donville 
 Ms. Vernita Paynter 
 Ms. Veronica Vernon 
 Ms. Angela Furbert 
 Mr. William Caulder 
 Ms. Kim Manderson 
 Mrs. Waverley Minors 
 Mrs. Andresa Osborne 
 Mrs. Tamara Adderley 
 Mr. Chayce Smith 
 Mrs. Terrilyn Richards; and 
 Mrs. Patricia Williams-Hall. 

 
Mr. Speaker, those staff members who 

could not stay overnight travelled to the camp every 
morning at 8:00 AM. Those included: 

 Mrs. Tanya Tucker Simmons 
 Ms. Levohn Fergusson 
 Mrs. C. Goodman 
 Ms. S. Brangman 
 Mrs. P. Allen 
 Ms. Monique Paul 
 Dr. Alshia Lugo; and 
 Mrs. Yvonne Pearson. 
 

Mr. Speaker, teacher, parent and student 
support can only be achieved when the principal 
demonstrates the necessary leadership to galvanise 
everyone towards the same goals. In this regard, spe-
cial mention must go to Principal Mrs. Janet Musson. 

Mr. Speaker, positive activity in our schools 
will no longer be one of the best-kept secrets in Ber-
muda. I will do my best to put them in the spotlight 
whenever I am provided with an opportunity. 

Thank you. 
Mr. Speaker, my second concerns the item to 

which you drew our attention. 
 

The Speaker: Dame Jennifer has a further statement. 
 Carry on, Dame Jennifer. 
 
14TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL ART EXHIBITION 

FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
 
Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: Thank you. 
 At the start, the award-winning students from 
West Pembroke Primary School, whose principal, Mrs. 
Opal Wilson, is present with us today— 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: These young people, Mr. 
Speaker, participated in something run by the Art 
Centre for Children and Young People in Finland. 
They invite all children and young people throughout 
the world to participate in the 14th International Art 
Exhibition for Children and Young People. 
 This year it was entitled “My Home.” The Art 
Centre for Children and Young People is an institute 
maintained by the Finnish Ministry of Education and 
the City of Hyvinkaa. Its purpose is to promote art 
education and visual arts locally and globally, working 
in cooperation with experts in the fields of art, culture, 
and youth work. 
 In addition, the Art Centre organises exhibi-
tions, collects artworks, educates and encourages 
students to experience the world of art. This year, the 
Art Centre for Children and Young People received 
7,229 entries—7,229! I am proud, Mr. Speaker, to be 
able to announce that, of that 7,229 entries from 69 
countries, judged by a jury of professional artists and 
art educators, two Bermudian public students were 
awarded certificates. And one, Mr. Speaker, Mi’kerah, 
received a medal. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: Those are the students 
you see in the Gallery today, from West Pembroke 
Primary School—internationally recognised! 
 
[Desk thumping] 
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Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: That is, Kinae Dowling 
and Mi’kerah Moore, both 10-year-old P6 students. 
Under the expert tutelage of art and PE teacher Ms. 
Dawn Fubler, they both entered the 10-to-12 years 
category. The exhibition opened in Hyvinkaa, Finland, 
on the 14th of October of this year, and we ask that 
congratulations be given to all concerned. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dame Jennifer, the Hon-
ourable Member from St. George’s North, Minister of 
Education. 
 Any further Ministerial Statements? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Mrs. P. 
Minors, from Smith’s North. 

Minister Minors has the floor. 
 Minister? 
 

TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP FORUM  
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2010 

 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise before this House to inform the Honour-
able Members about a continuing initiative that aids in 
the development of our youth into digital leaders of the 
future. Through the Technology Leadership Forum 
(TLF), a leadership initiative designed by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, in partnership with private sector 
technology industry companies, the next generation of 
ICT professionals is being prepared. 
 Mr. Speaker, the TLF was founded because 
of an identified need for qualified local ICT talent in 
Bermuda. This group, made up of key influencers and 
leaders in the technology industry in Bermuda, came 
together with the objectives of encouraging dialogue, 
addressing issues, proposing action steps, and to be 
a networking group amongst peers. 
 The Technology Leadership Forum is de-
signed to be the voice for the ICT industry, represent-
ing both large local and international businesses in 
partnership with the Department of e-Commerce and 
other Government partners to assess and strategise 
about addressing the shortage of qualified individuals 
in the IT sector. Their goal is to contribute to advanc-
ing the agenda of creating a sustainable, qualified, 
and professional ICT leadership pool of resources in 
Bermuda. 

Mr. Speaker, as the demand for talented IT 
resources continues to be a keen need in Bermuda’s 
public and private sectors, the TLF decided in 2009 to 
develop an educational internship programme that will 
give IT students a well-rounded and in-depth under-
standing of the ICT industry in Bermuda over 12 
weeks during the summer. 
 The objectives were to further cultivate stu-
dent career interests in the technology area and to 
address the talent shortfall frustrating the Island’s 
businesses, through a unified approach and philoso-
phy to ICT career development. By exposing them to 

the education and experience required to be success-
ful, this would enhance the potential for employment 
in the future. 
 Mr. Speaker, upon being selected as a TLF 
intern, the student is assigned to an internship posi-
tion within a company or institution. The programme is 
a combination of work experience, classroom learn-
ing, team projects, examinations and field work, with 
ICT members of staff at the participating companies 
as mentors. 
 One out of every four weeks, all the interns 
are brought together for specialised training, providing 
exposure to new subject matter, as well as under-
standing the breadth and depth of careers in IT that 
exist and their importance to the business world and 
society. While a focus is on hard skills, soft skills train-
ing is also provided in such areas as customer service 
and through group projects which demand the devel-
opment of collaboration skills, amongst others. 
 Students often find that in the TLF Internship 
Programme they are exposed to numerous areas of IT 
and are able to interact directly with senior IT profes-
sionals. This taste of the real world is very important. 
And many of the interns believe that their exposure to 
the diversity of IT environments within companies, 
combined with other aspects of the TLF Internship 
Programme, will allow them to successfully prepare 
for their future careers in IT. 
 Mr. Speaker, in 2009, the TLF Internship Pro-
gramme had 10 participants, which grew to 12 in 
2010. After successfully completing the TLF Internship 
Programme, students receive a certificate of excel-
lence, which allows industry partners to know the level 
of expertise the student brings to the table, even 
though their selection and participation in the TLF pro-
gramme is an achievement in and of itself. 
 Mr. Speaker, the TLF embodies the ideals of 
good corporate citizenry in Bermuda. Participation in 
the forum shows an organisation’s commitment to at-
tracting and recruiting Bermudian ICT students, men-
toring and networking with these talented individuals, 
and providing the educational and experiential training 
that will make them invaluable in the ICT community. 
 Mr. Speaker, therefore, I would like to extend 
my thanks to the organisations that participated in the 
2010 programme. These include BELCO, Renaissan-
ceRe, Bermuda Hospital Board, the Department of e-
Commerce, the Department of e-Government, North 
Rock Communications, the Bermuda College, Capital 
G Ltd., Colonial Insurance, Gateway Systems Ltd., 
Quo-Vadis, Logic Communications, Independent 
Consulting Solutions, First Atlantic Commerce, the 
Department of Labour and Training, Nova Ltd., and 
Ignition. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to extend once 
again hearty congratulations to all of the student 
graduates of the TLF Internship Programme 2010. 
The consistent feedback received from the 2010 in-
terns was that the Internship Programme provided 
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them with valuable experience for their respective fu-
tures, and is a vital stepping stone to becoming an IT 
professional. When asked about the important lessons 
learned during the summer, consistent themes in-
cluded problem solving, exposure to the many facets 
of IT in an organisation, teamwork, exposure to real-
life pressures, and preparation for life after school. 
 In the end, many of the interns believe that in 
combination with the student projects, the internship’s 
placements made them work as part of a team and 
taught them that they had to develop their profession-
alism. Additionally, they were exposed to environ-
ments that made them think about what they needed 
to do to be successful in a business environment. 
 Mr. Speaker, the TLF is about to begin their 
recruiting process for the 2011 Internship Programme. 
On Monday, December 20th, from 5:30 to 7:30 at the 
Royal Bermuda Yacht Club, IT students will be given 
the chance to meet leaders and key influencers in the 
IT industry and learn about the 2011 TLF Internship 
Programme. The TLF IT student networking event is 
also an opportunity for IT professionals to provide 
these students with advice on what they should be 
pursuing in school, industry trends, and information 
about the respective organisations.  

IT scholarship programmes are also invited to 
provide information on their scholarship requirements 
to students actively pursuing degrees and certification 
in this area. We hope to see many applications result-
ing from this event, word of mouth, and recommenda-
tions from past TLF interns. I encourage everyone to 
visit www.tlf.bm for more information. 
 Mr. Speaker, our intention is to develop world-
class talent into world-class IT leadership. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Minors, from 
Smith’s North. 
 Any further Ministerial Statement? 
 Minister Scott, are you ready to go? 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes, I am ready. 
 
The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Minister M. Scott, from Sandys 
North. 
 Minister? 
 

PAROLE BOARD 2009 ANNUAL REPORT 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
 Mr. Speaker, we believe that there is good 
and bad in everyone. 

“Every offender was once someone’s baby 
boy or girl, is someone’s father, mother, sister, or 
brother. We believe that even the worst offender can 
change; i.e., be rehabilitated. People can and do 
change. We believe that sometimes people cannot 

help themselves. This is when those who can help 
must step forward.” 

The words, Mr. Speaker, I have just quoted 
encapsulate a swirling embodiment of Bermuda’s 
truths, realities, challenges, possibilities and opportu-
nities. They give voice to an even newer embodiment 
of modern and recent thinking by those on the front 
lines of advocacy for dynamic mentoring of society’s 
youths at risk, former members of society now in Cor-
rections, and those persons we seek to prevent from 
entering Corrections. 

This quotation, Mr. Speaker, sums up the Pa-
role Board’s philosophy and is found on the back 
cover page of the Parole Board’s 2009 Annual Report, 
and is also captioned within that Report. It has a famil-
iar and distinctive hallmark of the Parole Board’s cur-
rent chairman. I speak of none other than the Honour-
able Dame Jennifer M. Smith, DHM, DHumL, JP, MP, 
Minister of Education, whom I take the opportunity, 
Mr. Speaker, to thank in glowing terms for her leader-
ship and dedication and the gravitas that her position 
within this society brought to the heading of this 
Board, which was tasked, as it was, with such impor-
tant restorative work on our children, young adults, 
and adult population within Corrections. 

Mr. Speaker, this year marks the end of Dame 
Jennifer’s tenure as Chair of the Parole Board. And I 
wish to take this opportunity to thank her for her ser-
vice. 

Mr. Speaker, undoubtedly, there are those 
who instinctively recoil at the thought of investing so 
much hope in those who have violated our laws and 
consequently incur the penalties of the penal system. 
But to take that reaction to the nth degree would be to 
discard the fundamental tenets of our justice system, 
and to trap us all in a hopeless cycle of unforgiving 
retribution. Even the most fervent demand for a pound 
of flesh must contend with the sobering reality of what 
to do with an offender once their prison sentence has 
concluded. 

Mr. Speaker, it may interest Honourable 
Members to recall the relatively recent vintage of the 
legislative framework provided by the Parole Board 
Act 2001. It mandates the Board handling all con-
nected with matters related to the parole of prisoners. 
It undertakes this onerous task in collaboration with 
other components of the criminal justice system, such 
as the Judiciary, the Department of Corrections, and 
various aftercare agencies, in order to identify better 
ways to achieve its mission of preventing crime and 
protecting society. 

Five persons constitute the board, with back-
grounds in penal, institutional, or aftercare psychology 
and the law. Being ever mindful of the corresponding 
challenge of not compromising public safety, parole is 
granted to inmates who demonstrate the ability and 
the will to live a pro-social life. The Act thereby oper-
ates in tandem with other statutes, such as the Crimi-
nal Code [Act] 1907, the Prisons Act 1979, the Prison 

http://www.tlf.bm/
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Rules of 1951, the Senior Training School Act 1951, 
and the Young Offenders Act 1950. 

Mr. Speaker, immediately, one will notice the 
breadth of reach of the Parole Board’s mandate and 
the nature of the clients its actions and decisions im-
pact. It ought not to escape Members either that some 
of the related statutes are very old and are, accord-
ingly, in need of modernisation. 

So, Mr. Speaker, what of its work, and how 
has the Board performed over the period covered by 
the Report, from the 5th of January to the 14th of De-
cember 2009? The Department of Corrections offers 
relevant programmes in-house, such as the Violent 
Offenders Programme, the Sexual Offenders Pro-
gramme, the Anger Management Programme, and not 
the least of which is also a GED Programme to aid 
inmates in their journey of transformation utilising an 
education component. 

Mr. Speaker, parolees who are serious about 
coming out of Corrections a changed person take up 
the courses and programmes on offer, as they know 
that it will assist their parole prospects. The success 
of inmates in the GED programme is a real success 
story. Twenty inmates graduated from the GED pro-
gramme in 2009. Furthermore, the General Education 
Diploma has a long and noble history as an offered 
programme within Corrections. Noble, Mr. Speaker, 
because there are, and there were, pioneering women 
like Mrs. Francis Gertrude Burch, OBE; and a Member 
of this Honourable House, none other than the Hon-
ourable Member and Minister of Public Information 
Services, the Honourable D. Neletha Butterfield, MBE, 
JP, MP, who were the early frontierswomen travelling 
to Corrections to teach inmates. 

Minister Butterfield taught the GED in our 
prisons for 16 years and, Mr. Speaker, is to be both 
celebrated and thanked for this service. 

Turning to the other achievements of the Pa-
role Board, it is to be noted that with the cooperation 
of the Department of Corrections, the Board was able 
to interview inmates one month before their PED (Pa-
role Eligibility Date), and this bodes well for meeting 
the three-month goal slated to be achievable moving 
forward. During the year under review, 122 appear-
ances came before the Parole Board, of which 34, or 
28 per cent, were granted parole. This marks a de-
crease of 16 fewer parolees than the 50 of 2008. It is 
further cited that, between 2003 and 2007 the number 
of paroles granted were increasing, until it stabilised in 
2008 and has continued to decrease since. 

A marked decline in the maximum annual 
number of inmates serving sentences in excess of 12 
months is also recorded for the same period. It is 
worth repeating that the Parole Board is an independ-
ent body empowered to make decisions governing the 
time, terms and conditions of release of inmates by 
assessing the risk they pose to the community and to 
themselves. As stated before, this is daunting and 
challenging, and inherently involves or entails risk. 

It has to also be acknowledged, Mr. Speaker, 
that there have been incidents in the past where the 
release of a prisoner on licence has resulted in tragic 
outcomes for this country. I hereby provide clarifica-
tion that this was, in fact, a case of release on licence 
prior to the Parole Act of 2001. We also have to im-
mediately note that this outcome has been the excep-
tion and not the rule. 

Mr. Speaker, the Report informs us that in 
2009 there were a total of 35 parole breaches. Of 
these 35 breaches, six parolees breached more than 
once. The work of the Parole Board is of high impor-
tance to the Government’s vision of transformation 
and restorative justice. As Minister, I am gratified to 
note the Board’s efforts to continue to refine require-
ments for accommodation, as well as the foundational 
employment issues for granting of parole and vital to 
successful completion of parole. 

Notably, Court Services, Mr. Speaker, is also 
working with Bermuda’s employers to ensure that em-
ployment is for a minimum of three years employment 
of persons being released through the parole system. 

Mr. Speaker, security of housing, a job, and 
(may I add) mentoring are core and key features of 
persons on parole reaching success in their transfor-
mational journey. Accordingly, viable, more dynamic 
models of mentoring of inmates and parolees is a cen-
tral plank to my vision as Minister of Justice for pros-
perous outcomes for our citizens behind bars looking 
to operate beyond their bars back into our community. 

I end by thanking the Parole Board for its no-
table successes and work in 2009, wishing them well 
in their future work under new chairmanship. I single 
out for special attention and thanks the ongoing com-
mitment and work of the former Chairman of the 
Board, Dame Jennifer. I am confident that the new 
face of justice will be even more of a facilitator and 
contribution in supporting its indispensable function 
towards rehabilitating offenders. 

Mr. Speaker, thank you. Attached to this Min-
isterial Statement are some statistics for Members’ 
edification. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Scott, the Honour-
able and Learned Member from Sandys North. 
 Any further statements? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
M. Weeks, from Pembroke East Central. The Honour-
able Member, Mr. Weeks. 
 Minister Weeks, you have the floor, sir. 
 

8TH ANNUAL BERMUDIAN STUDENTS DINNER 
/LONDON 

 
Hon. Michael Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I 
need to say up front that I have two statements to 
present. 
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 Mr. Speaker, I rise before this House to inform 
my honourable colleagues of my recent visit to the UK 
where I had the pleasure of representing our Honour-
able Premier, the Honourable Paula A. Cox, JP, MP, 
at the 8th Annual Bermudian Students Dinner in Lon-
don on Saturday, the 13th of November 2010. 
 Mr. Speaker, as you are aware, the Annual 
Bermudian Students Dinner is an opportunity for all 
Bermudians who are studying in London to come to-
gether to meet each other and to exchange ideas that 
foster a common goal for our country. But just as im-
portant, Mr. Speaker, it is an opportunity for the Pre-
mier and our Government Ministers to deliver a mes-
sage of encouragement to our students and to assure 
them of the Government’s commitment to their future. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is indeed important that we, as 
leaders of this country, show our appreciation for the 
hard work our students put into their studies as they 
work to attain careers that will serve our community’s 
academic and technical needs, careers that help to 
contribute to the economic viability of Bermuda, and 
the kinds of careers and skills that can benefit this 
community in the long term. In addition, Mr. Speaker, 
the dinner provides a venue for the students to ask 
pertinent questions of the Government. 

Mr. Speaker, by all accounts, the 2010 Annual 
Bermudian Students Dinner was a great success. It 
was organised by the Government of Bermuda’s Lon-
don Office. And I want to take this opportunity to thank 
the staff of that office for their assistance in this re-
gard. 

Mr. Speaker, one of the highlights of the eve-
ning was a videotaped message from our Honourable 
Premier that I can unreservedly say was very well re-
ceived by more than 120 students who attended the 
dinner at the Sofitel Hotel. In her videotaped mes-
sage, the Honourable Premier made it clear to the 
students that the Government is focused on serving 
the people of Bermuda and putting Bermudians back 
in the picture. She encouraged them to succeed and 
to excel in their chosen areas of study. Madam Pre-
mier shared some key components of our national 
plan for Bermuda, and she told the students that the 
Government wants a cohesive community, a hard-
working community, a safe, prosperous, and a well-
educated community. 

Mr. Speaker, the importance this Government 
is placing on education was reinforced, as was the 
importance of business development through the 
maintenance of a coordinated link between the labour 
market and our training institutions. We stressed how 
important it is for our students to acquire the skill sets 
demanded of modern businesses so that they can 
bring back the intellectual potency that will thrust our 
country into an even brighter future. 

Mr. Speaker, as you can imagine, it is impos-
sible to speak to a captive Bermudian audience of 
young people without mentioning the violence and 
antisocial behaviours that are currently affecting our 

beloved Island home—in particular, the increase in 
gun crime that, in my view, is a symptom of so many 
other issues prevalent in our community. As we are all 
aware, Mr. Speaker, just a few days ago this commu-
nity was again rocked by senseless gun violence that 
has left two men severely injured—one with paralysis. 

For any number of reasons, Mr. Speaker, a 
disconnect has emerged between people of a certain 
age and the lifestyle we consider as normal. And this 
new normal for them is dispute resolution with knives 
and guns. Mr. Speaker, this is indeed unfortunate, and 
I have spoken of the awesome responsibility that this 
Government has to balance harsh law enforcement 
and penalties with social redress and compassion. 
This task is increasingly difficult. But this Government 
is committed to a holistic approach to these issues 
and the manifest symptoms presented. 

I advised the students of the recent reconfigu-
ration of Cabinet Ministries by the Premier, and how 
the Ministry of Justice has been strengthened to in-
clude every aspect of the justice system: corrections, 
legal aid, court services, all under one Ministry, 
thereby creating a natural synergy that is designed to 
help us to better tackle the issues associated with the 
violence in our community. 

Mr. Speaker, while I do not have the answer 
to why some of our young people have turned to vio-
lence, I acknowledge (as reported by Professor 
Ronald Mincy) that some of them may be angry and 
frustrated by an education system in transition; that 
some may be angry and frustrated that their career 
choices did not match the economic opportunities 
available in Bermuda, and, as such, some highly edu-
cated young people feel that they are forced into jobs 
that limit their ability to drive the economy of their 
country. 

In this vein, Mr. Speaker, I also challenged 
our students to ensure that their career choices are 
such that permit them to earn a living and to drive 
Bermuda’s economy. 

Mr. Speaker, in challenging them to be ready 
for our next wave of economic development, I felt it 
vital to share with them the current statistics on the 
high numbers of work permits issued [in Bermuda] for 
pharmacists, nurses, physiotherapists, accountants, 
underwriters, and masons. 

Mr. Speaker, this Government encourages all 
of our overseas students to sample the delights of 
different cultures, to experience the world, to gain a 
broad perspective on life and, above all, to make good 
choices socially and educationally so that they can 
return to Bermuda and make valuable and needed 
contributions to our country’s future development. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
And I do have another Statement, with your 

indulgence. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Minister Weeks has a further Statement. 
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 Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: I know this one here is con-
cerning my visit to the CPA [Commonwealth Parlia-
mentary Association]. Normally, some say I should not 
do it now. But I feel it is necessary because it lets eve-
ryone know where I have been for these last two 
weeks. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: So, with your indulgence. 
 
The Speaker: Well, that is not a bad idea. 
 
[Laughter] 
 

INTERNATIONAL PARLIAMENTARY  
GOVERNANCE SEMINAR 

 
Hon. Michael Weeks: Mr. Speaker, I rise again to 
inform the House of my attendance at the 5th Interna-
tional Parliamentary Governance Seminar in mid-
November. Some of these Honourable Members may 
have already had the privilege of attending this semi-
nar or similar seminars hosted by the Commonwealth 
Parliamentary Association in recent years. 
 But let me just say, Mr. Speaker, that as one 
of the newer elected Members of this Honourable 
House, I enjoyed this rather unique experience of par-
ticipating in this seminar that was held in three differ-
ent cities over the course of a 10-day period. 
 Mr. Speaker, as I mentioned, the seminar was 
hosted by the Commonwealth Parliamentary Associa-
tion, and it was designed to contribute to a greater 
understanding of the principles and structures of gov-
ernance in parliamentary democracies. Mr. Speaker, 
this meant that I was privileged to meet and join some 
40 other delegates at this seminar in London, Brus-
sels, and Cardiff between the 15th and 26th of Novem-
ber 2010. 

Mr. Speaker, some of the topics that were 
discussed included principles of good governance, 
international governance and organisations, supra-
national governance and relations, national govern-
ance, devolved governance, and local governance. 
These topics allowed for in-depth discussions into ar-
eas such as: 

 Accountability and transparency 
 Trust and legitimacy 
 Engagement and representation 
 The United Nations 
 The Commonwealth 
 The European Union 
 Parliamentary systems and Commonwealth 

contacts 
 The role of Parliament and the scrutiny of the 

executive 
 Parliamentary Committees 

 The role of the Opposition 
 The UK Parliament at Westminster 
 Implementation of national policy at a de-

volved level 
 A National Assembly for Wales. 

 
 As you can see, Mr. Speaker and colleagues, 
I have been thoroughly initiated into the principles and 
structures of governance in parliamentary democra-
cies, and I am indeed grateful for the opportunity to 
attend such a distinguished seminar and to network 
with my counterparts from other countries. 
 Mr. Speaker, as I mentioned, the seminar was 
an intensive one that was spread between three cities 
in London, Brussels, and Wales. The opening session 
took place at Portcullis House in London on the 15th of 
November, and the focus was on Models of Govern-
ance and International System. Mr. Speaker, the 
delegates had hearty discussions on questions such 
as: 

 What is governance? 
 Why does good governance matter? 
 What are the different models of government 

practised in the international system? 
 What is the influence of international political 

organisations? 
 What is the function of differing layers of gov-

ernance, from international to the local? 
 
We also discussed the United Nations, how it 

operates at an inter-governmental level, and how UN 
treaties are negotiated. 

A session on Justice and the International 
Criminal Court and the International Court of Justice 
discussed the purpose and effectiveness of courts to 
supersede national judiciaries. A session on Interna-
tional Development Institutions and Governance dis-
cussed the impact of governance structures in devel-
oping countries. 

Mr. Speaker, the following day, Tuesday, 16th 
of November, we travelled to Brussels to learn more 
about the European Union: how it is structured; its 
purpose, benefits, and disadvantages; the executive 
role of the Commission; the role of the Commission-
ers, and how the European Commission relates to 
other EU organs of governance. We were also given a 
briefing on the European External Action Service and 
the European Council and Council of Ministers and 
their specific roles and relationships. 

Mr. Speaker, while in Brussels, we were 
briefed on the role of the European Parliament, how 
the Members are elected, how the number of seats 
are allocated to each country, how the Members op-
erate across nationalities, and how the European Par-
liament relates to other EU organs of governance. We 
had the opportunity to talk with members of the trade 
community, members of the development community, 
to learn more about the European Court of Justice, 
and to participate in a forum on supranational govern-
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ance structures, where we discussed the benefits and 
risks of these kinds of governance structures, and 
models of integration and cooperation. 

Mr. Speaker, the following day, Thursday, the 
18th of November, we returned to London to learn 
about the Westminster system and Commonwealth 
contacts. We discussed issues such as the role of the 
Commonwealth as a supranational organisation in 
assisting member nations to improve the governance 
in their countries. We looked at the Westminster Par-
liamentary systems’ historical background, the key 
defining features of this model, and how to compare 
this with others around the world. 

Mr. Speaker, delegates were then treated to a 
lunch hosted by the Right Honourable John Bercow, 
MP, Speaker of the House of Commons. 

Mr. Speaker, in light of the recent strengthen-
ing of the Ministry of Justice in Bermuda by the Hon-
ourable Premier, I found sessions on justice and the 
rule of law in London quite interesting. We discussed 
the relationships between legislation and legal en-
forcement in the UK, how the rule of law is protected, 
how the rights of individuals can be protected, and 
how communities can be strengthened through jus-
tice. 

We also looked at the structure and purpose 
of a Supreme Court for the UK and how the UK Su-
preme Court ensures the constitutional separation of 
powers. Delegates also had the opportunity to discuss 
issues such as one of the most crucial factors in an 
effective judiciary. 

Mr. Speaker, while much of this seminar in-
volved lectures, the delegates were also challenged to 
bring something to the table through a series of work-
shops on measuring governance, facilitated by the 
World Bank Institute; transparency and accountability 
and the role of parliamentarians, facilitated by Trans-
parency International; and conflict-sensitive govern-
ance, facilitated by International Alert. 

Mr. Speaker, there were also sessions on ad-
vancing and encouraging the participation of women 
in Parliament and the Civil Service, engaging young 
people as the next generation through education and 
charities that promote youth interests, as well as en-
gaging with civil society and representative groups in 
our own countries. 

Mr. Speaker, when we transferred to Cardiff, 
we learned about the powers and the role of the 
Welsh Assembly and how it differs from the Scottish 
Parliament and the Northern Ireland Assembly. Mr. 
Speaker, this meant learning about how legislation is 
developed and passed through their Assembly, how 
policy is implemented and developed at a regional 
level, and the relationship between national parties. 

Mr. Speaker, as I am sure other Members of 
this House can attest, the International Parliamentary 
Governance Seminar provides invaluable opportunity 
for parliamentarians, such as me, to learn so much 
about our role as the peoples’ representatives. I am 

deeply appreciate to the House for this opportunity, 
and I pledge to use the knowledge that I have gained 
and the contacts that I have made to be the very best 
Representative that I can for our Government, the 
people of Bermuda, and in the service of this Honour-
able House. 

Thank you. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Weeks, from Pem-
broke East Central. You have just broken new ground 
this morning. 
 Any further Ministerial Statements? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Ms. 
D. Butterfield.  

Minister Butterfield has the floor, from Pem-
broke West Central. 
 Minister? 
 

GOVERNMENT PORTAL USAGE UPDATE 
 
Hon. D. Neletha Butterfield: Thank you very much 
for your indulgence. 
 I rise this morning to share with my honour-
able colleagues and the people of Bermuda the latest 
information about the Bermuda public’s use of the 
Internet and, specifically, the government portal, in 
assessing information on government services. 
 Mr. Speaker, quarterly surveys have been 
regularly performed for the last two years to ask a 
random sample of 400 residents which online gov-
ernment services they use and, of those, which ones 
they find of value and those that may require im-
provement. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to say that we can 
see a steady increase in both the number of people 
who access the government portal, as well as an in-
crease in the total usage volumes. The December 
2008 survey indicated 29 per cent of the population 
had used the portal in the last quarter. This had risen 
to 47 per cent in the September 2010 survey, and for 
the first time, more people indicated that they had 
used the portal than any other single form of commu-
nication with the government—even more than visits 
or telephone calls to the main government phone line. 
 Mr. Speaker, in the same time frame, the por-
tal jumped ahead of visits, e-mail, and direct calling to 
departments, to move up from fifth to be the second 
most used channel for accessing government informa-
tion. The portal is now accessed by the public over 
400,000 times per year, and only trails calls to the 
main government phone line, 295-5151, which our 
surveys tell us records over half-a-million calls per 
year. 
 Mr. Speaker, the cost to government can vary 
widely, depending on how service requests from the 
public are handled and which channels are used. It is 
well documented internationally that traditional com-
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munication channels such as personal visits to gov-
ernment offices, and mail, are the most expensive to 
process. The next most expensive is the use of the 
phone. And finally, the most efficient means is elec-
tronic, either by Web access or e-mail. 
 Mr. Speaker, our surveys show that by far the 
most popular method of contacting the government in 
Bermuda is still the phone. However, it is most gratify-
ing to also see from these statistics that, whereas last 
year 24 per cent of the communication was through 
the traditional methods of visit or letter, this is now 
only 21 per cent—the difference mainly being ac-
counted for by the rise in the volume of electronic 
communication by people using the portal over gov-
ernment websites or e-mail. 
 Although sounding small, 3 per cent repre-
sents approximately 72,000 communications per year 
that are now electronic, displacing the more costly 
means of accessing government, such as visits, let-
ters, or phone. Mr. Speaker, we have also gathered 
opinions of the public’s satisfaction level with the por-
tal and their suggestions of how we can improve. Our 
survey data are segmented so that we can further 
analyse the wants and needs of the different groups in 
our society, as we recognise that these vary. 
 For example, women access the portal ap-
proximately twice as much as their male counter-
parts— 
 
An Hon. Member: Absolutely. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha Butterfield: —and show a much 
higher— 
 
The Speaker: What would you expect?  
 
Hon. D. Neletha Butterfield: —satisfaction level than 
men. Our approach to try and appeal to a younger 
audience is also bringing to bear fruits. Sixty-two per 
cent of these questioned in the 31-to-44 age group 
stated that they used the portal in each of the last two 
surveys, and this, Mr. Speaker, now represents the 
age band with the highest percentage of portal users, 
taken over from the 45-to-54 age group in 2009. 
 Mr. Speaker, by late 2009, we had reduced by 
half, the level of concern about two fundamental is-
sues: not being able to find information and not being 
up to date. There is still work to be done in these ar-
eas, but our recent addition of an online service to 
query a Frequently Asked Questions database, and 
the alphabetisation of the list of departments, will sup-
plement the ease of finding information further. 
 Mr. Speaker, during the last year, the De-
partment of e-Government developed 10 websites 
and is currently working on another 18 website pro-
jects. Additionally, we are currently engaged in the 
process of increasing the effectiveness of the Web 
communications with government by moving the gov-
ernment portal to a more modern and cost-effective 

technology platform, as well as expanding the online 
database of Frequently Asked Questions. 
 We will continue to expand our services in 
trying to reach a younger audience, but we will be 
guided by the insight gathered of the concerns and 
wants of a complete cross section of the public, so 
ensuring that we also still meet the needs of our more 
elderly users. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Butterfield, the 
Honourable Member from Pembroke West Central. 
Thank you, Minister. 
 Any further Ministerial Statements? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Z. De Silva, from Southampton East Central. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 

WORLD AIDS DAY 2010 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning to recognise 
the efforts of the Department of Health regarding their 
Island-wide awareness campaign for World AIDS Day 
2010. Mr. Speaker, the theme for World AIDS Day 
2010 was Universal Access and Human Rights, which 
was chosen because the universal access to HIV and 
AIDS prevention, treatment and care are fundamental 
human rights, and the protection of human rights is 
pivotal in combating the global HIV/AIDS epidemic. 
 Through the promotion of individual human 
rights in this manner, new infections can be pre-
vented, and people living with HIV/AIDS can live free 
from stigma and discrimination. 

Mr. Speaker, the staff at the Department of 
Health were tireless in their efforts this year to pro-
mote awareness of the disease through the placement 
of newspaper ads, the creation of banners, and ulti-
mately, the organisation of Wednesday’s formal rec-
ognition ceremony on the steps of City Hall. 

Mr. Speaker, on the steps of City Hall, I made 
a formal proclamation through which I renewed this 
Government’s commitment to continuing to make 
every effort to stop the spread of HIV and AIDS in our 
community. Mr. Speaker, what pleased me most 
about the proclamation ceremony was the number of 
young people in attendance. Students from Francis 
Patton Primary School, Clearwater Middle School, 
and CedarBridge Academy participated in the event. 
And students from Northlands Primary School choir 
and Clearwater Middle School choir performed, and 
performed quite well, I might add. 

I have to say that I was also pleased to have 
the Shadow Minister for Health, the Honourable 
Louise Jackson, join me at the ceremony, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, according to UN AIDS esti-
mates, there are now 33.4 million people worldwide 
who live with HIV, which includes 2.1 million children. 
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In Bermuda, it is estimated that there are 297 persons 
living with HIV and AIDS, 177 with HIV, 120 with 
AIDS. So far in 2010, there have been 11 new HIV 
diagnoses, five new AIDS diagnoses, and four AIDS-
related deaths. 

Mr. Speaker, the recognition of World AIDS 
Day is an important occasion for us to remember that 
HIV has not gone away. And I am proud of our staff at 
the Department of Health for bringing this disease to 
the minds of Bermuda’s residents year in and year 
out. And to them, I say thank you. 

Mr. Speaker, lastly, World AIDS Day 2010 
provided an opportunity for all of us—individuals, 
communities, and political leaders—to take action and 
ensure that human rights are protected and the needs 
for HIV and AIDS prevention, treatment, and care are 
met. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. I think you have a 
further statement. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I do, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva has a further State-
ment. 
 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise to congratulate the Ber-
muda Hospitals Board on signing Bermuda’s first pub-
lic/private partnership contract. This is a flagship pro-
ject and a national priority if we are to meet Ber-
muda’s long-term acute health care needs at interna-
tional best practice standards. 
 After meeting every procurement milestone on 
time, Bermuda Hospitals Board has just signed a pro-
ject agreement with Paget Health Services to design, 
build, finance, and maintain a new building on the 
King Edward VII Memorial Hospital [KEMH] site. 
 Paget Health Services is a consortium of lead-
ing Bermudian and international companies with 
knowledge and experience appropriate for this project. 
Paget Health Services now has access to the new 
hospital building site and will soon begin clearing the 
site in preparation for construction. This is a 33-year 
partnership, with a 3-year construction phase and a 
30-year maintenance phase. 

The building’s design has been approved by 
the Development Applications Board, and it adheres 
to all legislation and, in particular, the King Edward VII 
Memorial Hospital (Special Planning Provision) Act 
2009, as amended in 2010. 

Timeline: This House will recall that the King 
Edward VII Memorial Hospital Redevelopment Project 
was launched in the Throne Speech of November 
2008. The budget for the project was established 
based on a construction cost estimate of $260 million, 

derived from the 2008 Johns Hopkins Phase II Review 
commissioned by the Bermuda Hospitals Board 
[BHB], the Ministry of Health, and the Bermuda Hospi-
tals Charitable Trust. This review of BHB’s estate 
master plan outlined a 25-year plan to guide the sus-
tainable development of our acute care facilities in a 
way that (1) is affordable for Bermuda, (2) is struc-
tured into manageable-sized projects, and (3) meets 
the critical community mandate to build our acute care 
hospital on our existing site. 

The review recommended that KEMH needed 
about 50 per cent more clinical space to provide the 
acute care services Bermuda needs. The Government 
approved a five-year project with a clear mandate: 
Build an addition to the hospital on the KEMH site and 
renovate the existing buildings so that we can extend 
its useful life. 

Two years have passed, and a great deal of 
work has been done. In 2009, Government approved 
the public/private partnership procurement model—
specifically, a design, build, finance and maintain 
model. Project Governments was established at the 
outset, in line with international best practices, and 
Government approved a rise in hospital fees of 1 per 
cent over inflation for five years to help pay for the 
new building. 

Following the release of the request for quali-
fications in 2009, three bid teams were short-listed, 
and they received the Request for Proposal in De-
cember last year. Another important element was the 
formation of a Central Coordinating Committee [CCC] 
in August 2009. The CCC is chaired by the Perma-
nent Secretary of Health and is made up of senior rep-
resentatives from Government departments key to the 
project. The CCC created a single point of contact 
which allowed for a coordinated effort by Government 
to meet the needs of the KEMH Redevelopment Pro-
ject in an efficient, effective, and timely manner. 

I would like to thank all the civil servants who 
have supported this process through the CCC, and 
acknowledge the previous Minister of Health, Minister 
Walter Roban, and his Permanent Secretary, Mr. War-
ren Jones, who shepherded this project while serving 
Bermuda over the last two years. 

Mr. Speaker, this year saw the Bermuda Hos-
pitals Board: 

 complete its extremely detailed specifications 
for the new building, 

 purchase the property adjacent to the KEMH 
site to provide more scope during the new 
building’s construction and operational 
phases, 

 construct enabling works on the corner of the 
KEMH site where a new parking lot and new 
substation are now in use, 

 [consider] bids submitted and evaluated 
against a pre-established criteria, and 

 Paget Health Services chosen as preferred 
bidder just nine weeks ago. 
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The Bermuda Hospitals Board set a very ag-

gressive schedule. And I understand that Regent Fi-
nancial closed just eight weeks after selection of the 
preferred bidder and has set a precedent for pub-
lic/private partnership projects in a new jurisdiction. 
 Now, the design is complete. The financing is 
in place, and Paget Health Services is on the KEMH 
site right now as I speak assessing the buildings on 
the redevelopment site that will not stand there for 
much longer. 
 Here is how the Bermuda Hospitals Board 
and Paget Health Services partnership works: 

Paget Health Services pays for the construc-
tion of the new hospital building and the Bermuda 
Hospitals Board pays nothing until it is complete in 
three years time to the Bermuda Hospitals Board’s 
specifications. This means Bermuda Hospitals Board 
has had time to plan an advance for the payments to 
Paget Health Services that will begin in 2014 when 
the building is complete. 
 In 2014, Bermuda Hospitals Board makes a 
lump-sum payment. After that, rather like a mortgage, 
Bermuda Hospitals Board makes annual repayments 
to Paget Health Services for the duration of the con-
cession, which is 30 years. 
 Mr. Speaker, unlike a usual mortgage, how-
ever, the annual payments cover the capital cost of 
the project, including design, construction, construc-
tion management, and the financing of the construc-
tion, as well as building and life-cycle maintenance. 
BHB retains ownership of the land and the new build-
ing, and the new building must be maintained in ac-
cordance with BHB’s specifications for 30 years. 
 Repayments are subject to deductions by the 
Bermuda Hospitals Board if the new building is not 
performing to the Bermuda Hospitals Board’s prede-
termined specifications and standards. This transfer of 
performance risk is one of the key benefits of a pub-
lic/private partnership. 
 Funding: Bermuda Hospitals Board is respon-
sible for paying Paget Health Services back, and will 
fund payments for the new facility, through a combina-
tion of increased efficiencies—the additional 1 per 
cent increase over inflation in hospital fees over five 
years commenced 1st of April 2009, and a contribution 
from the Bermuda Hospitals Charitable Trust. The 
cost of renovations to the existing KEMH site will be 
borne by Bermuda Hospitals Board itself through tra-
ditional procurement methods. 
 Cost: Mr. Speaker, this project comes at a 
time when Bermuda’s construction industry is de-
pressed. And a project of this scale will provide a ma-
jor boost to both the industry and the local economy. 
Cost information will be released in the New Year, 
once relevant bodies have been briefed. 
 So, what can our community expect by 2014, 
Mr. Speaker? We can expect: 

1. a new, modern, and highly adaptable building 
that centralises all acute care services; 

2. an upgraded existing building; 
3. a world-class system of care benchmarked by 

quality and cost to international standards; 
4. state-of-the-art equipment; 
5. optimised patient/client outcomes; 
6. high patient satisfaction ratings; and 
7. sustainability of infrastructure and services. 

 
This project is necessary to give Bermuda 

Hospitals Board the space and scope to provide Ber-
muda with the acute care services we need now and 
for the future generations. 
 Congratulations to the Bermuda Hospitals 
Board and Paget Health Services on this precedent-
setting partnership. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Minister has a further Statement. Minister 
De Silva has a further Statement. 
 

HEALTH FINANCING SUMMIT 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, last week 
certain of my colleagues on the other side spoke on 
the Motion to Adjourn and raised a number of ques-
tions and concerns about our health care system, 
which they say arose out of the Health Financing 
Summit. 
 Mr. Speaker, I listened carefully to their com-
ments. In fact, I requested a copy of the tape of the 
Motion to Adjourn so that I could review their state-
ments. Over the course of the 40 minutes in which the 
Honourable Members spoke, they asked numerous 
questions. They raised many concerns. They offered 
multiple criticisms about our health care system. But I 
heard very, very few suggestions or recommendations 
for solutions, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is easy to criticise; but it is 
more difficult to develop viable solutions and then put 
those solutions into action. 
 My intent this morning, Mr. Speaker, is not to 
criticise but to focus on solutions both short-term and 
long-term. With your indulgence, Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to take a few minutes to address some of the is-
sues raised, some specifically and others more gen-
erally. 
 Concerns were raised, Mr. Speaker, about the 
Health Insurance Department. It was noted that one 
speaker at the Health Financing Summit said that the 
Health Insurance Department did not operate at peak 
efficiency. I will not argue with [the assertion] that the 
payment of claims at the Health Insurance Depart-
ment was problematic. Several Auditor General re-
ports have documented the problems faced at the 
Department, with claims being in arrears for two, 
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three, even four years, and with few controls in place 
to ensure that claims were paid properly. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Government knew that this 
state of affairs could not be allowed to continue, and 
we did something about it. We separated the social 
insurance and the health insurance roles, and created 
the new Department of Health Insurance, and made 
that Department responsible for HIP, the Mutual Rein-
surance Fund, and the Hospital Subsidies, and then 
FutureCare. 
 Mr. Speaker, we provided that Department 
with resources it needed to re-engineer their systems 
and reinvent their workflows. The result is that the 
turnaround time for paying claims—listen to this, Mr. 
Speaker—is now down to between 30 and 90 days. 
This is not where we want it to be; but it is certainly 
better than where it was. 
 Oh, and yes, Mr. Speaker, we had to use 
some consultants to get this done. And, yes, we had 
to outsource some of the work to make these im-
provements a reality. We could not have done it with 
the staff that we had. They were fully occupied with 
their day-to-day responsibilities. And they did not have 
the specialist skills needed to completely revamp the 
workings of the Department. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Director of the Health Insur-
ance Department, Mr. Collin Anderson, is to be com-
mended for managing this project while also keeping 
the Department operational. He has been doing more 
than one full-time job, and he is doing it very well. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Members spoke 
extensively about the failure of our health care system 
to address and solve issues such as obesity, diabe-
tes, and heart disease. The Government was also 
berated for failing to implement all of the recommen-
dations included in the 1996 Health Care Review, also 
known as the Oughton Report—not the Dr. Cann re-
port, as was stated by one of Honourable Members. 
 Mr. Speaker, at this point I think it is important 
to make a distinction between the health care system 
and any wellness system. We also have to remember 
that when it comes to issues such as smoking, obe-
sity, diabetes, hypertension and heart disease, indi-
viduals must take on some level of personal responsi-
bility for their own health and management of their 
own conditions. The State cannot come into my home 
and stop me from smoking or eating things that are 
bad for me. The State cannot force me to go to the 
doctor and manage my diabetes to make sure that my 
circulatory issues are dealt with. 
 What the State can do, Mr. Speaker, is to 
work in collaboration with the community and the pri-
vate sector to educate the public about what each of 
us can do on a personal level to ensure continuing 
good health. 
 It is on this, Mr. Speaker, that I agree with my 
colleagues across the Floor. The Government, along 
with the private sector, needs to do more, and we 
need to direct more resources at promoting health and 

wellness. And we will. We have a Healthy Schools 
Programme that is having an impact at the school 
level with our students. We have a Health Promotion 
Section within the Department of Health. But we can, 
and we will, do more. And I am going to make sure 
that we keep people’s feet to the fire, Mr. Speaker. I 
am going to make sure that we make a difference in 
the long-term health and wellness of the community at 
large. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Oughton Report put forward 
over 100 recommendations. Some of those recom-
mendations have been put in place, some have not, 
and some have been overtaken by time and events. 
The Arthur Andersen Report of 1998 condensed the 
Oughton Report’s 104 recommendations into 7 broad 
recommendations. And, Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
take a few minutes to review those with you. 

1. Promote the use of alternative and preventa-
tive care services, sites, and personnel.  

Mr. Speaker, I have already spoken about the 
need to increase our efforts when it comes to preven-
tion. But let me remind you that the Lamb Foggo Ur-
gent Care Centre in St. David’s has been planned, 
built, and is in operation. This alternative care site 
provides services to Bermudians which would have 
previously been provided by the emergency depart-
ment at King Edward. By offering this alternative, 
Bermudians get urgent care when they need it, and 
pressure is taken off the emergency services at the 
central hospital. 

2. Develop partnering relationships with over-
seas providers. Mr. Speaker, the Bermuda Hospitals 
Board has established a number of partnerships with 
world-class overseas providers, including 

 the Lahey Clinic; 
 Johns Hopkins; 
 Partners HealthCare System, Inc., 

which includes Massachusetts General, 
Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital, and 
Dana Farber Cancer Institute; and 

 Howard University for psychiatric care. 
3. Implement disease management and preven-

tion programmes for specific chronic diseases.  
Mr. Speaker, Open Airways and the Depart-

ment of Health have developed an asthma manage-
ment programme, which has resulted in a dramatic 
improvement in the management of asthma in our 
community. The number of visits to the emergency 
department for asthma has decreased, and the quality 
of life of asthma patients has increased.  

I must point out, Mr. Speaker, this is one of 
those programmes where the public health services, 
the private physicians, and the individual patients 
have worked together to improve lives and the out-
comes. Mr. Speaker, the Department of Health has 
also worked with private physicians to put in place a 
programme to manage treatment and monitoring of 
diabetes.  
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Again, this programme must function with the 
diabetic acting as his or her own advocate, and the 
physician taking steps to prod and question the pa-
tient to make sure he or she sticks to the programme. 
The Health Department is now working with physi-
cians to develop a management programme for those 
suffering with hypertension, or high blood pressure. 
So you see, Mr. Speaker, these things are being 
done. 

4. Address physician-owned ancillary services 
and equipment.  

While this recommendation has yet to be im-
plemented, the Health Council is working on policy 
recommendations which could lead to legislation regu-
lating services provided by physicians. 

5. Develop a universal billing and coding format 
for hospitals and physicians.  

Mr. Speaker, this recommendation links 
closely with another, which is to . . .  

6. Conceptually evaluate various reimbursement 
methodologies for hospitals, physicians, and ancillary 
providers.  

Taking these two recommendations together, 
real progress has been made. The hospital has 
changed the way that it bills, moving from a per diem 
method of billing to the use of diagnostic-related 
groups. The insurers have been working with the pri-
vate physicians to standardise the documents used 
for submitting claims and to use CPT codes to bill for 
services. (“CPT” stands for “common procedural ter-
minology.”) Mr. Speaker, while we have not com-
pletely cracked this nut, we have come a long way. 
Progress is being made. 

7. The final recommendation was to create a 
central data repository for all health care data, includ-
ing clinical and financial data.  

Again, this has not yet been implemented, but 
we are making progress. The former Health Minister, 
Minister Roban, tasked the Health Council with laying 
the groundwork for the implementation of an elec-
tronic health record. The development of the new 
hospital will take us a step closer to making this a re-
ality, as this will give us the opportunity to develop an 
electronic media record which can then be expanded 
to an electronic health record. While this is one path to 
implementation, it is not the only one. We are looking 
at others, and we will pick the one that provides the 
best value for money. 

So you can see, Mr. Speaker, we have made 
progress. We are not completely done, but we are 
making progress. Certainly, Mr. Speaker, Bermuda’s 
health care system is not as bad as the Honourable 
Members made it sound last week. I am confident that 
we will build upon the efforts and gains that have been 
made by those that came before me, and the people 
of Bermuda will benefit in the long term. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva, the Hon-
ourable Member from Southampton East Central. 
 Just before I call on the next Minister . . . Mr. 
Sergeant-at-Arms? 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: With your indulgence, I have just rec-
ognised in the Visitors Gallery distinguished visitors, 
the Right Reverend Bishop Norris, Bishop of the First 
Episcopal District of the AME Church, of which Ber-
muda is a part, and presiding, Rev. Furbert-
Woolridge. 

Would you bring them inside the bar of the 
House? 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
[Pause] 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Sergeant-at-Arms. 
 And I thank the House for its indulgence. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Deputy Premier, Minister D. Burgess, from Hamilton 
East. 
 Minister? 
 

MAGISTRATES COURT/HAMILTON  
POLICE STATION UPDATE 

 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Today I will report progress on the Magistrate 
Court/Hamilton Police Station Construction Project. 

But before I go any further, Mr. Speaker, I 
would just like to clear up a matter that was reported 
in the morning paper, that “Minister Burgess declined 
to answer” when asked to report on this building. Mr. 
Speaker, I was not aware that the Royal Gazette had 
called me. So I was unable to even decline it, having 
not been aware. Right? 

Mr. Speaker, at this time I am particularly 
pleased and proud to advise that the new building will 
be styled the Dame Lois Browne-Evans Building, 
named in honour of one of the greatest Bermudians of 
all time, lawyer, statesman, Attorney General and Min-
ister of Legislative Affairs in the first Progressive La-
bour Party Government, the Honourable Dame Lois 
M. Browne-Evans, DBE, JP, MP. Surely, there can be 
no greater physical tribute to the honour and legacy of 
Dame Lois than this magnificent building, one that 
changes forever the face of Church, Court, and Victo-
ria Streets. 

Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will know 
that this Statement is the seventh update that I have 
made in this Honourable House with respect to this 
extremely important construction project, for the con-
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sideration of the Honourable Members themselves 
and for the consideration of the people of Bermuda. 
Mr. Speaker, in reporting progress, I am delighted to 
note that this major construction project is fast ap-
proaching completion. In fact, it is our expectation that 
all construction aspects will be complete and the 
building partially furnished by the 31st of December of 
this year. 

It is our further expectation that the building 
will be completely furnished in January, with the first 
tenants moving into the building at that time. The 
building’s official opening will occur around that time. 

On Monday of this week, Mrs. Patricia 
Gordon-Pamplin, Shadow Minister of Public Works 
and Public Accounts Control, and some of my Opposi-
tion colleagues joined some of my Government col-
leagues and me on an extensive tour of this splendid 
new facility. And only yesterday, Mr. Speaker, our 
Premier, the Honourable Paula Cox, accompanied by 
Ministers Blakeney, De Silva, and Scott, and Cabinet 
Secretary Mr. Donald Scott, joined me on another tour 
of this enormous edifice. 

Mr. Speaker, allow me to remind Honourable 
Members which government entities will be housed in 
the new building. The north wing on Court and Victoria 
Streets will house the Hamilton Police Station on the 
ground floor; four Magistrate’s Courts and support 
offices on the second floor; cashier counters, two fam-
ily courts, and court administration offices on the third 
floor; Magistrate offices and Bermuda Police Service 
offices on the fourth floor; and the Ministry of the Envi-
ronment and Planning and Infrastructure Services 
headquarters, and the Department of Planning, on the 
fifth floor. 

Mr. Speaker, the south wing on Court and 
Church Streets will house various Bermuda Police 
Services functions on the ground floor; the Depart-
ment of Court Services on the second and third floors; 
the Ministry of Youth, Families, Sports, and Commu-
nity Development headquarters on the fourth floor; 
and the Department of Community and Culture Affairs 
also on the fourth floor. 

Mr. Speaker, the interiors of the fifth, fourth, 
and third floors are more than 90 per cent complete. 
The interior of the second floors will be complete by 
mid-January 2011. Millwork for the Bermuda Police 
Service on the ground floor, both north and south 
buildings, is expected to arrive next week, with instal-
lation to be completed by mid-January. 

Mr. Speaker, the basement area of the north 
wing, partial car park and Bermuda Police Service 
offices, is currently used for site storage and staging. 
The installation of the generator, located on the floor, 
is 95 per cent complete, with installation to be com-
pleted in early January. The overhead rolling door will 
be installed in early January 2011, with the police 
locker rooms to be completed later that month. 

Mr. Speaker, the basement area of the south 
wing (currently used for subcontracting offices and 

storage staging) will be complete by mid-January. It 
has been set aside for the storage of Bermuda Police 
Services and the Department of Archive records. 

Mr. Speaker, the building’s exterior is more 
than 90 per cent complete. We wish to thank the Cor-
poration of Hamilton for its cooperation with respect to 
the sidewalk, the sidewalk lighting, and the plantings 
that are expected to enhance the building considera-
bly. Installation of the very attractive exterior stone 
tiling, which is drawing a great deal of favourable 
comment, will be completed by the 31st of December 
of this year. Police flagpoles also will be installed by 
that time. 

Mr. Speaker, all required furnishings for the 
new building, including systems have been ordered. 
The first delivery of furniture will arrive on site next 
Monday, with the installation beginning the next day. 
All furniture that integrates with building services, such 
as workstations and boardroom tables, will be in-
stalled and fully cabled with power, telecommunica-
tions, and data, by the end of the year. Loose furniture 
such as chairs and filing cabinets will be delivered and 
placed throughout the building during the first two 
weeks of January. 

Here let me say that not all furniture in the 
building will be new. Economic considerations and 
common sense have led to the decision to use, where 
possible, furniture that was already in use by the ten-
ant departments. 

In summary, Mr. Speaker, the focus of the 
next few weeks will be achieving a level of completion 
suitable for substantial completion by the 31st of De-
cember of this year, with the balance of minor out-
standing and punch-list items to be completed during 
January. 

Installation of data and telecom service will be 
completed during January, as will all security pro-
gramming of cards and CCTV camera installations, 
with the expectation that a certificate of use and occu-
pancy will be awarded. 

Mr. Speaker, we are confident that the total 
cost of $91,666,000.98 approved by the Ministry of 
Finance for the construction and fit-out of the Dame 
Lois Browne-Evans Building will not be exceeded. 
That amount includes provisions for the statue of 
Dame Lois that we have been hearing so much about 
during the last few days. 

Mr. Speaker, during the past two years or so, I 
have been forced to spend too much time responding 
to irresponsible reporting on this project by newspaper 
and some television reporters, and, most regrettably, 
by some Members of the Opposition. Today is no ex-
ception, as this morning’s edition of the Royal Gazette 
contains erroneous and altogether misleading state-
ments to the effect that the Magistrate’s 
Court/Hamilton Police project is more than $20 million 
over budget, and in the words of one Member, who 
sits directly across from me, “affected by very poor 
management.” Mr. Speaker, that is errant nonsense. 
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Mr. Speaker, on the 19th of February 2010, I 
informed Honourable Members that, because of a va-
riety of reasons—none of which related to very poor 
management—the cost of this construction project 
had increased from the original TAF of approximately 
$78 million to $91,800,000. In fact, the TAF of 
$91,800,000 was approved by this legislature in esti-
mate of revenue and expenditure for the year 
2010/11. 

Mr. Speaker, I stated on the 19th of February 
2010—and I repeat this morning—I am now in a posi-
tion to share with Honourable Members that those 
facts of the construction project that will lead to an 
increase in the TAF of $78 million, the Ministry of 
Works and Engineering has nothing to hide with re-
spect to the construction project. We are satisfied that 
it is well managed and that the allocated funding is 
being expended prudently and effectively. We are sat-
isfied that the increase in the cost of the new facility is 
fully justified and are obliged to share with the Mem-
bers of this Honourable House and the people of 
Bermuda details of the increases in cost. 

Mr. Speaker, I went on to provide details of 
those areas where there had been unanticipated in-
creases, not unauthorised overspends: 

1. costs incurred as a result of unforeseen 
ground conditions, along with errors and 
omissions on the construction drawings; 

2. costs incurred as a result of changes required 
by the building code; 

3. costs incurred as the result of the need to in-
stall a larger generator in the building; 

4. costs of tenants’ work for Government occu-
pancy, including the requirement to make the 
new building compliant with provisions of the 
Police and Criminal Evidence legislation (bet-
ter known as PACE); 

5. costs incurred as a result of engaging the ser-
vices of a local design team; 

6. costs incurred as a result of engaging the ser-
vices of an owner representative on the con-
struction site; among other unanticipated 
costs that led to the approximately $13 million 
increase—let me repeat—$13 million increase 
in the overall cost of the building. 

 
None of these costs, Mr. Speaker, are attributable 

to mismanagement. 
Happily, Mr. Speaker, the following quotation 

is attributed in today’s edition of the Royal Gazette to 
the Honourable— 

 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
The Speaker: Let us be courteous to the Minister. 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, the fol-
lowing quotation is attributed in today’s edition of the 

Royal Gazette to the Honourable Patricia Gordon-
Pamplin, Shadow Minister of Public Works and Public 
Accounts Control—who I am having very good work-
ing relations with—following her visit to the construc-
tion of the construction project on Monday of this 
week: “The building appears to be advancing in a 
manner appropriate to my expectation. The building 
site managers have taken great pride in ensuring that 
deadlines are met. But until we have final cost relating 
to any change orders, I can only be cautiously opti-
mistic.” 

And that is a fair—she is not [INAUDIBLE]. 
She is a woman of principle— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, the Gov-
ernment is delighted that we shall have in the new 
building a beautiful statue of our revered Dame Lois. 
The Government also deeply regrets the total, unnec-
essary controversy that has surrounded the selection 
of a non-Bermudian sculptor for the project. Zenos 
Frudakis is a leading US sculptor whose recent works 
include the highly acclaimed sculptures of Reverend 
Dr. Martin Luther King, singer Nina Simone, golfers 
Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer, among other nota-
bles. His greatest work is, arguably, the breathtaking, 
16-feet-tall National Air Force Memorial Honour Guard 
sculpture that overlooks the Pentagon in Washington, 
DC. What an honour, Mr. Speaker, for a sculpture of 
Dame Lois to be created by this celebrated artist! 
 Mr. Speaker, in selecting Mr. Frudakis to cre-
ate the sculpture of Dame Lois, the Government 
meant no disrespect to any Bermudian artist, whose 
work we value enormously. In fact, the statue of Sally 
Bassett, the work of a Bermudian sculptor, graces the 
grounds of the Cabinet Building. Quite simply, our de-
cision to engage the services of Mr. Frudakis was 
based upon his international reputation, his ability to 
deliver the sculpture on time at a relatively short no-
tice, and the reasonable cost of the work. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Burgess, Deputy 
Premier. 
 Any further Ministerial Statements? 
 Minister Scott, you are trying to catch my eye, 
Minister Scott from Sandys North. Yes? 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, I am grateful. 
 
The Speaker: Is it a further Statement, Minister, or . . .  
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 14 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: No, Mr. Speaker, may I crave 
your indulgence to suspend the rules to enable me to 
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table in the House the Parole Board Annual Report of 
2009, the subject of which I made a Ministerial State-
ment this morning? 
 
The Clerk: Okay, Minister. You are just suspending 
Standing Order 14. Okay? 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Madam Clerk. 
 Mr. Speaker, with the assistance of the Clerk, 
I move for leave to suspend Standing Order 14 in or-
der to enable . . . 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 14 suspended.] 

 

PAPERS AND OTHER  
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

 
PAROLE BOARD ANNUAL REPORT 2009 

 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to 
table before the Honourable House the Parole Board 
Annual Report 2009. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Scott. 
 Minister Scott referred to the Report in his 
Ministerial Statement, and the Report had not been 
laid before Honourable Members. 
 No further Ministerial Statements. 
 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 We are moving on. 
 

QUESTION PERIOD 
 

The Speaker: We come now to Question Period. And 
some Honourable Members have indicated they wish 
to put question. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. 
Gibbons, from Paget East. 

Dr. Gibbons has the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: To the Minister of Health. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: To the Minister of 
Health, yes. And I have a subsequent set, which I will 
wait for your acknowledgement, to Minister Butterfield. 
 
The Speaker: You are just now informing me. 
 

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, sir, I did. As I 
said, I had both Minister Butterfield and Minister . . . 
but, anyway. That is all right. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Okay. All right. Carry on, Dr. 
Gibbons. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I be-
lieve I did, anyway. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. All right. 
 

QUESTION NO. 1 ON IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 This is to the Honourable Member Mr. De 
Silva on his first statement, which was regarding the 
contract between the Bermuda Hospitals Board and 
Paget Health Services. On page 3, just so we can put 
this in context, Mr. Speaker, under the section “Fund-
ing,” it said: “The BHB is responsible for paying Paget 
Health Services back and will fund payments for the 
new facility through a combination of increased effi-
ciencies, the additional 1 per cent increase over infla-
tion hospital fees over five years, and a contribution 
from the Bermuda Hospitals Charitable Trust.” 
 The question I have, Mr. Speaker, is as fol-
lows: It was our understanding that this 1 per cent in-
crease, which rises to 5 per cent over five years, that 
this 5 per cent inflator on top of hospital fees will be 
matched by internal savings of roughly the same 
amount from the hospital. Is that still the case? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, because that 
will be a sort of moving target going forward—it is cer-
tainly going to be our intent. 
 
The Speaker: Dr. Gibbons? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. Supplementary? 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary question. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. How much are 
the annual payments that the Hospitals Board will be 
paying to the Paget Health Services for 30 years? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, that informa-
tion will be forthcoming early in the New Year. 
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The Speaker: I think you read that in the Statement. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I did. I did. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 There is a further question? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: It is a supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker. Okay? 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member, Dr. Gibbons, 
has a further question. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Will the cost of the 
project still be $260 million for the main building, plus 
$50 million, roughly, for the renovations? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: We certainly hope so, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I hope he has more 
confidence than that, Mr. Speaker. 
 I have a further question for him, Mr. Speaker, 
my second. 
 
The Speaker: This is question number . . . ? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Two. 
 
The Speaker: Question number two. Dr. Gibbons has 
the floor. 
 

QUESTION NO. 2 ON IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. Yes. 
 The question I have, Mr. Speaker, is, When 
will the hospital start on their savings, or as they put it 
here, on these efficiencies? When will that start? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, that has 
started and will be an ongoing process. 
 
The Speaker: Dr. Gibbons? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: There is a supplementary. 
Minister? 

 
SUPPLEMENTARIES 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: How much in sav-
ings is the hospital budgeting on an annual basis? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, that also will 
be forthcoming in the very near future. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. The Honour-
able Member said the savings had started, and the 
question I have is, where will these savings be found? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is responding. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, we are going 
to find savings . . . we will continue to find savings in 
every cubby hole we can. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
  
The Speaker: You wish to put a question to whom? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Well, you did not indicate it. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: I did. 
 
The Speaker: I thought it was the improvements of 
the health care system. All right. I am going to allow it. 
You did? Okay. It is on this statement? Okay. Fine. 
 The Honourable Member Mr. C. Simons has a 
question. 
 

QUESTION NO. 3 ON IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: To the Minister of 
Health on the hospital’s financing and the contract: 
What guarantees or capital infusion has the Govern-
ment or Bermuda Hospitals Board given to Paget 
Health Services so that they can have the capital and 
finances to build the hospital? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, what guaran-
tees, did you say, Mr. Simons? 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Capital or guarantees. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: What capital or guarantees 
. . . Mr. Speaker, that information . . . As you know, we 
had an announcement just yesterday. That informa-
tion we will be happy to put forward in the near future 
as well, for the Honourable Member. I will make sure 
that I personally get that for him. 
 I will say that—and I think it is probably ac-
knowledged—that the developers have a substantial 
amount of capital so that they can move the project 
forward. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Supplemental? 
 
The Speaker: There is a further question, supplemen-
tary question? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Yes, on the same one, 
just one simple one. 
 How much has the Government paid to the 
developers to date? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is responding. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will revert back with that 
answer, Mr. Speaker. 

But, Mr. Speaker, to my knowledge, we have 
not paid the developers anything to date. And as I 
said in my Ministerial Statement, the payment will be 
done when the hospital . . . When we have keys in 
hand, the payment will be given at that time. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Honourable and Learned Member Mr. 
Barritt from Devonshire South Central has a question 
to the Minister.  Mr. Barritt? 
 

QUESTION NO. 4 ON IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Mr. John Barritt: Thank you. I do, Mr. Speaker. 
 I just wanted to ask the Minister this simple, 
straightforward question: Will the Minister make avail-
able, by tabling in this House, the contract that is 
signed for this precedent-setting public/private part-
nership? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, we will do our 
utmost to provide that information to the Honourable 
Member. 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member Mrs. 
Jackson. The Honourable Member Mrs. Jackson, from 
Pembroke South West, has a question to the Minister, 
Minister of Health. 
 Mrs. Jackson? 
 

QUESTION NO. 5 ON IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Yes. No, this is on improvements in the health 
care system, question to the Honourable Member Mr. 
De Silva. 

Concerns raised about the Health Insurance 
Department were included in his Statement. And I 
would like to know about the consultants that were 
hired here, Kurron, at a cost of $13.5 million . . . 

 
The Speaker: Question? Question? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: And the same company, 
Kurron, who were hired at a cost of a little over $1 mil-
lion to assist with health care, health insurance; the 
last, a little over $1 million for FutureCare . . . I want to 
know why further consultants were used, as these 
consultants had been in place for several years, at 
least three years? 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Thank you, Mrs. Jackson. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: And . . . oh, well. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. That is one question. Let the Min-
ister respond. 
 Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I made no 
mention of any companies’ names in my Ministerial 
Statement whatsoever. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: He said “consultants.” 
 
The Speaker: Yes. It is outside of the Statement, the 
Minister said. 

Is there a further question, Mrs. Jackson? 
 

Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I am sorry. A supplemen-
tary. 
 
The Speaker: There is a supplementary question to 
the Minister. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: It is very clear . . . I will ask 
which . . . I know the consultant. But why? He has 
here, “Concerns were raised about the Health Insur-
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ance Department. It was noted that one speaker at 
the Health Financing Summit said that the Health In-
surance Department did not operate at peak effi-
ciency.” 
 I am asking you why we had additional con-
sultants when we had already paid something like 
$14.5 million—close to $15 million—for consultants? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Question. 

Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member is a little confused. She is mixing apples 
with oranges. The particular consultant she is referring 
to did not have a contract of $14 million with HID. You 
know, she is talking about something completely dif-
ferent. 
 Now, you know, with regard to . . . I will try to 
help the Honourable Member, Mr. Speaker, with re-
gard to consultants, yes. The HID, like many busi-
nesses in Bermuda (and many Members on the other 
side would be familiar), we all need consultants from 
time to time, Mr. Speaker. And we were no exception 
in the HID. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Is there a supplementary? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Supplementary. 

Who were they and how much did we pay for 
them? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will get that information 
for the Honourable Member, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: The Minister has given an undertaking 
to provide the information at a later date. 
 Is there a further question? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Yes, there is. 
 
The Speaker: There is a further question from the 
Honourable Member. 
 Yes? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: The Honourable Member 
mentioned that I offered multiple criticisms about our 
health care system . . . heard very few suggestions or 
recommendations for solutions, which I thought were 
recommendations that our Government— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Question? 
 

QUESTION ON HEALTH FINANCING SUMMIT 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: —should certainly respond 
to. Therefore, my question is, there are two major is-
sues that I spoke on in the Motion to Adjourn that the 

Honourable Member conveniently left out of the 
Statement. 

So I want to know now: What is being done 
about up-front fees for doctors, which was mentioned 
repeatedly? And also, what is being done about the 
permanent oncologist? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Jackson. 
 The Minister is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: First of all, Mr. Speaker, in 
my Ministerial Statement I did not call any Honourable 
Member by name. And my second answer, Mr. 
Speaker, is . . .  
 
The Speaker: Well, I guess the inference was very 
clear. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Speaker, the two 
questions the Honourable Member asked have noth-
ing to do with my Ministerial Statement. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 You have had two questions. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Supplementary? I cannot 
do a supplementary? 
 
The Speaker: Oh, do you want a further supplemen-
tary? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Go ahead. Ask the supplementary 
question, Mrs. Jackson. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Yes. Will the Honourable 
Member please tell me what solutions you have for 
the various criticisms that were presented? And I can 
list them, if you wish. And I am starting again with up-
front fees and a permanent oncologist. 
 
The Speaker: The Minister is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the solutions 
are forthcoming, and the Honourable Member will be 
very happy, I am sure, too . . . Yes, there is a lot of 
work to be done, Mr. Speaker. But I am sure the Hon-
ourable Member will be very happy when she sees it 
because, obviously, they have had difficulty coming 
up with any. But I assure you, we will have them, Mr. 
Speaker. 
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[Inaudible interjection] 
  
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 We are going to move on. 
 The Honourable Member Mrs. Gordon-
Pamplin from Paget West wishes to put a question to 
the Honourable Minister D. Burgess from Hamilton 
East. 

Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin. 
 

QUESTION ON MAGISTRATES COURT/HAMILTON 
POLICE STATION UPDATE 

 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, my question is with respect to 
the Minister’s Statement concerning the Hamilton Sta-
tion construction project. My first question, on pages 2 
and 3 where the Minister has indicated who will oc-
cupy the various departments: Will the Minister advise 
this Honourable House where the Police Department 
that has been displaced by the construction of the 
new cells will be housed? 
 
The Speaker: Did you get the question, Minister? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, I got the ques-
tion. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Burgess is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: In fact, the CID were 
supposed to be on the ground floor, but when the po-
lice requested 10 more cells we had to move them to 
another part of the building. I believe it is on the fifth 
floor. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: It will still be in the 
same building? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Is there a further question? 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin has a fur-
ther question to the Minister. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: In the final sheet 
of the Minister’s Statement concerning the statue— 
 
The Speaker: Question? 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 

 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The Minister al-
luded (I just wanted to point to bring his reference)— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, well let’s ask the question. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —to the ability to 
deliver the sculpture on time at a relatively short no-
tice. My question to the Minister is, Was this not part 
of the planning process, to ensure that these types of 
things would have been included, such that we would 
not have put somebody on short notice? (I just want to 
make sure the Minister got it.) 
 
The Speaker: Yes, okay. I got the question. 

Minister Burgess? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Was there any forward planning? She 
wants to know about that. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. It is always for-
ward planning. But as you have in planning, some-
times that does not go according to the plan. But it will 
be delivered on time once we open the building. It will 
be on time, yes. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Burgess. 
 There is a further question? 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: There is a supplementary question 
from the Honourable Member Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin. 
 Yes? 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Will the Minister advise the final cost of the 
statue for this Honourable House? 
 
The Speaker: Minister Burgess is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Most certainly, Mr. 
Speaker. In fact, Mr. Speaker, we got a quote from a 
local sculptor. And the price that we are paying for the 
sculpture is $218,000, over $100,000 savings by tak-
ing the world-renowned person. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Burgess. 
 The Honourable Member, Mr. D. Butler, from 
Warwick North East, has indicated he wishes to put a 
question to Minister Minors. 
 Mr. Butler, what is your question? 
 
QUESTION ON TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP FO-

RUM INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2010 
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Hon. Dale D. Butler: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Questions to the Minister of Business and 
Tourism: Has the TLF Internship Programme resulted 
in interns being employed full-time by the Bermuda-
based organisations upon either completion of the 
programme or graduation from college or university? 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors is going to respond, 
Minister Minors from Smith’s South. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Yes, Mr. Speaker. There 
have been several graduates of the programme who 
are now gainfully employed in a variety of companies. 
And I will name them off. 
 Four of the students from the 2009 pro-
gramme: Ayanna Wolfe is at Rand Re; Zarinah 
Codrington is at E-Government; Colin Outerbridge is 
at Bermuda Hospitals Board; Tyray Lathan is at ICS; 
and Cyniqua Anderson is at Orbits Investments. 
 Of the 2010 graduates, you have three indi-
viduals: Brian Hall, who is at Nova Ltd.; a gentleman 
by the name of Sheldon Jones at BELCO; and Jared 
Pearman is at the Accountant General’s Office. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Further question? 
 
Hon. Dale D. Butler: I have two more, Mr. Speaker. I 
will ask one more now . . .  
 
The Speaker: Well, you only have two substantive 
questions. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Dale D. Butler: One more question, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Can the Honourable Minister indicate whether 
or not high school students apply for the TLF Intern-
ship Programme? 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
and thank you, Honourable Member. 
 While the intent of the TLF is to cater to the 
school leaver, there is the desire to at least encourage 
the young people that might be in the high school, 
while they are there, to get into the trades. So they are 
encouraged to at least attend the forums that we have 
to get the insight as to the necessity and their inter-
ests in entering into this career choice. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker? 
 

The Speaker: To the Minister, the same? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, yes. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Dr. Gibbons has a supplementary. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Is there any likelihood that a certification or 
some sort of academic credit will be put in place for 
these TLFs? Because it might be useful to these stu-
dents. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Yes. Thank you for that 
question. 
 As it is right now, that is not the intention. 
What we are seeking to do is at least provide them 
with a skill set to set them on that career and at least 
provide them, through the involvement of the various 
companies, to give them some indication as to the 
areas that they can pursue and the schooling—the 
institutions of education that they can look to—to get 
that required certification. 
 Our desire at the end of the day is to have IT 
leaders in Bermuda that can spread their wings glob-
ally. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Minors, Minister 
Minors from Smith’s North. 
 I understand the Honourable Member Dr. 
Gibbons has a further question to Minister Butterfield. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. I do. 
 
The Speaker: Dr. Gibbons, what is your question? 
 
QUESTION NO. 1 ON GOVERNMENT PORTAL US-

AGE UPDATE 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The question . . . just 
for Minister Butterfield’s benefit, I am on page 4 of her 
Statement on Government Portal Usage Update. The 
question is, Mr. Speaker . . . It says here that “The 
Government will be moving the portal to a more mod-
ern, more cost-effective technology platform.” 
 Mr. Speaker, the question I have for the Minis-
ter is: Will that result in a faster portal and one which 
is not down quite so often? I have noticed that it often 
can be very slow and unavailable. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Doctor. 
 Minister Butterfield from Pembroke West Cen-
tral is going to answer. 
 Minister? 
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Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: I thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I know the Honourable Member knows what 
technology is about and the speeds that we get. So 
the answer to his question will be yes, much faster. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary question? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Actually, Mr. 
Speaker, it is going to be a separate question. So it 
will be my number two if that is all right. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Separate question. Yes. What 
is the question? 
 
QUESTION NO. 2 ON GOVERNMENT PORTAL US-

AGE UPDATE 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. Would the 
Honourable Member please tell us who is responsible 
for updating information on individual department or 
Ministry websites? 
 
The Speaker: Minister Butterfield is going to respond. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: I thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I can only respond to who the director is of e-
Government. But who the particular person is, I do not 
know of his name. 
 
The Speaker: But you will give an undertaking to find 
out? 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: But I will, of course, 
and the Honourable Member knows that I will get it to 
him as promptly and as fast as possible. 
 Thank you. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Butterfield. 
 Yes, Dr. Gibbons, you have . . . ? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I have a supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker. In fact, I have another one after 
this, too, again. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Put your supplementary. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The question I was 
asking is, Is each Ministry or department responsible 
for their own website, or do they have to work through 
a central IT department, for updating, that is? 
 

The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Minister Butterfield is going to respond. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: Thank you. Yes, thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 As far as I know, they are not individually re-
sponsible because under the e-Government, they are 
the ones that set it up. And I can give him an exam-
ple—just with the new administration that came in, a 
lot of changes have taken place—so that is done right 
there at e-Government. The individuals who work 
there and get this information in, I can explain to you 
at another date. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Is there a further question? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Dr. Gibbons has a further question. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Please know this is 
my last one. 
 
The Speaker: Well, you do not have to tell me. I 
know. 
 
[Laughter and desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. I know my 
place, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: To the Minister 
again, yes. 
 
The Speaker: What is the question? What is the 
question? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The question is, Is 
there . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
  
The Speaker: Let us give the Honourable Member a 
chance to get the question. 
  
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Is there any effort to enforce a consistency of 
look and design amongst all the department and Min-
istry websites? 
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The Speaker: Minister Butterfield is going to respond. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: A very short one: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 

Are there any further questions before we 
move on? 
 That is the end of Question Period. And there 
are no further questions. Let us move on. 
 

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR 
OBITUARY SPEECHES 

 
The Speaker: I am going to take the Honourable 
Member Mr. D. Butler from Warwick North East. 
 Mr. Butler, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Dale D. Butler: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I ask that congratulations be sent to Mr. Geoff 
Parker, Sr., on the publication of another Bermuda 
book. It is part of a series that he has prepared. This 
particular one follows on to Happy and the Great Hur-
ricane, Happy as a Fox, and now we have Happy’s 
Christmas Gift. 

In addition to that, I ask that the House send 
congratulations to Mr. Charles Spanswick, who has 
been working very hard in the community, over 31 
years of service and assistance to the Senior Island-
ers Centre at the Admiralty House. And he is also one 
of the founders of the Eliza Doolittle Society. So I ask 
the House to send him congratulations for the fine 
work he does in the community. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Butler. 
 I am going to take Minister T. Lister, who 
caught my eye. Minister Lister from Sandys South has 
the floor. 
 
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I want to congratulate one young 
lady, Miss Doriele Battersby Hurtle. Miss Hurtle is the 
sole person who has passed the CA exams this time 
around. She is a graduate of Mount Saint Vincent 
University in Halifax, where she obtained a bachelor 
of business administration with a major in accounting. 
She returned to Bermuda in 2008 and is employed by 
that great accounting firm Ernst & Young. I would like 
the House’s congratulations to be sent to her on her 
fine performance. 
 Thank you. 
 
[Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief in the Chair] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Lister. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Mrs. Louise 
Jackson. 
 

Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. 
 I would like to have this Honourable House 
send congratulations to the organisations involved in 
organising World AIDS Day. I have to say that it was a 
very well done performance, particularly by the chil-
dren. (I think the Minister of Health, the Honourable 
Member De Silva, mentioned this.) The choirs and the 
speakers from the schools were outstanding. 
 But I particularly want to make note of the pro-
fessionals who give that preventive care, that treat-
ment and the support that people who are affected 
with HIV and AIDS have. They do not get, I think, the 
credit many times that they should. They are dealing 
with something very, very difficult there, on an emo-
tional level as well as a physical level. 
 And these would be the nurses that are in the 
HIV Clinic at King Edward VII Memorial Hospital, as 
well as the Hamilton Clinic, and the Communicable 
Disease Control Clinic, which provide counselling and 
testing for HIV. Again, this is a very delicate kind of 
work, and they are very professional with it. 
 Particularly impressed . . . and I think the 
schools have been named already, but I want to name 
them again. And that is Francis Patton, the Northlands 
School, Clearwater, and CedarBridge. 
 Thank you very much. 
  
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Mrs. 
Jackson. 
 And now I recognise Minister Scott. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Deputy Speaker, thank 
you. 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, may I rise to ask the 
House to offer congratulations to a Member of this 
House, none other than the Premier of this country 
and the Minister of Finance? 
 Mr. Speaker, ordinarily, we let the politics of 
the day assume its proportions as they are reported in 
the press . . . but I believe that the events of the Pre-
mier and Minister of Finance presiding over the signa-
ture of a TIEA [Tax Information Exchange Agreement] 
with the largest economy, one of the largest econo-
mies in the world . . . and as Minister Cox, the Pre-
mier, indicated in her statements, that we seek with 
the signing of the TIEA with China to forge stronger 
links between Bermuda and one of the largest 
economies in the world. The event was significant, 
and it is the reason I rise to offer my congratulations to 
Madam Premier and my colleague.  

Mr. Deputy Speaker, the event was witnessed 
by Members of the Government and the Opposition 
yesterday at Camden, and it was so interesting and 
heart-warming to hear, in Mandarin Chinese (I believe 
that was the language of the day) the Assistant Com-
missioner for these Chinese TIEA affairs, Mr. [Wang] 
Li, speaking and mentioning and interspersing the 
name “Paula Cox” in Mandarin Chinese—often in 
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terms that were glowing—of the work of her Ministry 
of Finance, and the work that Minister Cox, the Pre-
mier, has led on in signing these important exchange 
agreements. 
 Later, Mr. Deputy Speaker, the Minister and 
Premier hosted a simple dinner for the delegation, 
with members of the business community, Members 
of the Government, and we enjoyed again an oppor-
tunity to forge friendships with these important mem-
bers of the delegation from the Chinese Republic. 
 So, Madam Premier, congratulations on this 
very significant exchange with the largest economy in 
the world. 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, I have a note of some 
sadness, and later today I will seek to attend the fu-
neral of, Mr. Robert Montgomery Landy, a constituent 
of Cockburn Road in Sandys, who succumbed to a 
battle with cancer a few days ago. He is the husband 
of Mrs. Noreen Landy, who is a health care provider, 
who many of us will know, worked within our hospital, 
and a number of his children and siblings. Mr. Robert 
Jr., Kenneth Landy, Roberta and Kevin and Nina, 
Christopher and Tona are his children. So, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, if a letter of condolences could be sent to 
the Landy family, I would be grateful. And I am happy 
to associate the Honourable Member and my col-
league from Sandys, Mr. Dennis Lister. 
 Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Yes, thank you, Minister Scott. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Pat Gordon-
Pamplin. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, I would ask to be asso-
ciated with the congratulatory remarks being sent to 
Doriele Battersbee Hurdle on her achievement of her 
CA success. And I am always quite happy to do so, 
because I share the profession and I am always 
pleased to know that there are Bermudians who are 
excelling in that field. 
 I would also ask, Mr. Deputy Speaker, for this 
Honourable House to send congratulations to the 
Headmistress of Victor Scott School, the Principal 
Valerie Williams, for a wonderful event that she and 
her team put on today to recognise the pinning of the 
prefects for 2010/11. And I would just like to include in 
that letter specific reference to those young people 
who have achieved that status of prefect. The Head 
Girl was Kandi Herbert, and the Deputy Head Girl 
Danielle Henry; the Head Boy, Latwan Woods- Chris-
topher, and the Deputy Head Boy, Tah-ki Tucker; 
along with prefects Alana Davy, Ayondae Fernaroli-
Matthews, Taqueeta Graham, Xai Asia Hill, Dalia 
Kelly, Shalaquantae Leverock-Riley, Alia Pavey, and 
Sole Tucker for the ladies; as well as for the young 
gentlemen, Keitaro Darrell, Kojo Darrell, Javontae 

Duhart, Jason Gibbons, Nazjae Steer- Grant, and 
Giano Liburd.  
 In addition, there were quite a few school 
monitors who were recognised for their responsibility 
to assist the prefects and to act in their stead when 
the prefects are absent. (And I just believe I will give 
the names to the Clerk.) But I think it is important to 
recognise the achievements of our young people. 
Even though these are middle school, P6, primary 6s, 
I think that it is important for them to recognise, as 
they start their development into the social skills as 
well as into good citizenship, that their efforts are ap-
preciated and the efforts of their being acknowledged 
by their school are certainly appreciated, from our 
perspective. 
 I would ask to associate the Honourable John 
Barritt, who also had the privilege of sharing the 
ceremony as we sat and witnessed it this morning. 
 Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Ms. Pat 
Gordon-Pamplin. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Dame Jenni-
fer Smith, of St. George’s North. 
 
Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. 
 I certainly wish to be associated with the re-
marks of the Member who just took her seat. 

I rise to talk about Purvis Primary, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, who has started a newspaper venture. And 
the December issue of their newspaper introduces us 
to Wonderland and its mayor and city council. The 
mayor is student Bella Green. The council members 
are Donovan Drummond, Mezyiah Lambert, Tel-Ricka 
Butterfield, and Tiko Canes. And they apparently 
make laws and give business licences and computer 
licences, certainly teaching civics, in a very real and 
hands-on way to our young primary school students. 

I also, Mr. Deputy Speaker, wish to recognise 
that Youth Parliamentarian, Elizabeth Blankendal, of 
Berkeley Institute, who has in this week’s Young Ob-
server . . . and I recommend all Bermudians to read 
the Young Observer whenever it comes out because it 
always has good stories about what our young people 
are doing positively. In this week’s issue, she writes 
about Menelik Ruddo and Chioma Nwasiki, the Head 
Boy and Head Girl, respectively, for the 2010/2011 
year. 

Thank you. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Dame 
Jennifer. 
 I recognise the Honourable Mr. Darius Tucker. 
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: Mr. Deputy Speaker, I rise 
on a sad note to have a letter of condolences sent to 
the family of Mr. Charles Henry O’Donnell Webb. Mr. 
Webb was a well-known upholsterer and he worked 
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with his father. Then later in life, he drove a taxi and 
became an ambassador. A man of good character 
and impeccably dressed and carried himself well—he 
just passed suddenly (well, not suddenly). But he was 
just sick for a short period. And I would just like a let-
ter of condolences sent. 
 Also, to be associated are the Honourable 
Members Mr. John Barritt and Patricia Gordon-
Pamplin. 
 Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Mr. 
Tucker. 
 I now recognise the Honourable— 
 
Hon. Elvin G. James: Thank you, sir. Thank you, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, I ask that this House 
send condolences to the family of Mr. Voorhees 
Tucker. Mr. Voorhees Tucker is a long resident of Ord 
Road, Paget area. 

Mr. Tucker had a varied career. He was an 
ambassador. He drove taxi. He was a funeral director. 
And more than that, he was a gentleman, and he was 
definitely a family man. He will be missed not only by 
his family, but by the community of the ward. 
 And there are several on that side that want to 
be associated, yes, and the Deputy Speaker. 
 Also, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I want to send 
congratulations to a young man whom I saw perform 
yesterday at the Gosling’s Invitational, Mr. Terence 
Daniels. 
 
An Hon. Member: Associate here, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Elvin G. James: All right. They heard. 
 He competed this week in the Gosling’s Invita-
tional. He is an amateur, very young. Very few Ber-
mudians had heard of him before. And he was per-
forming against amateurs and professionals from all 
over the globe, not just Bermuda. But during the four 
days, he kept his composure. And actually on the 
fourth day, he was in the last threesome. And at one 
point, halfway through the fourth round, he was actu-
ally leading the tournament. And he came up one shot 
short. 
 But the amazing thing is that all others drove 
carts. He not only walked, but he carried his own bag 
for the 72 holes. But in checking this young man out, 
you know, I am thrilled that here is another Bermudian 
with lots of talent. He is in university in Arizona. He is 
number-one golfer at his school. In the last year, with 
6,000 competitors, he made the final round of the US 
Amateur, which made it down to the 64th, which is 
really incredible. And I know he intends to turn pro, 
and I wish him well. 
 But, Mr. Deputy Speaker, what this shows, 
again, is that we do have the young people here who, 

given the opportunity, can excel not only academi-
cally, but athletically. And I wish this young man well 
as he continues his venture. 
 Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Elvin 
James. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Charles 
Swan. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. 
 I was going to actually offer my congratula-
tions, so I would like to certainly be associated with 
those for Terence Daniels. I do know Terence, only 
through his association, he and my . . . well, when we 
have youngsters. He is a product of the Bermuda Jun-
ior Golf Association’s programme and played with my 
son, who is a bit of a golfer and following a similar 
path. And, yes, Terence is not only a great golfer, but 
a really beautiful person. And I had the opportunity to 
speak to him during the Gosling’s a few days ago 
when I was up there. But I, too, certainly would like to 
wish him well in his future endeavours. 
 Mr. Speaker, these are not condolences. I just 
wanted to mention, and I guess have people keep in 
their thoughts, two people who, while they have not 
passed yet, they are in that situation where, I imagine, 
the medical authorities and medical facilities both here 
and abroad have done all they can for them. And they 
are home, resting. And one of them is B. W. “Jordy” 
Walker from OVM Architecture and very active in the 
sailing community here. And the other person is Dick 
(Richard) Kempe, who used to work at the Bank of 
Butterfield. I just wanted to mention their names. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable 
Charles Swan. 
 I now recognise the Leader of the Opposition, 
Mr. Swan. 
 
[Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Yes. Good morning and 
thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 And good morning to Mr. Speaker, now taking 
his seat. 
 I would like to be associated with the con-
gratulations being offered to young Mr. Terence 
Daniels for being the low amateur in the Gosling’s In-
vitational. Also, to Mr. Bill Walsh, the champion of the 
overall event, who hailed from Canada.  

The kind remarks offered by the Honourable 
Member Mr. James on Mr. Daniels were absolutely 
correct. He plays in very top-flight division amateur 
golf collegiately. He qualified, as he said, for the US 
Amateur, made the final stages of the US Amateur, 
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which indeed is a very high achievement and singles 
you out as a very accomplished amateur golfer. 
 And I wish this young man well. He is going to 
need some support. And I certainly hope that people 
will recognise the depth of talent that this young man 
has. I approached him, and I recognised some of his 
style, and I said to him, Are you working with an ac-
claimed teacher? And I called out the name whose 
style it fit, and he says, I have been observing and 
working very hard on my own. And to me, it stood out 
because he is a studious young man that can make 
quite good observations on what he has to do. But I 
am sure the lack of resources might make it difficult 
for him to get the type of support that is necessary to 
make the top grade. 
 And I want to join in those congratulations 
because . . . let it be known that we have a great 
young man, and others like him, in our midst in golf. 
 I would also like to have a letter of congratula-
tions sent to Mr. Malcolm Gosling, the organiser, in 
carrying on the legacy of the Belmont Gosling’s Invita-
tional, which is a very important event, not only com-
petitively for golf, but also for tourism in this country at 
a time when we need tourists. There are a lot of Ca-
nadians and Americans who came to our shores to 
play in this event. It was not a $1 million event, but 
tourists came because they like the event. They like 
the opportunity to compete, the opportunity to make a 
few dollars, but more importantly, they love the Ber-
muda ambiance. 
 And finally on that score, also on the same 
event, I would like a letter of congratulations sent to 
amputee professional golfer, five-time winner of the 
PGA tour, Ken Green, who chose Bermuda to play his 
first international golf as a professional amputee. He 
shot three 76’s and a 71 on the third round. And, Mr. 
Speaker, that is a story of a great comeback in life, 
and a lot of lessons can be learned about how you 
can hit bottom and pick yourself up. 
 
The Speaker: Time is up. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Any further speakers? 
 No further speakers? No further speakers? 
 We will move on. 
 

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS 
 
The Speaker: I recognise Madam Premier. 

Madam Premier has the floor. 
 

MUNICIPALITIES REFORM ACT [2010] 
 

Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise, and with your indulgence I 
am going to use this agenda item, I think, in a very 
liberal fashion. And that is because I believe that I do 
not want there to be any confusion in the public do-
main. I do not know, Mr. Speaker, if there was an in-
advertent misstatement or misunderstanding, but, for 
the record, let me state . . . and I think I have about 
three points. 
 One, since I have been sworn in as the Pre-
mier of this country, there have been no meetings 
held by myself with the Corporation of Hamilton. That 
is the first point—no meetings at all. 
 Secondly, Mr. Speaker, there has also been 
no indication—no indication—given by me, the former 
Financial Secretary, or the current Cabinet Secretary, 
that there would be a rescinding of the Municipalities 
Reform Act [2010]. 
 I think what I should say, though, Mr. 
Speaker, is that there was a meeting prior to being 
elected as Party Leader, where the Corporation 
wanted to get a sense of the way forward. I said that 
would be premature. But what I did say was that the 
comments made on the Floor of the House by Mem-
bers of the Government team which indicated that the 
Government would move in a sensible, reasonable, 
and realistic fashion were accurate when we said it on 
the Floor of the House, and remain accurate at the 
time of meeting. 
 And what we did indicate, from the perspec-
tive of the Ministry of Finance, is that on production of 
relevant, pertinent financial information, that we would 
continue . . . or as of April 1st we would levy the 
wharfage fees, but we would ensure that, by way of 
grant, the Corporation would not be prejudiced in the 
sense of their ongoing financial affairs. 

But I want to make it crystal clear, Mr. 
Speaker, that this Honourable House passed the Mu-
nicipalities Reform Act 2010, and there has been no 
secret hideaway, or any other meeting by me as Pre-
mier of this country with the Corporation of Hamilton 
to indicate anything else. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 We will move on. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE  
ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 

 ON MATTERS OF URGENT  
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
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The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Madam Premier. Madam Premier 
has the floor. 
 

FIRST READING 
 

INVESTMENT FUNDS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to introduce the In-
vestment Funds Amendment Act, 2010. This Bill’s 
purpose is to enhance the regulatory framework for 
the supervision of investment funds and administra-
tors. 
 

FIRST READING 
 

INSURANCE AMENDMENT (NO. 3) ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I should also like, Mr. Speaker, to 
introduce the Insurance Amendment (No. 3) Act, 
2010. This Bill seeks to amend the Insurance Act 
1978. 

 

FIRST READING 
 

BERMUDA MONETARY AUTHORITY REGULA-
TORY FEES AMENDMENT ACT 2010 

 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: And finally, Mr. Speaker, I should 
like to introduce the Bermuda Monetary Authority 
Regulatory Fees Amendment Act, 2010. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 We have just had introduced three Bills. And 
under Standing Order 28(4), no leave is required by 
the House for the introduction of Bills. 
 Any further introduction of Bills? 
 We will move on. 
 

NOTICES OF MOTIONS 
 

TAKE NOTE MOTION: BERMUDA IMMIGRATION 
AND PROTECTION (DESIGNATION OF ELIGIBLE 
CONDOMINIUM UNITS, TOURIST ACCOMMODA-
TION AND HOTEL RESIDENCES) AMENDMENT 

REGULATIONS, 2010 
 
The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Mr. T. Moniz.  

Mr. T. Moniz has the floor. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I move the following Motion: At the next day of 
meeting I propose to move the motion that this Hon-
ourable House take note of the Bermuda Immigration 

and Protection (Designation of Eligible Condominium 
Units, Tourist Accommodation and Hotel Residences) 
Amendment Regulations, 2010. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Moniz, the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Smith’s West. 
 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 
 
The Speaker: That brings us to the Orders of the Day 
for Friday, December 3rd. 
 The first order is the Second Reading of the 
Statistics Amendment Act 2010, in the name of the 
Premier, the Honourable and Learned Member Mrs. 
P. Cox. 
 Madam Premier? 
 

SECOND READING 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, would you like me to speak for 
the next three minutes? 
 
The Speaker: Why not? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Why not? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Go ahead, Madam Premier. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Okay, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Statistics Amendment Act, 2010, be now read the 
second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, you may recall that 
a few weeks ago we passed a Bill which was known 
as the Statistics Act (2010 Census) Order. That Bill 
was very specifically linked to the Census and the 
Census enumeration period.  

There were comments made, Mr. Speaker, at 
that time—and they were informed comments—which 
suggested that we should correct for the future so I 
would not be in, or any Government Member would 
not be in the position that we would have to have 
brought a Bill or an Order that extended time out of 
time and that compromised the Census process. 

http://www.bermudalaws.bm/Laws/Annual%20Laws/2010/Acts/Statistics%20Amendment%20Act%202010.pdf
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 Mr. Speaker, when that question was raised I 
noted that that very morning I had tabled the Statistics 
Amendment Act 2010. Accordingly, now we have it. 
And I really look forward to speaking more about it in 
due course. 
 Can I now say that I have caught your eye? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Madam Premier has caught my 
eye.  

Madam Premier? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I should now like to move that we adjourn for 
lunch. 
 
The Speaker: Is there any objection to that motion? 
 Agreed to. 
 The House stands adjourned for lunch, and 
will resume again at 2:00 pm. 
 

Proceedings suspended at 12:30 pm 
 

Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
The Speaker: We are resuming debate on the Statis-
tics Amendment Act 2010, in the name of the Honour-
able and Learned Member, Madam Premier. 

Madam Premier has the floor. 
 

SECOND READING 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
[Continuation of debate thereon.] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the purpose of this Bill, the Sta-
tistics Amendment Act 2010, is to amend the Statistics 
Act 2002 to allow for the variation of certain census 
orders by the negative resolution process. 
 You know, Mr. Speaker, the Department of 
Statistics commenced the 2010 census of population 
and housing in May 2010. There were some chal-
lenges experienced, as I indicated when we debated 
the Order a couple of weeks ago. And certainly, Mr. 
Speaker, some of those challenges were dealing with 
the heightened concern over the personal safety of 
census interviewers. Clearly, the collection of census 
information is very important. It is significant for any 
jurisdiction, and it helps to better inform the policies 
that are going to be made. 
 The initial census-taking period extended from 
the 21st of May to the 30th of September 2010. The 
households that were to be enumerated were not 
completed during the allotted time that was stipulated 
by the 2010 Census Order. As a result, at the end of 

September 2010 (while the House was in recess), the 
census enumeration, by law, had to cease, and inter-
viewers could not legitimately continue the visitation to 
households or conduct further telephone interviews to 
collect census data. 
 So today, Mr. Speaker, we are here to amend 
the legislation in a way that will facilitate census-taking 
in the future by allowing timely changes to such Or-
ders, specifically, Mr. Speaker, with regard to the 
dates, and by negative resolution, specifically with 
regard to the dates, so that even when the House may 
not be in session, this is not an impediment. 
 This is, I suppose, part of the closure of the 
loop that we started a couple of weeks ago, and I just 
had those brief remarks in that regard. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. Richards, from Devonshire East, Shadow Minister 
of Finance. 
 Mr. Richards? 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. I am sure you recognise my face, but not my 
voice. But anyway, I will try to keep my remarks under 
one minute. 
 Seeing that we on this side were the ones 
who sort of made the suggestion that this thing needs 
to be put in a form where the Government can go 
ahead and carry out this function even if the House is 
not in session, because it is just a practicality, it is vir-
tually impossible to argue against it. 
 My only other point here . . . I think just by 
nature we would take anything that is on the negative 
resolution format . . . we would be, I guess, automati-
cally as an Opposition, very cautious about that. But I 
think that in this case there does not seem to be any 
point in standing on that particular principle. I think 
most important; the overriding principle here is to get 
this census done. And my remarks are in that spirit. 
My parting comment is, again to the Premier, to use 
her good offices to convince those people out there on 
the hustings who do not understand what this is all 
about. She has a great deal of influence over them, 
and I would beseech her to use it to this purpose. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Honour-
able Member from Devonshire East. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
G. Blakeney. 

Minister Blakeney, from Devonshire North 
Central, has the floor. 
 
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 This is, of course, a necessity based on the 
reality of the situation regarding the collecting of data 
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through the census and the interviewing process. I 
would concur with the speaker just before, the Hon-
ourable Member, Mr. Bob Richards. Of course it 
makes sense, especially with the technicality and the 
House being out of session—which prevents the 
process going forward, for one. And for two, from time 
to time there will be challenges. Some challenges 
could pertain to—hypothetically and realistically—
persons who would not feel a strong sense of com-
mitment to undertaking the task that is required in vis-
iting homes in particular areas. 

With the kind of antisocial climate that exists 
right now there needs to be, of course (as the Hon-
ourable Member who just took his seat stated), a very 
effective public relations campaign to ensure and to 
assure that public confidence is at the height it needs 
to be in realising the necessity and the compelling 
requirement of the Government—any Government for 
that matter—gathering the kind of data and statistics 
that would bode well for us when it comes to setting 
policy, considering certain situations that affect every 
single man, woman and child in a society. 
 With that, I would also concur that there is no 
better public relations officer in this honoured, hal-
lowed Chamber than the Premier herself, because of 
the affinity that she has with the people of the country, 
because of the high level of integrity and trust that is 
evident through the support that she gets, not just in 
this House, but also out there in the community, and I 
think with a very soft approach appealing to the hearts 
and the minds of the people relative to the necessity 
of this process moving forward, and the full coopera-
tion of every single household member in providing 
the kind of information that is required to have an ac-
curate reading of our community as regards all facets 
of the community. 
 So I think it is timely that we do this as expe-
diently as possible. And I am very, very pleased to 
hear that the Opposition is aligned with the reason for 
this amendment to be brought and to be approved 
here in the House today. 
 Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Blakeney. 
 Any further speakers?  
 I recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. S. Crockwell, from Pembroke West. 
 Mr. Crockwell, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Mr. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, we support any measure that 
enhances the efficiency of this particular process, and 
of any process, for that matter. We reiterate what we 
said last week when we were debating a similar 
measure—that we hope Government will embrace 
more modern mechanisms to help further expedite 
this process, understanding the challenges that they 
have. So we just add our support to this amendment. 
 Thank you. 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Crockwell, the Honour-
able and Learned Member from Pembroke West. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. 

The Minister in charge, Madam Premier, has 
the right to reply. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, perhaps it is true that sometimes 
we do sing Kumbaya together. 
 I would now like to move that we commit the 
Bill. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
The Speaker: Will the Honourable and Learned 
Member from Devonshire South Central, Mr. Barritt, 
take the Chair of Committee. 
 

House in Committee at 2:13 pm 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILLS 
 
[Mr. John Barritt, Chairman] 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
The Chairman: The House is now in Committee.  

The Chair calls upon the Member responsible, 
the Premier and Minister of Finance, the Honourable 
Paula Cox. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 Mr. Chairman, I would like to move clauses 1 
and 2.  

Clause 1 clearly is the citation clause.  
Clause 2 shows that the powers conferred by 

section 5 . . . they are currently subject to the affirma-
tive resolution procedure. That means it has to come 
before the House. So the primary purpose today, Mr. 
Chairman, is to amend section 5 of the Statistics Act 
2002, where the Minister has already made an Order 
under section 5 of the Act directing that a census be 
taken. What we are seeking to do, Mr. Chairman, is to 
provide the Minister with the power to amend that Or-
der by way of the negative resolution procedure. 
 And just so that Members are aware, notwith-
standing that you certainly prefer, in terms of best 
practice, to use the affirmative resolution procedure, 
we are using the negative resolution procedure with 
respect to the dates of the census-taking only. 
 And certainly, Mr. Chairman, clause 1, certain 
of the . . . Well, we said that is the Statistics Amend-
ment Act. What we are providing in section 5 is that it 
will facilitate the continuous conduct of a census un-
dertaking only. And after the year 2010, a census will 
be conducted in the year 2015 and every five years 
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after that. And clause 2 certainly also outlines the 
specific amendments of section 5 of the Census Act 
2002. And it is mainly a housekeeping amendment in 
section 5(3), and new sections 5(4) and 5(5) have 
been inserted. 

Section 5(3)(a) of the Statistics Act 2002 
states that “The Minister may by order direct that a 
census shall be taken of the whole or any part of 
Bermuda, or any class of inhabitants and the order 
shall specify—(a) the dates on or between which the 
census is to be taken.” 
 So the Amendment at paragraph (a) of sec-
tion 5(3) is a housekeeping change, by [deleting the 
words] “or between which” and substituting the words 
“which or the dates of the period between which.” So 
the paragraph now reads, ‘The dates on which, or the 
dates of the period between which, the census is to be 
taken.’ And it gives the Minister the flexibility to take a 
census on a specific date or dates if it is found neces-
sary to do so. 
 Now, the insertion of a new subsection (4) 
under section 5 of the Statistics Act 2002 indicates 
that where an Order has been made under section 
5(3) for a census to be taken on a particular day, this 
newly inserted section 5(4)(a) provides for the Minister 
to issue a notice to change the date of census-taking, 
but they must do it not less than seven days before 
the date on which the census is due to be taken. Now, 
this new section 5(4)(b) allows the Minister to issue a 
notice extending the period of census taking for no 
more than three months while the census taking is in 
progress. But they must do it not less than 14 days 
before the end date of the initial census period. 
 So, this means that you certainly can extend 
the census taking by notice, 14 days in the case of the 
instant census period before September 30th or by 
September 16th, 2010. Then, notice would provide for 
a three-month extension until the 31st December 
2010, if we were using our current thing as an exam-
ple. We have already, by a prior Order, extended it far 
further than that. And certainly by paragraph (c) of this 
new section 5(4) it allows the Minister to issue a no-
tice to provide for a further period of census taking, 
where the initial period of census taking has come to 
an end. Now, once the original period in extension has 
come to an end, another notice can be issued for a 
further period of census taking, either immediately or 
up to three months later. 
 Where the initial period has already come to 
an end and a notice was issued immediately under 
the new section 5(4) (b) to extend the initial period of 
census taking, the Minister may issue another notice 
immediately under the new section 5(4) (c) to provide 
for a further three-month period of census taking. After 
this, though, the Minister would have no further power 
to continue with the census taking. 
 The new insertion of section 5(5) provides for 
no Parliamentary scrutiny in respect of the notices 
issued under the new section 5(4) (a) or section 

5(4)(b), and for the negative resolution procedure to 
apply to this notice. 
 And I think, Mr. Chairman, that was really, as 
we indicated, to provide for flexibility in terms of ac-
tion. But in terms of substance, it is really with regard 
to flexibility of action in respect to the dates, because 
generally, from a transparency point of view, in an 
ideal world, best practice is to proceed where you can 
by the affirmative resolution in priority. But this is to 
give you a tool for any Minister who has responsibility 
for the census taking to be able to extend it where 
they may encounter some challenges, as was done in 
this current census enumeration period. 
 I think that is the nub of the issue. We already 
dealt with it in an interesting way by way of the Order. 
But that was for a particular issue. Now we are deal-
ing with it in terms of a sort of more general, enabling 
framework for other census periods that may occur, 
not just the instant one that was taken care of in a 
prior Order before this House. 
 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. 
 On the Statistics Amendment Act 2010, does 
any other Member wish to speak or ask questions with 
respect to the proposed amendments? 
 Madam Premier, Minister, it appears that 
Members are satisfied with the explanation. [They] 
have no comments or questions. Would you like to 
move the necessary motion? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 Mr. Chairman, I would now like to move the 
Preamble, and I would like to move that the Bill be 
reported. 
 
The Chairman: Clauses 1 and 2? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Yes, clauses 1 and 2, and for the 
Bill to be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: Any objection to that motion? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: The Statistics Amendment Act 2010 
was considered by a Committee of the whole House, 
passed without amendment and will be reported to the 
House.] 
 

House resumed at 2:20 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT ON BILL 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
The Speaker: Is there any objection to the Report of 
the Committee? 
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 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: I should bring to the attention of the 
Honourable Members that they are working on the 
water system. Unfortunately, the pump had to be re-
placed. Members are urged to govern themselves ac-
cordingly. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: I did not want to make that announce-
ment, but I thought we had better let you know. We 
are still carrying on. 
 We now come to the second Order, the Sec-
ond Reading of the Base Lands Development 
Amendment Act 2010, in the name of the Minister of 
Public Works, the Honourable Member, Mr. D. Bur-
gess, from Hamilton East.  

Minister Burgess, the Deputy Premier, has the 
floor. 

 
SECOND READING 

 
BASE LANDS DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT ACT 

2010 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Base Lands Development Amendment Act 2010, be 
now read a second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections? 
 Agreed to. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister Burgess. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, the pas-
sage of the Bill under current consideration, the Base 
Lands Development Amendment Act 2010, will result 
in a major boost for the Island’s tourism industry. I am 
filled with optimism and expectation regarding an ex-
citing new initiative in Bermuda’s tourism sector, the 
$80 million expansion, upgrading and redevelopment 
of 9 Beaches Resort at Daniel’s Head, Sandys Parish, 
that will unfold following the passage of this legisla-
tion. 
 Mr. Speaker, in July this year, this Honourable 
House approved the extension of the existing lease 
between Bermuda Land Development Company Ltd. 
[BLDC], which falls within my remit as Minister of Pub-
lic Works, and IRC Sandys Ltd., with respect to 
7.8290 hectares of land in Daniel’s Head, Sandys, the 
site of the 9 Beaches Resort. At that time, Mr. 
Speaker, I stated that the 9 Beaches Resort initiative 
was one that had the potential of realising great re-
wards for Bermuda, not only for our tourism sector, 

but for the community generally. I also stated that the 
developer was ready to break ground at the earliest 
opportunity. 
 Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will recall 
that in July they approved the lease extension for 9 
Beaches Resort to 117 years less three days, the 
maximum period allowed in accordance with the cur-
rent provisions of the Base Lands Development Act 
1996. Mr. Speaker, from the outset, IRC Sandys Ltd. 
requested an extension to 262 years, a similar ar-
rangement to that which is in place for the Park Hyatt 
development at the site of the former Club Med Hotel 
in St. George’s. However, a 262-year lease could not 
be contemplated in the absence of amendment to the 
Base Lands Development Act 1996. 
 Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, I said in this Hon-
ourable Place in July 2010, Honourable Members are 
advised that it is the Government’s intention to bring 
forward an amendment to the Base Lands Develop-
ment Act 1996 whereby it will be possible to extend 
the 117 years less three days lease for a further 145 
years, for a total of 262. Hence, Mr. Speaker, the 
amendment Bill under current consideration. 
 Mr. Speaker, following receipt of legislative 
approval for the requested lease extension, IRC 
Sandys Ltd. will be requesting consideration for a 
number of concessions pursuant to provisions of the 
Hotels Concession Act 2000. The company will also 
proceed with the proposed development of the site at 
Daniel’s Head. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Government has accepted 
the reality that financiers are unlikely to offer financial 
backing to the developers of hotel sites in Bermuda 
unless there are in place leases much longer than the 
131 year period allowed by the current legislation. In 
so doing, however, the Government offers the people 
of Bermuda the assurance that every measure will be 
taken to protect their interests, long- and short-term, 
as the hotel development proceeds. 
 Mr. Speaker, I conclude these remarks with a 
reaffirmation of the Government’s view that the pro-
posed expansion, operating and redevelopment of 9 
Beaches Resort at Daniel’s Head, Sandys, is a criti-
cally important opportunity for Bermuda, one that will 
not only provide another jewel in tourism’s crown, but 
one that will result in a number of benefits for our Is-
land as a whole. Beneficiaries will include the Island’s 
construction industry, which has experienced a recent 
downturn. Bermuda construction workers will rejoice 
at the new opportunities that the 9 Beaches Resort 
redevelopment initiative will bring. Therefore, Mr. 
Speaker, it can be easily seen that equipping the 
BLDC with the legal authority to offer a lease for as 
long as 262 years is an essential step if the benefits 
associated with the 9 Beaches Resort are to be real-
ised. 

Mr. Speaker, let me make the point before 
closing that, while I have emphasised in this state-
ment the benefits arising from the ability to extend the 

http://www.bermudalaws.bm/Laws/Annual%20Laws/2010/Acts/Base%20Lands%20Development%20Amendment%20Act%202010.pdf
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9 Beaches lease to 262 years, the amendment Bill 
under current consideration applies to all lands that 
are outlined in the Schedule to the Base Lands De-
velopment Act 1996. These include not only the for-
mer Canadian base at Daniels Head, but also the 
former Naval Air Station in St. David’s, now styled 
Southside; the former Naval annex in Southampton 
and Sandys, now styled Morgan’s Point; and the for-
mer operating base at Tudor Hill in Southampton. 
 Mr. Speaker, I look forward to Honourable 
Members’ approval of the Bill entitled Base Lands De-
velopment Amendment Act 2010. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. Gib-
bons, from Paget East. 
 Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, actually it is my privilege today, 
on behalf of my honourable colleague, Pat Gordon-
Pamplin (who had to catch a flight), to respond from 
the perspective of the Opposition to this particular 
Amendment Act. 
 Mr. Speaker, let me start by saying that we on 
this side will not object to this particular piece of legis-
lation which extends the master lease of the Bermuda 
Land Development Company from 131 years to 262. 
But it would be fair to say that we do have some con-
cerns. 
 As the Honourable Member said before taking 
his seat, in effect, Government has promised some-
thing and now they have to deliver. And the promise, 
of course, was that IRC Sandys, or the 9 Beaches 
Resort, would get a lease which was comparable to 
the lease that Government has already given to the 
Park Hyatt development group, Mr. Bazarian, I guess, 
and others. And that would require the master lease 
here being extended from 131 years to 262. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a couple of 
points, one of which is a little bit technical, but I think it 
is important nonetheless. You will recall (and I think 
the Honourable Member was in the House at the time) 
that when we put through the Base Lands Develop-
ment Act in 1996, there was a fair amount of discus-
sion about the length of the master lease. That is, the 
lease, once the property had come back primarily 
from the US Government to the Bermuda Govern-
ment, the lease that Government gave to the Ber-
muda Land Development Company in order for it to 
be able to develop the property over a period of years 
and to be able to sublease to others. One hundred 
and thirty one year’s seems like an odd number, Mr. 
Speaker. But if you cast your mind back to 1996, there 
was an explanation for it at the time. And I say we . . . 
in fact, it was legislation that I put through as Minister 

of Finance at the time with the responsibility for the 
Base Lands. But one of the issues was, what is an 
appropriate lease which gives sufficient time for the 
Bermuda Land Development Company to be able to 
sublease that to various developers, to local busi-
nesses, perhaps to developers who want to do resort 
development, who want to do any number of different 
things? What was an appropriate length of time to do 
that? 
 A number of people said we should go for 999 
years. Others, when we started to look at it a little 
more carefully, recognised there were some con-
straints. And this is the technical issue, Mr. Speaker. I 
think Honourable Members will know that under the 
Base Lands Development Act 1996 there is, in es-
sence in clause 10, a section related to assurances 
relating to the scheduled land. And it said basically 
here, this was an assurance that Government is giving 
under the Base Lands Development Act to the Ber-
muda Land Development Company, and sub-lessees. 

It says under section 10(4), “The Government 
shall hold the Company harmless against any asser-
tion by any person of any right of pre-emption held by 
him under the Acquisition of Land Act 1970 in respect 
of any part of the scheduled land.”  

Mr. Speaker, your memory is a long one. I am 
not sure you were around, but you will recall— 
 
The Speaker: Oh, I was around. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: You will recall . . . 
not in 1996, Mr. Speaker. I know you were here. But 
going back a little farther, when this land was acquired 
by the US Navy on a 99-year lease— 
 
The Speaker: No, I do not know about that. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —it was compulso-
rily acquired at the time from residents of St. David’s, 
from some companies. It was acquired from a lot of 
people to put together, essentially, the base properties 
so that the US Government could build the airstrip, fill 
that property in, set up Tudor Hill, which came subse-
quently. NASA came subsequently. And, of course, 
Morgan’s Point, which at that time (before my mem-
ory, Mr. Speaker, because it was in 1939–1940), there 
were two islands there which actually belonged to in-
dividuals and, I think, a church group, I think the An-
glican Church. That property was used essentially to 
create an anti-submarine base. Well, at that time it 
was really a flying-boat base and a provisioning base 
for the US Navy up at the Annex. 
 I say all this, Mr. Speaker, because under the 
Acquisition of Land Act 1970, there is a particular pro-
vision (and I am looking at that Act right now) which 
requires that, “Where any land compulsorily acquired 
by the Government under this Act, or any enactment 
repealed by this Act, is subsequently intended to be 
sold, then the authority empowered to sell shall, as far 
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as is practicable and subject to any Act or law . . . 
cause the land to be offered for sale, at a price to be 
determined by a competent valuer . . . to the person 
from whom it was acquired.” [Part V section 23] 
 Very simply put, Mr. Speaker, if you resell the 
property after you get it back, then you need to, in the 
first instance, offer it to those from whom it was ac-
quired in the first place. 
 One of the reasons we were concerned about 
the length of the lease of 131 years was because 
there are a number of people who are still alive—and, 
in fact, there are some companies and organisations 
which are still around—from whom that land was 
compulsorily required. If the length of the lease was 
such that it would be long enough to be considered a 
sale, then— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member apologises. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay.  

If the length of the lease was such that it 
would be long enough to be considered a sale, then it 
would be incumbent upon the Government to offer it 
back to whatever family or individual in St. David’s 
from whom it was acquired in the first instance. 
 Obviously, this was going to be difficult be-
cause, if you had little pockets of land that had to be 
offered back, it meant it would be very difficult on be-
half of the good of the country to be able to sort of 
develop the property in a rational and comprehensive 
kind of way. 
 So, one of the issues that . . . I guess the 
technical issue I am asking Government here is, we 
were concerned at the time, and had obviously lots of 
legal advice on this, that 131 years was not sufficient 
to essentially invoke this requirement under the Ac-
quisition of Land Act, that it be offered back to those 
from whom it was originally acquired. When you start 
to get out beyond that . . . And I guess the question I 
am asking Government is, did they get legal advice on 
this? We knew that 999 years was as good as a sale. 
So, when you start to get out to double that to 262, 
and particularly now that we are offering it—and I am 
not thinking so much of IRC Sandys, but let us say 
Morgan’s Point, if that gets developed—if we are of-
fering it to people who are then selling condominiums, 
as it were, at what point do you start to get yourself 
into difficulty under this Acquisition of Land Act? 
 And I do not need to dwell on that, Mr. 
Speaker. I am simply raising the issue here because I 
suspect there was a lot of, I will say, emotional feeling 
back in the 1930s when this land was compulsorily 
acquired. There may still be people alive in St. David’s 
who feel it was their property. But at a certain point, 
when you start to extend this lease and it starts to look 
more like almost a sale, because, after all, we are 
talking about going now not five generations (which is 

130 years), but to ten generations—my grandchil-
dren’s grandchildren’s grandchildren’s grandchildren 
(or however that works, it is a long, long way out)—
effectively what you are doing is putting out this prop-
erty for a very, very long time now. 
 I think the question I have is, you know, we 
understand pragmatism here. Government has made 
a promise. Certainly, we all think highly of our former 
colleague’s, Mr. Dodwell’s, development up there at 
IRC Sandys. We know the desperate plight that this 
Government has essentially put tourism in. But, never-
theless, I think we would like to get a little bit of clarifi-
cation here as to what their intentions are, particularly 
on this technical point. Have they given it any legal 
thought? Because clearly, it was very much on our 
minds as the United Bermuda Party Government at 
the time. There was a lot of back and forward on it. 
 So, I guess the question is, you know, where 
is Government on this particular issue? 
 The other thing that I am obviously interested 
to know . . . and certainly this opens the opportunity 
for these questions. As the Honourable Member said 
before he took his seat, we are not only talking about 
Daniel’s Head, some 17 acres. But we are talking 
about a lot of other property as well that comes under 
the Base Lands master lease here. We are talking 
about Morgan’s Point, 250 acres, which I would be 
interested to get an update from the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Burgess, on where that is, because we 
have heard . . . Certainly we have had lots of an-
nouncements that a hotel and resort are coming up 
there. That hotel and resort coming as a consequence 
of the bungling and mishandling of the Southlands 
property, where certain individuals had an option on 
that property and now, all of a sudden, they find them-
selves in the position of actually controlling 250 acres 
at Morgan’s Point—without this issue going out to bid.  

Certainly, we on this side have said this is a 
critical issue, if you are going to tie up property for 10 
generations and it has not gone out to bid. So, we do 
not know if the country is getting the best deal. That is 
something which we have serious concerns about. 
 Again, we understand the desperate plight 
that tourism is in, the lack of hotel development that 
we have seen over the last 10 or 12 years. Neverthe-
less, we are talking about tying up land here; 250 
acres is an enormous site. It is the last largest devel-
opable site in Bermuda. And we think it ought to be 
done properly, and we think that the Bermudian com-
munity ought to have maximum value for money 
there. So the question to the Honourable Member is, 
Where is that particular project? 
 Of course, the other part of it is Tudor Hill . . . 
sorry. The fourth portion, of course, is Southside 
where, obviously, you now have provision to be able 
to offer leases. Fortunately, they still have to come 
back to the House. That has not always been ob-
served, Mr. Speaker. But they have to come back to 
the House to essentially get approval. But you are 
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talking, again, about the potential for Government to 
lease property down in Southside for now some 262 
years. 
 So, while this may seem to be a simple issue, 
it may seem to fulfil a promise (and, certainly, as I 
have said, we have no objection to the development 
at IRC), it does open the door for Government to do a 
lot with that little bit of remaining property that we 
have, which belongs to the people of Bermuda. It is 
not just the Government here. And we want to make 
sure that careful thinking and thought has gone into 
that. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think those are the main points 
that I wished to raise under it. I look forward to an up-
date from the Honourable Member as to where we 
are, particularly with respect to Morgan’s Point, but 
what other projects they might have in mind that they 
are considering leasing property for up to 262 years. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons, the Honour-
able Member from Paget East. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
N. Simons, Opposition Whip from Smith’s South. 
 Mr. Simons has the floor. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. I would like to just pick up where my col-
league, the Honourable Grant Gibbons, left off. 
 In essence, what he said is that, you know, 
there are large plots of land that have been tied up 
with these leases. With the amendment going through 
today, in my mind, quite clearly it is becoming a 
change of policy for Government, as far as Base Land 
leases are concerned. So I would like for the Minister 
to share with us what the Government’s policy is on 
Base Land leases. What criteria do they use to grant 
leases to people interested? 
 I would like for them to speak about the ten-
dering process that they use to provide leases to peo-
ple who want to have development properties on our 
Base Lands. 

Also, Mr. Speaker, Bermudian involvement in 
the development of the projects—are we going to in-
sist that Bermudians be involved in the development 
projects, given (as was said by my colleague) that 
these properties will be in the hands of the developers 
for 262 years? And I surely would not want to feel that 
we Bermudians have no involvement or no decision 
making. And I do not want us to be in the position 
where Bermudians do not have a say in the manage-
ment of the land that is rightfully theirs.  
 So my question is not being critical. My ques-
tion is, let us bring it all out in the public domain so 
that we can assess the process used by Government 
to grant long-term leases for development, be it for 
tourism, be it for commercial use, or be it for economic 
zone. So if the Government will come clear as to the 

criteria used in granting these long-term leases for 
these large plots of land . . . as the Honourable 
Shadow Minister said earlier, we have Southlands and 
Morgan’s Point that should be coming to the House 
shortly. And the question is, you know, will they have 
the same 262-year lease? And what criteria was used 
to give them that lease? 
 So just for clarity and transparency, would the 
Minister just define the process used in providing 
leases to these major corporations? 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Simons, the Honour-
able Member from Smith’s South, Opposition Whip. 
 Any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. 
 The Honourable Member, Minister D. Bur-
gess, is going to reply. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, you 
know, the Opposition, they queried about land return-
ing back to Bermudians. But they left out some prop-
erty. They left out Tucker’s Town. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I do not know why 
they left it out. But it is okay. We understand. 
 Be that as it may, that is fine. Let me say that 
we have been advised that the 262-year lease exten-
sion is permissible in law. And that provision is pro-
vided in the Acquisition of Land Act 1970. 
 As far as the criteria for property . . . the ten-
dering process is normally invitations from tenders 
invited. In the case of hotel development, our tender-
ing is sometimes . . . sometimes the developers ap-
proach us with plans. And if they fit within the criteria, 
as far as of the law, then we start talking and negotiat-
ing and get an agreement. And also, we always, al-
ways look at the end benefit, jobs for Bermudians, not 
only in developing the property, but after the devel-
opment is finished, like, you know, once this process 
is finished there will be jobs for Bermudians in the ho-
tel industry. 
 You know, we have lost many beds in the ho-
tel industry over the last 20 years. In fact, we have just 
under half of the number of beds that we had in the 
’80s. So anyone that is coming to develop property to 
increase our hotel stock, then we welcome that, pro-
vided that they do it in accordance with the law. 
 As far as the Morgan’s Point situation, you will 
get the information on that very shortly. You will get 
that at the appropriate time. 
 So we thank you for those questions. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill be commit-
ted. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
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 Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
The Speaker: I am looking now at the Honourable 
Member, Mr. D. Tucker.  

Would you come and take the Chair of Com-
mittee? 
 

House in Committee at 2:45 pm 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

[Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker, Chairman] 
 
BASE LANDS DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT ACT 

2010 
 
The Chairman: We are in Committee of the whole 
House on the Base Lands Development Amendment 
Act, 2010. 

The Minister, the Honourable Derrick Bur-
gess, Deputy Premier, Minister of Public Works. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, it is so 
nice to see you there. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I normally see you 
giving invocation at our church. But you are normally 
on your knees when you are doing that, and now you 
are sitting. 
 
[Inaudible interjection and laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, clause 
1 provides for the Bill’s short title. I can do this singly 
or I can do it in groups.  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: In groups? 

Clause 2 (a) amends section 9 of the Base 
Lands Development Act 1996, as follows: in subsec-
tion (1)(b) by deleting “paragraph 12 of the First 
Schedule to the1981 Act” and substituting “section 
120(4) of the 1981 Act.” This amendment to section 
9(1)(b) is a consequential amendment. This provision 
is necessary, as what was previously paragraph 12 of 
the First Schedule to the Companies Act 1981 was 
moved to section 124 by section 30 of the Companies 
Amendment Act 2006. 
 Clause 2 (b) deletes “131 years” at the end of 
section 9(1) and substitutes “262 years.” This 
amendment increases from 131 to 262 years the 
maximum lease over the former Base Lands which 
may be granted by Government to Bermuda Land De-
velopment Company Ltd. under section 9. The 262 

year maximum runs from the date of the lease granted 
by Government to the BLDC on the 12th of November 
1996. 
 Clause 2(c) amends section 9(2) of the Base 
Lands Development Act 1996 by deleting “131 years” 
and substituting “262 years.” This amendment makes 
a similar amendment in relation to easements for ac-
cess overland and adjoining leased land. 
 Clause 2(d) amends section 9(3) by deleting 
“120 years” in both places and substituting the “re-
mainder of this lease.” This amendment in [clause 2] 
(d) clarifies that the maximum length of the lease 
which the BLDC can grant to another entity cannot 
exceed the remainder of its own lease. 
 I move clauses 1 to 2 as printed. 
 
The Chairman: Clauses 1 to 2. Thank you, Minister. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak on the 
clauses 1 through 2? 
 Mr. Minister? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, I move 
that the Bill be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: You move that clauses 1 and 2 be 
approved? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, yes. I am sorry. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Is there any objection to clauses 1 
and 2? 
 No objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 and 2 passed.] 
 
The Chairman: Minister, could you move the Pream-
ble? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I move the Preamble, 
and I move that the Bill be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: Any objections? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: The Base Lands Development 
Amendment Act, 2010, was considered by a Commit-
tee of the whole House, approved without amend-
ment, and will be reported to the House.] 
 

House resumed at 2:49 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT ON BILL 
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BASE LANDS DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT ACT 
2010 

 
The Speaker: Is there any objection to the Report of 
the Committee as printed? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Tucker. 
 That brings us to Order No. 3. And I was giv-
ing . . . The Whip intimated that we were only going to 
take 1 and 2; and 3 through 5, inclusive, were being 
carried over. 
 Madam Premier, yes? 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that Standing Order 21 
be suspended to enable me to move that the Bill enti-
tled the Statistics Amendment Act, 2010, be now read 
the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? Standing Order 21. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

THIRD READING 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I move that that Bill do now pass, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: The Statistics Amendment Act, 2010, 
read a third time and passed.] 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that Standing Order 14— 
 
The Speaker: No, it is Standing Order 21, actually. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —21 be suspended to 
enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Base 
Lands Development Amendment Act, 2010, be now 
read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 

[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

THIRD READING 
 

BASE LANDS DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT ACT, 
2010 

 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I move that the Bill do 
now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: The Base Lands Development 
Amendment Act, 2010, read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: Madam Premier, there are no further 
matters before the House. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that the House do now adjourn. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 The Honourable Member, Mrs. Jackson, has 
caught my eye.  

Mrs. Jackson has the floor. 
 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 This morning the Minister of Health, the Hon-
ourable Zane De Silva, read a Ministerial Statement 
about improvements of the health care system. And 
he said that I had—this party and others—given very 
few suggestions or recommendations for solutions. 
We had offered multiple criticisms. 
 I do not know whether he understands or ever 
had Government 101, but it is the Government’s duty 
to provide solutions, and it is the Opposition’s duty to 
criticise, in a good way or a bad way. But we certainly 
cannot—we cannot provide the solutions. It is Gov-
ernment. 
 However, I am going to let you know that for 
the last 10 years we have done the following things. 
These are solutions we have offered. I am going to 
start off— 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: I looked at your website. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: —with a few things here 
that you might remember, Mr. Speaker. One of those 
things, of course, we will start with is the Botanical 
Gardens, the placement of the hospital there at the 
Botanical Gardens. Now, that was a criticism. And the 
solution was given. And, fortunately, this Government 
saw fit to do something about it. 
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 Going on with the hospital, we were the ones 
who pressed for the following things. Some of them 
have been done. And I might say I have a very good 
relationship with the CEO of the hospital, David 
White— 
 
An Hon. Member: Hill. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I am sorry, David Hill. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you. 
 The long waits and all the problems in ER—
we talked about that. I am not going to go through 
them. And I must say that almost every one of them—
every one of them, I will say—has been done. And we 
gave the solutions for those. Goodness knows that 
went on for a long while. 

The hourly checks by nurses—we suggested 
this, and it was done. 

Medications dispensed by the hospital and not 
by the patient—how many times have you heard me, 
Mr. Speaker, talk about that? These were criticisms, 
and we offered solutions. Some of them were done; 
some of them were not. 

I am going to be here awhile, my full 20 min-
utes, with things that we did, criticised, and the solu-
tions given. 

Patients being fed in a timely manner—still 
not properly being done, but they are trying their 
hardest, I guess. 

Nurses who are hired who could not speak 
English properly—that was a big, big problem, went to 
Mr. Hill and he dealt with it, particularly in the ER de-
partment. Fulltime geriatricians to treat all the seniors 
in the hospital—that still is not happening, by the way, 
Mr. Speaker, they only treat the patients in CCU. An-
other criticism, not a solution. The solution, if they do 
not understand, is to have this done. 

A succession plan for administrators at the 
hospital—that was done, but only after we pushed for 
it, Mr. Speaker. Use of Bermudians in administrative 
roles. The use of the services of Johns Hopkins—that 
was a big thing back when the hospital was in the es-
tate planning. In fact, there were members (if you re-
member, Mr. Speaker) of the Hospitals Board who left 
the Hospitals Board in disgust over the selection of 
turning down Johns Hopkins at that time. 

We reviewed the—oh, this still has not been 
done, but I am putting it out there—the policy of some 
administrators flying home on Thursday and coming 
back on Tuesday, which means that they are effec-
tively only working about three days a week. Now, that 
is still going on. We are paying for it, and some of 
these people really need to be in the hospital over the 
weekend—particularly the chief of staff. 

I am going to go on now to FutureCare and 
HIP. We have offered the solution, I do not know how 

many times, to redesign FutureCare and HIP. And at 
this point I would like to say that this was said at that 
conference that the Minister was talking about. We 
want them to provide the same benefits for all for the 
same fee, not $300 for some and $600 for others. We 
want this Government to re-introduce the [benefit] for 
the fees to be paid for prescriptions for HIP—they lost 
that, the prescription benefit. 

And, of course, we certainly cannot forget the 
fact that we really have criticised and offered a solu-
tion over and over again to open the medical clinic. 
Good lord, Mr. Speaker! We marched on that. Seniors 
were up here marching on that. I do not know what 
kind of other statement you can make beyond that, 
offering a solution. The solution is, open it; re-open 
the medical clinic! All right.  

Also, we marched because housing was a 
problem for seniors. That was corrected on two or 
three scores. There are still a few things out there that 
need to be done. We need to ensure that the residen-
tial homes for seniors (that is, the rest homes) are 
properly inspected and monitored. I do not know how 
many times I have said that. I have asked for legisla-
tion. 

These are solutions, Mr. Speaker! They have 
not been done.  

There are some very bad situations out there 
now in residential homes. And I have spoken to some 
of the authorities about that. 

We need to give the National Office for Sen-
iors some teeth. I am afraid they are not able to do as 
much as they really should be able to do. 

We pushed the Health Department into action 
over H1N1. They all really stalled around on that one 
for a long while. We got Government to reopen HIP on 
a temporary basis for seniors. I have to say that is one 
thing that former Minister Walter Roban—who is pay-
ing no attention, but that is all right; he never did any-
way— 

 
[Laughter] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: If you remember, Mr. 
Speaker, some seniors were unable to get HIP. They 
were unable to claim health insurance following the 
phasing in of FutureCare. 
 We also were the ones who fought for elder 
care—elder abuse—got the Elder Abuse Register. 
Now, this was back in the day, I have to say, when the 
former Minister, Dale Butler, was in charge of the sen-
iors and that part of it. And he allowed us to help him 
work on legislation. And we worked on it. We got it 
done. I understand that people on the other side do 
not particularly want to work with us on legislation. But 
I put that down as a very good example of how we 
worked together and got that done. So there is a reg-
ister now, and that was all initiated right here on this 
side. 
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 Stem cell—we petitioned against the opening 
of a stem cell clinic here. I am not going to go into all 
the intricacies of that. But anybody who understands 
that that would have been a terrible embarrassment 
for this country . . . we certainly stopped that. 

The fifth-floor renovations at the hospital—a 
huge amount of money was spent on that. And while 
the patients languished in rooms that needed to be 
renovated, their rooms were renovated after the ad-
ministrators had their quarters air-conditioned and 
everything else. All right.  

The bad state of the doctors’ lounge—we did 
that. That was a criticism, and it was fixed. I have to 
say that Mr. Hill, certainly each time, almost in every 
case, he fixed these things. But we offered the solu-
tion. That is, get the doctors off the floor—or lying on a 
lie-low—and put them in a proper place. 
 We stopped the hiring of nurses without 
bachelor’s degrees from abroad. We also fought 
against nurses only having to have a two-year (I think 
it was a two- or three-year) certificate, or whatever 
that was, and fought for the fact that any nurse com-
ing into Bermuda should have a bachelor’s degree. 
That was a hard fight, but we did it. 
 The state of Lefroy House . . . I mean, I am 
going right back now . . . I mean, to say that we have 
a lot of criticisms and no solutions—well, we have got 
a solution. It might have taken us five years; but they 
finally got a roof on Lefroy House. It might have been 
longer than that. 
 Then, the state of the Hope Homes [Centre] . . 
. we fought that battle. That went on, I mean—I do not 
even want to get into the sordid details of that. I mean, 
that was really, really, really bad. We provided, or we 
certainly worked (thank goodness, again) with then-
Minister Dale Butler. 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: The Honourable Member. 
He worked with us with elder abuse, the “Auntie Em” 
case and other cases. When no one else would listen, 
the Honourable Member certainly did. I do not even 
want to go back through that. That was a very sordid 
time in our health history here, as far as the Health 
Department is concerned. I mean, we really had to 
struggle, and that poor woman suffered while every-
body was politicking about it. 
 We fought again for the Salvation Army. They 
still have their benefits cut. Their benefits now are 50 
per cent less than they were. 

The homeless shelter, again the Honourable 
Member Dale Butler fought for that. He even came 
here with plans for the homeless shelter. Not a word . 
. . that has all been dropped. Everybody forgot about 
that one. 
 Then you had the LCCA [Lady Cubitt Com-
passionate Association]. And I have talked about all 
these things, Mr. Speaker. You have heard me talk 

about every one of these things. I do not know what . . 
. the Minister over there (I know he is new) . . . but 
surely he was listening over the last couple of years. 
He might not have known all the way back to 2003. 
 But what I really want to talk about is the fact 
that we have fought and are still fighting for the fact 
that the LCCA is the final place to go if you want to get 
money to go abroad for overseas treatment. And you 
know, Mr. Speaker, that that money runs out. And 
whoever is left has to scrounge around and try to find 
money. If they do not find it, of course they are out of 
luck. 
 We are still trying to ascertain what the reno-
vations at Fairview Court were all about. We know 
that it was way over budget. We know that it was also 
the length of time that it took. The work was stopped 
there at Fairview Court. The answer that I got from 
questions about a year or so ago was that there was 
an ongoing police investigation. We have heard no 
more about it. Again, the solution there—I am trying to 
find it; I do not know where it is. 

We fought for pension increases. That goes a 
long way back. But again, there was a solution. We 
offered it, and that was, Give these seniors their pen-
sions. We fought for that. 

The mould situation—that was ousted by the 
United Bermuda Party. One of the situations there 
with the Hamilton Police Station . . . I went over there 
myself after I received a paper—which mysteriously 
disappeared. It was tabled here. 
 
Hon. Walter H. Roban: The Shadow Minister [inaudi-
ble]. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: And that kind of went 
someplace. Anyway, I went over there to the Hamilton 
Police Station. And even today, we just had another 
uproar, another outcry about mould in that police sta-
tion. 
 We have questioned and will continue to 
question—and I can give you a really quick solution 
for it, Mr. Speaker. And I have given it over and over 
again to this particular problem, the fact that we have 
spent $19.4 million on health consultants. I am not 
talking about consultants for anybody else except 
health. And $2 million of that was spent revamping 
HIP and FutureCare. 
 Now, if you want me to give this solution 
again, I will. But I will not because you all know what 
my solution to that is. That is, you certainly do not 
need to spend that much money on health consult-
ants. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is a solution? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: The solution is that there 
are  . . . I will give you a solution . . . The same way it 
is with the hospital, that you certainly have Bermudian 
talent here that can do the jobs that most of these 
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people did, and some did not do that well. I am not 
going to get into that with the consultants that came 
down here. Some of them were excellent; some of 
them were not. 

Some of them, Mr. Speaker, were consultants 
having to do with the reorganisation, or getting the 
Health Council out of a terrible situation that they had. 
That was an organisation that was supposed to be 
overseer of health here in Bermuda, and they spent, I 
guess, at least five or six years with at least five or six 
different Chairs, in and out, in and out. I did a whole 
thing on it. I know you do not want to hear it again. But 
consultants were sent just to revamp the Health Coun-
cil. Well, in the first place, it had no business getting 
into that kind of situation that you would have to have 
consultants come in here and clean the place up. 

Nine hundred thousand dollars for a chief of 
staff for the hospital—you have heard me talk about 
this over and over again. This chief of staff also is able 
to go home on Thursdays—fly home on Thursdays—
and come back on Tuesdays—and we are paying that 
bill. 

The hospitalists—the fact that this was done 
in a way that really made a lot of patients and their 
families upset . . . There are still issues out there 
about the hospitalists having to do with the fact that 
families are not being informed. I just talked about 
that, and there is a solution to that, of course. And that 
is easy enough: You get the hospitalist to keep the 
family in the loop, and the GPs. 

Up-front fees—how many times do I have to 
talk about that? 
 
[Pause] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You can’t read Grant’s writ-
ing? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Listen. Mr. Speaker, this is 
my handwriting, and I do not think anybody can say 
here that I did not . . . I take great exception to that. 

Mr. Speaker, in fact, I take enough exception 
to it to ask you to make the honourable [Member] 
apologise to me for that. This is my handwriting. This 
is what . . . you retract that statement. 
 
The Speaker: Minister, you should not be so unkind. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: My apologies. It was a 
cheap shot. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: It is a very cheap shot. I 
had thought we were going to— 
 
The Speaker: He has apologised now. 
 
[Gavel] 

 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
  
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I want to talk about more 
recent situations. And I want to go again . . . I men-
tioned this before, and I am going to continue to men-
tion it, and that is the up-front fees for doctors. This is 
still a bad situation. The solution to it (and I have said 
this before, but obviously somebody was not listening) 
is that there needs to be a regulation for physicians 
which prevents them from doing this. Simple thing. All 
you have to do is to say that if a patient has insur-
ance, and if the doctor does not wish to treat the pa-
tient and accept that fee from the insurance . . . and, 
by the way, at this point, since the Health Insurance 
Departments are supposed to be up to scratch now— 
 
The Speaker: Isn’t that the Council? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: . . . I am sorry, the Health 
Department, the Health Insurance Departments are 
supposed to be up to scratch now because they have 
spent all this money on consultants who have gotten 
them all computerised and they have a turnaround, I 
understand now, of what, 30 to 90 days? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: If that is the case, then 
there should be no reason for our doctors making pa-
tients pay. 
 I hope that those criticisms and solutions 
found their way. 
 
The Speaker: Time is up. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you very much. 
 
The Speaker: Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. Gib-
bons, from Paget East. 
 Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to come back just to 
follow up on some of the comments that my honour-
able colleague, Louise Jackson, made. 
 But I would like to start, actually, on another 
topic. 
 
Hon. Walter H. Roban: Clean up! 
 

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL TRAINING 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: That is, I would like 
to follow on where the Honourable Member . . . And I 
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do not want to review legislation we just passed, but 
there were a couple of points made in the Base Lands 
[Development Amendment] Act 2010 about the crea-
tion of jobs for Bermudians in the development of 
some of the Base properties. And it is specifically that 
issue that I would like to tackle for the next few min-
utes, Mr. Speaker. 
 And the issue I would like to tackle is the 
technical training, vocational training issue, because it 
speaks directly to the issue of jobs and speaks directly 
to the issue of opportunities. By that, I mean that we 
can create opportunities, but unless Bermudians have 
the skills and the training—and I am thinking particu-
larly of construction training now—to be able to take 
advantage of those opportunities, then we are very far 
off in terms of where we actually want to be. 
 I am guessing . . . We have certainly had a lot 
of announcements. I do not mean to be sarcastic 
here, because it seems like every few months we get 
an announcement that the Park Hyatt is going to start, 
or that something will start at Morgan’s Point, or 
maybe St. Regis will start. We have had a lot of that 
over the last few years. But the issue is that if those 
projects actually do start—and the Honourable Mem-
ber when he took his seat said, We will be hearing 
more, particularly about the Morgan’s Point issue—the 
question I am asking is, are Bermudians being devel-
oped sufficiently, given the skills and training required 
to take advantage of the jobs that, hopefully, those 
kinds of projects will create? 
 Because, when you come right down to it, if 
you are going to have a new hotel development or you 
are going to have a new resort or something of that 
sort, the basic question is, How is this going to benefit 
your average Bermudians? Will they be in a position 
to take advantage of an upswing in the construction 
industry—in construction jobs—which will occur? 
 I guess the more important question is, Mr. 
Speaker, what is the Progressive Labour Party Gov-
ernment doing now, if anything, to prepare Bermudi-
ans for those opportunities if they ever come to pass? 
Because up to now, Mr. Speaker, the record for pre-
paring Bermudians for vocational training under the 
Progressive Labour Party Government has been, I 
guess in a word, dismal. There has been a clear lack 
of foresight, a clear lack of planning, and there has 
been what I would say reactivity after the fact, rather 
than understanding that as a responsible Government 
you need to make sure that your people, our people, 
are prepared to be able to actually take advantage of 
some of these things. 
 There has been a lot of talking the talk, but 
very little walking the walk. 
 I would like to give an example which, Mr. 
Speaker, you may be aware of, but I think which, to 
some degree, highlights the situation I am talking 
about. There is a project which has now started in the 
Bahamas. It is called Baha Mar; that is, B-a-h-a M-a-r. 
And it is a huge development project. If you have 

been to the Bahamas, particularly to Nassau, Mr. 
Speaker, you will know of the Cable Beach area. 
There are a number of casinos there. It is an older 
part of the Bahamas resort development infrastruc-
ture. 
 In essence, there was a recent debate in the 
Bahamas legislature. And that debate was . . . in order 
to be able to progress this . . . it is about a $2.5 to 
$2.6 billion project, it involves some six new hotels, a 
golf course, and a lot of other infrastructure, conven-
tion facilities, and the rest of it. And dare I say? They 
seem to be moving ahead with their developments. 
We do not. 

But in order to be able to progress that devel-
opment, which is being funded essentially by the Chi-
nese State Construction Company [China State Con-
struction Engineering Company], the Bahamas Gov-
ernment is going to have to bring in 8,000 Chinese 
workers. That is right—8,000 Chinese workers, which 
is obviously an extraordinary number, even for Baha-
mas, which is a few times larger than we are. And of 
course, the debate there is, you know, Why are we 
not giving more Bahamians jobs? But, one of the con-
ditions of this particular financing project by the Chi-
nese State Construction Company is that they need to 
bring in Chinese construction workers. 

Now, going back to Bermuda and the possibil-
ity which we may have at Park Hyatt, which we may 
have up at Morgan’s Point . . . I do not know whether 
it has progressed any. It has been bumping along for 
a few years . . . the St. Regis over here at Par-la-Ville 
Park. Let us suppose we are talking about, in round 
numbers, 1,000 jobs that get created out of that. It 
could be more; it could be less. It will probably be 
more if you have three hotel projects going at the 
same time. 

Now, I think all of us understand that in good 
days—and that is not right now—but, in good times 
the construction worker with some skills probably is 
earning . . . if you are a carpenter, it is probably a little 
more, but with some skills, it is probably making 
something on the order of $1,500 a week. That nets 
out to about $75,000 a year. Good money, Mr. 
Speaker. Some of them make a lot more than that. 
But what that means is, if you have got 1,000 jobs 
potentially coming, and you have got workers making 
about $75,000 per year, that means that unless we 
prepare Bermudians to actually take those jobs, that 
$75,000 a year times 1,000 workers works out to $75 
million which does not go into Bermudian pockets. 
That goes into the pockets of non-Bermudians who 
will have to be brought here to, effectively, construct 
these hotels and resorts. 

So the question I am putting to Government 
is—because, as I said, their record up to now has 
been dismal on technical and vocational training—
What are they doing now to prepare Bermudians to 
actually be able to take these jobs? And, as we all 
know, construction jobs are no longer simply labourer 
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jobs. They require proficiency, they require certifica-
tion, and in many cases they require a fair amount of 
experience and training. What is Government doing 
now? 

Now, I am raising this issue right now, Mr. 
Speaker, because it seems for the last three or four 
years, we have gone through this dance at budget 
time. We get lots of promises out of Government in 
terms of fortifying, in terms of really putting some 
comprehensive technical training, technical education 
into place. But it is only promises. I recall going back a 
few years. I do not mean to pick on the Honourable 
Member because I know his heart was in the right 
place. But Mr. Horton, Minister of Education . . . 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —the Honourable 
Member, at a forum of Bermuda College on the future 
of technical education, said he was not happy at the 
time and he was going to bring significant improve-
ment for technical education. 
 We are now four years later. We have been 
through all sorts of skirmishes and wars between the 
Bermuda College and the NTB [National Training 
Board]. We have had multiple Ministers involved with 
the National Training Board. The budget seems to 
stay about the same; it is about $3.5 million every 
year. But what we do not have . . . We have also had 
all this occupational training and certification. But it 
never seems to go anywhere, Mr. Speaker. It just 
never seems to move. 
 So I am asking the question now. I think I am 
doing the Government a favour. They may not look at 
it this way. What are they doing now to put plans in 
place to effectively start to put serious voca-
tional/technical education training programmes in 
place for Bermudians?  

You know what some of our solutions are. We 
have been talking about them for a few years. In the 
education system, we need an integrated technical 
training programme starting at the middle school all 
the way through Bermuda College—just as a start. 
But you also need to ramp up the NTB. You need to 
get serious about technical training here; otherwise, 
this $75 million (just taking round numbers out of the 
air) is going to go into someone else’s pockets and is 
not going to go into Bermudian pockets. 
 Now, what are the facts here? Because, you 
know, the Government could say, Look, there he goes 
again. He is making assertions about a dismal record. 
Well, in fact, Mr. Speaker, it is the record that I am 
talking about that is dismal. And it is not just construc-
tion jobs. When you look at the total number of jobs 
held by Bermudians since 2000 (in other words 2000 
through 2009, because those are the most recent 
numbers), what you find is, that in spite of a growing 
economy over that period, the number of Bermudian 
jobs has actually dropped by over 2,000. So, from 

2000 to 2009, we have . . . and almost every year 
there was a drop in the number of jobs held by Ber-
mudians every year. Almost every year—I think there 
was one that was not—we have lost Bermudian jobs. 
And of course, we know that non-Bermudian jobs 
have increased over that period by more than 4,000, I 
believe it is. Yes, it is over 4,400 non-Bermudian jobs 
that have been created. 
 So, again, education, education, education! 
That is what it comes back to, and that is what this 
Progressive Labour Party Government has failed to 
do. We have had ineffective leadership in this area for 
the last 12 years, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, I had another interesting piece of infor-
mation. I was looking for something else, but I came 
across the 2009 Labour Force Survey Report, which 
is put out by the Department of Statistics, who I think 
actually does a very good job. But what was really 
interesting to me there, Mr. Speaker . . . and again, 
we talk about training. So the question is, when you 
look . . . they looked at it in, essentially nine-year in-
crements. They looked at the number of jobs in the 
technical/vocational and the associate degree cate-
gory in 1991, which came out of the census. They 
looked at it in 2000. And they looked at it again in 
2009. 
 And what you find there, Mr. Speaker, is that 
in the period from 1991 to 2000 the number of techni-
cal/vocational associate degree jobs, or essentially 
(sorry) the academic qualifications (if that is the right 
way to put it) held by Bermudians has actually, from 
1991 to 2000, jumped 28 per cent. So, from 1991 to 
2000 there was a 28 per cent increase in the number 
of Bermudians holding technical/vocational associate 
degree qualifications. But from 2000 to 2009 it was 
not even 10 per cent, Mr. Speaker, it was 8 per cent. It 
went from 10,900 up to a little over 11,800. So, you 
actually had a slowdown in the number of Bermudians 
that were gaining these credentials which are required 
to be able to take advantage of these opportunities in 
our economy. 
 Since we hope—even though the Govern-
ment’s projections have been way off on this—that we 
will come out of this current recession at some point, 
the question is, What are we doing now? Because we 
have done very little over the past 10 years, What are 
we doing now? What are we putting in place? And it 
does not have to be just resort or hotel development, 
but what are we doing to prepare Bermudians in the 
training, education, and skills required to be able to 
take advantage of what, hopefully at some point in the 
next couple of years, will be a growing economy? 
 Mr. Speaker, I leave that question with Gov-
ernment. I think it is an important question. And I think 
there are a lot of Bermudians who think that is an im-
portant question as well. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to shift gears for a 
second here and go on to the statement which the 
Honourable Member, Mr. De Silva, read this morning 
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in the House in regard to comments that my honour-
able colleague and I made last week on the motion to 
adjourn. 
 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Unfortunately, there 
is sort of a pattern here. The pattern, effectively, is 
that when Government has difficulty addressing a 
question, they set up a “straw man.” And they mis-
characterise to a large degree what people say and 
then they attack that mischaracterisation, or “straw 
man.” 
 I do not think either Mrs. Jackson or I were 
terribly critical. And I have to say that I feel that the 
Honourable Member mischaracterised to a large de-
gree what I was trying to get across. Because that 
Honourable Member was asking in a couple of his 
statements, How do we get a handle on health care 
costs? What are we doing? We had a Health Financ-
ing Summit. And the point that he made, and certainly 
that I made on the motion to adjourn, was that we 
heard a lot about the problems; we did not hear a lot 
of solutions from that Honourable Member. I do not 
think the Honourable Member really identified any so-
lutions coming out of that. 
 My point on the motion to adjourn was that 
there was some very good work done by Collin 
Anderson, by Dr. Cann, and also by Jennifer Attride-
Stirling. And I simply referred to those problems, those 
issues which had been identified in that Health Sum-
mit as . . . I referred to them, I think at the time, as 
“clues” as to where the Honourable Member needed 
to look to address some of these issues. 
 So for him to say, “they offered multiple criti-
cisms about our health care system” is not correct. I 
simply identified issues coming out from the Minister’s 
own civil servants that they had identified as problems 
and issues. And I think if there was any criticism, Mr. 
Speaker (and I will get onto this) . . . if there was any 
criticism, Mr. Speaker, it was not addressed at the 
health care system; it was addressed at Government’s 
ineffective leadership in terms of addressing some of 
these issues over the last 10 or 12 years. That, I think, 
is where my honourable colleague, Mrs. Jackson, and 
I were both coming from. 
 So, really, in a certain sort of way (and I know 
Honourable Members can be very thin-skinned about 
this; we all can, Mr. Speaker), I said that you have got 
to look at the outputs from the system. And I think I 
would be fair in saying that when you actually look at 
health care costs as a percentage of the GDP and the 
rest of it, I said, you know, it is a mixed bag. It is not 
all bad. In fact, quite frankly, I think (and we have had 
this debate in the House before) the Health Insurance 
Act [1970] and others that were put in the 1970s, I 
think even the Honourable Member, the former Mem-
ber Dr. Brown, said they were visionary. And they 
were. 

 What we are trying to address now is, how do 
you continue to evolve a system that actually has 
worked, by and large probably better than a lot of 
other places, has worked pretty well for many Ber-
mudians. It does not work for all Bermudians, as my 
honourable colleague, Mrs. Jackson, refers to on a 
regular basis, about some seniors. But it works pretty 
well. 
 But the point I was trying to make—and I think 
the Honourable Member picked up on this; that is, Mr. 
De Silva—was that there are a few areas where we 
clearly need to put more emphasis. And I am saying 
that Government is uniquely placed to address this. 
When you have, as the data showed, an extraordinar-
ily high number of amputations of limbs [due to] diabe-
tes, and where Bermuda’s numbers are way over any 
other country that was looked at—I think there were 
about 30 countries that were looked at—when you 
look at our rate of cardiovascular disease, when you 
look at our rate of diabetes, and when you look at our 
rate of obesity, these are issues that a government—
certainly a caring government—can look at. 
 I understand what the Honourable Member is 
saying, to some degree, in his Statement, that the 
Government cannot march in and tell individuals, nec-
essarily, what to do. There is personal responsibility. I 
think we on both sides of the House understand that. 
But I think Government is uniquely positioned—and if 
the Honourable Member would like, there are some 
very interesting—I will not say studies—very interest-
ing cases in France and other places where govern-
ments have actually stepped in to address issues, like 
obesity, which lead to diabetes and also lead to car-
diovascular disease, which has a huge impact, par-
ticularly when it gets to a critical stage, on health care 
costs. There are ways that good government can get 
in. And it is more than simply giving a statement on 
mayonnaise in this House in the morning. It requires a 
coordinated effort; it can be done. 
 I say that, Mr. Speaker, because when you 
look at other areas, like smoking here, we have actu-
ally done very well as a country. And that required a 
coordinated effort. It required some legislation. My 
honourable colleague Mr. Dunkley actually pushed 
that first, and Government followed through with their 
own legislation in terms of restricting smoking in the 
workplace. We have actually been quite successful 
there. But on things like diabetes, there are a lot of 
other things we can do. 
 I talked a little bit about what you can do in the 
school system to tackle both obesity and fitness is-
sues, which have a direct correlation with how well 
students actually do in school. I am not going to re-
peat all that now, Mr. Speaker. But the point I am try-
ing to make is that, if Government sets up a “straw 
man” and simply says that all we do over here is criti-
cise, I take offence at that. We did not.  

Both Mrs. Jackson and I were trying to tar-
get— 
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The Speaker: The Honourable Member. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —for that Honour-
able Member, specific areas. And to simply try and set 
up a “straw man” to say that we did this when we did 
not, I think is simply wrong, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, those are some of the points that I would 
like to make. 

The other one was asthma care. That did not 
start with the Progressive Labour Party Government. 
That started long before with Open Airways and some 
of those systems coming out of the Arthur Andersen 
Report. 

The criticism for Government is not so much 
that they have actually now started to do some of 
these things, but that in some cases it has taken them 
10 or 12 years to actually get there. If they had started 
in 1998 when they took over, we would not have some 
of the issues and things would not have deteriorated 
to the degree they did. If they had picked up on some 
of those Arthur Andersen issues in 1999, 2000, we 
might have actually had a reimbursement situation at 
the hospital in place; we might have had more preven-
tative issues. But it has been essentially almost a 
wasteland—a wasteland—for 10 years, a lost oppor-
tunity. And that is why my honourable colleague and I 
have been criticising Government. We are not criticiz-
ing the health care. We have some issues. We have 
tried to identify those issues, Mr. Speaker.  
 Finally, I would like to change gears on some-
thing entirely different.  
 

DECLINE IN GDP 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, there 
were some numbers that came out today and I think 
my Honourable Colleague, Mr. Richards, may have 
spoken to them. But I was astonished to read that in 
2009 we had a GDP decline of over 8 per cent. In 
2009, [Statistics] have just put out some numbers 
where the decline in GDP has been some 8 per cent.  
 Now, I do not want to get into this in a broad 
way, but, again, it gets back to the issue of prepara-
tion and foresight on the part of Government. Because 
the Minister of Finance at that time, in the budget 
2009—2010, was predicting a decline, and I have it 
right here. She was predicting a decline of some 1 per 
cent to 1.5 per cent in 2009 in GDP. So, as opposed 
to having 1 per cent to 1.5 per cent, we had an 8 per 
cent decline. 

Now, this is going to sound like I told you so, 
but some Members on this side of the House, and I 
think particularly my Honourable colleague, Mr. Rich-
ards, were saying, No, no, no. This is going to be a 
serious issue. You have to prepare for it. You have 
got to put structures in place. But what we found out—
and we have seen it in the debt numbers—is Gov-

ernment continue to spend with wild abandon and bor-
row money, and that is where we have ended up.  

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Time is up. Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Any further speakers? 

No further speakers? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Well, I am not here to encourage 
Members to speak. 
 I recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. Pettingill from Warwick West. 
 Mr. Pettingill has the Floor. 
 

CRIME IN BERMUDA 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Thank you. I will make it short 
and to the point. I do not have much time anyway.  
 Mr. Speaker, I rise because it was touched on 
today and whilst I hear Honourable Members speak-
ing on this issue and concerns about what, you know, 
is going on in health care, and so on, [this], of course, 
is a very significant area that we have to focus on. 

The main fact of the matter is that the number 
one issue for the people of this country, on this day, at 
this time, remains crime and the level that we have 
deteriorated to over the last 10 years in relation to the 
problem of crime. And we all know the statistics. The 
Government has the statistics. They have put them 
out there. They are deplorable. There is probably no-
where else in the Western world that a government 
could remain in power with those types of statistics. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 

 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: But that remains to be seen as to 
how the public will judge that. But this is the concern, 
Mr. Speaker, that I have. And, I beg of the Govern-
ment to hear this, because I am very pleased to see 
that we now have a Joint Select Committee under my 
Honourable friend, Mr. Randy Horton, as chaired by 
him, that is gathering information and addressing is-
sues in order to, hopefully, make recommendations. 
But recommendations have been made. 

I have great concern with regard to that com-
mittee that I know is doing a lot of hard work in looking 
at solutions that . . . it is going to come up with things 
and they are not going to be picked up. Because 
things have been put forward, Mr. Speaker.  

Mr. Speaker, I was involved with the Legisla-
tive Committee on Crime headed by the Director of 
Public Prosecutions. And over a year ago presented a 
programme on electronic monitoring to this Govern-
ment and said, “Here you go.” Well researched. Well 
set out. And overseas people came in to do a demon-
stration for that committee, Mr. Speaker. The full 
document was handed over to Government. A com-
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pany in this country partnered with the leading tech-
nology company in the world did a free pilot, with the 
former Attorney General going around wearing a 
monitor. 

I have very grave concerns [about] what hap-
pened with regard to the tendering process and the 
ability to put that programme into play, which could 
have started on July 1st. The Government in its last 
Throne Speech, having got the programme, an-
nounced in the Bail Act . . . and nobody on my side 
was looking for any credit. I certainly was not saying, 
Oh, come along; let me have the credit for putting this 
forward. It was in the interest of the country that that 
was done because we had a problem. That pro-
gramme could have been put into play as of July 1st of 
this year, and could have saved lives because of the 
nature of what it was designed to do. Electronic moni-
toring was designed to splinter gangs and members. 
There were videos and presentations done on this. 
 And then it went to tender. And the company 
that did the pilot programme for free, and went back 
and answered questions and all kinds of things, has 
not even had the appreciation of having an answer 
from this Government to say You are not getting the 
contract. The murmurs are that some other company 
put forward a bid—and they got it. But guess what, 
Mr. Speaker, nothing has happened. Nobody is wear-
ing a monitor. No announcement has been given over 
that this is available and can be done. Why not? 
 Another presentation was done by an over-
seas company with regard to technology. And I have 
beat the drum on technology and crime in this country 
in this House for a number of sessions now. That 
technology is the way to go to help with this problem. 
 The Government has an electronic monitoring 
programme, nothing happens. Another company 
comes along and does a presentation to the police. 
The police commissioner would like to have the funds 
to be able to put it in place, a very, very effective 
technologically advanced programme. I met with peo-
ple, representatives of that to talk about what they 
were doing. And apparently that got lost in the mire. 
They are waiting for calls back. They did get a call 
from somebody locally who wanted to set up a com-
pany with them. 
 Now I have grave concerns, and the country 
should have grave concerns, Mr. Speaker, that the 
ability to address this very serious problem that we 
have on crime by the use of technology is succumbing 
to the opportunities of certain people to try and get 
contracts to put forward programmes that are finan-
cially beneficial. And we cannot afford as a country to 
make this a game of who can set up a company to get 
a lucrative contract with regard to the technology that 
is needed. We need to go with the best. We need to 
go with the brightest. And we need to do it yesterday. 
We need answers as to why these things have not 
been done.  

And let me say this, the answer cannot be: 
We cannot afford it. Because lives are being lost, 
peoples’ lives are being ruined; communities are be-
ing splintered because of what is transpiring in relation 
to gun and gang violence. 

So whatever we do, wherever we pull the 
funds from, this is where they should be going—into 
this technology. And it is deafening when the ques-
tions are answered as to why this has not happened. 
What has gone on with regard to the awarding of 
these contracts to get the technology here? Why has 
it not happened?  

It is quiet. Like it is now.  
 
An Hon. Member: Hmm. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: It is very quiet.  

And people are sitting back and going, Oh, 
are people watching? Well, I am watching! And every-
body needs to be watching because these pro-
grammes could have been in place, they could have 
been paid for, and it has not happened. 

The overseas companies—the one in particu-
lar with regard to the tagging, that came and did all of 
this—of course, they want a contract. That is what 
they do. But they were prepared to do it for free! And it 
costs them probably tens of thousands of dollars. I 
saw the results of what they did because it was pre-
sented. I know what was presented. I know what went 
in. It was pretty brilliant stuff. I thought, Wow! Here is 
something to drive a wedge in the problem that we 
have. This is great stuff. This is the type of CIA stuff 
that you see on TV. We know where you are and what 
you are doing. I am going to get you. We are going to 
drive the wedge, and we are going to do it with the 
technology that is available.  

And all the information presented [demon-
strated] how it solved problems in other communities 
overseas—bigger places than Bermuda, with bigger 
problems than Bermuda. They were shown statisti-
cally to have decreases in crime, drastic decreases, 
Mr. Speaker. Nearly as drastic as the increase that we 
have had in crime under this current Government. 
 So why a government that has had such an 
increase in crime during its tenure of leadership is not 
prepared to drop everything and pull out all the stops 
to get the technology on board to use what is avail-
able to them, to use the very best, to use the very best 
no matter who or what company is behind it, not wait-
ing for the right people to step into play and the right 
players, but to use the very best and make it happen . 
. . why we have not done that is beyond me.  

The public needs to know why not and the 
public demands, I would think, in hearing this, Why 
are we not doing this? And I ask the question here 
today: Why has it not been done and why are we not 
doing it as a matter of urgency, Mr. Speaker?  

And it is quiet.  
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Pettingill, the Honour-
able and Learned Member from Warwick West. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. Z. 
De Silva.  

Minister De Silva from Southampton East 
Central has the floor. 

Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, just in reply to 
the Honourable Member who just took his seat. I just 
could not help—maybe I misunderstood him, and if I 
am wrong, he can clarify. 

When he talked about this company that was 
going to supply these monitors, I believe he said it 
cost them tens of thousands of dollars and they were 
going to do something for free. Well, Mr. Speaker, I 
am a businessman, and if I am going to do tens of 
thousands of dollars of something with regard to a 
presentation, I would certainly think that that presenta-
tion might be free, but what follows certainly is not. 

Now, Mr. Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Point of order, if I may, Mr. 
Speaker. A point of clarification. 
 
The Speaker: Sure. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Because I did say that. I do not 
know what it costs. And, with respect to the Honour-
able Member, I am guessing. I know for a fact, and I 
think it was publicised. It was in the paper. The Attor-
ney General at the time was on the front page wearing 
a monitor. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh yes. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: I am guessing that it must have 
cost him thousands of dollars. I am sure— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. I think we got the answer. 
Thank you, Mr. Pettingill. 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, there is a big 
difference between thousands and tens of thousands. 
So let us just, let us— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I know I heard tens of 
thousands.  
 
An Hon. Member: I do not know about that. 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: There is no doubt about 
that. Mr. Speaker, I would like to move on.  

And whilst I am not going to beat the drum, as 
my honourable colleague does, the Honourable Mrs. 
Jackson . . . I am not going to beat that drum, Mr. 
Speaker. I think we have heard that song and seen 
that movie many times, Mr. Speaker. But the Honour-
able Member talked about the bad situations in senior 
care homes, Mr. Speaker. Now I would say again, in 
my short life in this Ministry, that if the Honourable 
Member, or anyone in the Bermuda public, has any 
issues with health care facilities, health care givers, 
anyone in the health industry— 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Point of information. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—in this Island, Mr. 
Speaker—  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Point of information. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —I am approachable. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Speaker: There is a— 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I have a— 
 
The Speaker: Do you wish to yield? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I would like to continue, Mr. 
Speaker, if you do not mind. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you.  

I am sorry, Mrs. Jackson. 
 
An Hon. Member: You can get up next. You can get 
up next.  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member had a full 20 minutes. I am not going to 
take 20 minutes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, moving on to 
the Honourable Dr. Gibbons and his talk with the 
Baha Mar Development. Well, I happen to be a little 
familiar with that development company, Mr. Speaker. 
In fact, I sat in the Prime Minister’s office and dis-
cussed that very developer, Mr. Speaker. Okay? 
 And when the Honourable Member says, 
“we’re bobbing along with the Morgan’s Point Devel-
opment,” Mr. Speaker, and I do believe he said that 
they are going to start development now, or soon, 
or— 
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An Hon. Member: Who is going to start develop-
ment? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Baha Mar. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, he has been reading 
the Internet and that is very good that you read the 
Internet. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, we can all 
look at the Internet. But, Mr. Speaker, what the Hon-
ourable Member did not mention was that this devel-
opment is five years and counting, Mr. Speaker. They 
have not broken ground. They are debating it as we 
speak. 
 
An Hon. Member: No, they… 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay? The thing . . . no, 
they debated. The Honourable Member said they de-
bated it a week ago. In fact, it started debate on Sep-
tember 23rd, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, anyway, Mr. Speaker, 
let me just say this. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That, that particular Hon-
ourable Member in his private practice surely must 
know that development— 
 
An Hon. Member: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member has a point of 
order. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable 
Member is misleading the House. I was in Nassau a 
week or so ago and they were debating it while I was 
there. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: As I was saying, Mr. 
Speaker, not only that Honourable Member, but there 
are many Honourable Members in this House . . . 
when you have developments that are in the hundreds 

of millions of dollars, Mr. Speaker, not to mention bil-
lions—billions, Mr. Speaker, that this particular devel-
opment will be. Mr. Speaker, you know, these things 
do not happen [snapped his fingers] at the turn of a 
light switch, Mr. Speaker. A lot of things need to be 
considered. 

And we all know that the development at Mor-
gan’s Point was started under the UBP. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oooh. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: They did not, they did not . 
. . they bobbed along for a little while, too, Mr. 
Speaker. So, you know, sometimes we do have to 
bob along because we want to make sure that we get 
it right. And, Mr. Speaker, we are not going to move 
until we get it right. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Gibbons— 
 
Hon. Members: Doctor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Dr. Gibbons. Well, speak-
ing of doctors, I . . . you know, I may bring another Bill 
about my good, my Learned and— 
 
An Hon. Member: About doctors? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, doctors. Mazumbo 
might ring a bell with you all on that side. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oooh.  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh yes.  
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: We know Mazumbo 
best. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. If any of the Honour-
able Members— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—care to take up— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—and bring a Bill to this 
House, Mr. Speaker and make an apology. An official 
apology should be made to that Honourable Mem-
ber— 
 
An Hon. Member: A great name.  
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—who had to change his 
name, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, Mr. Speaker, the 
Honourable Member, Dr. Gibbons, talked about diabe-
tes, he talked about obesity . . . can you hear me, Mr. 
Speaker, okay? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
An Hon. Member: Sit down. 
 
The Speaker: Just barely. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Just barely? 
 
The Speaker: I was going to bring the gavel down. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member, Mr. Gibbons, talked about diabetes, 
obesity, and heart disease. I believe the words he 
[used] were “a caring Government— 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —should and could look at 
this and certainly should have made more progress in 
the last 12 years.” 

Mr. Speaker, we are a caring Government. 
We have made some in-roads. We have made some 
changes with some very interesting to follow. 

But, Mr. Speaker, for that Honourable Mem-
ber to say that it has been 10, 12 years and we have 
not done anything . . . what about the Government 
before that which had 30 years, Mr. Speaker? What 
happened during that 30 years, Mr. Speaker?  
 
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But all of a sudden, all of a 
sudden, 10 years is a long time, Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: We had one of the best health 
care systems in the world. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, you know, 
when you hear the Honourable Opposition Members 

talk about since 1998 things have degenerated, disin-
tegrated, Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Where were you in 1998? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, you know, Mr. 
Speaker, maybe things like the houses that were 
down at Southside that were quickly demolished— 
 
An Hon. Member: Safety. Safety. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—prior to 1998, Mr. 
Speaker. But, maybe our health and our people would 
have been in a lot better shape than what they are 
today, Mr. Speaker.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
An Hon. Member: It was asbestos, it was asbestos. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, let me finish 
on this note. I would like to state, and let me make it 
crystal clear. 

When it comes to health issues in this coun-
try, if my Honourable Colleague, Mrs. Jackson, would 
like to discuss any issue with health problems, com-
plaints, inefficiencies, ineffectiveness, my door is very 
wide open. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any further speakers? I . . . just before 
Madam Premier starts, is there any other Member 
who thinks he wants to have a go at it? 
 
An Hon. Member: No. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Madam Premier. 
 Madam Premier has the floor. 
 

HUMAN CAPITAL 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I only have a couple of points to 
make at this stage. And I think as we get ready to 
close today, and probably imminently for the Christ-
mas season, it is important to note that we try to avoid 
revisionist history. And, certainly, we should certainly 
try to avoid rewriting history. 

There are some issues that have been sim-
mering in this country and this Government has con-
sistently advocated the need to properly equip and 
prepare its human capital. Central to that has been 
the development of its human capital. And anybody 
who would state otherwise is either misleading the 
public or misrepresenting the public. 
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I could cite a litany of examples, Mr. Speaker, 
where the Government, both as Government and 
even prior to becoming Government, has been de-
monstrably committed to the training of people. And 
especially, Mr. Speaker, when you are looking at a 
country which is in a state of vulnerability as a result 
of the economic downturn that has caused severe 
economic dislocation and disruption. 
 This Government, Mr. Speaker, recognises 
that the Ministers, Government as a whole has a re-
sponsibility to do what it can to keep the people in the 
picture. And how do we do that, Mr. Speaker? And 
how have we done that? 
 Not only have we used the rubric of the labour 
training and National Training Board, which is the ob-
vious answer in some respects, but we have also 
taken a look at how we can tote at windmills and do 
things a little differently and outside the normal para-
digm in terms of how we use the Bermuda Small 
Business Development Corporation, soon to be 
known as the Bermuda Economic Development Cor-
poration, and some of the training, retraining and op-
portunities within that unit. 
 We have used the construction incubator. We 
have sought also with regard to the link with the Minis-
try formerly known as Works and Engineering. 

And if you were to attend even one of my col-
leagues’ recent graduations over the past even suc-
cessive years in terms of the C.A.R.E. Learning Cen-
tre, which was under the leadership and certainly at a 
directional level by the Honourable Minister, Neletha 
Butterfield, to see the looks of pride and accomplish-
ment and achievement of young men and not-so-
young men and women who worked for this Govern-
ment, Mr. Speaker, through the Ministries of Works 
and Engineering and others, and who found that certi-
fication and accomplishment of GED qualifications 
helped to be a passport to their further success and 
advancement. 

And that is taking a dynamic way, an ap-
proach of leadership in a Ministry and looking at how 
you can develop your people and give them an oppor-
tunity for advancement and using budgets in an inno-
vative way, Mr. Speaker. 

Then you talk about, Mr. Speaker, how . . . let 
us go back not too long ago, to the late, great first 
Minister of Tourism, the Honourable David Allen, and 
how he saw that the links with our cruise ships should 
be an opportunity to provide real benefit in the coun-
try— 
 
An Hon. Member: Inspirational. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox:—to young people who want to 
get training on a cruise ship. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 

Hon. Paula A. Cox: We have seen how the Hotel 
Concession Act has been massaged to provide oppor-
tunities, Mr. Speaker. 

Clearly, Mr. Speaker, when you even talk 
about a Hustle Truck, the current Minister of Justice 
and Attorney General, the Honourable and Learned 
Mr. Michael Scott, the Honourable Member, had an 
idea. And that did not stay in the recesses of his mind 
as an idea. It crystallised to action with the Hustle 
Truck initiative. 

What you have now are people coming to see 
me, saying that they are taking, and have taken peo-
ple that many people wanted to put on the dustbin of 
life, cast them aside they do nothing, but they have 
found that they were able to draw on their human 
capital as an opportunity. That was the first step. And 
they were able to employ them, to use them in a way 
in their enterprises, to provide technical training—to 
use them as a means of providing and using their es-
tablishments as a means of providing vocational train-
ing. 

And then you have this carping on the side-
lines by those who would wish to denigrate and deny 
the very real actions, strategies taken by this Gov-
ernment.  

 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL 

SERVICES 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, does more remain 
to be done? Clearly. Clearly. No one can say we live 
in an utopian or idyllic environment. But what this 
Government has shown, and what the people of Ber-
muda recognise and realise, is that we have a com-
mitment to keeping people in the picture and doing 
what we can to empower, enable and retool our peo-
ple. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, switching gears ever so 
slightly, because you must look at the economy as not 
some disconnected, discombobulated beast. The 
economy, labour markets and training are all part and 
parcel of how we make people feel connected and 
how we allow them to utilise their skills. And interna-
tional business and financial services are as much the 
lifeblood of this country as anything else. 

Now I have said on many occasions that you 
look at Bermuda as this small Island, but that our 
width and breadth of significance is not to be narrowly 
circumscribed by our square mileage. Nowhere, Mr. 
Speaker, has this been more palpably evident than in 
recent days, and in days to come. 

I note, in particular, Mr. Speaker, the com-
ments made last night by Members of the Chinese 
delegation. In talking about that, despite our size, we 
are a pearl that is able to come with them. Just as 
they recognise that they have the Great Wall, but they 
see that Bermuda is critically important. 

And, Mr. Speaker, on Monday, you are going 
to have someone from the European Union. Just like 
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the Chinese came to Bermuda . . . most times when 
you sign TIEAs, you go to their country. Bermuda was 
seen as a place where there was interest and a re-
spect. And, as was stated by our Chinese delegation 
who came here as our guests, they saw that there 
was much that could be extracted from and learned 
from Bermuda. 

And, Mr. Speaker, what is also important is 
that the meetings that are being held next week with 
the Honourable Member who comes from the Euro-
pean Union—he who has much to say as to whether 
Bermuda should be in the first wave . . . he did not 
have to come to Bermuda, you know, Mr. Speaker. He 
is not going to some other jurisdictions. But he is com-
ing to Bermuda because he sees that there is much 
that we are doing and much that should be recognised 
and respected.  

So we have to leave the victim mentality. We 
need to leave the ego mentality. And we need to get 
off of our attack mentality and recognise when people 
are doing things right. Nobody needs anyone, on this 
side or the other, to tell them how wonderful they are. 
But let us not, Mr. Speaker, by a sort of verbal sleight 
of hand try to underestimate the impact and the work 
that is being done. 

And, Mr. Speaker, let us also talk about GDP. 
Because sometimes, Mr. Speaker, I wonder if people 
really take that song Bermuda is Another World to 
heart, so that passionately, that rather naïvely they 
believe that Bermuda would remain untouched from 
the effects of a global economic recession. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if there is 
that degree of naivety that exists among some of us 
who are supposed to be so learned and educated. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Because, Mr. Speaker, whether 
we want to acknowledge it or not, the adverse effects 
of the global economic recession have certainly been 
the most severe for sometime worldwide. And the 
point to be noted, Mr. Speaker, is that whereas some 
countries where others have seen as all that glitters 
being gold, have been put through the most debilitat-
ing set of events which has had such a cataclysmic 
effect on their finances, and they are having to have 
billion-dollar bailouts. 

I just want to say to you, Mr. Speaker, take 
heart and have faith, and have confidence that, not-
withstanding the challenges, Bermuda is still standing. 
And Bermuda is still punching above its weight. And 
this Bermuda Government is determined, and will con-
tinue to take all necessary actions to keep the people 
of Bermuda in the picture and to make sure that they 
are the beneficiaries of the ultimate turnaround. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Just before I bring the gavel down, I just wish 
to acknowledge in the Visitors’ Gallery, the Right-
Reverend Bishop Lambe. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: The House stands adjourned to Friday 
next at 10:00 am. Friday next, at 10:00 am. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[At 4:03 pm the House stood adjourned until 10:00 am 
Friday, 10 December 2010.] 
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10:03 AM 
Sitting Number 6 of the 2010/11 Session 

  
[Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

PRAYERS 
 
[Prayers read by Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker] 
 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
3 December 2010  

 
The Speaker: Minutes of the meeting for the 3rd of 
December have been circulated. They should be in 
Honourable Members’ seats. Is there any objection to 
the confirmation of the Minutes of the 3rd of Decem-
ber? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Minutes of 3 December 2010 con-
firmed] 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE  
SPEAKER OR MEMBER PRESIDING 

 
APOLOGIES 

 
The Speaker: I just wish to inform the House that the 
Honourable Member Mr. H. Swan, Leader of the Op-
position, is not in attendance at the House today as he 
is abroad to give a speech at his alma mater. We cer-
tainly want to, on behalf of the House, congratulate 
the Honourable Member for having the privilege of 
returning to his alma mater as the keynote speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Hear, hear. 
 
The Speaker: Also, we have received communication 
from the Honourable Member, Mr. W. Roban. Minister 
Roban is out of attendance at the House today. 
 I also wish to announce that the Clerk to Par-
liament had to go off overseas on a personal matter 
and so Mr. Sumner is in charge. 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION TO  
MR. JOAO (JOHN) SORROS  

FOR 20 YEARS OF OUTSTANDING AND  
DEDICATED SERVICE IN MAINTAINING  
THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY GROUNDS 

 
The Speaker:   Also, we are going to present a cer-
tificate of recognition to Mr. Joao (John) Sorros for 20 
years of outstanding and dedicated service in main-
taining the House of Assembly grounds. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: I now defer to the Honourable Member 
Mr. W. Perinchief, Deputy Speaker of the House. 
 Mr. Perinchief? 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Thank you very much, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 It gives me great joy to bring thanks and grati-
tude to our groundskeeper John Sorros, who has 
been employed by the Clerk for 23 years. Twenty of 
those years he has spent maintaining these beautiful 
grounds of the Sessions House, and, of course, the 
Parliament. 
 I have been told by the Sergeant-at-Arms, Mr. 
Fox, that whenever Mr. Sorros is on vacation, we 
know it because it takes at least two men to complete 
his tasks. And as the Sergeant-at-Arms reports, the 
work is not the same as Mr. Sorros produces. So, at 
this juncture, I would like for the House to congratulate 
Mr. John Sorros for his stellar work. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Speaker, I wish to 
present a plaque and certificate. 
 
The Speaker: Shall we just . . . For five minutes, with 
the indulgence of the House, can the House agree? 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Fox, would you 
bring Mr. Sorros forward? 
 
The Speaker: Fine. Yes, fine. We will defer for five 
minutes. He has got to go to work, as he can see. 
 
[Laughter] 
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[Pause] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Make the presenta-
tion. 
 
[Applause] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: I will read the inscrip-
tion: “To John Sorros, In appreciation of 20 years’ out-
standing service in maintaining the House of Assem-
bly grounds in Bermuda. December 10, 2010.” 
 
[Pause: Mr. Sorros awarded the certificate of recogni-
tion] 
 
[Applause] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: I want to thank the Deputy Speaker, 
Mr. W. Perinchief from Pembroke Central, for taking. .  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
  
The Speaker: With the indulgence of the House. I 
thank you. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 
 

APPOINTMENT OF SENATOR E.D.G. BURT TO 
JOINT SELLECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS 

 
~AND~  

 
APPOINTMENT OF SENATOR C.M.A. SHAKIR TO 
JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE REGISTER 

OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS 
 
The Speaker: There is one: 
 “To His Honour the Speaker and Members of 
the Honourable House of Assembly: I am pleased to 
announce the appointment of Senator E. David G. 
Burt in replacement of former Senator C. Walter D. 
Brown to serve as one of the Senate’s representatives 
on the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on Pri-
vate Bills; and the appointment of Senator Cromwell 
N. A. Shakir in replacement of former Senator Thaao 
L. Dill, to serve as one of the Senate’s representatives 
on the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on the 
Register of Members’ Interests.  

“Senator the Honourable Carolanne Bassett, 
JP, President of the Senate.” 
 Those were two appointments to standing 
committees as a result of the changes that took place. 
 

PAPERS AND OTHER 
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

 
The Speaker: All right. Go on. I was expecting a 
communication from Minister Burgess who has gone 
outside, of course, for the . . . Is it there? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Yes, it is here, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Oh, all right. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, in the name of the 
Honourable Minister for Public Works. 
 
The Speaker: I am now recognising the Honourable 
Premier, the Honourable and Learned Member Mrs. 
Cox. 
 Madam Premier? 
 

LEASE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BERMUDA 
LAND DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED AND 

IRC - SANDYS LIMITED 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, in the name of the Honourable 
Minister of Public Works, I have the honour to attach 
and submit for the consideration of the Honourable 
House of Assembly a lease between the Bermuda 
Land Development Company Ltd. and IRC Sandys 
Ltd., proposed by the Minister responsible for Public 
Works. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier Cox. 
 Any further communications? 
 We will move on. 
 

PETITIONS 
 

The Speaker: There are none. 
 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS AND/OR 
JUNIOR MINISTERS 

 
The Speaker: I am going to take the Honourable 
Member, Mrs. Patrice K. Minors, from Smith’s North. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 

BERMUDA TOURISM INDUSTRY PARTNERS 
LUNCHEON HELD AT THE JAMES BEARD HOUSE 

IN NEW YORK CITY 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, yesterday I had the pleasure of 
travelling . . . well, actually, on Wednesday I had the 
pleasure of travelling to New York where I joined 
members of the Business Development and Tourism 
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Department at a special luncheon to, quite literally, 
provide a taste of Bermuda to important influencers 
and members of the media. 
 The distinctive flavours of Bermuda were on 
display at the prestigious James Beard House under 
the talented guidance of our very own chef, Herbie 
Bascome of the Fairmount Southampton resort, along 
with sous chef Clifford Crawford. 

Mr. Speaker, if you are not familiar, the James 
Beard Foundation founded the Beard House upon the 
death of culinary great James Beard in 1985 after 
heeding the call by a group of Beard’s friends and col-
leagues, including esteemed chef Julia Child, to utilise 
the house. The James Beard Foundation hosts more 
than 250 events at the Beard House annually, main-
taining the home as an important meeting place for 
the food community. 

Mr. Speaker, I am proud to tell you that our 
two talented chefs certainly delivered the enjoyment 
as they provided an epicurean experience of authentic 
Bermudian fare for a group of more than 50 people. 
This group included top independent meeting plan-
ners, as well as owners and senior executives of high 
revenue-producing travel agencies such as Liberty 
Travel and Travel Impressions and Chartwell Travel, 
to name a few. We also were joined by members of 
the US media, including important outlets such as 
Travel + Leisure, Food & Wine, Condé Nast Traveler, 
and department magazines, as well as Wall Street 
Journal and Reuters international news service. Popu-
lar CBS radio host Dan Taylor was also in attendance 
as our special guest. 
 In short, this was a group of people with a 
great deal of ability to drive tourism business to Ber-
muda. And this event gave us a wonderful and very 
important opportunity to put Bermuda front and centre 
in the minds of those who can help us grow. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am happy to tell you that Chefs 
Bascome and Crawford represented our Island ex-
tremely well by providing an authentic taste of Ber-
mudian cuisine with a menu that included rockfish, 
Johnnycakes, Bermudian peas and rice, authentic fish 
chowder, and more. In addition to Chef Bascome’s 
cuisine, those gathered were extremely receptive to 
my sharing of Bermuda’s key selling points, which 
include our unsurpassed beauty, close proximity, dis-
tinctive culture and, most of all, our wonderful people. 
 Mr. Speaker, I was able to discuss our vision 
for Bermuda tourism: to create a destination that fuels 
the travellers’ imaginations before they arrive and ex-
ceeds expectations from the moment they land. I 
shared that our vision is not restricted to the vaca-
tioner but to all travellers, whether they are arriving for 
business meetings, starting employment, refuelling on 
a private jet, or passing through on board a cruise 
ship. They are all our guests. 
 I told them that I want our visitors to be ex-
cited about Bermuda as a destination before they fully 
know why, before they have opened the travel book or 

reviewed the itinerary or logged onto one of the many 
blog sites. Simply put, we want the name of Bermuda 
to evoke a sense of excitement. And we believe we 
have the right mix of events, activities, culture, charm, 
and hospitality to ignite that passion and excitement 
with potential visitors. 
 Mr. Speaker, I was able to share with them 
our developments on the hotel side, as well as our 
growing roster of air partners, including the recently 
announced AirTran Airways service from Baltimore, 
Washington, and Atlanta. I told them about our sea-
sonal offerings such as Golf & Spa and Beach and 
Sizzle seasons, and shared with them our roster of 
great special events such as the Music Festival, the 
[Argo Group] Gold Cup sailing regatta, the World 
Rugby [Classic] championship, and the PGA Grand 
Slam. 
 Mr. Speaker, I can tell you that there was an 
excitement in the room and that we succeeded in 
whetting—and in the case of Chef Bascome’s food, 
satisfying—their appetites for a positive Bermuda ex-
perience. In months ahead, I look forward to working 
with the department to help deliver additional success-
ful endeavours. And you can rest assured that I will 
keep Members of this esteemed House informed of 
our efforts to bring Bermuda the prominence in the 
tourism industry—and, more importantly, the busi-
ness—it deserves. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank the hard-
working members of our North American sales team 
for organising this productive gathering, and I would 
like to thank all of you for your time in letting me share 
an update on these efforts. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Minors, from 
Smith’s North. 
 Any further Ministerial Statements? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member Mr. 
Z. De Silva from Southampton East Central. Minister 
De Silva has the floor. 
 Minister? 
 

SCREENING FOR COLON CANCER  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I take to my feet this morning not 
because of any discomfort, but because I have a de-
sire and a responsibility to provide information to my 
honourable colleagues and the public. You may have 
seen reports in the media that I spent a brief period 
this week as an outpatient at King Edward [Hospital], 
not because of an emergency. Rather, I was there of 
my own free will and on advice of my GP. Having 
reached the age at which screening for colon or colo-
rectal cancer is recommended, I decided that I should 
lead the community by example and go down to the 
hospital for my first colonoscopy. 
 Mr. Speaker, having taken the required po-
tions on Sunday night, I arrived at the hospital at the 
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appointed hour on Monday morning, had the proce-
dure and was back at work, none the worse for wear, 
by early that afternoon. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am not sure if you are aware, 
but colon cancer is the third most common cancer 
worldwide, and the third most common cancer diag-
nosed by site. That is site, s-i-t-e, Mr. Speaker, but 
sight, s-i-g-h-t, is used in the screening process. In 
Bermuda, according to statistics provided by the Ber-
muda National Tumour Registry in 2009, this repre-
sents 14.7 per cent of all cancers diagnosed in Ber-
muda. 
 Mr. Speaker, it had always been my percep-
tion that colon cancer was primarily an issue for men. 
But in fact, 56 per cent of the reported cases were in 
women, while 44 per cent in men. The message here 
is that both men and women should be screened for 
colon cancer. 
 Mr. Speaker, in Bermuda, on average, there 
are 11 deaths per year from colon cancer. And be-
tween the years 2000 and 2008, the Island lost almost 
100 people from this preventable disease. Mr. 
Speaker, I say that this is a “preventable disease” be-
cause screening and early detection can lead to 
treatment and positive outcomes. 

I would like to take this opportunity and [use] 
this platform to urge all Bermudians to consult with 
their personal physicians to find out if screening for 
colon cancer is appropriate for them. If your doctor 
recommends a colonoscopy, take my word for it; I can 
speak from personal experience—the procedure is not 
that bad at all, Mr. Speaker. And it does not take 
much time. And, once more, the staff at the outpatient 
clinic treat you very, very well. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva. 
 Any further statements? 
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member Minister Scott from Sandys North, the Attor-
ney General. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
CROSS-MINISTRY INITIATIVE BETWEEN THE DE-

PARTMENT FOR NATIONAL DRUG CONTROL 
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker and Members of 
the House, this Ministerial Statement is about the 
Cross-Ministry Initiative between the Department of 
National Drug Control and the Department of Educa-
tion. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is my pleasure to rise this 
morning to update this Honourable House on the 
Cross-Ministry Initiative between the Department of 
National Drug Control and the Department of Educa-
tion. This initiative supports our drug prevention efforts 
in stopping drug use before it starts, as highlighted in 

the National Drug Control Policies and Master Plan 
and Action Plan 2007–2011. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Department of National Drug 
Control has received the support from, and is working 
in collaboration with, the Department of Education to 
introduce an after school Alcohol and Drug Prevention 
Programme for middle-school-aged students. Re-
search indicates that the utilisation of after-school 
programmes is an effective approach to preventing 
alcohol and drug use, reducing delinquency, and pro-
moting alternatives to delinquent behaviours. 
 Promoting of programming affords young 
people with opportunities to practice and develop re-
silience, develop problem-solving skills, and to build 
positive peer relations whilst learning and also incor-
porating positive social and emotional skills. 
 Mr. Speaker, the objectives of the after school 
Alcohol and Drug Prevention Programme are aligned 
with those established for the National Drug Control 
Master Plan regarding universal prevention, which are 
to: 

 provide factual and scientific information 
about drug use and abuse and its related risks 
such as crime, violence, and high-risk sexual 
behaviours, infections, to students at all levels 
in the school system; 

 provide teachers with substance use and 
abuse prevention methodologies and ap-
proaches; 

 provide the parents or guardians of in-school 
students with information on drugs and other 
antisocial behaviours; 

 integrate components of the drug education 
and universal prevention into the school cur-
riculum; and 

 educate the students on psycho-social skills 
and equip them to make positive decisions in 
situations where they are at risk of using 
drugs. 
 
Mr. Speaker, we are all too familiar with and 

aware of the impact of drugs and other social ills on 
our community. The best place to halt it is in the earli-
est stages. In the words of the former President of the 
United States of America, Franklin D. Roosevelt, “We 
cannot always build the future for our youth, but we 
can build our youth for the future.” Hence, this vibrant 
programme hits at the core and aims to ebb the tide in 
formative years of development, building skills to 
make good decisions. 

Mr. Speaker, researchers establish that during 
the after-school hours (i.e., between 3:00 and 8:00 
PM) children—our children, sir—are most vulnerable 
and susceptible to engage in antisocial behaviours 
such as gang activity, stealing, trespassing, and the 
use of alcohol and drugs. It is in this regard that we 
intend to address this problem and promote the inter-
ests of our youth and community. 
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Mr. Speaker, the Department of National Drug 
Control’s after-school programme was designed spe-
cifically for Bermuda’s middle-school-aged students 
and is based on the theory of social–emotional learn-
ing (SEL), which targets a combination of behaviours, 
cognitions, and emotions while utilising a gender-
responsive approach that will address: 

 self-awareness—knowing one’s needs and 
values; 

 social awareness—showing respect for oth-
ers; 

 self-management and organization—
controlling impulses, aggression, self-
destruction, and antisocial behaviour; 

 responsible decision making—analysing situa-
tions perceptively and identifying problems 
clearly; and 

 relationship management—managing conflict, 
negotiation, and refusal. 
 
Mr. Speaker, the Department of National Drug 

Control’s after-school programme will be implemented 
in a fun, empathetic, and age-appropriate manner 
which will include drama, art, projects, discussion 
groups, et cetera. All staff of the programme have re-
ceived training in the theory of SEL (social–emotional 
learning) and were chosen as a result of their love for 
and ability to communicate with young people. 

Mr. Speaker, the Department of National Drug 
Control’s after-school programme will operate three 
days a week, Tuesday through Thursday, and provide 
snacks and transportation home for those children 
who need it. The programme can support up to 15 
students per school and requires the commitment 
from both the students and their parent and/or guard-
ian. 

Mr. Speaker, this programme concept was 
presented to all school principals in the public sector, 
and all middle schools have been invited to participate 
in the programme. The programme was launched at 
Whitney Institute Middle School on November 16th, 
2010. It has 15 students registered with parental sup-
port. Dellwood Middle School and others will come on 
board in the upcoming months. 

Margaret Meade once shared that the solution 
of adult problems tomorrow depends in large measure 
upon the way our children—youth—grow up today. 
There is no greater insight into the future than recog-
nising that when we save children, we save ourselves. 
Along with our partners, the Department for National 
Drug Control and the Ministry of Justice, we under-
stand that providing young people with positive pro-
social role models and the tools to make positive 
choices promotes their wellbeing and ultimately se-
cures Bermuda’s future. 

Sir, I thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Scott, the Honour-
able and Learned Member from Sandys North. 

 Any further Ministerial Statements? 
 We will move on. 
 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
 
The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable Mem-
ber, Mr. W. Perinchief, Deputy Speaker, from Pem-
broke Central. 

Mr. Perinchief has the floor. 
 

REPORT OF THE JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRIVATE BILLS HORSESHOE RE LTD. AMEND-

MENT ACT, 2010 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 To the Honourable President and Members of 
the Senate, to His Honour the Speaker and Members 
of the Honourable House of Assembly: The Joint Se-
lect Committee on Private Bills has the honour to 
submit the following report: 

1. The Committee has carefully considered the 
petition, together with the relative Bill for the Act listed 
hereunder, and is satisfied that the Bill is a private bill 
and that all the rules of both Houses having to do with 
private bills have been complied with: Horseshoe Re 
Limited Amendment Act 2010. 

2. The Committee recommends that the Bill enti-
tled Horseshoe Re Limited Amendment Act 2010 be 
accepted subject to agreed amendments. 

Subject to the recommendations contained in 
paragraph 2 above, the Committee recommends that 
the prayers of the several petitioners be granted and 
that leave be given to bring in the proposed Bill to give 
effect thereto.  

All of which is respectfully submitted by the 
Committee members: Chairman, Wayne M. Per-
inchief, JP, MP; Lovitta Foggo, JP, MP; N. H. Cole 
Simons, JP, MP, of the House of Assembly; and 
Jeane Atherden; and Joan Dillas-Wright, MBE, JP, of 
the Senate. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All those Members, they have all 
signed, have they? 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Perinchief. If they have 
not signed, please make certain that we get them to 
sign. 
 

QUESTION PERIOD 
 

The Speaker: That brings us to Question Period.  
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There are some oral answers to be put by the 
Honourable Member, Mr. S. Crockwell, who is not in. 
So those questions will go to the Minutes of the 
House. I have not been informed that somebody else 
is to put those questions. So they go in the Minutes of 
the House. Thank you. 
 1Then there are sets of written questions. I 
think Honourable Members have received them?
 Good. All right. 
 The Honourable Member, Mrs. L. Jackson, 
from Pembroke South West has indicated that she 
wanted to put a question to the Honourable Minister 
De Silva. 

Mrs. Jackson has the floor. 
 

QUESTION ON SCREENING FOR COLON CANCER  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 First of all, I want to congratulate the Honour-
able Minister for having the colonoscopy, which is—  
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Taking one for the team. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. That is the next item there. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Well, to the Honourable 
Minister, how will Bermudians or others who cannot 
afford HIP or FutureCare and who are on financial 
assistance get a colonoscopy? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Can I have a repeat of that 
question please Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Mrs. Jackson, will you repeat it? I 
heard it. But repeat it for the Minister. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Yes. How will Bermudians 
and others who cannot afford HIP or FutureCare and 
are on financial assistance get a colonoscopy? 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is responding. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member is saying anyone that cannot afford HIP 
or cannot afford FutureCare . . . If anyone in Bermuda 
is in a situation where they cannot afford any of the 
services that are provided, I would suggest that they 
contact the Ministry office and/or the Ministry or the 

                                                      
1 Written Answers by Hon. T.E. Lister, Minister of 
Transport, to PQs from  Mr. C.F.B. Swan.   
Written Answers by Hon. Z.J.S. De Silva, Minister of 
Health, to PQs from Mrs. L.A. Jackson. 
Written Answers by Hon. D.V. Burgess, Minister of 
Public Works, to PQs from Mrs. P.J. Gordon-Pamplin. 
 

social assistance, Financial Assistance Department, 
Mr. Speaker, and I am sure that they will be able to 
get their colonoscopies. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary, Mrs. Jackson. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I would like to have an an-
swer whether Financial Assistance offers colono-
scopies to those that are on it, Bermudians . . . Do 
they support this? Is this a benefit? Is this a part of the 
Financial Assistance? That was basically the ques-
tion. 
 
The Speaker: Mr. De Silva is responding. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I will endeav-
our to get that answer to the Honourable Member as 
soon as practicably possible. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Second question. 
 
The Speaker: Second question. Mrs. Jackson. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: What is the cost, full cost, 
of a colonoscopy? That would be including the sur-
gery, the anaesthetist’s fees, and the hospital fees. 
 
The Speaker: Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 Minister, what is the cost? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, it depends on 
what programme one is enrolled in. But I will certainly, 
certainly be happy to get that information to the Hon-
ourable Member. It is public knowledge, Mr. Speaker, 
but it is certainly accessible, yes. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Supplementary? 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member Mrs. Jackson 
has a supplementary. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: First of all, it is not public 
knowledge. One has to call. You have to call. It is not 
in the brochure. But the supplementary, Mr. Speaker . 
. . I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. I am listening. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you. Would the 
Honourable Member please inform this House 
whether other preventive investigations as mammog-
raphy and others, as well as colonoscopies, will be 
available to those who are on financial assistance? 
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The Speaker: I think I know the answer to that one. 
 Minister De Silva is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Same answer, Mr. 
Speaker, same answer. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: You do not know. 
 
The Speaker: Well, it does not . . . It is not related to 
what he said. That is the answer. 

All right. 
 Do you have a question? 

The Honourable Member, Mr. C. Swan, from 
Southampton West Central has a question to the Min-
ister. 
 

QUESTION ON BERMUDA TOURISM INDUSTRY 
PARTNERS LUNCHEON HELD AT THE JAMES 

BEARD HOUSE IN NEW YORK CITY 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes, to the Honourable 
Member, Mrs. Minors, the Minister for Business De-
velopment and Tourism. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The Minister’s . . . I believe it is the third para-
graph, the group that the Minister attended with in-
cluded top independent meeting planners, as well as 
owners, senior executives of high revenue-producing 
travel agencies. And she listed a couple. 
 I just wondered if the Honourable Member 
might detail how many of each group were there 
amongst this 50, between meeting planners, owners 
and executives of high revenue-producing travel 
agencies, and people from the media? 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors? 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Mr. Speaker, I will endeav-
our to get that specific information for the Honourable 
Member. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. It really specifically should relate 
to what she said in the Statement. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you. Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Questions must relate specifically to 
what the Minister said in the Statement. We should 
not be having questions outside of that. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Then we would not have 
any questions, I believe, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Well, absolutely. You are absolutely 
right. 

I am going to allow the Minister . . . Try again, 
Mr. Swan. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you. 

 The Minister mentioned that she updated this 
group on the vision of her Ministry for Bermuda. And I 
just wondered if she might give us a date by which 
she would update this House on that vision. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: As soon as practical. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: A date. January 1st? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: I asked a specific question, 
and I would like a specific answer. 
 
The Speaker: Minister, do you want to be more spe-
cific than that? 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: No, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Is there a further question? 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: No further questions. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Honourable Member, Mr. N. Simons, has 
a question, the Honourable Member Mr. Simons from 
Smith’s South. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 This question is also to the Minister of Tour-
ism. On page 3, the second paragraph, she said, “I 
was able to share with them our new developments 
on the hotel site.” 
 What new developments was she able to 
share with her guests, as far as the hotel develop-
ments are concerned? And does that development 
include Par-la-Ville Park, Coral Beach, and Bricktown, 
and the Park Hyatt? Would she give us an update on 
those new developments in those three hotels as 
well? Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors has the floor. Minister 
Minors is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The properties that I spoke to pertain to 
Tucker’s Point, 9 Beaches, and . . . No, it was just 
those two. And oh, I am sorry, the one in St. George’s, 
Park Hyatt, as to when they anticipate starting their 
works. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Supplemental? 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary, Mr. Simons? 
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Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, as she 
said, when do they anticipate on starting the works? 
And can you give us an update on Coral Beach and 
the Par-La-Ville Park Hotel? Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Minors is going to respond. (I 
think I know the answer.) 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: No, no. In my actual . . . and 
I will be quite frank. In my communication to those that 
were in attendance, I had said that it is anticipated 
that they will start works in 2011. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any further questions? 
 We will move on. 
 
CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY 

SPEECHES 
 

The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable Member 
Mr. G. Blakeney. Minister Blakeney from Devonshire 
North Central has the floor. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker, and thank you very much. 
 You may recall that in October, Ms. Keira Ait-
kin just missed out on placing in the finals of the 
women’s 100-metre backstroke at the Commonwealth 
Games in New Delhi, India. Well, today I am very 
pleased to say that it has been reported, and I think 
most Bermudians would have heard by now, that over 
the weekend, Keira won a silver medal at the Spanish 
National Swimming Championships in the 50-metre 
backstroke, finishing in a time of 28.41 seconds. In 
addition, she set a new Bermuda record, and that is a 
new Bermuda national record in the 200-metre free-
style, finishing in a time of 2 minutes, 2.14 seconds. 
This time broke the old Bermuda record of 2.0348, 
which she set back in December 19th [2008] in Madrid, 
Spain, as well. 
 Also, it would be worthy of me to note and to 
congratulate and wish all the very best to Claire How-
ard and Melinda DeCosta, who are competing in an 
equestrian event, and they commenced that yester-
day, with Claire Howard and Melinda DeCosta finish-
ing the first round in the FEI World Jumping Challenge 
final in Guatemala City. The event, which has at-
tracted a field of 22 riders from 15 countries, saw 
Howard finish 8th yesterday, and DeCosta 13th, re-
spectively. The event has four rounds and will con-
clude on Sunday. So I would like to take this opportu-
nity to wish them the very best in the next three 
rounds. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member, 
Dr. Gibbons, from Paget East.  

Dr. Gibbons has the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning to ask that 
congratulations be sent to Ms. Riquette Bonne-Smith, 
who, as many Honourable Members will know, is the 
Executive Officer and Founder of the Centre for Tal-
ented Youth in Bermuda.  

I think Honourable Members will have seen 
some of the information about the Centre for Talented 
Youth in the paper in recent weeks. But it actually has 
made an extraordinary contribution to Bermuda’s 
schoolchildren in terms of promoting their excellence 
and giving them additional training. They have at this 
point, in the last seven years, provided after-school 
tuition for talented Bermudian students—for some 
1,700. They have sent over 220 students to summer 
school at Johns Hopkins. And more recently, they 
have done a great job in promoting students to par-
ticipate in the Math Olympiad, which is now in its sixth 
year. 
 I think Ms. Riquette Bonne-Smith should be 
recognised and congratulated for her energy and dy-
namism in moving this programme forward and for the 
contribution she has made, along with those who work 
in her programme (and her executive) for Bermuda 
students. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member, 
Mr. D. Butler.  

Mr. D. Butler has the floor, from Warwick 
North East. 
 Mr. Butler? 
 
Hon. Dale D. Butler: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Please stop singing so I can get some sleep! 

All day long you sleep and sleep. 
All night long you cheep and cheep. 
You cheep and peep and gleep and gleep 
under my windowsill. 
Good night, little tree frogs! 
Good night, Bermuda, good night. 

 
From the book, Good Night, Bermuda, by 

Joan Aspinall. 
I ask the House to send a letter of congratula-

tions to this outstanding illustrator and writer, who 
continues to produce books for our young people. And 
they are distributed in our schools, and we certainly 
are enlightened by this very prolific author, and I ask 
the House to send her congratulations. 
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 I also ask the House to send congratulations 
to Reverend Fred Hassell and Mr. Charles Spanswick 
of the Admiralty House Senior Islanders’ Centre for 
the outstanding luncheon that they gave yesterday, 
attended by His Excellency the Governor. 
 I also ask the House to send congratulations 
to Jeanne Howes and friends who performed yester-
day. They have been performing all over the Island. 
Mrs. Howes, as we all know, is well known for the 
Jean and Gene Show. And this time of the year, at the 
age of 80-plus, she does an outstanding performance 
with her group in numerous seniors’ homes and 
throughout the community. 
 I also ask, Mr. Speaker, that congratulations 
be sent to Professor Melodye Micere for the pre-
Kwanza celebration held last night to a packed audi-
ence, which highlights unity, self-determination, col-
lective work, responsibility and cooperative econom-
ics. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Butler, from Warwick 
North East. 
 I am going to take Minister Butterfield, from 
Pembroke West Central. 
 Minister Butterfield, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I would like for congratulations to be sent to 
Saadia Bean—she is the Director of the Family Inti-
macy [Centre] service—for her book, Accentuate Your 
Heart of Gold, a beautiful journey in self-development. 
Saadia is a social worker, a counsellor, and she also 
does some outstanding work with the Mirrors Pro-
gramme. So I would like for congratulations to be sent 
to her. 
 Also, Mr. Speaker, I ask that congratulations 
be sent to the Centre of Philanthropy for their National 
Volunteer Day. Approximately 70 volunteers, those 
that work for charities, those that do things in the 
school system, also things like age concerns, Meals 
on Wheels, PALS [Patients Assistance League and 
Service], all of those that volunteer. So I would like for 
congratulations be sent out for this outstanding ser-
vice, and also recognition service that they give to 
these volunteers. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like for congratulations 
to be sent to Bishop Lloyd Duncan and Dr. Shanda L. 
Duncan in celebrating their 11th pastoring at Greater 
Smith Hill. I am sure that the Honourable Premier 
Paula Cox, and the Honourable Wayne Furbert would 
like to be associated with these remarks. We thank 
God for the work that they both are doing over the 
past 11 years around the clock. 

I am sure, Mr. Speaker, that you have seen 
some of their commercials, especially the one outside 
of the cake shop, or the bakery, when he says the 
bread of life, and standing right in front of the cake 

shop. But he is very creative in his commercials. And 
also during the service, you can see that the congre-
gation and his workers are very creative, too, in tech-
nology. It was a wonderful service, and I was pleased 
to be there, but would like to encourage them and to 
send congratulations to them. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Butterfield. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member 
Mr. K. Horton, from Southampton West. 
 Mr. Horton, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: Yes, thank you, thank 
you. Good morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to be associated with congratula-
tions to Dr. Melody Vanputten with reference to her 
work in the community. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to ask that this 
House send congratulations to Arnold Minors. Arnold 
Minors, who was the former Press Secretary for the 
previous Premier, received the William P. Hubbard 
Award at a ceremony in Toronto recently. He was 
recognised, Mr. Speaker, for a lifetime of confronting 
systemic racism, for leadership, advocacy, and inno-
vation in establishing community-based services. 
 Mr. Speaker, he was, in fact, the first man of 
African heritage to be appointed to the Toronto Board 
of Health. While there, he created an Equity Sub-
committee. So we want to take our hats off and con-
gratulate Mr. Arnold Minors. He spent many years in 
Canada—45 years, in fact—away from Bermuda. And 
he was a member of the best one west class that ever 
left Berkeley. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Horton. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
W. Furbert, from Hamilton West. 
 Mr. Furbert, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Yes, the Minister has already congratulated 
Bishop Lloyd Duncan for his anniversary, 11 years 
serving in the Vineyard. 

But I would also like to congratulate Mr. 
Clarke Minors, who has currently served five years as 
pastor in North Shore. Clarke Minors is sitting in the 
gallery right now, Mr. Speaker. He is a good Hamilton 
Parish man. As you know, he is a former police offi-
cer, but now he is serving the Lord as a pastor for our 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
  Also, Mr. Speaker, I would like to send con-
gratulations to New Creation Worship Centre. I at-
tended a function there on Saturday night at Berkeley. 
They had a programme called “War Cry.” It was a li-
turgical dance. At first I thought I was going to be a 
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little bit bored with the event. But I can tell you, it was 
tremendous to see young people, particularly our 
young females, coming out and dancing, doing their 
dances, all different types of dance, with music. It was 
great! I just wish more members could be there. As a 
matter of fact, I have asked the pastor to put on an-
other performance so I can invite Members of Parlia-
ment there so they can see what is taking place. 
 But Berkeley was full—there were probably 
300-plus people there. And it was a three-hour per-
formance and kept my attention the whole time. So 
again, I send congratulations to . . . It is not only a 
worship of the Lord in dance. There are many ways of 
doing it, whether singing or through dance, but 
through these young people from the age of, I believe, 
five, and also some of our seniors who were involved 
in the programme. Other churches, too, were in-
volved—Temple, I believe it was, Mt. Zion, some of 
the Seventh Day Adventists Churches were there. But 
it was a great time of worship. And like I said, the 
theme was “War Cry.” 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. W. Furbert. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
C. Swan, from Southampton West Central. 
 Mr. Swan? 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise today to ask this House to 
send condolences to the family of Richard (commonly 
known as Dick) Kempe. He is a constituent up in 
Southampton West Central, but he passed away over 
the weekend. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: No, we did not do it last 
week. 
 Mr. Kempe is a long-time member of this 
Bermuda community, both in business and in sports, 
and was a person who was sort of involved in my fam-
ily life at an early stage. I believe he got my father in-
volved in our Brotherhood of Lodges. And I would like 
the House to send condolences to his wife Neil and 
their family. 
 The other thing I would like to do . . . Sorry? 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: The other thing I would like 
to do is to ask the House to send congratulations to 
an up-and-coming young Bermudian tennis player by 
the name of Chris Rego, who has been selected to 
take part in a development tournament. And this se-
lection is not coming from local sources; it is coming 
from the International Tennis Federation, Mr. Speaker. 
Chris is about 13 years old and shows dedication in 

the sport. And I am sure we are going to be hearing 
more from him as time goes on. 
 Additionally, Mr. Speaker, on a lighter note, I 
got some answers to questions I put, and I would like 
to congratulate the Honourable Member, Mr. Terry 
Lister, for the very detailed answer. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Well, I am sorry, but that is a little bit 
out— 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: I am sure the Minister appreciates it, 
but it is out. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Z. De Silva.  

Minister De Silva from Southampton East 
Central has the floor. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to get this Honour-
able House to send congratulations to the Heron Bay 
School, specifically giving them congratulations on 
their Christmas concert which was held last night. I 
must say that even though I had arrangements to 
leave a little early to attend another meeting, which 
was a public meeting last night, I could not help but 
stay until the completion of the concert. To watch the 
children perform always touches one’s heart. And I 
must say that they did a good job with that last night. 
But certainly, congratulations to Ms. Joanne Dill and 
her entire staff and the children for producing such a 
magnificent and touching display of their talents. 
 Mr. Speaker, I believe you made a note earlier 
for the House that the Honourable Minister Terry 
Lister will not be here in attendance today. But, Mr. 
Speaker, I would just like to congratulate the Honour-
able Member because, for those that do not know, 
that Honourable Member tied the knot on Wednesday, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Oh! He tied the knot! 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. He certainly did. He 
tied the knot, Mr. Speaker, and I would like to wish 
him congratulations and all the best in his future en-
deavours with his new bride. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva. We will 
do so when he returns. 
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. M. Scott, from Sandys North.  
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Minister Scott has the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, a couple of legal milestones.  I 
would like the House to offer its congratulations to two 
local law firms. In the first instance, sir, I ask that this 
Honourable House send congratulations to the firm of 
Appleby Bermuda on being awarded the prestigious 
Offshore Law Firm of the Year [2010] Award. This 
award, Mr. Speaker, as I understand it, is presented to 
an international body to the law firms which have 
demonstrated not only that they are leaders in the off-
shore market, but also that they have made significant 
progress in the last 12 to 18 months. Appleby Ber-
muda have demonstrated on both of these criteria and 
positioned themselves at the top of the Offshore 
Magic Circle. 

Mr. Speaker, the Lawyers Offshore Law Firm 
of the Year Award—while reaching this award in-
volved all of Appleby Bermuda, may I particularly con-
gratulate at Appleby Bermuda the managing partner, 
Mr. Shaun Morris, who attributed the company’s suc-
cess, of course, to his entire company team, and 
noted that it was their hard work, ongoing commitment 
and dedication that has taken Appleby Bermuda.  

I am very happy to see to associating the 
Honourable Member, Mr. Cole Simons, with my con-
gratulations, and the Honourable Member, Ms. Pat 
Gordon-Pamplin, and the Honourable Minister without 
Portfolio, the Honourable Member, Mr. Michael 
Weeks. May I also associate the other lawyer in the 
House, the Madam Premier? 
 Mr. Speaker, the other local law firm to which I 
wish to draw attention and ask that this House offer 
congratulations on a milestone of being in practice for 
their first anniversary, one, 12 months, is the law firm 
of the former Attorney General of Bermuda, Mr. Larry 
Mussenden of Mussenden Subair. Ms. Shade Subair, 
partner, and Mr. Larry Mussenden, the co-partner, 
have provided a fertile breeding ground for young 
lawyers, leading from the front and believing that there 
is enough of our native talent to hire Bermudians—
invest in them—so that they can represent what I feel 
is the very best of Bermudian talent and determination 
and resolve. 
 So I wish to wish them success on behalf of 
this Honourable House, as the Attorney General, and 
wish them well in the next year of practice. 
 Again, the Honourable Minister without Portfo-
lio, Mr. Michael Weeks, has asked to be associated, 
and I gladly do so. 
 Sir, lastly, may I ask this Honourable House to 
send out letters of congratulation to two business 
start-ups in the Hamilton area, the plastic surgeon, my 
friend and colleague, Dr. Christopher L. Johnson, who 
has opened his new media spa, or medical spa. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I know I am out of 
time. I will do another one later. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. Time is up. Thank 
you, Minister Scott, the Honourable and Learned 
Member from Sandys North. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. James, Warwick North Central. 
 Mr. James, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Hon. Elvin G. James: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all I would like to be as-
sociated with the remarks of congratulations to Ms. 
Saadia Bean for production of her book. And I wish 
her well as she continues to attempt to keep families 
together around the Island. 
 I would also like this House to send condo-
lences to the family of Preston Cavey Bean, who 
passed away this weekend at a very young age. We 
often hear about Bermudians and their work ethic, Mr. 
Speaker. But I can tell you Mr. Bean—anyone who 
has known him—he is one of the hardest workers I 
have ever known. And he is also one of those who, a 
few years ago, you would be able to see him dancing 
in the Gombeys, jumping around. As he got older he 
still felt that he was the best dancer that we had on 
the Island.  

I am certain that he will be missed by his fam-
ily, his friends and the community. And I share in that 
loss myself. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. James, the Honourable 
Member from Warwick North Central. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. D. 
Lister, from Sandys North Central. 
 Mr. Lister, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise this morning to ask these Honourable 
Chambers to join in sending congratulations to one of 
our corporate citizens for doing their part in the com-
munity. And I speak specifically, Mr. Speaker, of the 
Freisenbruch-Meyer Insurance Group. As you noticed, 
on yesterday’s front page of the newspaper they were 
presenting a cheque for funds raised from a pro-
gramme that they had sponsored, Mr. Speaker, to 
raise funds for the Coalition for the Protection of Chil-
dren to assist in a breakfast programme to feed young 
students. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think it is important that we 
recognise the efforts of our corporate community 
when they do such things. And I think it is outstanding 
that Freisenbruch-Meyer took this on and saw fit to 
sponsor such a programme. There was a CD that was 
produced earlier in the summer. And the funds they 
raised from that CD have gone to this programme. 
 Also, Mr. Speaker, whilst I am on my feet, I 
would like to be associated with some of the earlier 
remarks, specifically with the remarks that were ex-
pressed to Ms. Saadia Bean on the release of her 
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book. The comments that have been already stated 
have expressed the outstanding work that Ms. Bean 
has done in this community for a number of years in 
providing counselling services throughout the com-
munity in different, various fields, Mr. Speaker. And 
she has now put her experiences in a book and I think 
it is fitting that she has. 
 Also, Mr. Speaker, I would like to be associ-
ated with some of the remarks that have been ex-
pressed already in regard to Pastor Minors, who sits 
in the gallery this morning, and to also Pastor Duncan 
on the services they have given to their respective 
churches. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Lister. 
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. M. Pettingill, Warwick West. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, I rise because I 
would like to congratulate the Honourable Member, 
Mr. Dale Butler, in relation to a book of his that was 
presented to Members of the Joint Select Committee 
on Crime yesterday. The title of the book is Raising 
Bermudian Boys. It has been out for some time, I be-
lieve, but has not actually gone on the market, per se, 
until recently in Bermuda. 
 I was so impressed, one, with the title—and 
having two sons myself—that I read the book yester-
day afternoon and yesterday evening. It is not volumi-
nous, but, you know, it was a good read to have 
through the day. 
 Mr. Speaker, it should be a must-read for all 
parents, especially those that have sons. I think that it 
is the type of contribution that we need to have . . . 
and we talk about people being in this House that are 
qualified to make a contribution. That is just the type 
of work and contribution that one wants to see. 

I am convinced that if that book were to be 
placed in the hands of parents in this country, particu-
larly mothers and fathers of young Bermudian sons, it 
may in fact cause them to take note of certain key 
elements about not only the way in which boys have 
to be dealt with particularly, but also Bermudian boys, 
and what is the difference with Bermudian boys com-
pared to other places in the world, and how they have 
special needs, if you will, and how we need to address 
those needs in order to save those boys from getting 
in trouble later on. 
 One of the things we heard in our committee 
yesterday was that boys in the age of 8–10 are at risk.  
 
The Speaker: Well, let us draw a line. Let us try to 
draw a line. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: So I wanted to just offer those 
congratulations— 
 

The Speaker: If it is open to the public and it is re-
ported in the press then we can talk about it. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Yes. I do not even have a say in 
the book, or a piece of the pie, as it were, Mr. 
Speaker. I just think it is important to congratulate that 
Honourable Member with regard to that work. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. But I am talking about the pro-
ceedings of the Committee. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: They were public. Those were 
public proceedings, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: That is what I was mostly . . . only if it is 
reported in the press. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: No. They were public proceed-
ings yesterday, and reported. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. I am sorry I had to interrupt 
you. 
 Any further speakers? 
 No further speakers?  

We will move on. 
 

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTIONS 
 FOR THE ADJOURNMENT OF  
THE HOUSE ON MATTERS OF  

URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

NOTICES OF MOTIONS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 
 
The Speaker: That brings us to the Orders of the 
Day. 

Orders of the Day for Friday, December 10th. 
The first order is consideration of a draft Order entitled 
Pensions (Increase) Order, 2010, in the name of the 
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Premier, the Honourable and Learned Member, Mrs. 
P. Cox, from Devonshire North West. 

Madam Premier has the floor. 
 

CONSIDERATION OF  
DRAFT ORDER: 

 
PENSIONS (INCREASE) ORDER 2010 

 
~AND~ 

 
PENSIONS (PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERANNUATION 

ACT 1981) (INCREASE) ORDER 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that consideration be 
given in the House to the draft Order entitled the Pen-
sions (Increase) Order, 2010, proposed to be made by 
the Minister responsible for Finance under the provi-
sion of section 2(2) of the Pensions (Increase) Act 
1972. 
 
The Speaker: I do not know, Madam Premier, 
whether you wanted to take Orders 1 and 2. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: That would be nice. 
 
The Speaker: They have the same affinity, and it is 
entirely in your hands. They do have the same affinity. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Well, Mr. Speaker, I think that 
certainly helps. There is an identity of interests, and it 
also assists, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. If you want to do them both at the 
same go, it is open to you to do so. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I will take that opportunity, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, certainly I am very 
pleased to present the two Orders, the Pensions In-
crease Order, 2010, and the Pensions (Public Service 
Superannuation Act 1981) (Increase) Order 2010. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, section 2(1) of the 
Pensions (Increase) Act 1972 requires the Minister of 
Finance to review the rates of pensions paid for re-
tired Government employees, former Ministers and 
Members of the legislature, and those in receipt of ex 

gratia allowances. Specifically, this Order will apply 
to—in terms of the Pensions (Increase) Order—it ap-
plies to pensioners enrolled in the Ministers and 
Members of the Legislature Pension Fund, and all 
persons who have been approved to receive an ex 
gratia allowance. 
 We certainly, Mr. Speaker, want to continue to 
provide civil servants, Ministers, and Members with 
access to good-quality affordable defined benefit pen-
sion schemes which pay an index-linked pension on 
retirement. The Pensions (Public Service Superannu-
ation Act 1981) (Increase) Order will be certainly pro-
viding for pension increases payable from the Public 
Service Superannuation Fund.  

Members certainly will be aware that the pur-
pose of the Ministers and Members of the Legislature 
Pension Fund is to provide retirement pensions for 
Ministers, Members, and Officers of the legislature of 
Bermuda. An ex gratia allowance is paid where a per-
son employed by Government retires and is not eligi-
ble for a pension. This allowance is subject to Cabinet 
approval; it is paid out of the Consolidated Fund. 
 Currently, there are 53 persons receiving 
benefits from the Ministers and Members of the Legis-
lature Pension Fund, and 31 persons receiving ex gra-
tia payments. The Order, Mr. Speaker, in terms of 
pensions increase, allows for the increase in the de-
termination of pension benefits, and it is really subject 
to a statutory formula. It is subject to cost of living in-
creases, which are calculated by reference to the 
Consumer Price Index. 
 Now, the Act, Mr. Speaker, requires the Minis-
ter to review the rates of pension against any rise 
there may have been in the cost of living during the 
two-year period following the last increase. If the cost 
of living has risen by half a per cent or more, the Min-
ister shall by order provide that pensions are in-
creased in accordance with this formula that has been 
set out in the Act. The formula calculates the cost of 
living increases as measured by the all-items Con-
sumer Price Index that is published by the Govern-
ment Statistics Department. 

After the 2010 review, the proposed increases 
in pensions are in the range of 1 to 4 per cent. They 
take effect from the 1st of July 2010. The increases of 
the rates of pensions really rely and are based on 
when the individual’s pension commenced. And, Mr. 
Speaker, for your information, I can indicate the ra-
tionale or the information by a number of examples: 

 Pensioners whose pensions commenced on 
or before 30th of June 2008 will be awarded a 
4 per cent increase in their pension. 

 Pensioners whose pensions commenced dur-
ing the period of 1st July 2008 to 31st Decem-
ber 2008 will be awarded a 4 per cent in-
crease in their pensions. 

 Pensioners whose pensions commenced dur-
ing the period 1st July 2009 to 30th June 2009 
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will be awarded a 3 per cent increase in their 
pensions. 

 Pensioners whose pensions commenced dur-
ing the period 1st July 2009 to 31st December 
2009 will be awarded a 3 per cent increase in 
their pensions. 

 Pensioners whose pensions commenced dur-
ing the period 1st January 2010 to 30th June 
2010 will be awarded a 1 per cent increase in 
their pensions. 
 
Mr. Speaker, these increases are lower than 

the long-term actuarial assumptions used by the actu-
ary in preparing the going-concern actuarial valua-
tions. So the general effect of these increases will re-
sult in an experience gain which will be reported in the 
next actuarial valuation. 
 Now, in dollar terms, these increases will re-
sult in the Ministers and Members of the Legislature 
Pension Fund paying out an additional $16,000 in 
pensions per year. The Consolidated Fund will have 
to pay out an additional $43,000 for ex gratia allow-
ances and the portion of the Members pension result-
ing from service prior to 1st April 1988. 
 Now, while the pension plan for Members of 
the legislature was established in 1975, there was no 
separate fund established and the plan was unfunded 
since that time with all benefits being paid from the 
Consolidated Fund. It was not until April 1st, 1988, that 
a separate fund was established. So, there are ap-
proximately $901,000 in pension benefits charged on 
the Consolidated Fund each year, compared to ap-
proximately $436,000 paid from the Ministers and 
Members of the Legislature Pension Fund. 

The latest actuarial report for the Ministers 
and Members [of Legislature Pension] Fund was 
completed as of March 31st, 2008, and has already 
been tabled in this House. This report indicated that 
the funded ratio of the Ministers and Members of the 
Legislature [Pension Fund] was 46.8 per cent at that 
time.  

It is important to note that in order to have 
sustainable solvency it is not necessary that all ac-
crued benefits be fully funded. So, though the fund is 
currently in an unfunded position, other vital funda-
mentals are relatively positive.  

The short-term cash flow position of the fund 
will remain positive for the foreseeable future; cur-
rently, contributions exceed pension benefits and 
other fund expenses by approximately $293,000 per 
year. The value of assets in the Ministers and Mem-
bers [of Legislature Pension] Fund on March 31st, 
2010, was just under $9.4 million, roughly 21 times 
more than the annual projected payout of some 
$454,000 in pension benefits. 
 As to when the next actuarial report is due, it 
is due at March 31st, 2011. And as per the norm, full 
Ministerial Statement on the financial position of the 

fund and the funding strategy going forward will be 
also indicated. 
 Certainly, Mr. Speaker, that is the position 
when we look at the Pensions (Increase) Order. 
 With regard to the Order pertaining to the 
PS[S]F (the Public Service Superannuation Fund), I 
think it is certainly helpful, and Ministers or Members 
of the House will be aware that, in terms of Bermuda, 
we certainly provide the combination (and people 
know that) of retired individuals’ getting a combination 
of social insurance from the Contributory Pension 
Fund, and an occupational pension from their em-
ployer. It should be noted that the pensions paid un-
der the Public Service Superannuation Act are occu-
pational pensions. Also, the requirements of the Na-
tional Pension Scheme (Occupational Pensions) Act 
mandate that every employer establish and maintain a 
pension plan for certain categories of their employees. 
And these occupational pensions are supplemented 
by a second tier or social insurance provision from the 
Contributory Pension Fund. 
 The Public Service Superannuation Board, in 
exercising their powers, are allowed to make an order 
that provides for an increase in the rate of pensions 
that are paid to retired and applicable persons such as 
retired public officers, teachers, police officers, prison 
officers. 
 Now, specifically, the Public Superannuation 
Fund Order applies to pensioners enrolled in the Pub-
lic Service Superannuation Fund and includes pen-
sions paid under the various repealed Acts, such as, 
the Pensions Act 1938, School Teachers’ Superannu-
ation Act, Hospital Nurses Superannuation Act. These 
pensions, Mr. Speaker, are reviewed at two-year peri-
odic intervals, and the calculation of the rate of in-
crease is similarly set out as with the Pensions (In-
crease) Order. The proposed increases I have already 
indicated. 

Mr. Speaker, the effect is that these increases 
will result in the Public Service Superannuation Fund 
paying out an additional $1.7 million in pensions an-
nually. Mr. Speaker, Members will be aware that there 
are probably about 2,200 (just under 2,200) persons 
currently receiving benefits from the fund. And cer-
tainly, under the Act, if at any time the fund is insuffi-
cient to meet the payments chargeable against it, the 
deficiency shall be made up out of the Consolidated 
Fund. And that certainly gives a back-stop provision 
and provides an additional layer of comfort. 

You would be aware, Mr. Speaker, that this is 
a typical defined benefit plan, and certainly that is 
seen as one that is probably more sensitive. 

I do not know that there is much value in go-
ing over old ground, but, certainly, you will know that 
we had doubt with some of the inherited problems, 
and we certainly had a different rate and went up by a 
higher rate than normal in order to deal with the fund-
ing strategy and some longstanding specific issues. 
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There was previously an annual operating 
cash deficit within the Public Service Superannuation 
Fund, as pension contributions only covered roughly 
two-thirds of the pension benefits paid, and amounts 
transferred out of the Public Service Superannuation 
Fund during each year. Now, because this shortfall 
did significantly affect the unfunded liability, there had 
been some changes made. 

Now, given the changes that we did with re-
gard to the increases, there is a cash surplus for the 
fiscal year ending March 31st, and that was in the 
range of $8.5 million. This compares to a cash deficit 
of about $11 million for the fiscal year-end March 
2006. That was before the increased contribution ratio 
was implemented. The cash position for this year 
should remain in positive territory, even considering 
the pension increases that we are about to make, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Also, I do not know that you want a lot more 
detail on the unfunded liabilities, but that is the back-
ground for you in terms of the pension increases on 
these merged Orders that we are dealing with. And I 
think certainly the latest actuary report was completed 
as of March 31st, 2008, and was tabled in this House. 

Mr. Speaker, I think that we are certainly tak-
ing steps to continue to review and look at funding 
strategy. And it is good to see that the benefits of tak-
ing, I think, a more determined look at increasing con-
tributions as required has helped to put us in a much 
better position. But this certainly does not mean you 
can afford to take a laissez faire approach, and this 
has to continue to be an ongoing process. 

With those comments, Mr. Speaker, I wel-
come the input from other Members. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 We are doing Orders 1 and 2, dealing with 
pensions. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. Richards, from Devonshire East, Shadow Minister 
of Finance. 
 Mr. Richards, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very 
much, Mr. Speaker. 
 I think that my comments are very few on this, 
Mr. Speaker. I just note that the pension increases 
that we are dealing with today are, as the Honourable 
Minister said, part of a formula that has been well es-
tablished. And we have considered and approved 
pension increases in this House in the past based on 
that formula. 
 The other point that I would make is that, of 
course, this is only for civil servants. It is not for the 
public at large. And I think that is an important point to 
point out to the public because civil servants have the 
benefit—and I would say, perhaps, in this day and 
age, the luxury—of actually having a pension plan that 
is a defined benefit pension plan. It is a wonderful 

thing if you are an employee to have a defined benefit 
pension plan because all of the risk of your pension is 
on the back of your employer—no risk on you. It is a 
great thing to have. 
 And, you know, I guess as Parliamentarians, 
Members of Parliament and the legislature, we have 
that luxury, too. And as the Minister very clearly 
pointed out, this is not just for civil servants— 
 
The Speaker: For the retirees. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: —but presumably 
one day, we will retire— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, you will get it too. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: By the grace of God. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Mr. Richards. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: So, the risk is all on 
the back of the employer. 
 Unfortunately for Bermudians and employees 
who do not work for the Government, they do not 
have that right. All of their occupational pensions, as 
the Minister referred to them . . . and that is correct. 
Those pension plans are all defined contribution pen-
sion plans. And the assumption and the mechanics of 
a defined contribution pension plan is that all of the 
risk is on the back of the employee. So, if the funds 
that are invested do not yield the kind of return that 
you would hope, well, then, your pension goes down. 
Or, if it does not go down, it certainly will not go up. 

In the kind of pension plan that we are dealing 
with here this morning, that sort of possibility does not 
exist because, you know—insofar as the employee is 
concerned—it does not matter whether the funds are 
invested well and the PSSF increases. It does not 
matter because they have a pledge from their em-
ployer (i.e., the Government) that they are going to get 
X, Y, Z. And X, Y, Z is what is spelled out in this Order 
today. 

So, it is a very, very nice thing to have. But I 
think that the public should understand, this is one of 
the . . . particularly in today’s day, because I think in 
years gone by—I would say decades gone by—major 
employers actually gave their employees pension 
plans that were defined benefit plans. But they have 
really gone out the window in recent . . . (Your cough 
must be contagious, Mr. Speaker, because I am get-
ting it, too.) 
 
The Speaker: I am sorry. 
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[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: They have gone out 
the window—defined benefit plans. And they are now 
being replaced by defined contribution plans, where 
one’s pension, basically, is determined by the invest-
ment markets and the skill of the people that invest 
them in the investment markets, or lack thereof.  

You know, just sort of as a reminder, there 
have been many defined contribution plans that were 
invested in Bernie Madoff schemes, all right? Unfortu-
nately, that also affected people in Bermuda as well. 
So, people have to understand that there is a risk. 

Now, if any Government funds were invested 
in Bernie Madoff schemes and the money evaporated, 
well, then, these payments would basically have to 
come directly out of the Consolidated Fund, because 
Government has made a pledge to give retirees 
money based on this formula. So that is the difference 
between what Government and retired public service 
employees get as a pension, as opposed to most 
people in the private sector. There are still some pri-
vate sector defined benefit plans, but, as I said, they 
have been pretty much replaced over the years by 
defined contribution plans. 
 So with those few words, I will take my seat. 
We do not have any objection to it, other than to say, 
a small caveat is that I know this formula is based on 
the all-items Consumer Price Index. And I do not per-
sonally know of any other way that would be justifiable 
to do it. I mean, you could do it all kinds of other ways, 
but it might be hard to justify. 

Just to make the point, that for people who 
are retired, I am not sure that . . . As a matter of fact, I 
am sure. I am sure that the Consumer Price Index 
does not reflect the costs that they face. The costs 
that retired people face are much more skewed to-
wards the cost of health care than the general cost of 
living in Bermuda, because, as we all know, Mr. 
Speaker, as one ages, health care becomes a more 
important issue as the human machine starts to break 
down. 
 
The Speaker: I am not so sure we can get into all of 
that today. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: No. 
 
The Speaker: I think you made your point. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. But that im-
pacts on how effective these pension payments will be 
towards the actual welfare of the retirees. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: But as I say, having 
said that, I do not know how you could actually make 

a justification for messing with that, to come up with 
some other formula, because I do not have another 
formula. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Honour-
able Member from Devonshire East, Shadow Minister 
of Finance. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. Gib-
bons, from Paget East. 

Dr. Gibbons has the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I really do not intend to add to what my hon-
ourable colleague, Mr. Richards, just said. I just had a 
couple of questions for the Minister, because the 
Honourable Member did give answers to these with 
respect to the Ministers and Members [of Legislature 
Pension] Fund. But I would like to get similar answers, 
if I could, for the Public Service Superannuation Fund. 
 I have got three or four questions here. 
 The first question really deals with the un-
funded liability of the Superannuation Fund. What is 
the unfunded liability at this point for the Superannua-
tion Fund? The Honourable Member gave a percent-
age for the Members and Ministers [of Legislature 
Pension] Fund. 

I also would be interested to know the value in 
the Superannuation Fund, the current assets that are 
available to pay benefits. And I wanted just to get a 
clearer sense of Government’s cost in terms of the 
contributions.  

The Honourable Member did say that there 
would be an additional payment of $1.7 million this 
year, which I assume was total contributions. I am 
assuming Government is about half of that, if they are 
being matched. So I am guessing that is an increase 
to Government of $850,000. But if the Honourable 
Member could just confirm, roughly, what that number 
is. 
 And the last question I have, Mr. Speaker, is, 
What is Government’s contribution budgeted to be 
either this year or the coming year (whichever number 
the Honourable Member wants to give me)? I would 
like to know, for the Superannuation Fund, what Gov-
ernment’s total contribution is, either this year or what 
they are budgeting for next year. 
 Mr. Speaker, those are my questions. Thank 
you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Mrs. L. Jackson, from Pembroke South West. 
 Mrs. Jackson, you have the floor. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 Again, we certainly support this. But I have a 
few questions, too. And I think the general public 
probably would have a few questions to ask. 
 First of all, they need to understand that these 
pension increases that we are talking about today, 
you know, are mandated. It is something that is set in 
stone, which many people do not understand. They 
would perhaps think that the contributory pension 
should also have that same kind of benefit, which it 
does not, as you know. 
 So there will be seniors who will try to under-
stand what is going on when they see civil servants, 
public sector workers, getting an increase in their 
pension, and when the time comes for their pension, 
the people who have the contributory pension plans 
will not be getting anything, probably. I think our 
Leader, our Premier, said that there would not be an 
increase for those people because they have had a 50 
per cent increase over the last nine years. 
 So, just to help people understand that per-
haps that particular pension plan, the contributory 
pension plan, should be redesigned so that they are 
not caught up in situations. In fact, Mr. Speaker, you 
probably know that this pension increase plan al-
lows— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. That is what we are talking about. 
We must not enlarge the debate. 
 Carry on, Mrs. Jackson. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Yes. It allows for the cost of 
living inflation and the rest of it—which is a protection 
for civil servants which others do not have. And I think 
that this is something that we should think about in 
terms . . . That is why I am talking about the fact that 
cost of living . . . In other words, if health care goes up 
300 per cent and the cost of food is up sky high, you 
certainly do not have the same kind of increase to pro-
tect the senior who does not work in the public sector. 
And that is something that I think we should be look-
ing at, Mr. Speaker. 
 But I will just close by saying that this redes-
igning of the pension plan is something that the United 
Bermuda Party has been talking about for the last 10 
years. And I would urge Government to please have a 
look at this, redesign it. It is not a happy thing when 
Joe Blow Public sees Parliamentarians and other high 
civil servants getting increases— 
 
The Speaker: Do not forget what we are debating 
now. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Yes. Well, we are debating 
the fact that Parliamentarians will be . . . yes, Mr. 
Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: They are retired. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Retired Parliamentarians— 

 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: —and retired civil servants, 
high-ranking and otherwise, all the way down to peo-
ple who cut the grass for Public Works, will be getting 
an increase. 

But when people see, Mr. Speaker, Parlia-
mentarians getting an increase and they are not, it 
does beg the question of whether this should be re-
designed. 
 Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Jackson. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. The Premier has the 
right to reply.  

Madam Premier is going to reply. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, in response to the questions 
from the Honourable Dr. Gibbons, the unfunded liabil-
ity figure is about $800 million. The value of the assets 
is about $430 million. The budget, in terms of the 
Government contribution, is about $32 million in terms 
of our contribution for 2010–2011. The $1.7 million 
which was referred to by me and asked about by the 
Honourable Member is the figure for the pension in-
crease that is paid out of the PSSF, not a cost to 
Government. 
 Mr. Speaker, this is the Pensions (Increase) 
Order, and the Pensions (Public Service Superannua-
tion Fund) Order. And I think the issues raised by the 
Honourable Shadow Minister for Health on the Oppo-
sition all are interesting questions, but not particularly 
germane to this. 

I think what is important, though, is if you were 
to flag two of the hottest issues, I think, for going for-
ward as policymakers, the two hot issues that I see, 
even more in a way than crime, are pension arrange-
ments and also health care. Those two are the big 
issues for any government to deal with. And I think the 
idea of a rationalisation and a thorough review is cer-
tainly one that the Government certainly embraces, 
and it is one to move on. But I think that those . . . and 
the questions, also. 
 Let me be clear, because I think that when we 
look at the issue of the Members and Ministers, and 
the Members of the legislature, one has to also ap-
preciate that, while it may seem . . . and we know 
there is a high degree of cynicism and scepticism 
about the value that politicians may add. But, Mr. 
Speaker, I believe that you would know that, for many, 
both in terms of Opposition and Backbench, as well as 
others, Honourable Ministers who are full-time are 
paid a salary. Many of the politicians on either side 
are not paid a proper liveable wage.  

So, on occasion, with the swings and round-
abouts you will see that there are certain variations 
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that are given which are to benefit them. Because I 
think in most sophisticated jurisdictions and jurisdic-
tions that are seen to be as doing as well as Bermuda, 
you would see constituency allowances, you would 
see a number of accommodations made for Members 
of Parliament.  

I think we have to be careful not to fuel, 
whether inadvertently or not, the idea that Ministers, 
Members are getting off scot-free. They are not. Many 
times, they are being undervalued. And in this case, I 
think what you are seeing is a statutory index-linked . . 
. And it has not been index-linked across the board. 
And that is why you have seen different govern-
ments—of whatever politician, partisan colour—have 
taken different views as to how they make the in-
crease for the wider public. 
 I think if you were to look at the track record, 
Mr. Speaker, of this Government, you will certainly 
see that we have been very much more generous in 
our pension increases for our seniors, much more so 
in comparison to others. 

So with those comments, Mr. Speaker, I am 
happy to ask that the draft regulations be approved, 
and a message sent to His Excellency the Governor. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Draft Orders entitled Pensions (In-
crease) Order, 2010, and Pensions (Public Service 
Superannuation Act 1981) (Increase) Order, 2010, 
approved.] 
 
The Speaker: That is, Orders 1 and 2 dealing with 
pensions, have been approved. 
 We will move to Order No. 3, Second Reading 
of the Optometrists and Opticians Amendment Act 
2010. I think the Madam Whip of the Government said 
that we are going to carry that over. Is that correct? 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes, yes. That is correct. 
 
The Speaker: All right. That brings us to Order No. 4, 
Consideration of Draft Regulations entitled Insurance 
Accounts Amendment (No. 2) Regulations, 2010, in 
the name of Madam Premier, who is also the Minister 
of Finance, the Honourable and Learned Member 
from Devonshire North West. 

Madam Premier has the floor. 
 

CONSIDERATION OF  
DRAFT REGULATION: 

 
INSURANCE ACCOUNTS AMENDMENT (NO. 2) 

REGULATIONS 2010 
 

Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that consideration be 
given in the House to draft regulations entitled the In-
surance Accounts Amendment (No. 2) Regulations, 
2010, proposed to be made by the Minister responsi-
ble for Finance under the provision of section 53 of 
the Insurance Act 1978. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, in addition to some extensive amend-
ments that were made to the Insurance Act 1978, 
there are certainly some additional consequential 
amendments to be made to other regulatory instru-
ments; in particular, the one we are looking at now, 
the Insurance Accounts Regulations 1980. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, to effect the revised capital 
requirements, additional financial statement informa-
tion is required when making the annual statutory re-
ports. Now, the amendments to these regulations re-
vise the required account information for Class 3B 
insurers and for the new designated class of long-term 
insurer, Class E. 
 In addition, under the proposed amendment, 
Class 3B insurers will be required to report the same 
financial statement information that is currently pro-
vided by Class 4 insurers. Mr. Speaker, certainly, the 
Class E insurers will be required to provide certain 
additional sub-amounts in relation to equities and re-
ceivables.  

Mr. Speaker, it is hard to get a picture without 
talking about matters which are external to this par-
ticular regulation. But remember that what we have is 
an Insurance Act. And what we have is . . . I think the 
Bermuda formula is quite a neat one. We cannot claim 
the credit for originating the legislation with the tiered 
systems of the classes of insurers based on the type 
of risk and also the size of them. What you have seen 
under this Government is that there has been a further 
sort of stratification, so you have a Class 3A and a 
Class 3B. 
 But part of financial statements and part of the 
financial statement architecture you use . . . talk about 
the annual statutory returns. That is like what you 
have to provide to your independent regulator as a 
company and one of these classes of insurers. This is 
dealing with . . . I do not know if I could say it is 
probably more wrap-around of housekeeping, but it is 
letting those people who are dealing with the finances 
and the accountants on these various insurance com-
panies [know] what other requirements they now have 
to file with their regulator. And it is part of getting the 
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check and the sign-off on their account documenta-
tion. 
 So it is a tiny slice. And it may sound discon-
nected to the ordinary listener, but I just wanted to 
give you a sense that these are regulations we are 
dealing with in the House, and we are just dealing with 
finalising some of the additional requirements that are 
required as part of, I guess, good fiscal practice. 
 I hope that that helps to make what already 
sounds muddy to the ordinary listener—gives them a 
little bit of context. Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Mrs. P. Gordon-Pamplin, from Paget West. 
 Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, you have the floor. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 We on this side support the Insurance Ac-
counts Amendment Regulations that are before us 
this morning. And in furtherance of the Premier and 
Finance Minister’s introductory remarks respecting 
these regulations that we have, I think that it is impor-
tant to point out that there are worldwide standards 
that must be upheld in the accounting requirements 
for disclosures. 
 I think that the manner in which these new 
regulations have created the categories within which 
companies are required to put as their little buckets (if 
we can put it that way) to classify their assets and li-
abilities helps to standardise that which is required on 
an international basis. 
 The capital enhancement to which the Pre-
mier alluded is necessary because one would under-
stand that within an insurance industry, the industry 
itself is only as good as its ability to pay its claims as 
and when they come due. Claims, obviously, are 
funded by the premium that a company would receive. 
So, on the one hand, you are taking in money; on the 
other hand, you may have a longer term. The money 
is coming in almost instantaneously. But on the back 
end of it, you have a longer-term responsibility to pay 
out claims. 
 
The Speaker: Wait until something happens. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —wait until some-
thing happens. 
 So, when we have these types of regulations, 
when we have things like the BSCR [Bermuda Sol-
vency Capital Requirement], the statutory returns that 
are required, it is all in keeping with the scrutiny that 
the regulators will have from entities such as the 
European Union, and coming into keeping with what is 
required under the Solvency II [Directive], which is a 
regime with which all insurance companies, or most 
insurance companies, will have to comply.  

So, in order to be able to enhance what is re-
quired here with respect to how accounts are laid out, 
it actually allows the reader—i.e., the regulator—as 
well as the public, to be able to have a look and en-
sure that areas that are perhaps a little more vulner-
able are highlighted, and the consequential, additional 
capital that is required in order to ensure that the li-
abilities will be funded down the road are very clear 
and evident. And when accounts are laid out in accor-
dance with the manner of these regulations it is very 
clear for the regulator to come back and say, You 
need more capital. We need to make sure that you 
buffer the money in some way, shape, or form in order 
to protect the creditors down the road. 
 Clearly, we support this. We also wish to men-
tion that it has been, certainly from a Class 4 insur-
ance perspective, run by the ABIR (the Association of 
Bermuda Insurers and Reinsurers), who have effec-
tively supported this and have expressed to the Mone-
tary Authority their full support of these regulations. 
 So, I just wish to make those few comments. 
And while the Premier indicated in her comments that 
this is not sort of what you might consider to be sexy 
or riveting type of regulations or legislation, certainly it 
is very necessary in order for us to continue to remain 
on the cutting edge of what is required within the in-
surance industry on a worldwide basis. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, the 
Honourable Member from Paget West. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
N. Simons, Opposition Whip.  

Mr. Simons, from Smith’s South, has the floor. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I have heard the introduction. I have heard my 
colleagues’ comments. And my question to the Minis-
ter is, does this continue on Bermuda and the BMA’s 
[Bermuda Monetary Authority] qualification as an 
equivalent jurisdiction in regards to the Solvency II 
requirements? 
 Mr. Speaker, I was fortunate enough to go 
along to the BMA’s seminar last week and hear more 
details about what is required on Solvency II. As you 
may or may not know, what they are trying to do is 
harmonise the way that they regulate the insurance 
industry in Europe and the reinsurance industry in 
Europe, and they want to harmonise the way that re-
insurance companies account and present their filings 
so that it can be clear to any jurisdiction that the stan-
dards are the same, there is uniformity, and there is a 
clear understanding. 
 So my question to the Minister is, will these 
amendments bring us closer to what is required on the 
Solvency II requirements? And I understand that 
these changes—these financial reporting require-
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ments, the new statutory ratio requirements—they are 
all trying to be defined under the Solvency II require-
ments. Has all this been incorporated in the financial 
statements as presented here today? 
 The other issue that I would like to raise is, I 
heard one reinsurance executive say, you know, Even 
though it is a requirement, it is costing the industry 20 
per cent more in human resources to prepare for Sol-
vency II. Again, I suspect it will cost the BMA more in 
resources and training, as well. And during these diffi-
cult times, I would like to show that sometimes we 
have to bend to be competitive. Because if we do not 
get this right, when reinsurers try to write business in 
Europe, if they do not meet the Solvency II require-
ments the European regulators will not give the Euro-
pean insurers the credit that they will get or deserve 
from Bermuda reinsurers, because they have not met 
the international standards. 

So, as my colleague said, we support it. But 
we also need to ensure that our filings totally comply 
with the requirements set by Solvency II so that our 
reinsurance companies can report in a standard and 
our regulators can have an equivalent standard that is 
required in the international reinsurance markets from 
Europe. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Simons, Opposition 
Whip from Smith’s South. 
 Any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. Madam Premier has the 
right to reply.  

The Honourable and Learned Member, Mrs. 
P. Cox. Madam Premier? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 There are a few other Bills on the Order Paper 
which are going to deal much more directly with Sol-
vency II requirements. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Certainly, the Bermuda Monetary 
Authority as the independent regulator at this stage is 
not going to be passing any legislation or seeking to 
pass any legislation that is incompatible with Solvency 
II. But the issues that are much more . . . this is much 
more pure accounting best practice. Some of the Sol-
vency II requirements and some of the issues that 
arise out of Solvency II will be debated in some sub-
sequent legislation today. 

Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: So, I would like to move that 
these draft Regulations be approved and a message 
sent to His Excellency the Governor. 
 Thanks. 

 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Motion carried: Draft Regulation entitled Insurance 
Accounts Amendment (No. 2) Regulations, 2010, ap-
proved.] 
 
The Speaker: We will move to the next Order, Order 
No. 5, Second Reading, the Investment Funds 
Amendment Act, 2010, in the name of Madam Pre-
mier, Minister of Finance. 
 Madam Premier? 
 

SECOND READING 
 

INVESTMENT FUNDS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill 
entitled the Investment Funds Amendment Act 2010, 
be now read the second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 The purpose of this Bill is to amend the In-
vestment Funds Act 2006, and to strengthen the pro-
tection afforded to investors and to align the regula-
tory framework for funds and fund administrators more 
closely with the requirements that exist in other regu-
latory legislation in Bermuda. At the same time, we 
want to ensure the framework remains risk based and 
recognises the unique nature of the funds industry. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, we have sought to main-
tain . . . and you heard a reference to it alluded to by 
comments made earlier. What we have sought to do 
is to maintain the appropriate balance between secur-
ing the appropriate degree of protection for inves-
tors—most of whom are presumed to have a higher 
degree of financial sophistication—while we have also 
sought not to impose an undue regulatory burden. 
 Section 2 of the Act . . . we will get into the 
details in committee, but it is being amended by add-
ing in the definition of “service provider,” “auditors” 
appointed to a fund. And the existing definition is re-
ferring to a funds custodian, fund administrator, in-
vestment manager, and registrar. But it does not in-
clude auditors. I do not know how one could have left 
out accountants. But as they play such a vital role in 
the servicing of a fund’s statutory requirements, the 
proposed legislation amends the definition so that 
they also are caught in the list of key service provid-
ers. And it certainly has also, in terms of equivalency . 
. . and also, I suppose, comparability we are also 
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seeking to make [it so] that auditors are subject to the 
same fit and proper test that is applied to other service 
providers. 

There are other definitions to this section to 
the Act which are seen as consequential, and cer-
tainly to some of the more substantive amendments. 
 Mr. Speaker, we are also seeing that there 
are some changes to really allow the way in which the 
independent regulator can exempt companies that 
seek to be exempt from the requirement of authorisa-
tion under the Act. 

Certainly, Mr. Speaker, you would be aware 
that an authorised fund that is permitted to operate in 
and from Bermuda has certain requirements to adhere 
to under the Act and in terms of adherence to the su-
pervision of the authority. But the authority does have 
a regime which allows it to exempt certain entities in 
certain circumstances. This may be because of the 
level of protection you always want to keep in terms of 
the end in view. The end in view is looking at those 
who have the investors, or if you are talking insur-
ance, policyholders, the shareholders. You are looking 
at looking at how you protect their interests. 

And where you have a higher degree of finan-
cial sophistication . . . you are not just dealing with 
retail or an ordinary person who is just investing a few 
dollars. Where you have a more sophisticated inves-
tor—somebody who is seen as having deeper and 
more expansive pockets—they may require less, I 
suppose, protection. And this can justify and rational-
ise why your supervisor will take a more liberal ap-
proach. 
 So you are seeing that there is the ability to 
provide exemptions. And you will see that, as we get 
into Committee, Mr. Speaker, there are exemption 
criteria set out. 
 Also, Mr. Speaker, in terms of standards, I 
think you keep hearing . . . I think you could probably 
write in your speech some of the briefs that you have 
heard me deliver, because they are very similar in 
terms of tone. We talk about balance. We talk about 
standard setting. We talk about controls. We talk 
about compliance. So what we are talking about here 
in this amending Act is talking about imposing some 
more robust standards regarding controllers that 
presently apply to other regulated institutions. 
 And we try, so far as we can, to have a level 
playing field, but recognising that there are differing 
standards because of differing levels of risk. So you 
will hear often about risk-based supervision. You do 
not just throw the baby and the bathwater at every-
thing with a sort of scattershot approach; you try to 
differentiate it and particularise it based on the type of 
risks that we are trying to cover. 
 Certainly, Mr. Speaker, you will have noted in 
the legislation that the standards are set out in various 
sections of the Act. And certainly there is also an 
amendment that requires a person who intends to be-
come a shareholder controller, or who intends to in-

crease the level of their own existing interest in a li-
censed fund administrator, has to provide notice to the 
Authority. And this also is part of the give and take 
and the dialogue and the discourse between super-
vised entity and the independent regulator. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, the amendments are de-
signed to do no more than really mirror provisions that 
already exist for other licensed entities like banks and 
investment businesses. And certainly, the Authority is 
applying the same requirements to fund administra-
tors so that there is the appropriate level of oversight 
that is exercised over them. 
 Mr. Speaker, again I note that there is a notice 
provision that is required. There are also notice provi-
sions in terms of objections. And you will see, Mr. 
Speaker, that there is also the power for the Authority 
to take action. And it is nothing more, I suppose, of a 
blight on any jurisdiction if they have these powers 
and yet you have those who are supposed to exercise 
these powers having to behave like a eunuch. In other 
words, they are given all the sound and fury, but they 
cannot do anything. So, you are making sure that you 
do have authority given to our independent regulator 
[so that] when it sees something that is amiss, it is 
able to execute and take action, Mr. Speaker. But it 
also sets out in terms of action . . . natural justice re-
quires that there is fairness and also there is a proper 
process. 
 There is something, Mr. Speaker, in terms of 
the Schedule, and where you are certainly talking 
about, again, the same wording that we often use in 
terms of this lingo, sound corporate governance stan-
dards. Mr. Speaker, certainly, I think that in terms of 
this legislation I am grateful that it is not overly long. 
But I think that should not underestimate or denote the 
level of work that has had to be done by the Bermuda 
Monetary Authority, the Chambers, and those within 
the Ministry of Finance on the technical side. 

This is the Investment Funds Amendment Act 
2010. Certainly, the Investment Funds Act 2006 
caused a buzz in the industry and in the community 
globally when we passed it, because Bermuda was 
seen to have done something which was helpful, and 
that was seen as something new for those who were 
our prospective new business. 

And now what we are seeking to do, Mr. 
Speaker, is again to revise and to improve the mouse-
trap, make certain things a little clearer, and also to 
clearly demarcate certain omissions and also the limit 
of authority in certain things and ensure that, again, 
there is always that sort of to-and-fro where you can-
not just take an action as an Authority without having 
to also communicate and have notice given to those 
who you are supervising. 

That is really what we are doing here, Mr. 
Speaker—in broad terms, simple terms. We are im-
proving legislation we had, curing and removing some 
of the ambiguity. And again, this is all part of the tools 
of the trade for a sophisticated, international financial 
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centre which is seeking to try and improve what it can 
offer to its international business clientele both new 
and existing. 

Thanks very much. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier, the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member from Devonshire North 
West. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. Richards, Shadow Minister of Finance, from Dev-
onshire East. 
 Mr. Richards, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, we do not have any objection to 
this amendment Act. The Investment Funds Act, just 
like the Insurance Act, is very technical legislation and 
something that is perhaps not very interesting to the 
public at large. 
 Let me just make a few general comments, 
though. After the (I guess) debacle of 2008 in the fi-
nancial markets, I think I actually stated in this House 
that perhaps there might be some advantages, or 
some opportunities for places like Bermuda insofar as 
attracting offshore investment funds, mutual funds, 
hedge funds, et cetera, because those entities that 
are currently in places like New York will be facing a 
tremendous increase in regulation. 
 I do not think we have seen that yet. That is 
only, perhaps, because the tremendous amount of 
regulation in the United States has not happened 
yet—it is just taking them a long time to do it. And we 
all know that sometimes it does take a much longer 
time for you to do these things. But I still maintain that 
it is coming to those investors—professional investors 
and investment institutions—onshore. It certainly also, 
I think, perhaps is even moving more rapidly in 
Europe. 
 I am not certain that this piece of legislation 
that we see in front of us is going to assist us with that 
opportunity. I do not have any objection to this. But I 
am sort of taking, if you like, a more strategic view for 
the sake of Bermuda. One cannot argue with the at-
tempts—and in this case the attempt to shore up pro-
tections for investors. I just happened to mention 
Bernie Madoff before, and I can mention him again—I 
mean, his name, as President Roosevelt said on an-
other matter, will live in infamy insofar as investment 
markets are concerned. So one cannot argue against 
building in increased protections for investors. And I 
think that is what we are doing here; there is no objec-
tion to that. 
 I am just sort of raising the question about 
whether or not this will help us in availing ourselves of 
what I see . . . and I believe the Minister agrees with 
me there, that there is a potential opportunity for Ber-
muda to, if you like, benefit from an increasingly hos-

tile environment for the investment community in ma-
jor capitals of the world, particularly in the States. 
 So I do not know if that was taken into ac-
count. I suspect not. But I guess the counterbalance 
to this legislation, Mr. Speaker, is that we do not want 
to regulate ourselves into oblivion. And that is a very, 
very important, fundamental concept that is easy for 
anybody to understand. Business and people do not 
come to Bermuda to be regulated. You know? They 
want enough regulation so that protections can be put 
in place. But very often business comes to Bermuda 
because they are fleeing over-regulation or burden-
some regulation.  

So the balance that we always have to bear in 
mind in Bermuda is that we do not want to be too 
zealous in the regulation of our offshore businesses. 
Because, let’s face it: The people who would come to 
Bermuda and the people who are here in Bermuda 
already are not just your average Joe in this case. 
Your average Joe institutional investor—they are not. 
They are people who are sensitive to regulation, they 
are sensitive to taxes; they are sensitive to regulation. 
If they were not sensitive to these things you can be 
pretty sure they would not be here or they would not 
be interested in coming here. So, that is a given. 

The sort of invisible side of this, while one 
cannot disagree with this . . . But the invisible side, the 
side that we need to think about is how far do we go in 
this effort for protection against . . . protection of in-
vestors? I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that so much . . . 
virtually all of the so-called burdensome regulation in 
onshore jurisdictions in the United States, in the UK, 
are in the name of protecting investors! All of it is in 
the name of protecting investors. 

But I think that what we have seen in the last 
several years is that, you know, the human weakness 
of greed (let me put it that way) can overcome all 
regulations that are put in place to protect investors. 
All right? Because greed can just ignore all of those 
things. 

In other words, let me give you the most ri-
diculous example. The most ridiculous example—and 
I would think everybody in this room has received one 
of these things, either e-mail or fax—is, you know, the 
quintessential Nigerian investment letter. Right? 
 
The Speaker: That is the usual. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Yes! It is an amazing 
thing. When you read those things, they are so ab-
surd. But ask yourself this question: If they are so ab-
surd, why do they keep sending them? And the an-
swer is that, because like maybe 1 in 100,000 will be 
a sucker for that. Okay? 
 
The Speaker: That is true. 
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Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: And I am afraid . . . I 
am sorry to tell you that I know people in Bermuda 
who have been suckered into those things. 
 
The Speaker: It sounds so good. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: So it is amazing that, 
ultimately, you cannot protect people against them-
selves. You know? If they want to do something—and 
they want to do something stupid—they will do it. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. They 
will do it. 
 So, I am saying all that, as I said . . . I realise 
that that sort of takes things to a ridiculous extreme, 
and we are dealing with serious things here. But I use 
that ridiculous example to make the point that there 
needs to be . . . in a country like Bermuda that is in 
the financial services business, there needs to an 
awareness and a care, not just to be aware, but to be 
careful that we do not regulate ourselves into oblivion. 
 We have had a huge upsurge in this Island in 
financial regulation in the last, say, five years—huge—
not just in the investment area, but also in the insur-
ance area. In the insurance area, a lot of the regula-
tions have been demanded by the industry. Well, you 
know, when the industry demands something or asks 
for something, you know you are on pretty solid 
ground. But when the Government or the regulator 
starts imposing things on the industry that maybe the 
industry had not thought of, then you can say, Well, 
hang on a minute. 
 I am not concerned. But I am just putting this 
thought out there. We have officers of the BMA sitting 
in the Chamber. We have, obviously, the Honourable 
Minister of Finance and Premier here. Members out 
there, I am sure those folks who are actually in the 
business . . . they are not listening to us; they are 
busy working, looking at their work machines. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: But I am just putting 
out a marker that we have to be careful here not to go 
too far with this regulatory escalation. As I stand here 
before you, Mr. Speaker, I do not exactly know where 
that line is. But I know the line is there. And I know we 
are getting closer to it. Those are the things I know. I 
do not know where it is, that line, where if you pass 
that line we have gone too far. I do not know where 
that line is. But I know we are getting closer to that 
line. And the closer you get to that line, the more dan-
gerous it is. So I am just putting up that marker on this 
particular respect. 
 Thank you. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Shadow 
Minister of Finance, from Devonshire East. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. Madam Premier has the 
right to reply. 
 Madam Premier? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 It is important to note, and I welcome and in 
many ways agree with the comments made by the 
Honourable Shadow Minister. Clearly, that is the diet 
of Government. That is the diet of the independent 
regulator. It is making sure that one is always cogni-
sant of that delicate balance, because you know that 
on the one hand you have people who go off with 
cockamamie notions about what offshore means and 
little places like Bermuda mean, and think that they 
are filled with just people coming in, and we allow any 
and everybody to come in with suitcases of money. 
And you hear from people who are informed—or sup-
posed to be informed—and who are supposedly look-
ing out for Bermuda’s interests as the administering 
power, using those two words that cause everyone to 
shudder, which is tax haven. 
 So, I think that you always are conscious of 
how the perception of Bermuda is and the fact that 
you do have to protect the brand. 
 I will take a few minutes, because I think it is 
important for the listening public, if not the Members of 
the House, because I would assume and hope that 
they understand the issues . . . but I think as we chart 
and can reflect on what Bermuda represents, I think 
that you may recall what used to happen in Bermuda. 
And we would like to say it was a long time ago. But 
you would say there lived a lot of special people in a 
very special land. They developed a product, and it 
was a very simple proposition: 

Bring your risk business to Bermuda, and we 
will look after it for you. We understand financial risk, 
and we understand your business. And do not worry 
about excessive red tape because we do not have 
any here. And there are some regulations, of course, 
but they are very light and easy to live with. And you 
really do not need to worry about them. Plus, we have 
a really great relationship with the authorities, and it is 
really a friendly partnership. And our chief regulator is 
a strong supporter of your business, and he regularly 
travels the world with you, marketing our services. 
 And that was the early version of the Bermuda 
brand, and it was because they were pioneering times 
and there was an entrepreneurial approach. 
 But I think that nowadays, [as] you talk about 
light-touch regulation, you talk about being in bed be-
tween industry and regulators . . . that is going down a 
road to nowhere. And it is certainly not what you want 
to promote at this stage of Bermuda or in terms of this 
stage where you are having a lot of regulatory arbi-
trage. It should not be a clubby vetting process. It is a 
question that you are seen, and you have to be seen, 
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as maintaining standards and having a proper risk-
based supervision. 
 And you also have to make sure that you do 
keep up. You cannot pretend that Bermuda is this little 
piece of heaven and that we are isolated from what is 
going around in the world in terms of the ever-
increasing standards. What you are seeing is macro-
prudential frameworks on a global basis. And here we 
have a micro-prudential framework in terms of our 
supervisory approach. And the big issue people are 
talking about right now is systemic risk.  

You know what is coming. And you have to 
always make sure that you walk the tightrope. But you 
certainly have to ensure that we can meet the test, 
because if you do not meet the test . . . and that is 
what we will get into maybe a little later, is this whole 
issue of Solvency II. If you want to continue to retain 
your substance in terms of those who are here, they 
have to feel . . . And many of them will say that they 
wish that more at some of the rating agencies had the 
approach that the independent regulator has. And 
they say that they like the fact that the independent 
regulator seems to have come of age in terms of hav-
ing a greater requirement and is seen as credible. 
 That is what you want: credibility of your sys-
tems and of your supervisory authority, if you are to 
have any currency with those who are making a deci-
sion as to whether to come here, and those who are 
deciding whether our system is credible enough that 
they should allow those who operate as market par-
ticipants here, should be allowed to operate in their 
jurisdiction. 
 So anybody who would like to pretend or sug-
gest that it is a flick-the-switch checkbox and that it is 
so easy to draw the line of demarcation is over-
simplifying, under-estimating, or shows a failure of 
understanding. 
 Now, I am not suggesting that that is what we 
are hearing or have heard today. But I am saying, Mr. 
Speaker, that it is important to recognise the challeng-
ing environment we are operating within and the fact 
that everybody has got to up their game. The point is, 
you up it to the appropriate standard. And that can 
always be subjective. However, Mr. Speaker, I think 
that what we see is that Bermuda is also coming of 
age. The issue is that we are not going to over-
develop, but we are going to seek to strike the right 
balance. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, these are interesting times 
and interesting issues to debate. And with those 
comments, I would like to move that we go into Com-
mittee. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 

 Will the Honourable Member from Hamilton 
West, Mr. W. L. Furbert, please take the Chair of 
Committee. 
 

House in Committee at 12:12 pm 
 

[Hon. Wayne L. Furbert, Chairman] 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

INVESTMENT FUNDS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
The Chairman: We are in Committee on the Invest-
ment Funds Amendment Act, 2010. 
 Madam Premier? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 Mr. Chairman, there are eight clauses. And I 
should like to move all eight clauses at this time. 
 Clause 1 is the short title. It states that the Act 
is known as the Investment Funds Amendment Act, 
2010. 

Clause 2 amends section 2 of the principal 
Act, and it creates an additional definition for “parent 
undertaking,” “shareholder controller,” “controller,” 
“officer,” and “service provider.” 

Clause 3 inserts a new section that provides a 
definition of “controller” and “associate.” 

Clause 4 extends the requirements for the ex-
emption. You may recall, Mr. Chairman, I talked about 
how, depending on the level of sophistication, there 
can be exemptions. Well this extends the require-
ments for the exemption of a fund from the require-
ments of authorisation under the Act to include not 
only the appointment of an “auditor,” but also the ap-
pointment of an “investment manager, registrar, cus-
todian, or prime broker.” It also gives the authority the 
same ability to grant an extension to the custodian 
requirement where it is satisfied that appropriate ar-
rangements are in place to safeguard the fund’s prop-
erty, as is currently afforded to authorised funds. 

Clause 5 addresses some of the existing 
numbering and alignment issues in order to provide 
that any officers of a fund must be fit and proper at the 
time of authorisation. 

Clause 6 provides for a regime that enables 
the Authority to object to new or increased control of a 
fund administrator, or remove persons who are share-
holder controllers of a fund administrator, where it 
deems that they are not fit and proper. 

Clause 7 provides an appeals process for 
persons on whom notice of objection is served with 
respect to new or increased controller interests. 

Clause 8 amends the Schedule to the princi-
pal Act in terms of minimum criteria for licensing. What 
it does is that wonderful concept known as the “four 
eyes” concept. And it provides for a requirement that a 
fund administrator shall be directed by at least two 
individuals. 
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That is the substance of the amendment, Mr. 
Chairman, and the clauses 1 through 8. 

Thank you. 
 

The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Would any other Members like to speak to 
clauses 1 through 8? 
 The Chair recognises the Honourable Mem-
ber Mr. Richards. 
 Mr. Richards, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 As I said at the general debate, we do not 
have any objection to this amendment Act, just a note 
that we are introducing the definition of “controller.”  

I have run across this concept before, Mr. 
Chairman, in my private business. This is pretty much 
a central concept with registering investment advisors 
in the United States. A company that I was involved 
with was a registered investment advisor with the SEC 
[Securities Exchange Commission]. And one of the 
fundamental concepts is who is controlling the busi-
ness. So, I do not recall seeing this concept in Ber-
muda legislation before. I might be wrong; I just might 
have missed it. But I know that this is an important 
concept, and it is in sync with other regulatory regimes 
that I am familiar with. 
 I think that I will just skip to the end. The “four 
eyes” concept of having two people look at things is 
probably a very useful thing, although, again, this can 
be easily defeated, as well, if somebody set their mind 
to it. But you have to have rules, and I do not disap-
prove of these at all. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Richards. 
 Would any other Member like to speak to 
clauses 1 to 8? 
 The Chair recognises the Honourable Mem-
ber Cole Simons. 
 Mr. Simons, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man. 
 I am going to continue on the issue of share-
holder controllers, and how we are going to monitor 
them going forward. My question is simple, having 
worked in share registration. There are times when an 
investor may take a position and register for a fund—
an investment—in his own name. And then he may 
come to the Bank of Butterfield or HSBC Bank or Citi-
bank and say, I would like to do an additional invest-
ment. And that investment is made through a nominee 
name. On the share register you see the nominee 
name, and you do not know who is behind the nomi-
nee. So, this investor can accumulate more than 10 
per cent of the outstanding shares for this fund. What 

controls will we have in place to ensure that that is 
monitored? 
 You know, I remember when a certain bank 
was taken over, which will remain nameless! 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: A number of decisions 
were made because the nominee position was an ag-
gregation of many, many shareholders who, quite 
frankly, did not have a clear understanding of the 
business. The officers of the nominee made the deci-
sions and controlled the decisions made by the corpo-
ration. 
 So, my question is, How is the BMA going to 
be able to look behind the nominee registration and 
the funds to ensure there are no controls beyond the 
10 per cent, or whether they will use the nominee to 
enforce them to declare and report the people sup-
ported by the nominee fronting registration? 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Simons. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: It is another issue, too, 
Mr. Chairman. I am sorry. 
 If I go to [clause] 4, and we talk about service 
providers and requirements, the fund has appointed 
an “investment manager,” a “registrar,” a “custodian,” 
and “an auditor” . . . Mr. Chairman, I would ask the 
Minister, had she considered including registered di-
rectorship services, because I understand there are a 
number of local companies providing directorship ser-
vices to funds in Bermuda. 
 I think at some point we have to make sure 
that the people who provide independent financial di-
rectorship services are qualified and reputable and 
that they be controlled as well. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Simons. 
 Would any other Members like to speak to 
clauses 1 to 8? 
 The Chair recognises the Honourable Mem-
ber Dr. Grant Gibbons. 
 Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 I just have a question for the Honourable 
Member on clause 5. It is the section which is actually 
repealing subsection (1) and substituting an entire 
new section. 
 I looked at the principal Act, and the only 
change I could see was in kind of the numbering. 
Whereas the explanatory memorandum says there is 
an addition about fit and proper, but that is in the ex-
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isting parent legislation already. So I am curious as to 
whether there was any other intention in clause 5 
apart from simply this housekeeping issue of changing 
the numbering around. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Would any other Members like to speak to 
clauses 1 through 8 of the Investment Funds Amend-
ment Act, 2010? 
 If there are no other [speakers], the Member 
in charge, the Premier, Paula Cox. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 I note the comment by the shadow spokes-
man for Finance about shareholder controllers. We do 
have it in other legislation, and it is certainly a pivotal 
concept. 
 With regard to the comments made by the 
shadow spokesman for Business Development and 
Tourism, the Honourable Mr. Simons, remember that 
legislation . . . our legislation works really in terms of 
in tandem, and that the issue of banks and those who 
are registered entities are held to a high standard. 
And there is the anti-money laundering provision. So, 
when you have . . . and this is all, even legislation that 
is being considered. Many want to say, Make us ac-
countable so we do not have to do certain filings with 
the BMA. And you have got to be very careful when 
you give the power of the pen to an entity outside your 
supervisor because your reputation nationally is 
based on the probity and the credibility of those you 
give the power of the pen to. 
 But certainly with regard to banks, et cetera, if 
you have a shareholder controller you clearly . . . un-
der the legislation, the BMA has a duty and an ability 
to serve notice of objection. But remember also, they 
register and supervise some of these entities. And 
there is also a separate . . . We are not talking about it 
in the Investment Funds Act. But remember, we have 
fairly rigid anti-money laundering controls and re-
quirements. And while I am not going to go too far 
down that road, that provides . . . there are checks 
and balances within our system to be able to hold ac-
countability to those who are accepting investors in or 
persons in, and then who have a reporting duty to our 
independent regulator. 
 With regard to the concept of directorships, 
again, you have fitness and proper. And now many 
people are taking the view that they are not appointing 
an individual but they are appointing a corporate en-
tity. And that is . . . again, remember, you have got to 
still be subject to fitness and properness. And you 
also still have to have your certain duties imposed 
upon you under your proceeds of crime, under your 
anti-money laundering controls. And certainly, I think 

that that is how your legislation . . . it does not operate 
in isolation, but in tandem. 
 Now, specifically, I am informed that . . . I 
have been told you have a specific query. There is no 
need to register. And certainly, there are minimum 
criteria for directorship, even for whether you are an 
individual or corporate entity. And you are seeing that. 
I think many people are choosing directorships be-
cause sometimes Paula Cox leaves a company. In-
stead of me having to sign 20 letters saying I am re-
signing as an officer, because you employ or you ap-
pointed a corporate entity within your company as di-
rectors, then you can deal with the ebb and flow of 
personnel changes without having to always have 
board meetings to ratify changes of the directors. 
 I really think I have answered the questions, 
really. I do not know if you have follow-ups. 
 
An Hon. Member: We are in Committee. 
  
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Oh, yes, we are. Yes. 
 And, oh, no, no, no, no. I am sorry. The Hon-
ourable Member Dr. Gibbons had asked about the 
clause 5. And that was . . . yes, it was to address 
numbering and alignment issues. 
 
The Chairman: Would any other Members like to 
speak to clauses 1 to 8? 
 The Chair recognises the Honourable Mem-
ber Cole Simons. 
 Mr. Simons, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: I take the Minister’s 
comments in regard to anti-money laundering and 
criminal intent as far as the responsibilities for ensur-
ing that the shareholders are basically operating 
above board. 
 But my issue is not breaking any law. My is-
sue is, if a shareholder is intent on doing a hostile 
takeover of a fund, and that he has shares in his own 
name, and he goes to an agency and says, I want to 
buy some more shares, the agency does not know 
that this person already has a position in his own 
name in the fund. He just says, Oh, this is a client of 
mine. And I want to buy additional shares. And so he 
strengthens his ownership on the fund through the 
nominee facility. 
 And my question is, you know, how are we 
going to control and protect the shareholders from a 
similar situation in the event they become a major 
shareholder or a hostile shareholder? Once he be-
comes a hostile shareholder it is almost too late for 
the BMA because he already owns the shares. So you 
will be reporting to the BMA that the fund has been 
taken over by a hostile investor after he already owns 
the shares. 
 Thank you. 
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The Chairman: Before the Member responds, would 
any other Members like to ask any questions? 
 The Member in charge, the Premier, Paula 
Cox, is going to respond. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Chairman, I think little value 
is going to be gained by the listening public from me 
going into hypotheticals. I think you have to take the 
case. You have got to look at it. You have got to look 
at your legislation. And I cannot give answers on the 
fly. 
 What I could do is set out the parameters as 
to how we operate in terms of AML [anti-money laun-
dering] and how it works. But I am not sure that I can 
really give much more to the specific details that the 
Honourable Member raises. 
 I think somebody is going to seek to, but it 
really is . . . it is not just . . . they are saying the 
amendment to section 14 . . . it is not only . . . It is ac-
tually lining up paragraphs. But we added a list of per-
sons to be fit and proper in office. I do not think that 
that really deals with the breadth of the question that 
the Honourable Member raised, and I think it is a 
much more specific question with regard to hypotheti-
cal. And I cannot answer that properly on the floor of 
the House. 
 
The Chairman: Does the Member move the Pream-
ble? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Yes. I would like to move the 
Preamble, if we are at that stage. I do not know if they 
have more questions. 
 
The Chairman: Would any other Members like to ask 
any further questions? 
 No other questions. 
 Would the Member like to move the Pream-
ble? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Yes. I would like to move the 
Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: And the clauses? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: And the clauses. 
 
The Chairman: Yes. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: And that it be reported to the 
House. 
 
The Chairman: Those in favour of the motion says 
Aye. 
 Those against say No. 
 
AYES. 
 
The Chairman: The Ayes have it. 

 Report to the House—those in favour of re-
porting it to the House say Aye. 
 
AYES. 
 
The Chairman: Those against say No. 
 The Ayes have it. 
 
[Motion carried: The Investment Funds Amendment 
Act, 2010, was considered by a Committee of the 
whole House, approved without amendments and will 
be reported to the House.] 
 
[Pause] 
 

House resumed at 12:29 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT ON BILL 
 

INVESTMENT FUNDS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
The Speaker: Is there any objection to the Report of 
the Committee as printed? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: And I do believe that the next motion is 
coming from Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would 
like to move that the House do now adjourn for lunch. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection to that motion? 
 Agreed to. 
 The House stands adjourned for lunch. We 
will resume again at 2:00 pm. 
 

Proceedings suspended at 12:31 pm 
 

Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY  
SPEAKER OR MEMBER PRESIDING 

 
APOLOGY 

 
The Speaker: I just wish to add to that list of Honour-
able Members who apologised for not being in the 
House today. The Honourable Member Mr. W. A. 
Scott, from Warwick South East, sent me an e-mail 
just prior to coming in the Chamber early this morning. 
And of course, I had not read it. So I wish to add his 
name to that list of Members who expressed their 
apologies for not being able to be in the House today. 
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 Now we will carry on with Orders of the Day. 
We are down to Order No. 6, Second Reading of the 
Insurance Amendment (No. 3) Act 2010, in the name 
of the Premier. 
 I now recognise Madam Premier. The Hon-
ourable and Learned Member, P. Cox, is also Minister 
of Finance. 
 Madam Premier, you have the floor. 
 

SECOND READING 
 

INSURANCE AMENDMENT (NO. 3) ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Insurance Amendment (No. 3) Act, 2010, be now read 
the second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the aim of this Bill is to amend 
the Insurance Act, 1978. And the thrust is really to 
provide enhanced policyholder protection by ensuring 
that insurers have capital reserves eligible to satisfy 
the regulatory capital requirement level. And Mr. 
Speaker, as you would be aware, eligible capital is a 
critical element of the programme of regulatory 
change that is advocated by regulatory standard-
setting bodies such as the IAIS (which is the Interna-
tional Association of Insurance Supervisors) that is 
now being adopted by various jurisdictions, including 
the European Union, and would certainly be a key 
component of jurisdictionally equivalent assessments. 
 Mr. Speaker, we intend to reform the supervi-
sory process by extending investigative powers of the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority as the independent 
regulator over other classes of insurers: 

 to establish a new regime for the classification 
of long-term insurers; 

 to enhance regulatory requirements for the fil-
ing of material changes; and  

 to provide for the extension of certain en-
forcement provisions. 
 
Mr. Speaker, section 2 of the Act is being 

amended to introduce definitions which relate to 
changes made to other sections of the Act. And cer-
tainly, Mr. Speaker, the changes regularise solvency 
and capital requirements, and also establish the newly 
defined long-term insurance categories. 

Mr. Speaker, you also will see referenced in 
the Bill the notation to the statement of principles, 
which really is a means of a guide to industry, and 

also gives a sense of the operating ethos of the inde-
pendent regulator, the Bermuda Monetary Authority. 
And really, statements of principles provide guidance 
for specific aspects of the administration of insurance 
companies registered in Bermuda. It is also a mecha-
nism through which the independent regulator can 
intervene with respect to the operation of insurers in 
specific cases. 

Now, it allows you really, Mr. Speaker, to also 
have anticipatory action. If the Authority anticipates 
that a designated insurer is in breach of any provision 
of the Act or its regulations or rules, the Authority now 
will have the power to intervene and to issue direc-
tions to the insurer in order to protect the interests of 
current and future policyholders. 

Mr. Speaker, the Act is also being amended to 
support a significant change to the insurance regula-
tory matrix in order to affect the long-term insurer 
framework. And this has remained largely unchanged 
over the last several years. We often talk about other 
changes, but that area has been largely left almost 
inviolate. The recent financial crisis, and global devel-
opments generally, certainly underscore and reinforce 
the need to ensure that supervision and prudential 
supervision is current—and there is that all-important 
word, Mr. Speaker—appropriate to the nature, scale, 
and complexity of the insurance marketplace. Ber-
muda is seen as very, I think, astute in having a risk-
based framework for supervision.  

Mr. Speaker, you will also see that there are 
transitional provisions that have been introduced for 
long-term insurers that qualify to be registered in one 
of the new classes put forward in the Board, and that 
such insurers have until September 2011 to reclassify 
under the new regime. And that really, Mr. Speaker, is 
allowing . . . when you have legislation, often you 
have these transitional provisions which give you 
flexibility as you are introducing them to . . . and also, 
sometimes we see it grandfathering in for a period, 
giving people time to get themselves in good order 
and in good standing. 

Mr. Speaker, you will see a reference in the 
Act to long-term business. And what this means, Mr. 
Speaker, it defines insurance contracts which affect or 
carry out arrangements relating to human life, or con-
tracts to pay annuities on human life. So, when you 
think of long-term think of things like life insurance. 
That is a sort of a little code. It helps if we were doing 
an exam to think about that. So, long-term insurance 
contracts insure as against risk associated with injury 
or death through various means. 

Now, this development of the classification 
system for long-term insurers was not only intended to 
address the implementation of current regulation, but 
also to provide a framework (there is that all-important 
word, Mr. Speaker—a framework) appropriate for fu-
ture developments in this specific area of insurance. 

Now, as further developments occur, they 
may be applied differently to each of the newly cre-

http://www.bermudalaws.bm/Laws/Annual%20Laws/2010/Acts/Insurance%20Amendment%20(No.%203)%20Act%202010.pdf
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ated long-term classes. Do you know why, Mr. 
Speaker? Because it is not a one-size-fits-all. And that 
is the beauty and the benefit of the Bermuda model. It 
is one that is sensitive and responsive to different re-
quirements, and also recognising, even with the levels 
of classification of insurance companies, that there 
were different tiers. 

So, Mr. Speaker, what we are proposing is the 
creation of five new classes of long-term insurance 
consisting of the following minimum solvency margins: 

 Class A, which is the greater of $120,000 or 
0.5 per cent of assets; 

 Class B, which is the greater of $250,000 or 1 
per cent of assets; 

 Class C, greater of $500,000 or 1.5 per cent 
of assets; 

 Class D, greater of $4 million or 2 per cent of 
the first $250 million of assets, plus 1.5 per 
cent on excess; and 

 Class E, which is the greater of $8 million or 2 
per cent of the first $500 million of assets, 
plus 1.5 per cent on excess. 
 
Mr. Speaker, you will see that there are some 

new sections which we are introducing. And then, cer-
tainly, Mr. Speaker, you will see that we have gone 
through some of the different classes of long-term in-
surance. In addition to the changes to the class quali-
fications, the Act is also being amended to provide 
additional registration requirements. 

Now, in all classes the Authority must be sat-
isfied that the proposed insurer meets the minimum 
margins of solvency on the day that it commences 
business. In addition, in the case of Class E long-term 
insurers the available statutory capital and surplus on 
the date of the registration of the Class E insurer has 
to meet the prescribed minimum margins of solvency 
and its enhanced capital requirement. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we have heard discus-
sions from Members on the other side.  Certainly, you 
know from your own knowledge that solvency and the 
ability to be fiscally sustainable—particularly when you 
are taking in money from the public—is important. And 
what you are seeing embedded in this regulatory 
change and legislative change is setting out the pre-
scribed criteria minimum in terms of, if you are doing 
business and offering yourself to the public as an in-
surer you have to have a certain amount of capitalisa-
tion. 

Mr. Speaker, it is very important. We heard 
about the Nigerian case. The Honourable Shadow 
Spokesman for Finance said, Much as people here 
may be informed, sometimes the wider public . . . the 
caution is that when something looks too good you 
should doubt it, you should question it, because if 
something seems too good to be true, it usually is. 
 
An Hon. Member: It usually is, right. 
 

Hon. Paula A. Cox: So I think . . . again, even when 
you buy insurance and when you go to a policy, the 
fact that you are paying a lower premium than normal, 
in some cases should make you question and ask a 
few more questions. 

In corporate governance people use the 
shorthand language of due diligence. But due dili-
gence is just doing your homework. If somebody 
wants me to lend them money then, firstly, I have to 
have a sense of knowing, am I going to get it back? 
Do they have a sustainable way of paying me back? 
Do they have a job? Can they afford five dollars, or 
whatever? 
 But that is the same sort of concept you are 
applying when you are looking in terms of a regulatory 
framework. These people are offering themselves as 
corporate bodies to people—the public—as policy 
people who are going to be policyholders. Well, the 
regulatory framework has to provide that there are 
certain criteria that they have to fulfil. 

Mr. Speaker, also, to address changes in 
terms of the regulatory regime, the independent regu-
lator, the Bermuda Monetary Authority, has power to 
make orders. Now, “order” sounds restrictive, because 
it is proposed that these orders will be now called 
“rules,” as they are similar to instruments which are 
now imposed on groups. And there are a number of 
consequential changes that are also being made in 
the Act. 
 There is also, Mr. Speaker, change that is 
being introduced to extend the power of the Authority 
to be able to direct long-term insurers to keep in Ber-
muda proper records of accounts. 

In some other areas, Mr. Speaker, in terms of 
when you are talking about investment funds, you see 
the power of the Authority to require that they have 
somebody in Bermuda who is the head honcho and 
who they can call to account. Because if you are op-
erating in the jurisdiction, you do not want to be told 
that all these service providers are outside because, 
when there is a problem, you need to be able to hold 
somebody’s feet to the fire. 
 The same concept here, Mr. Speaker, the 
BMA wants to have the power to require that there is 
somebody here who can keep proper records of ac-
counts. Now, what do these records include? That 
includes all premiums, claims, assets, liabilities, as 
well as the equity value of the insurer. 

So, the amendment extends to long-term in-
surers powers that are currently exercised by the Au-
thority with respect to all other classes of insurers. 
And again, Mr. Speaker, it is the idea of, I suppose, a 
level playing field. You have these sorts of regulations 
that apply to other classes, and you have, up to now, 
not had them applied also to long-term insurers. Well, 
this is now regularising that and widening the net. 
 Mr. Speaker, there are also provisions in this 
amendment that address the issue of oversight of 
groups. Now, this is certainly an evolving area of regu-
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latory, I suppose, supervision. And you will see, Mr. 
Speaker, when you look at certain sections of the Act, 
that it further entrenches the foundations of group su-
pervision to meet international standards and to ad-
dress matters related to equivalence. 
 The Honourable Member of the Opposition 
who speaks for Business Development and Tourism, 
in an earlier discussion and debate on another Bill 
asked about Solvency II. Well, this is where it comes 
in, in a more direct manner. Solvency II deals with the 
issue of, among other things, but certainly about regu-
latory equivalence across jurisdictions and the idea of 
group supervision. Again, it is that concept of holding 
somebody’s feet to the fire, holding a regulator’s feet 
to the fire. Because if you have got a group of compa-
nies, and they may have bases all over the world, you 
want to know that there is at least one who is getting 
all the information so you are not having this company 
branch go here and they are telling different regulators 
different things. You want somebody who has got the 
wherewithal and the ability, the authority, the legiti-
macy and the credibility as a regulator, to be able to 
group supervise. 
 That is a fundamental element of the idea of 
the Solvency II. And it also goes into the issues of 
macro-economic prudential stability.  

People talk about . . . I do not know about 
you, Mr. Speaker, but I love political thrillers, and I 
love thrillers. And you will read about Doomsday, and 
when there is an issue about Y2K or a system going 
down, there are some who would say that with all that 
we have seen going around the world in terms of the 
economic infrastructure and architecture being put in 
a sort of turmoil, that you need . . . people are getting 
very skittish, very afraid. And they feel that . . . maybe 
sometimes they feel (I think naïvely) that creating a 
law cures everything. It does not.  

What it does do, though, is probably give 
them a sense of security. But it can be a false sense 
of security unless you have real substance in terms of 
your approach to dealing with business and having a 
certain amount of, I suppose, controls and checks. 
And I think that with this people are certainly seeking, 
and you are finding that there is more and more that is 
going to happen in terms of regulation. But we have 
got to make sure that it is not just more regulation, but 
intelligent regulation. 
 But certainly, Mr. Speaker, in terms of trying 
to strengthen the integrity of statutory financial state-
ments, and having the requirement for auditors to 
have responsibility for preparing an audit of the entire 
group, as well as the reporting obligations, there is the 
idea and the notion of embedding consistency and 
compliance and governance, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, you will also see in this Bill a 
reference to the Authority to have permission to incor-
porate specific entities within a group for the purposes 
of group supervision. So the Authority, actually on its 
own initiative or on the application of the relevant in-

surer, may include within group supervision any com-
pany, pursuant to specific conditions. Also, Mr. 
Speaker, the Authority will be vested with the power to 
make prudential rules. Prudential just means, in other 
words, sensible rules to apply to groups that are simi-
lar, or prudential rules that apply to insurers. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, group-wide supervision is 
an essential element and a critical element of the 
governance and risk-management aspect of insurers. 
And it has certainly been highlighted, as I noted a 
moment ago, by the global financial crisis. It certainly 
has reinforced the need for at least one supervisor to 
have a comprehensive understanding of a particular 
insurance group. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Authority is also strengthen-
ing its administration of changes in shareholder con-
trol. And the proposed amendment to the change in 
shareholder controller information is in direct response 
to requests from industry to provide clarity and specif-
ics on who is captured when there is a change in 
shareholder control. 
 Now, what we are doing with the proposed 
amendments is to formalise a variance in treatment 
with respect to private and public insurers. Consent 
has to be obtained from the Authority within the rele-
vant private company context, while only notice of 
changes in shareholder control are required to be filed 
with the Authority where it is a public company. 
 The responsibility for notifying the Authority of 
increases in control has been placed on the individual 
controller, and such notification must be made to the 
Authority if a qualifying shareholder becomes a 10 per 
cent, 20 per cent, 30 per cent, or 50 per cent share-
holder in all cases. And this notification requirement is 
strengthened in this amendment, as it is an offence 
not to provide the Authority with the requisite notice 
regarding such changes. 
 Note, Mr. Speaker, this offence does not ap-
ply to designated insurers. Now, the notification of the 
Authority with respect to changes of controllers has to 
also be filed in terms of subject to specific conditions. 
And there are also specific provisions for reporting 
changes of shareholder controllers for captives, and 
insurance managers, agents, and brokers. That is 
more streamlined because of the nature of their busi-
ness. This goes back, again, Mr. Speaker, to the idea 
of risk-based supervision.  

For instance, if I am giving a speech as a min-
ister of the church, I may make a different speech if I 
am only talking to five people in the congregation as 
opposed to if I am talking to 250 people. You are tai-
loring your message, you are tailoring your regime 
based on the particular nature of the entity you are 
speaking to or that you are regulating. 
 Mr. Speaker, you will see that there are also 
proposed amendments to address changes to insur-
ers’ or insurance groups’ risk profile that may be clas-
sified as material—that means significant—and as a 
result, requiring notice to the Authority. 
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 Mr. Speaker, you will have noted that the Bill 
also identifies changes that will be classified as mate-
rial for the purposes of the Act, and it will include 
transfers of insurance business in specific cases, 
amalgamations, and choosing to engage in unrelated 
retail business. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, the proposed amendments 
are consistent with the standards that have been es-
tablished by the International Association of Insurance 
Supervisors, and also consistent with the advice pro-
vided to the European Commission by the Committee 
of European Insurers and Occupational Pension Su-
pervisors. And certainly, Mr. Speaker, a notification 
process has been identified and offences for non-
compliance. 
 Now, what about enforcement? because we 
have all these changes, and we also say that this has 
to do that. So what happens if they do not? Well, in 
this Bill, we also address enforcement. So you will 
see, Mr. Speaker, there is actually a new section that 
has been introduced. And do you know why, Mr. 
Speaker? It is to allow the Authority to issue directions 
to the designated insurer regarding actions to be 
taken to protect—to protect—the interests of policy-
holders and potential policyholders. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, in order to make this hap-
pen, we have had to make some changes in our in-
surance returns and solvency regulations. Mr. 
Speaker, you have anticipated this because you will 
recall that we dealt with this earlier on, where we 
talked about the minimum margin of solvency for gen-
eral and insurers carrying on long-term business. And 
you will see, Mr. Speaker, that we also have inserted 
a new Schedule to set out how to determine minimum 
margins of solvency for insurers carrying on long-term 
business. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, this Bill has really a number 
of elements that make it interesting, and a number of 
elements that help to enhance the system of checks 
and balances. 

Mr. Speaker, as always, one has to acknowl-
edge and appreciate the hard work and diligence of 
those who have been working and toiling in the 
trenches. And in particular, Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to talk to this about the technical officers at the Ber-
muda Monetary Authority, those who are also at the 
Ministry of Finance, and, of course, those in the Attor-
ney General’s Chambers. And of course, as an addi-
tion, there is always the relationship with the industry. 
 So this has all been part and parcel of getting 
us to this stage where we are in a position to make 
these changes which are, I think, going to be invalu-
able in helping to, I suppose, further augment what we 
have bearing in mind always the importance of appro-
priateness and also of the delicate balance. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier, the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member from Devonshire North 
West. 
 Just before I call on the next speaker, I just 
wish to acknowledge in the gallery students from S4, 
Berkeley Institute. They are here with their teacher Mr. 
Owen Darrell. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Also, we have in the visitors gallery 
students from M2, Sandys. They are here with their 
instructor Dr. Glenn Bascome. 
 We welcome you. We hope you find the pro-
ceedings informative and, I hope, enjoyable. I nor-
mally say “exciting,” but I am not going to use that 
word today. But we hope that you find it enjoyable as 
you see your Parliamentarians working on your be-
half. 
 Thank you, and welcome. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. Richards, from Devonshire East, Shadow Minister 
of Finance. 
 Mr. Richards, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, it is 
exciting for some! 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Informative, but per-
haps not exciting. Yes. I guess for those of us who are 
(and that would not include me) in the insurance busi-
ness, this might be considered exciting. 
 Let me say, Mr. Speaker, that we do not have 
any objection to this piece of legislation. I understand 
that in reference to my speech of before lunch, that 
this is one of those regulatory initiatives that I think 
has been done—if not initiated by the sector itself— 
certainly it has been done in concert with the insur-
ance sector. And in that respect, I think if they have—
and I understand that they have—said that this is in 
keeping with the world that we live in, then it is not the 
sort of thing that I was talking about earlier, where I 
think we are reaching the line where we are regulating 
ourselves into oblivion. 
 There is quite a bit in the Premier’s presenta-
tion about solvency ratios, et cetera, and I am not sure 
that people in the public understand what those are. 
There is a lot of talk about solvency in finance gener-
ally, in insurance in particular. But in all financial insti-
tutions, they keep your money for payment later. And 
banks . . . you know, you put your deposit in and then, 
hopefully, you will get it back when you want it. 
 
The Speaker: Having enough to pay. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. In in-
surance, you pay your premium and then when there 
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is a claim, hopefully they will have the money when 
you make that claim. 
 Well, their ability to pay you has a whole lot to 
do with the balance between how much they keep in 
cash and how much they do not. And that relationship 
between capital and risk is called the solvency ratio. 
So, I know there is a lot to do with solvency in insur-
ance and in banking and lots of other things. 

One of the problems that the world financial 
system has had in the past two years has been the 
fact that those institutions that everybody thought 
were very solvent turned out not to be. So we have to 
definitely keep a close eye, as a quality jurisdiction—
financial jurisdiction—on not only the solvency of insti-
tutions under our care, but also on the liquidity of the 
institutions under our care, so that . . . if the Premier 
did not mention it this time she mentioned it this morn-
ing. These have to do with the reputation of Bermuda 
as a quality financial jurisdiction. So there is a reputa-
tional risk at stake for us. And, of course, that reputa-
tion is crucial to us developing this business further. 

The comments on group supervision that the 
Premier mentioned are also important. Almost all of 
these companies operate in many countries. Multina-
tional companies are the norm these days. So, it is 
very important that the Monetary Authority have the 
ability to reach further than just the shores of Bermuda 
to get information that is required. So I think that is 
very crucial. 

I think this is sort of bringing the life insurance 
area into line, into the sort of supervisory thinking that 
is already pervasive in the property, casualty, and in 
the liability insurance areas. Quite frankly, in many 
respects the long-term business companies have a 
higher risk profile than they do in short-term business. 
So, we do not find anything objectionable to this legis-
lation. 

And to that respect, I will take my seat. Thank 
you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Honour-
able Member from Devonshire East, Shadow Minister 
of Finance. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. Gib-
bons, from Paget East. 
 Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I am going to start by declaring interest. I am 
involved with a number of local insurance companies, 
and I am a director and officer in some of those. 
 I am not going to go where my honourable 
colleague, Mr. Richards, went. I am going to try and 
perhaps give a little bit more of a pragmatic approach 
to it, as someone who has actually regulated it. I am 
not speaking for the companies that I am involved 
with. But I am speaking, I think, more broadly for 

some of the local insurers here because I think it is 
important. We can get sort of very grandiose up here, 
and we can talk about international and all the rest of 
it. But at the end of the day, there is a reasonably sig-
nificant local, domestic insurance market here. And 
some of those local insurers, indeed, are in other ju-
risdictions as well. 
 Let me start by saying that the move to take 
long-term insurers and put that into a number of dif-
ferent sub-groups A through E, as my honourable col-
league, Mr. Richards, said, is certainly something that 
we on this side of the House support. It makes sense. 
It reflects, as both the Honourable Member, the Fi-
nance Minister, and my colleague said—it reflects a 
more appropriate approach to regulation, based on 
the risk and the size and the complexity of the busi-
nesses involved. 
 So, it simply continues a long-term trend that 
started a number of years ago when Bermuda took a 
more risk-based approach to things and started to 
break down the different types of insurance compa-
nies into classes, from a Class 1 wholly owned captive 
up to what is now a Class 4, very large, heavily capi-
talised property catastrophe company. 
 The observation that I am going to make is 
that I think the Bermuda Monetary Authority and, in-
deed, the Government, need to have a look at those 
four classes again. And I think, particularly, I am talk-
ing about Classes 1 through 4 now—not the long-term 
insurers, which have now been broken from one class 
down to five. But I think specifically of Class 3, which 
has been sub-divided into Class 3As and Class 3Bs—
the observation I am going to make to the BMA is that 
that is not a sufficient number of classes. 

Within a 3B class you could have a company 
like the American International Group that was a 3B 
here—very large, very complicated entities. You could 
have a company—for example, a financial guaranty 
company (which I actually sit on the board of), a public 
company. It has over . . . at one point had over $200 
billion worth of par outstanding and premiums well in 
excess of $1 billion. And at the same time, you could 
have a local insurer here that may be pushing $50 
million worth of premium because it is involved in an 
area like medical, where you have premium, but lots 
of small individuals covered, more of a retail business. 
 There is a huge difference in the regulation 
and the complexity of those different types of busi-
nesses. And for all of those to fall under a 3B, I would 
submit at this point, does not make a lot of sense. So, 
I would simply go back to the point that the Honour-
able Minister of Finance made, that the regulation 
ought to be appropriate to the risks involved. And I 
would certainly suggest to both the Government and 
the BMA that they have another look at that Class 3, 
because I do not think 3As and 3Bs are sufficient to 
cover the waterfront in the same way that long-term, 
which used to be one class, is now being broken 
down into five classes. 
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 Some people will say, Well, you have got 
probably too many classes already. I do not think that 
is the case. I think the way this has evolved has sim-
ply reflected just the differences that the large number 
of different types of insurers spread across a fairly 
broad spectrum here. 
 The second issue I would like to get onto—
and again, some observations—is this issue of group 
supervision. In theory, it looks very good, obviously 
from the perspective of larger companies here. Par-
ticularly in the international sector, that have a number 
of different subsidiaries in multiple countries around 
the world, you need to be able to pick out sort of a 
lead supervisor. You need to be able to figure out, you 
know, who is really . . . where the principal, I guess, 
mind in management is, and try and . . . in order to 
reduce this overall systemic risk, need to be able to 
have someone who is looking at it. 
 What concerns me is the practical aspects of 
this, because I think this whole issue of group super-
vision is still very much in its infancy. Again, I come 
back to a number of the domestic insurers here who 
have, in some cases for a number of years, been 
overseas in different jurisdictions. We are talking 
about jurisdictions that in some respects may be so-
phisticated or may not be as sophisticated as Ber-
muda. 

But you have a situation where you may have 
the principal insurer here, a subsidiary in a place like 
Cayman or the Bahamas or, let us say, the British Vir-
gin Islands where you have got another regulator 
there. And I am not sure at this point that the commu-
nication between these regulators is probably, should 
we say, as greased as it should be. As a conse-
quence, what you find with group supervision . . . what 
worries me is that you will find that what you are really 
calling group supervision is really double jeopardy. 

You have got to deal with both regulators. 
They are both requesting information, which is obvi-
ously their right and purpose to do so. But until, I 
think, we get a little bit more coordination, it could be 
that many companies, particularly those who at least 
were domestic but have now branches overseas, will 
be seeing not just a supervisor here and a supervisor 
there, but a supervisor in both places who is trying to 
figure out what the overall group is doing. 
 It is going to make it more complicated, more 
expensive, and, indeed, as we will see a little bit later, 
the regulators will feel they are entitled to charge lar-
ger fees because they have got to deal with a group 
as well. And those fees are but a fraction of what it 
costs companies to actually be in compliance with a 
lot of this regulatory information and these demands. 
 Again, I reinforce the fact, as my honourable 
colleague, Mr. Richards, said, that we are not object-
ing to this. But what we are simply saying here—at 
least, certainly, I am, from a practical perspective in 
terms of what I have seen—[is that] there needs to be 
some appreciation that as this stuff evolves—and it 

certainly is evolving fairly quickly—that the regulator 
understands the business requirements and the busi-
ness constraints of what in many cases are smaller, 
local companies here, compared to very large, heavily 
capitalised and exceedingly complex international 
businesses here, which may exist in multiple jurisdic-
tions and maybe all 50 states in the United States. 
 I think there are a number of issues that still 
need to be worked out here, because the word “con-
sistency,” which the Honourable Member, the Pre-
mier, Minister of Finance, used, I do not think it is 
quite there yet. Because in the experience of some of 
the local insurers, what we find is that there are differ-
ent demands depending on which jurisdiction you may 
be in. Bermuda may be ahead in some cases in terms 
of what they are required, from a compliance perspec-
tive; they may be behind in other places. 

So, it is still a moving target. It is difficult. It is 
complex. And at the end of the day, what I think most 
of us are concerned about is [that] we are in a com-
petitive business here and when your regulatory fees 
go up, when your cost of compliance goes up, it 
means that your margins and, indeed, if there is 
profit—sometimes there is not for insurers, because 
sometimes they have a very bad year—that is being 
squeezed. And what it means is that when Govern-
ment comes from a different direction and says, In-
surers have got to keep their fees down, what it 
means is that that is more difficult to do when these 
compliance costs and certainly these regulatory and 
annual fee costs go up, as we will see later, rather 
exponentially here. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons, the Honour-
able Member from Paget East. 
 Any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. Madam Premier has the 
right to reply. 
 Madam Premier? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, there are not many comments 
that I need to make. I think everybody recognises that 
you are painting the bus while the bus is moving. And 
you are trying to make sure that there are no acci-
dents. And by “accidents,” I mean casualties of com-
merce with our environment, with our reputation, and 
with our companies. 
 Certainly, the independent regulator, the Ber-
muda Monetary Authority, is very well aware of the 
importance of risk-based supervision. And you will 
recall, Mr. Speaker, that last year we came before you 
and made further stratifications with regard to the 
Class 3s. I do not think the Bermuda Monetary Au-
thority has a closed or cloistered approach, and they 
are very sensitive to commercial realities. 
 I think, Mr. Speaker, if you had had the time to 
even listen to the speech by Mr. Karel Van Hulle, who 
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was here, I think that many of the questions even in 
the panel discussion and the issues that were raised 
by the regulator was the fact that there has to be a 
different approach when you are dealing with captives 
and when you are dealing with those that are smaller 
and even medium-size, who are not captives but in-
surance companies, that the European Union and 
others cannot just see the world through one prism. 
That is the benefit of them coming to Bermuda and 
actually getting to go and see some of our companies, 
because we are well aware that you cannot have a 
one-size-fits-all approach. 
 I have no doubt that as this area continues to 
evolve our regime will be sensitive to the inherent 
challenges of making sure that we continue to protect 
the interests of local business and international busi-
ness who are on our shores, as well as also meet the 
challenge of a very demanding and evolving competi-
tive regulatory landscape. 
 So I think the points made are all points that 
are fully appreciated and understood by the inde-
pendent regulator, as well as the Government. 
 With those comments, I certainly would like to 
move into Committee. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 Would the Honourable Member from Pem-
broke Central, Mr. W. Perinchief, the Deputy Speaker, 
please come and take the chair of committee? 
 

House in Committee at 2:44 pm 
 
[Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief, Chairman] 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

INSURANCE AMENDMENT (NO. 3) ACT 2010 
 
The Chairman: The House is now in Committee. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Chairman, we have 32 
clauses. To be sensitive and courteous to my col-
leagues I will break, probably, at, say, clause 16. That 
gives people a chance to have a break in terms of 
change of voice too. 
 So, Mr. Chairman, let me move clauses 1 to 
16. Yes? 
 
The Chairman: Yes, Minister. So moved, clauses 1 to 
16. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you. 
 Mr. Chairman, clause 1, clearly, it is the short 
title and states that the Act may be known as the In-
surance Amendment (No. 3) Act 2010. 

Clause 2 amends section 1 of the Act, which 
is dealing with the definition clause. It certainly makes 
a consequential amendment to the definition of “avail-
able statutory capital and surplus.” And it inserts a 
definition for the new classes of long-term business 
introduced under clause 5.  

It also inserts a definition for “minimum margin 
of solvency” and for “eligible capital.” It also makes 
some consequential amendments on the renaming of 
“Orders” to “Rules.” So we are changing from referring 
to “Orders,” and we are inserting “Rules” in substitu-
tion. Since this is the definitions clause we have to 
make that consequential change here. 

In clause 3 we are amending section 2A to ex-
tend the scope of statement of principles to the giving 
of directions under proposed section 32A. 

Clause 4 amends section 4 of the Act and 
makes provision for consequential upon the reclassifi-
cation of long-term insurers and provides for the regis-
tration of new classes of long-term business. And 
these are known as Classes A, B, C, D, and E insur-
ers. 

In clause 5, Mr. Chairman, we are providing 
by the insertion of 4EA to 4EF the criteria for deter-
mining the new classes of long-term business and for 
the registration of insurers carrying on such business 
under the appropriate class. 

Clause 6 amends section 4F, and it makes 
provision for a definition of “segregated accounts” and 
“total assets.” 

Clause 7 amends section 6 of the Act by sub-
stituting a new heading for the section that better re-
flects the effect of the section and by making provision 
for a minimum margin of solvency and available statu-
tory capital and surplus to be met by certain classes of 
insurers as a condition of registration. 

Clause 8 amends section 6A to expand the 
scope of the Authority’s powers to prescribe prudential 
standards to include standards or an eligible capital 
and to substitute “Rules” for “Orders.” 

Clause 9 makes general amendments to sec-
tion 6A, 6B, and 6C. Again, Mr. Chairman, it substi-
tutes the word “Rules” for “Orders.” 

Clause 10 amends section 7, and it provides 
consequential on the classification or reclassification 
of long-term insurers. It also makes a provision for the 
minimum paid-up capital for each class. It also pro-
vides that where an insurer is registered in two 
classes, it requires that the minimum capital must be 
the aggregate amount of the minimum capital re-
quirement for each class. 

Clause 11 certainly amends section 8A by ex-
tending the scope of the obligations of the principal 
representative to report material changes within the 
meaning of the new definition set out in the proposed 
section 30JA to all insurers for which they act. It is not 
just limited to Class 4 insurers, which is the current 
position. 
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Clause 12 amends section 8B to make provi-
sion for the application of that section to an actuary of 
an insurance group and by substituting, again, the 
word “Rules” for “Orders.” 

Clause 13 amends section 14(4) by extending 
the scope of 50 per cent remission of the fee to 
Classes C, D, and E insurers. 

Clause 14 amends section 16, which requires 
insurers to appoint auditors approved by the Authority 
by extending its application to auditors of insurance 
groups. 

Clause 15 amends section 16A, and that re-
quires approved auditors of insurance companies to 
notify the authority of certain matters by extending its 
application to auditors of insurance groups. 

I am coming to the break clause, which is 
clause 16, and that amends section 17(4) by providing 
for sections consequential to the reclassification of 
long-term insurers. 

So those are clauses 1 through 16, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Does any Member wish to speak to 
clauses 1 through 16 of the Insurance Amendment 
(No. 3) Act, 2010? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. 
Grant Gibbons. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, thank 
you, Mr. Chairman. 
 Mr. Chairman, clause 2, “eligible capital.” I 
understand that the inclusion of this will now allow the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority to prescribe, or the Gov-
ernment to prescribe, what that is. Has that actually 
been done yet? Is there a more detailed description of 
what “eligible capital” means? I am assuming that this 
is very akin to what you see, for example, in the 
United States where you have admissible capital, 
where certain things are admissible—and as capital, 
to be able to demonstrate capital adequacy—and 
other things are not. Or they may be discounted by 50 
per cent because they may not be, for example, a 
class of security, which is sufficient to have—like a 
Treasury bond, to be clearly there when you need it. 
 Anyway, the question I am asking is, essen-
tially, when is the prescription for “eligible capital” go-
ing to come? Is that kind of in the works? Or is that 
underway? 
 I have a question, actually, about clause 10 
here, which amends section 7 of the principal Act. I 
note that under clause 10 here, we are deleting para-
graphs (b), (c), and (e). I notice in the principal Act 
that section 7(e) actually includes Class 4 insurer, but 
it does not appear . . . it does not get added back in. 
Was that intentional, or should there have been an 
addition of Class 4 at some point under the new inser-
tions here? Because it takes out . . . Under 7(e), it 
says, “as a Class 4 insurer and as a long-term insurer 
is $1,250,000.” The question I am asking is . . . Class 

4 does not reappear. So, has that been left out inten-
tionally and that appears somewhere else, or not? 
 I think those were my questions up to clause 
16. Yes. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Insurance Amendment (No. 3) Act clauses 1 through 
16? 
 All right. Since you do not, I will then call on 
the Minister to provide answers to the questions that 
Dr. Gibbons raised. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Chairman, when we did the 
Bill I think . . . or did something, I think, which dealt 
with the Bermuda statutory DSCR [Debt Service Cov-
erage Ratio], that gave a guiding principle and also, 
the Honourable Member . . . I would be happy (if he 
does not have) to provide the insurance solvency 
framework and it is probably also on the website. It 
has a whole section on a number of the issues, par-
ticularly also singles out, talks about eligible capital. 
So that gives signposts for him. 
 But, certainly, the Rules are currently now 
being drafted and will be published in the New Year. 
But in the interim there is a very detailed booklet 
which I can, you know, happily provide, or he can pull 
down off the website for the BMA. It sets out capital 
adequacy and the thinking, and also talks specifically 
about “eligible capital.” But the Rules, which are much 
more, I guess, are going to be a little more tightly 
framed, are currently being drafted and will be pub-
lished in the New Year. 
 With regard to the point he raised about 
clause 4, I believe he will see it is caught back when 
he looks at clause 11. (Is somebody trying to get my 
attention?) But when he looks at clause 11—I do not 
think it was left out, because I think it is picked up 
again where they talk about clause 11 extends this 
scope, but it also says it is not just limited to Class 4 
insurers. 
 But let me also take advice at some stage, 
because I do not want to misdirect you inadvertently. 
 
The Chairman: Yes, Minister. Thank you very much. 
 Dr. Gibbons, did you have any further ques-
tions on these clauses? Or are those answers ade-
quate for the time? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons:  
 
The Chairman: Thank you very much. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to 
clauses 1 through 16? 
 If not, I will ask the Minister, do you wish to 
move the Preamble at this time, clauses 1 through 16, 
or do you wish to continue? 
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[Inaudible interjection] 
  
The Chairman: From clause 17 until clause 32. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I suspect, Mr. Chairman, you do 
not wish me to continue. But I had better do that. 
 
The Chairman: I wish you to do that. Continue. Thank 
you. Thank you, Minister. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: And, Mr. Chairman, let me . . . 
This is unlike me; I tend to be too wordy. I think this is 
maybe erring on the side of being too limited. But if I 
can just revisit for the Opposition spokesman, Dr. 
Gibbons, in section 7, Class 4 is only . . . does not 
appear, and it is only under (d), and long-term dealt 
with differently and dropped. 
 Does that help? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: A little bit. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Okay. Well, we will get some fur-
ther explanation for you. 
 
The Chairman: Minister, before we move on, clauses 
1 to 16. Are they approved? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Chairman: All those in favour of clauses 1 to 16 
say Aye. 

Those opposed say No. 
 The Ayes have it. 
 
AYES. 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 16 passed.] 
 
The Chairman: Minister, will you continue with 
clauses 17 through 32? Clauses 1 through 16 are ap-
proved. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I will. 
 Clause 17, Mr. Chairman, amends section 
17A, and that requires insurers to prepare additional 
financial statements such as the . . . according to 
general accounting principles, or IFRS [International 
Reporting Standards], by making provisions for ex-
tending its application to Class 3B insurers. 
 Clause 18 amends section 18A(2) which im-
poses penalties for failing to file statutory statements 
and returns by making provision for extending its ap-
plication to new classes of long-term insurers, Classes 
A and B, and Class 3B insurers. It also substitutes 
“Rules” for “Orders.” 

 Clause 19 amends section 18C, which im-
poses an obligation on insurers to keep records in 
Bermuda and by making provision for extending its 
application to Class 3A, Class 3B, special-purpose 
insurers, Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, and 
Class E insurers. 
 Clause 20 makes provision for the Authority to 
include specified entities within group supervision. 
This would enable the Authority to add a new entity 
within the scope of group supervision that was not 
previously so included in circumstances where the 
financial operations of a company have a material im-
pact on group operations, and where its inclusion 
would be appropriate. 
 Clause 21 amends section 27F. This makes 
provision for the rules to require financial statements 
to be in the English language and for currency in such 
statements to be as specified by the Authority. Provi-
sion is also made to extend the scope of section 6C of 
the Act and to rules made under this section. 
 Clause 22 repeals and replaces section 30D 
by making provision for shareholder controllers of pri-
vate companies to notify the Authority of new or in-
creased control. 
 Clause 23 adds a new section 30E, which 
makes provision for shareholder controllers of private 
companies to notify the Authority of a change in con-
trol. Unlike the provisions on notification of change in 
shareholder control in a private company, no provision 
is made for the Authority to object to a change of con-
trol in a public company. 
 Clause 24 amends section 30G to make pro-
vision for an offence of not complying with the re-
quirement to give notice under section 30E(2) of 
change in shareholder control. 
 Clause 25 repeals and replaces section 30J 
by making provision for insurers to notify the Authority 
of change of controllers. It also makes provision for an 
insurer and a designated insurer to notify the Authority 
of any change of officers of the insurer or any mem-
bers of the group within 45 days of the event. 
 Clause 26 adds a new section 30JA which 
makes provision for insurers and designated insurers 
to notify the Authority of material changes and pro-
posed section 30JA specifies the measures that are 
considered to be material changes. 
 Clause 27 amends section 31A by making 
provision to extend the scope of reporting particulars 
on failure to meet solvency requirements to Class C, 
Class D, and Class E insurers. 
 Clause 28 amends section 31C, and it im-
poses restrictions on reductions of capital. 
 Clause 29 inserts a new section 32A. This 
makes provision for the Authority to issue directions to 
a designated insurer who, in the opinion of the Author-
ity, is in breach of any provisions of the Act and, 
again, Orders or Rules applicable to it. 
 Clause 30 amends section 44A to make pro-
vision for appeals against the decisions of the Author-
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ity to object to material change under the proposed 
section 30JC. 
 Clause 31 makes provision for transitional 
arrangements in relation to long-term insurance and it 
requires long-term insurers to apply to the Authority to 
be reclassified in the appropriate new classes of long-
term business. 
 Clause 32 makes consequential amendments 
to the Insurance Returns and Solvency Regulations 
1980, which are set out in the Schedule to the Bill. 
 Clause 33 appoints 31st December of this year 
[2010] as the date of commencement of the Act. 
 And the Schedule, if I may, Mr. Chairman? 
 
The Chairman: Yes. Yes, Minister. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: It makes provision for conse-
quential amendments to Regulations 9, 10, and 12 of 
the Insurance Returns and Solvency Regulations 
[1980]. 
 So that is it, Mr. Chairman, in terms of the 
scope of the clauses and the changes. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister of Finance. 
 Does any Member wish to speak to clauses 
16 through to 32, including the Schedule? 
 I recognise the Honourable Dr. Gibbons. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. Thank 
you, Mr. Chairman. 
 I am looking at clause 26, and the issue of, 
essentially, notifying the regulator of significant or of 
material changes here. 
 It gets fairly complicated because it depends 
on whether you are a designated insurer or not. And I 
guess it also depends, to some degree, on what the 
regulator, the BMA, has decided to include within the 
group and what it has not. Again, this is going to, I 
think, require some working through, I think from a 
practical perspective. And I hope there has been 
some consultation with the industry on this, because 
sometimes these material changes that you want to 
have happen, for example, an acquisition or an amal-
gamation happen pretty quickly, but if you have to tell 
the regulator and you are not sure whether your regu-
lator is going to be, for example, the BMA, because 
you are a designated firm, or whether you have a 
company in another location or jurisdiction, whether 
that regulator is the one that you need to speak to.  

And then you have timelines here, and you 
have got the opportunity for the BMA or the other 
regulator, perhaps, to come back and say, Sorry. We 
have an objection to this. All of this is going to make 
life, I think, much more complicated. So I guess I am 
really pointing that out. 
 The question I have is, Has there been much 
consultation on this particular provision? Obviously, 
Honourable Members here only had a week to look at 
this stuff, because we just got it last Friday. And I think 

we are trying to do our best here. But I am concerned 
as to whether there has been sufficient consultation 
with the industry on this. 
 The last point I have is a very minor one. But 
at the top of page 15 under sub-paragraph (3), there 
is a typo. The words “immediately” and “before” have 
been joined together. So the drafts people may want 
to just fix that before it goes to the Senate. 
 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Right. Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Insurance Amendment (No. 3) Act 2010, clauses 17 to 
32, and including the Schedule? 
 No other Member wishes to ask questions? 
Then I will call on the Minister to give response. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Chairman, I think [there are] 
a couple of points I want to make. I think the Honour-
able Member who just took his seat is correct that you 
do have to have it in order for it to work best so you do 
not handcuff industry. You do have to see, I think, 
speedy responses. 
 The industry . . . the BMA as the independent 
regulator has certainly primed to that. I think the one 
comment I have heard from some of the Members of 
the BMA at the senior level, when they have spoken 
as to the areas where they found some challenges, is 
the fact that they have been going out for the last 
couple of years or so on regulatory colleges, and that 
supervisory colleges can sometimes be slower going 
than they would like. 

I would certainly invite Honourable Members, 
where there are connections and where there are 
businesses which they know are operating in different 
jurisdictions, because the power of the dollar certainly 
can be persuasive, to encourage their regulators in 
other areas to be much more responsive. Because 
part of it . . . and they will be the beneficiaries of that 
closer relationship because, while the BMA has been 
aggressive in seeking to foster much closer relation-
ships with a number of the other jurisdictions and the 
regulators in other jurisdictions, you cannot always 
force . . . it is not something you can hold a shotgun to 
somebody’s head. (Forgive that analogy.) 
 So I think there is also persuasive power by 
those commercial entities which have supervisors in 
other jurisdictions. 
 With regard to consultation, certainly the con-
sultation has been lengthy. That is one of the reasons 
probably, unfortunately, that Honourable Members 
have paid the price of that because you wanted to 
make sure that the i’s were dotted and the t’s were 
crossed, so you did not want to come precipitously to 
the House before you had done all that you needed to 
do in terms of this legislation, given also the fact that 
you did not want Honourable Members to be neces-
sarily working up until Christmas Eve. 
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 Clause 26 does deal with material change. 
And it certainly is recognising that there was a mini-
mum list of changes that we were—not we, because 
this was written by the BMA—that they were able to 
identify and get agreement on. 
 But main issue, recognising the commercial 
realities, recognising the challenges, recognising the 
speed for the BMA to act, and recognising that there 
is going to be leverage that independent companies 
can maybe exert on jurisdictions in their area, and, 
obviously, recognising that there has been lengthy 
consultation on this provision. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Right. 
 Minister, do you wish to move the Preamble to 
the Insurance Amendment (No. 3) Act 2010? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: If there are no other questions. 
 
The Chairman: With clauses 1 through 33 and includ-
ing the Schedule? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: I would be very happy to do that, 
and move the Preamble and all of those. 
 
The Chairman: Those in favour of the motion, say 
Aye. 

Those against, say Nay. 
 
AYES. 
 
The Chairman: The Ayes have it. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 17 through 33, the Schedule 
and the Preamble passed.] 
 
The Chairman: Do you wish for the Bill to be reported 
to the House? Those in favour, say Aye. 
 Those against, say No. 
 
AYES. 
 
The Chairman: The Ayes have it. 
 The Bill is reported to the House without 
amendment. 
 
[Motion carried: The Insurance Amendment (No. 3) 
Act, 2010, was considered by a Committee of the 
whole House, approved without amendment and will 
be reported to the House.] 
 

House resumed at 3:09 pm 
 

[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT ON BILL 
 

INSURANCE AMENDMENT (NO. 3) ACT 2010 
 
The Speaker: Is there any objection to the Report of 
the Committee as printed? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: We will move to the next Order. The 
next Order is Order No. 7, Second Reading, Bermuda 
Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) Amendment 
Act, 2010, in the name of the Honourable and 
Learned Member, the Premier. 
 Madam Premier, you have the floor. 
 

SECOND READING 
 

BERMUDA MONETARY AUTHORITY (REGULA-
TORY FEES) AMENDMENT ACT 2010 

 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would now like to move that the Bill entitled 
the Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) 
Amendment Act, 2010, be now read the second time 
and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, we intend to provide for some 
fee adjustments to cover those entities that are li-
censed or exempted under the various regulatory acts 
and those that are registered under the Proceeds of 
Crime (Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Fi-
nancing Supervision and Enforcement) Act, 2008. 
 Mr. Speaker, the independent regulator—the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority—has certainly to deal 
with the issues of enhancing its supervisory regime 
significantly to meet rapidly changing global stan-
dards. In 2009, this meant preparing for and imple-
menting the provisions of the Basel II regulatory 
framework for banking entities. And for the period 
2010 and beyond, this will mean continuing enhance-
ments to the Authority’s risk-based insurance regime 
to be consistent with standards of best practice for 
insurance supervision. 
 Bermuda’s evolving insurance regulation will 
be both proportionate and appropriate, and affects all 
classes of insurance entity. Now the Authority is 
committed to continuing to run its affairs efficiently so 
as to keep the financial burden on regulated firms as 
low as possible. But further increases in resources 
remain necessary if the Authority is to achieve its ob-

http://www.bermudalaws.bm/Laws/Annual%20Laws/2010/Acts/Bermuda%20Monetary%20Authority%20(Regulatory%20Fees)%20Amendment%20Act%202010.pdf
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jectives and continue to play its key role as independ-
ent regulator. 
 To this end, the Authority is continuing to as-
sess the cost of regulation and to develop an appro-
priate fee schedule which reflects the complexities 
which it is now facing. And certainly, Mr. Speaker, this 
is an evolving process. 
 The Bill also includes the introduction of the 
power for the Authority to charge penalty fees for fail-
ure to pay the annual fee on a timely basis and to re-
cover such fees if required as a civil debt in any court 
of competent jurisdiction. It is important that fees are 
paid on a timely basis, and this measure will hopefully 
be an incentive for timely payment of fees by all regis-
tered entities. 
 The sensitivity to fee increases is particularly 
acute during this time. Certainly, the impact they can 
have on Bermuda’s competitiveness is an issue that 
the Authority is cognisant of. And they anticipate fund-
ing a portion of its operations using deficit financing 
again in 2011, so allowing for fee adjustments to lower 
levels than otherwise would be required. 
 Mr. Speaker, there is an amendment to the 
Act to allow the Authority to impose an increased 
penalty fee for the late payment of specific fees, which 
include the registration fee of a registered insurer. The 
penalty fee will be charged at 10 per cent of the pre-
scribed fee for each month that the fee is outstanding. 

The Bill also includes further amendments 
that certainly take account of the increased fees that 
the regulatory authority has to levy in order to meet 
the cost of regulation. But certainly, being sensitive to 
the nature, scale and complexity of the relationship, 
there has been some additional flexibility that has 
been embedded into the Bill. And what this does, Mr. 
Speaker, is to provide an element which allows the 
Authority to direct that the annual fees payable by any 
of those institutions be reduced by such amount as 
the Authority considers appropriate in relation to that 
insurer and the level of regulation required. This is 
especially relevant for certain Classes, which pres-
ently cover a wide range of businesses. 

This was, I think, alluded to in an earlier de-
bate, Mr. Speaker, because it is . . . certainly, one of 
the examples would be in the Class 3As. This provi-
sion also allows the Authority to address the different 
levels of regulation resources required and to adjust 
the fees accordingly. 

Mr. Speaker, there is also a provision in this 
amendment Bill that allows for the Authority to charge 
fees with respect to insurance groups where it serves 
as the group supervisor. The idea of group-wide su-
pervision is seen as a critical element of effective 
governance and risk management. In addition, group 
supervision must be adopted within our insurance 
regulatory regime in order to obtain the European 
equivalence. 

A number of factors underscore the need for 
at least one supervisor to have a comprehensive un-

derstanding of a particular insurance group, and this 
increased capability will require additional resources. 
The Authority is currently expending significant re-
sources to build on its expertise and develop its poli-
cies and procedures to regulate groups. And it is an-
ticipating it will act as group-wide supervisor—which is 
also another reference to what is home supervisor—
for at least 20 internationally active insurers. And the 
increase in fees will be used to recover the costs as-
sociated with the expanding role. 

There is also a reference, Mr. Speaker, to 
changes in terms which actually annex the fee in-
creases. And, except for licensed insurers, as all li-
censed institutions will see an increase of their annual 
fees by 5 per cent in 2011 . . . but for banks and other 
deposit-taking institutions, the Bill proposes to in-
crease by 5 per cent both the annual fee levied under 
section 16 of the Banks and Deposit Companies Act 
and the separate annual fee levied under section 3 of 
the Banks and Deposit Companies (Fees) Act 1975. 

The schedule of fees has a new fee intro-
duced to deal with the domestic market. And Ber-
muda’s domestic insurance market requires additional 
regulatory supervision, given the local systemic risks 
inherent in this sector as compared to the international 
long-term entities. The Authority is committed to en-
hancing consumer-awareness initiatives in this sector, 
as well as to explore the options for a policyholder 
protection scheme for the Bermuda market. 

An annual fee of $25,000 is proposed in addi-
tion to the annual business fee levied against all do-
mestic insurers. Levying this fee directly to the domes-
tic insurers will allow those initiatives, which I have 
referred to, to be started, and it is consistent with the 
Authority’s policy of matching the cost of regulation 
with the commensurate level of fees. 

It is proposed that the due dates for annual 
fees, as set out in the Banks and Deposit Companies 
Act and the Money Service Business Regulations and 
the Investment Funds Act and the Investment Busi-
ness Act be changed to 31st March, from 30th of April. 
And the Authority intends to implement the proposals 
to allow all 2011 annual fees to be collected by 31st 
March 2011. This change in the deadline for payment 
of fees to March 31st aligns with the due date under 
the Insurance Act and allows the Bermuda Monetary 
Authority to introduce efficiencies in managing the 
billing processes of the Authority. 

There is, Mr. Speaker, an amendment which I 
have already circulated and will address during the 
committee stage in terms of the Schedule and the ref-
erence to that. 

Again, asking people for money is never easy. 
But again, those who have certainly been active in 
helping to facilitate this process are the technical offi-
cers at the Bermuda Monetary Authority and those 
within the Ministry of Finance and, of course, drafting 
has been helped by the Attorney General’s Cham-
bers. 
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Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. Richards, Shadow Minister of Finance, from Dev-
onshire East. 
 Mr. Richards, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I have one or two issues with 
this legislation before us. One of the things that my 
colleague mentioned in the last piece of legislation 
that we talked about was the apparent lack of differen-
tiation in the area of Class 3 insurers. As it happens 
here, the way this legislation is structured, the in-
crease in fees to local insurance companies is set to 
rise by over 200 per cent. I will repeat that: The fees 
to local insurance companies are set to rise by over 
200 per cent. 
 Now, this is not something that is unknown to 
the Government because, as I understand it, they 
have sort of sent letters of objection to this. Now, let 
me say, Mr. Speaker, that I do not subscribe to the 
increase in fees to any entity by 200 per cent. But 
there is a significant difference to us in Bermuda be-
tween local insurance companies and exempted in-
surance companies. You know, if you increase the 
fees to local insurance companies, there are conse-
quences. And the consequences are that they will 
pass those increases on to their customers. 
 Who are their customers? We are! These in-
creases of fees are going to boomerang back on us at 
a time when this Island is in a recession. These in-
creases will boomerang on us! 
 The nature of insurance is such, Mr. Speaker, 
that it is everywhere. You buy a car; it has to be in-
sured. You have a house; it has to be insured. You 
have a pension plan; insurance companies administer 
pension plans. You know, a lot of people use life in-
surance to save for their retirement. If you have a 
business, you have to have insurance. Insurance is 
everywhere. They are sort of like lawyers. They have 
set themselves up in a situation where you cannot do 
anything without them. All right? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Well, we will reserve 
comment on that. 
 
The Speaker: Makes you sleep well at night. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Well, I mean, when 
you pay the policy you do not sleep well. 
 

[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: The point is here that 
because insurance is so pervasive in our society, 
there is no way you can escape the effects of an in-
crease in fees to local insurance companies that are 
taken right off the top. Taken right off the top! 
 So this, to me, is nonsensical, utterly nonsen-
sical, as an example of economic planning.  

Okay, you know, you want to raise some fees 
for the BMA. (And I am going to get to that later, all 
right?) But we are talking about, what are the conse-
quential costs to every man, woman, and child? You 
know, this one here goes from the courtroom to the 
classroom, Mr. Speaker, because there is virtually 
nobody that doesn’t pay insurance for something. 

You know, you can make a case about the lo-
cal insurance companies not being competitive, there 
are not enough of them, and they are too expensive. 
That is another argument! That is a whole other ar-
gument. The point is that we have these insurance 
companies that are in our lives, in our pockets, and 
they are going to be more in our pockets because of 
the action that we are talking about here today. And I 
do not think that is right. 

So, when we have a situation where the 
classes of insurance companies are not granular 
enough to identify local insurance companies and put 
them in a different category so that you can make the 
adjustment [so that] we are not charging average 
Bermudians for supervisory fees . . . that is the an-
swer to this. So this is a problem that can be solved, 
and could have been solved with a little bit more fore-
thought. But there has been none here. We just seem 
to be more interested in getting more money into the 
coffers of the Bermuda Monetary Authority.  All right? 

And while we understand that they have a lit-
tle more work to do, it is not right for us to have to put 
this thing in a situation where it affects all kinds of 
people in all kinds of ways. I mean, my colleague who 
talks about seniors, pensions, health care, it is all 
there. And we are talking about an increase in fees of 
over 200 per cent. So, you look at most of these fees, 
and a lot of them are 5 per cent there, 5 per cent 
there, you know? But hidden away in here is a mas-
sive increase, and a massive increase that will boo-
merang back to us. To me, that is totally nonsensical 
and needs to be changed. 

Now, let me say about the money going into 
the Monetary Authority. Now, we have passed quite a 
bit of legislation in recent times, having fees that go to 
the Monetary Authority. Mr. Speaker, you know, in the 
world of astrophysics they have something called a 
black hole. A black hole is something in space that 
sucks everything into it, and its gravity is so huge light 
itself cannot escape from it. You cannot tell what is in 
there. 

Well, the Bermuda Monetary Authority has 
become a black hole in Bermuda! Because all this 
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money is going in there, and the public has no idea 
what happens to it. As you will recall, Mr. Speaker, 
about a year ago I asked the Parliamentary question 
on a report where a former boss of the BMA had 
compensation of $700,000 a year! And the Minister of 
Finance refused to answer my question. 

Now, I take that to mean that, you know, this 
oft-used phrase, even today, called the independent 
regulator means that this regulator is so independent 
that it is above public scrutiny, that there is no ac-
countability! And I am afraid, Mr. Speaker, that in 
other countries that we try to mimic, that is not the 
case. You know, the Federal Reserve Board is an in-
dependent regulator, but it has got to answer to Con-
gress. The Bank of England is an independent regula-
tor, but there are committees—Parliamentary commit-
tees—that oversee the Bank of England. 

In Bermuda, we have got an independent 
regulator, and nobody in this place, no Representative 
of the people of Bermuda has a clue what is inside the 
Monetary Authority! All this money is going in there 
and, like a black hole, it disappears. We do not know. 

Now, somebody is going to say, Well, you 
know, they publish an annual report. Yes. I know they 
publish an annual report. I used to write that annual 
report. But let me tell you something, Mr. Speaker. 
You know, these Class 4 insurers, Class 3 insurers, 
Class-any insurers—they all have annual reports, 
right? They all have annual reports. But the Govern-
ment requires additional information than what is in 
those annual reports, because the Government or the 
Monetary Authority has a duty of supervision. 

So an annual report is not good enough. It is 
widely accepted that an annual report is not good 
enough for people who have to exercise some sort of 
oversight. So do not give me the jazz about the BMA 
having an annual report, and somehow that is good 
enough. It is not good enough. We have an organisa-
tion here that is sucking money out of the economy of 
Bermuda for a purpose that we all agree with. But 
there must be public oversight! 

I have to urge the Minister, and now Premier, 
that if she is not prepared to answer questions—
legitimate questions—on the Bermuda Monetary Au-
thority, that an oversight committee comprised of 
Members of this Parliament be set up to exert over-
sight powers over the Monetary Authority. That is the 
only way that this is going to work. Otherwise, the 
BMA is going to be a financial black hole, something 
in which things go in and they never come out, and we 
do not know what happens to them. 

To me, in a Parliamentary democracy this is 
just not good enough. It just is not good enough. So it 
is okay to say we have an independent regulator. But 
nobody, as we know, in 2010—whether it is a regula-
tor or whether it is a country—no one is completely 
independent. No one! You know, married folk, we 
have a regulator, and it is called our spouse! 
 

[Laughter] 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
 Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: All right? And I said 
spouse. I did not say wife, Derrick. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: We have our 
spouse. That is right. So, no one is totally independ-
ent. I really, really want to emphasise that point. So, 
we are not happy with this on that basis. 
 Now, my last point is something to do with 
actually what the Honourable Minister said when she 
made her presentation. She said that the Monetary 
Authority will exert . . . will enter into something that 
she referred to, almost en passant, as deficit financ-
ing, which means that they are going to borrow money 
because, I guess, there may be some mismatch be-
tween their expenses and when these fees are com-
ing in. Well, I guess they must have a lot of expenses 
if they are paying people $700,000 a year! 
 But anyway, the question that I had that 
comes to mind immediately on that one is, I did not 
know (and I am saying that I do not know as opposed 
to saying it is not the case) . . . I wonder whether the 
Monetary Authority has the power to borrow money. 
That is the first thing I wonder. It never occurred to me 
that the Monetary Authority would ever have to borrow 
money, but if they have to borrow money, whether 
they have the power and authority to borrow money 
on their own back, or if they have to get some sort of 
guarantee from the Government to back up said 
loans. And even if they do not have to get the guaran-
tee of the Government to back up those loans, will 
said borrowing be part of the public debt?  

Now, these are all questions that come to 
mind from that simple phrase that the Monetary Au-
thority will have to engage in deficit financing. 
 When I heard deficit financing, as an old loan 
officer all these things come to my mind. She said that 
it was never easy to extract more money out of peo-
ple. The only thing that is more difficult than extracting 
more money out of people is being the person from 
whom it is extracted. You have the extractor or the 
extractee, right? So it is a lot more difficult being the 
extractee. 
 So when you put this whole oversight issue 
into this context of lending and borrowing it becomes 
even more egregious, Mr. Speaker, even more egre-
gious that there is no oversight on the Monetary Au-
thority if they are now going to borrow money. No! It is 
not good enough. 
 There are a lot of issues that are raised. 
There are some things in Committee that I will bring 
up on some of these specific clauses but in the overall 
context of things, that, if we are going to have this in-
dependent regulator and it is going to have more 
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power, and it is going to have more money, and it is 
going to have more ability to borrow money, we need 
to be sure from the people’s perspective that we have 
answers to legitimate questions on that organisation. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Honour-
able Member from Devonshire East, Shadow Minister 
of Finance.  
 Any further Speakers?  
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, from Paget West. 
 Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin has the floor. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, as my honourable colleague has 
just alluded to with these regulatory fees amend-
ments, I think that it is important for us in this Honour-
able House to recognise that at some point in time the 
mammary glands of the cash cow are being over 
stimulated. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I do not know of 
any other way to put it in a sensitive kind of way to say 
that you can only go to the well but for so many times. 
 I think that from an insurance company per-
spective we certainly would have hoped—and may I 
declare an interest in that I do work for a Class 4 in-
surer—but when we have been subjected within the 
last two years in particular to not just an increase in 
the fee that is payable to the BMA which went up from 
$50 to $210,000 and then increased by 5 per cent the 
following year and the following year. There was a 
special assessment that was made on Class 4s to say 
that we have a bit of a shortfall in the BMA and, there-
fore, we need some more money. So there was a 
special assessment.  

And then again this past year a one-off fee 
that we approved in this Honourable House just be-
fore we went down that was payable by the end of 
September. So it is almost like they are going to the 
same well over and over and over again. 

The question that begs as a result of that atti-
tude of the BMA has got to be: How can we effectively 
run the BMA with the types of efficiencies that would 
be needed such that we do not have these exponen-
tial increases in the costs of operations? We recog-
nise, Mr. Speaker, and we have no aversion to the 
idea that in order to be on the cutting edge, and in 
order to be able to conform to international standards 
and those things that are required under Solvency II 
and all the other international eyes that are upon us in 
terms of what we do and how we do it, and equiva-
lency and all the rest of these things, we recognise the 
importance of having people in place. 

But the question has to beg: Do we have the 
right people? Are we getting the value for the money 
that we are spending? And is there any possibility that 
efficiencies can be gained so that we do not have to 
continue with these exponential, almost, in some in-
stances, extortionate types of charges that are being 
levied upon insurance companies in order to be able 
to fund the BMA and for it to keep its head above wa-
ter? 

Let us explore for a moment when the Minis-
ter indicated deficit financing. What we do not know is 
how much is perceived in this regard. We know that 
times are tough and there is only so much that you 
can ask of companies. But it would appear to me to be 
a prudent measure under the present economic cir-
cumstances to be able to say, let us hold the fees 
static for this period of time, as opposed to coming in 
again and saying we want some more money, want 
some more money, want some more money. 
 Yes we understand that regulation has to be 
manned. But I just am not convinced that the extent to 
which we continue to ask the insurance companies, in 
particular, to fund the organisation of the BMA for the 
manner in which it operates when there is very little to 
go on from an accountability perspective to come 
back to us, other than the annual report (to which my 
colleague alluded). I just come a little bit unstuck. I 
have to tell you. 
 When we look at the domestic insurers who 
are impacted by these particular fees, I think my hon-
ourable colleague said it well enough and I do not 
have to repeat it. But just to underscore the point that 
to the extent that their fees are raised we are going to 
have to pay. And it is going to just add to the inflation-
ary cost in a time when the economy does not sustain 
it and cannot support it. 
 So I have to say that the Government has to 
give thought not just in its own spending but in the 
spending of the BMA as an Authority, as an inde-
pendent to make demands of the BMA. To say that 
we cannot continue to go to the public companies and 
to come back from them to be able to fund you over 
and over and over again without everybody doing 
some belt tightening. 
 And what we are not seeing here is a sort of 
belt-tightening that might be prudent under a very tight 
economic condition under which we are presently op-
erating. It is not just local. What we are dealing with is 
a worldwide recessionary climate. But some of the 
challenges that are creating hardships locally are self-
inflicted. They are self-inflicted. 
 You know, it is one thing to say we have got a 
worldwide challenge, we have got a worldwide reces-
sion—and that is understood. We are not putting our 
heads in the sand over that issue. But we are contrib-
uting to a more difficult position—financial position—
for our people because, as a Government and now as 
a BMA, we are not tightening our own belts. And I 
think that is where we have to start. 
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 It is inexcusable to say that we can kind of put 
it in as part and parcel of the overall umbrella of re-
cession. That is not good enough. Because we have 
got to find a way—and I believe that we have the tal-
ent and the minds to be able to do it—to figure out 
how we can be more austere in tough times. 
 And I am not seeing it with this. I mean, when 
I look at, just as an example: if an accountant hap-
pened to have four or five companies in their group for 
which they have to make the payment to the BMA for 
the bills, and let us say that the BMA does not summit 
the bill, or maybe one gets lost in the mail, you see 
the four or five in front of you. You pay what you have, 
and then, for whatever reason, something slips 
through the cracks. You find that, from a BMA per-
spective, they are not going to come back to you next 
month and say that you paid forward the other one. It 
is going to just go and the payment may or may not be 
made and before you know it you are being subjected 
to a penalty of 10 percent per month. 
 Mr. Speaker, if you can show me somewhere 
where I can put some money and get a return of 10 
percent per month, you can have every dime I have in 
my account because I want those types of returns. 
 If that is not extortion I wonder what is. 
 So I think that we have got to be sensitive 
when we open our mouths and put these types of 
burdens on corporations without convincing us that 
the value for money is evident, and that we can see 
what we are getting, and that, first and foremost, we 
have attempted to have the belt-tightening exercises 
that are necessary. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, the 
Honourable Member from Paget West. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. 
 The Premier, the Honourable and Learned 
Member from Devonshire North West.  

Madam Premier, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 It is too bad that some of our young people 
have left because I think that they would have found 
this part exciting. 

I think, Mr. Speaker, notwithstanding the emo-
tion and the passion, I think that we have to be prag-
matic. And the bottom line, Mr. Speaker, is that the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority, as the independent 
regulator, has a pivotal role to play. And we have to 
look at the mischief that we are seeking to cure. 
 You can pretend and say that you will do 
nothing and you can look at what the effect would be 
on Bermuda, the Bermuda brand, the Bermuda 
model, if you did nothing and there was a problem 
from a regulatory side. Or you can decide to do some-
thing. And while the Honourable Member who speaks 
for Finance on that side can talk about the ills and the 

challenges of deficit financing, deficit financing in the 
instant case with the Bermuda Monetary Authority 
means that they are giving to industry the benefit, over 
the years, of some of their surpluses and they are go-
ing into their savings and using some of those monies 
to deflect and to reduce the cost being levied on in-
dustry. 
 It is not about borrowing. But it is going into 
the reserves so that they can ameliorate and soften 
and ease the burden on the private sector. 
 But the point is that there has been tremen-
dous consultation. Not everybody who is consulted is 
going to put up their hand and say, ‘Oh, yippie-yay; 
please levy more fees on me.’ But there is a matured 
and soluble recognition that the regulatory price and 
the regulatory prize do have to match up. And that, as 
the result, the Bermuda Monetary Authority also . . . 
because there is a lot of smoke and mirrors and 
equivocation, and misrepresentation in some cases. 
The Bermuda Monetary Authority is accountable. And 
they certainly have a board to which they are ac-
countable. And there have been meetings fostered 
and encouraged with Members of the Opposition by 
the board. 
 So this idea of hole in the corner, covert op-
erations, nothing could be further from the truth, Mr. 
Speaker—even though it makes for nice sound-bytes 
and glitz. 
 And in terms, Mr. Speaker, of tightening belts 
and measures of that nature, the BMA has certainly 
been tightening its belt. You have had efficiencies and 
that is why you have issues like the e-filing, and the 
improving of operations. You also have the reaction 
with regard to the BMA; it certainly [has] reviewed its 
expenses and also reduced its budget because they 
recognise that as they go to the private sector to ask 
for funding they have to also show how they add value 
and what they are doing to also make it less painful on 
the industry. 
 Certainly, by dipping into its savings, in terms 
of the reserves, that is what I define as deficit financ-
ing—not borrowing. But also by taking the view that 
what is required . . . you cannot have all the other de-
bates on all the other bills and say how important it is 
to deal with regulatory challenges and to take action, 
and then when it comes to the bottom line, in terms of 
the cost, to think that the manna will just drop from 
heaven, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I have enjoyed the fact that 
the Bill that I am going to be debating today has en-
gendered so much emotion and excitement. But the 
bottom line is that as part of the regulatory frame-
work—for it to be robust, to be credible, and for it to 
also be sustainable—there is a need to augment the 
fees. And that is the Bill I have put before you for con-
sideration. And that is the Bill that I will be piloting as I 
ask you to go to Committee.  
 Thank you, sir. 
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The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Is there any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Will the Honourable Member from 
Pembroke Central, Mr. W. Perinchief, the Deputy 
Speaker, please take the Chair of Committee? 
 

House in Committee at 3:44 pm 
 

[Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief, Chairman] 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

BERMUDA MONETARY AUTHORITY (REGULA-
TORY FEES) AMENDMENT ACT 2010 

 
The Chairman: The House is in Committee consider-
ing the Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory 
Fees) Amendment Act, 2010. 

The Honourable Minister, Paula Cox. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 I would like to move clauses 1 through 12. 
 I have also circulated the amendment which 
will come as we get towards clause 12. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you. 
 Clause 1, Mr. Chairman. This provision states 
that the Act is cited as the Bermuda Monetary Author-
ity (Regulatory Fees) Amendment Act 2010. 
 Clause 2, Mr. Chairman, sets out the manner 
in which penalty fees under the Insurance Act 1978 
are to be determined. It also adds a new provision 
allowing the Authority to recover any fee, or penalty 
fee, as a civil debt. 
 Clause 3, Mr. Chairman, amends section 14 
of the Insurance Act [1978] in order to allow the Au-
thority to direct that an annual fee owed by an insurer 
be reduced. And it also allows the Authority to revoke 
such a direction with written notice. 
 Clause 4, Mr. Chairman, amends section 27B 
of the Insurance Act [1978], requiring every registered 
Insurance Group to pay the required fee prescribed 
under the Bermuda Monetary Authority Act [1969] by 
31 March of each year. 
 Clause 5 amends section 16 of the Banks and 
Deposit Companies Act 1999, changing the annual 
fee due date to 31 March. Clause 5 also sets out the 
manner in which penalty fees are to be determined, 
and adds a new provision allowing the Authority to 
recover any fee as a civil debt. 
 Clause 6 amends section 14 of the Trusts 
(Regulation of Trust Business) Act 2001, changing the 

annual due date on which fees becomes due to 31 
March. 
 Clause 7 amends section 19 of the Invest-
ment Business Act 2003 requiring every investment 
provider to pay a fee prescribed under the Bermuda 
Monetary Authority Act, 1969, by 31 March. Clause 7 
also makes provision to allow the Authority to recover 
any fee or penalty fee as a civil debt. 
 Clause 8 amends section 17 of the Invest-
ment Funds Act, 2006, by changing the annual due 
date on which fees become due to 31 March. Clause 
8 also sets out the manner in which penalty fees are 
done and adds a new provision allowing the Authority 
to recover any fee or penalty fee as a civil debt. 
 Clause 9 amends section 45 of the Invest-
ment Funds Act, 2006, requiring every fund adminis-
trator to pay a fee prescribed under the Bermuda 
Monetary Authority Act, 1969. Clause 9 also makes 
provision to allow the Authority to recover any fee or 
penalty fee as a civil debt. 
 Clause 10 amends regulation 7 of the Money 
Service Business Regulations Act—in fact, Money 
Service Business Regulations 2007—by changing the 
annual due date on which fees become due to 31 
March. Clause 10 also sets out the manner in which 
penalty fees under the Money Service Business 
Regulations, 2007, are to be determined and adds a 
new provision allow the Authority to recover any fee, 
or penalty fee, as a civil debt. 
 Clause 11 repeals and replaces the Fourth 
Schedule to the Bermuda Monetary Authority Act, 
1969, namely the Fee Schedule. 
 Clause 12 sets out the Commencement provi-
sions for the Act which shall come into operation on 
the 1st of January [2011]. 
 Now, Mr. Chairman, while I said clause 12 
what we now have up until clauses 1 though 10 we 
have everything as it is. But we will have an amend-
ment in clause 11. Would you like me to do that now? 
 
The Chairman: Yes. Minister if you would continue 
and do the amendment. 
 

AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 11 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, sir. 
 I would like to move that the Bill be amended 
as follows: 
 In clause 11 in the new Fourth Schedule, omit 
the entry relating to the Banks and Deposit Compa-
nies (Fees) Act 1975. And, after clause 11, insert the 
following new clause (and Honourable Members 
should have that clause) which starts with the bold 
type, “Repeals and Replaces the Second Schedule to 
the Banks and Deposit Companies (Fees) Act 1975.” 
And then it goes on, as you would have, Mr. Chair-
man, that sets out the annual fees and sets out where 
the bank has consolidated gross assets and all cur-
rencies of less than $2 billion in value, $262,500 is the 
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fee. And it also goes up in terms of a sliding scale so 
that the fees go from $262,500 up to $1,443,750. And 
then in C it goes up to $1,575,000. 

And you will notice that part 2, which pertains 
to deposit companies, has a fee of $10,500. And you 
will see the third aspect of the amendment is to re-
number the existing clause 12, the Commencement, 
to clause 13. 

Okay? Those are the changes, Mr. Chairman. 
And those are the provisions of the Fees Act. 

Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. 
 Does any Member wish to speak to the Ber-
muda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) Amend-
ment Act, 2010, with the amendment to clause 11, 
that is clauses 1 though 12? 
 I recognise the Honourable Bob Richards. 
 Mr. Richards. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Chair-
man. 
 I would like to refer to clause 3 on page 2 of 
this Amendment Act where it reads: “(6) The Author-
ity, having regard to the nature and scale of opera-
tions of an insurer and the complexity of its business 
may direct that the annual fee that is otherwise due 
and payable by or under subsection (2) be reduced by 
such amount as the Authority considers appropriate in 
relation to that insurer.” 
 My question for the Minister is: Are there any 
guidelines? It seems to me a rather broad power. Are 
there any guidelines that have been promulgated, or 
will be promulgated, to govern the application of this 
power? And if there are going to be guidelines, is Par-
liament going to be apprised of those guidelines? 
 My second question is on page 4, [clause] 9, 
[Fees, section] 45](2). It relates to fees, penalty fees, 
et cetera, et cetera. My question for the Minister on 
this is . . . so we have these fees here. I guess it really 
compares—I am sorry—it relates to the Fourth 
Schedule in its entirety. And I am not expecting a de-
tailed answer, but it would be helpful for us here in 
Parliament and for the Bermuda public to know how 
these fees compare to fees in other competing juris-
dictions. We are rather cavalierly putting up our fees, 
but we exist in a competitive world. 
 There are other jurisdictions out there that 
administer investment funds. What are their fees? And 
what is this increase doing to our competitive posi-
tion? 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Richards. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) 
Amendment Act, 2010, clauses 1 through 12? 
 No other Member wishes to speak at this 
time. 

 I will ask the Minister, do you wish to reply to 
the questions as posed? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Yes, I am happy to. 
 I think that the question that the Honourable 
Shadow spokesman of Finance just raised about 
guidelines . . . as per the norm and has been always 
stated in this House, the BMA issues Statements of 
Principles and Guidelines. These are in consultation 
with industry and then published on their website. 

With regard to fees and how the comparative 
fee analysis is done, and also how we compare . . . in 
fact, some of those who had some concerns about the 
level of fees wanted to quickly mute those when they 
looked at and were reminded as to how, in another 
jurisdiction, the fees were triple what we had. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. 

Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) 
Amendment Act, 2010? 
 I recognise the Honourable Dr. Grant Gib-
bons. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 Mr. Chairman, I would like to tackle clause 12 
. . . I am sorry, clause 11. I am not talking about the 
amendment but I am talking about the Fourth Sched-
ule here. 
 The issue I would like to talk about, just in 
terms of putting down some markers, because I have 
noticed that the Honourable Member who speaks for 
Finance has been very careful not to talk about real 
percentage increases here. But just so that we have a 
sense of, shall we say, the emotion that my honour-
able colleague spoke about in the House, when you 
look at a Class 3A, for example, in the previous incar-
nation of these fees it was $19,000 per year. And I am 
looking . . . I am on page 9, okay? I am going to look 
at the annual fee here. There are also registration 
fees. But I will look at page 9, which is under the ambit 
of clause 11. 
 Previously, a Class 3A would have been pay-
ing about $19,000 a year. Under this, we can see (at 
the top of page 9) that it has gone up to $30,000 a 
year, okay? That is not quite doubling, but then when 
you add to that the domestic fee (if it is a domestic 
insurer) of some $25,000, what you end up with is 
jumping from $19,000 to $55,000, which is almost a 
190 per cent increase. That is a phenomenal in-
crease, I think, for any business at this particular time.  
 Now when you look at a [Class] 3B, which I 
think is also worth having a look at, that has gone 
from the current fee, which is about $75,000 a year—
that has now gone to $180,000 a year, which is basi-
cally more than a 100 per cent increase. So that is 
more than double. And then if it is a domestic insur-
ance company—and there are quite a few domestic 
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3Bs—you add another $25,000 on top of that. So you 
can get a sense of what this increase is that we are 
talking about. 
 Now I have already declared an interest in a 
previous session. I think people understand that I am 
involved in the insurance business here. But when 
you couple that with the fact that . . . I think particu-
larly—I do not know, I cannot speak for international 
business here—particularly when you couple that with 
the fact that I think local insurance companies were 
expecting an increase of some 25 per cent, maybe to 
50 per cent, and you are looking at increases here 
which are approaching 200 per cent, I think you get an 
understanding. And there was no consultation on this 
particular aspect.  

I think, certainly, most local insurers under-
stood in the Class 3 area that they were going to have 
an increase of maybe 25 [per cent] to 50 [per cent]. 
But when you look at the kind of increases that we are 
talking about here, these are unbelievable increases 
in terms of on a percentage basis. 
 Now, if you look at the additional sting in the 
tail here (if I can put it that way), if a local insurer gets 
designated under the group basis, you are looking at, 
on top of the fees I just mentioned, another $150,000 
a year. So we are talking about, Mr. Chairman, very, 
very substantial fee increases here for local insurers. 
 The Minister, when she introduced this, was 
very careful to talk about proportionate and appropri-
ate. Now, I ask you, what is appropriate or propor-
tional about those kinds of fee increases? And also, I 
would say when you look—and this is the reason that 
I mentioned it in the previous legislation— when you 
look at that class, Class 3, you have a huge range in 
types of the size and complexity of these companies. 
So when you go from, let us say a Class 3A, you are 
jumping to $180,000 on an annual basis. If you go up 
to basically a Class 4, which you could be talking 
about billions of dollars there, that is only up to 
$230,000. So that is a $50,000 increase in going from 
a Class 3 to a Class 4 when you could be talking 
about orders of magnitude. 

But again, just getting back to the proportional 
issue, that $180,000 covers American International 
Group, but it also covers Argus. So, you know, that is 
not proportional, and that is not fair as far as I can see 
it. 

So maybe. . . I am just putting down markers 
here, Mr. Chairman. I understand that obviously it will 
look self-serving, and probably people will see it that 
way. But I do think that, particularly with this Class 3, 
that the BMA needs to go back and look at Class 3 in 
the same way that they have looked at long-term in-
surers and look at a series of different Classes here. 
Because to have American International Group paying 
less on an annual basis than Argus does is just 
wrong. It just does not make any sense at all. 

That is what happens when you start to add 
these domestic fees on top of these fees. And then 

when you talk about the increase, it is huge as well. 
And then if you add this $150,000 increase for group 
supervision on top of that . . . there is no preparation 
there at all. 

The Honourable Member is quite wrong. You 
may have an ACE or an XL which could possibly have 
. . . I do not know, let me guess. They may be in 100 
different jurisdictions around the world, and they are 
being group supervised here, and then you look at a 
domestic company, which is also caught under the 
group, supervision may operate in two or three other 
jurisdictions, and they are paying $150,000 a year. It 
does not make any logical sense here. It is not fair, 
and it is not proportional to what is involved here in 
this supervision. 

So, again, I understand. The Honourable 
Member who speaks for Finance is quite correct. If we 
are going to say that the BMA has to do this, they are 
going to look for an amount of money that they can 
use to support their ongoing operations to be able to 
build this regulatory infrastructure. But when you look 
at the way these fees are assessed, it is not propor-
tionate; it is not fair, and it is simply, as far am I am 
concerned, not appropriate. But then, maybe I have a 
vested interest. 
 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you very much, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) 
Amendment Act, 2010? 
 I recognise the Honourable Bob Richards. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 Just a point of clarification. When I asked the 
question about fees compared to other jurisdictions 
the Honourable Minister said some other jurisdictions 
had fees three times ours. Was she specifically refer-
ring to my question, that of fees in question here on 
investment funds? I would like get some clarity on 
that. Or was it just a general statement? 
 Secondly, I just want to declare also that no 
one from the Monetary Authority has ever invited me 
to discuss matters of the Monetary Authority with 
them. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Bob Rich-
ards. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Bill? 
 I now recognise the Minister. Minister, do you 
wish to respond? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Chairman, I would be de-
lighted to respond. I think there were a number of que-
ries raised, and I will address them. 
 Firstly, I think it is important to note that the 
consultation paper was out for a month with Industry. 
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Secondly, Mr. Chairman, I think the fees, as I stated, 
are proportionate. There is a tiered fee structure, and 
the fees are based on the risk and on the gross pre-
mium written. 
 Thirdly, Mr. Chairman, there have been invita-
tions that have been . . . and I have no reason to think 
that anybody in the BMA who is not related to me (and 
even if they were related to me) would not be telling a 
misstatement in terms of invitations. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Now, Mr. Chairman, with regard 
to the consultation process, let me go through this. 

ABIR was generally supportive, requesting 
some minor technical wording changes in the legisla-
tion. And all ABIR issues were resolved to their satis-
faction. From the long-term insurance sector there 
was some resistance to the fee increases from this 
Class, and, given the flexibility that the Monetary Au-
thority has, when the new Class structure for the long-
terms is established, that can be addressed. 
 With regard to the largest of the long-term 
commercial insurers, the fees required to cover the 
cost of appropriately regulating the Class are to be 
phased in over the next three years. 

The current supervisory framework is being 
further enhanced to accommodate more substantive 
onsite supervision, the hosting and attending of su-
pervisory colleges, where the entity is part of an inter-
nationally active group, and the allocation of more 
highly skilled supervisory resources conducting more 
substantive risk assessments. The Authority estimates 
that there are about 190 long-term insurers in Ber-
muda. There will about 10 insurers paying the highest 
level of fees in this Class, with around 160 receiving a 
5 per cent increase, from $19,000 to $20,000 per 
year. 
 You see, Mr. Chairman, there is lots of drama. 
But, you know, it is important to always drill down. 
Now, much of the angst with the long-term sector is 
more focused on the discussions about the regime 
enhancements, and there have certainly been working 
meetings. So I think, Mr. Chairman it is important for 
context—always important to put it in the right per-
spective. 
 In terms of the captive insurance sector, in 
discussions with this sector there has certainly been 
some push-back with reference to the fact that any fee 
increases would have a detrimental impact. 

Now, for the pure captives, this position does 
not hold true, because when you look . . . because I 
think the Honourable Spokesman of Finance asked 
about this, in terms of whether my comments were 
with regard to all fees, or just generally, or with regard 
to the Bill. 

The Bermuda Class 1, 2 and 3 fees are $971, 
$2,200, and $12,000 respectively. In Cayman, all 
Classes are $10,476 per annum. In BVI (British Virgin 

Islands) for all Classes they are at $3,500. In Guern-
sey, all Classes are $7,000. And remember, I said 
Bermuda Class 1, 2 and 3 fees are $971, $2,200 and 
$12,000 respectively. In Guernsey, all Classes are 
$3,500; in Cayman, all Classes are $10,476; in 
Guernsey all Classes are $7,000. Bermuda’s Class 3 
insurers write significant amounts of unrelated busi-
ness. That is why there is a requirement to supervise 
more robustly than other captive Classes, and the fee 
for this Class reflects this enhanced supervision. 

Now, the most contentious fee increase in the 
captive Class relates to the three A’s, where fees 
have risen from $19,000 to $30,000. And, Mr. Chair-
man, just so we get the context, the reason for such a 
large increase is because the insurers in this Class 
have moved beyond a captive, simply writing unre-
lated business into the commercial insurers’ space. 

Now this fee increase has certainly had some 
strong resistance from BIMA, who have not really 
given any reason as yet as to why insurers in this 
Class do not require enhanced supervision. Now the 
Authority has certainly cut a continuing dialogue and 
does not close the door on any market participant, but 
they certainly have asked BIMA to come back with a 
reasoned argument as to why insurers in this Class 
should have reduced fees. 

Now, it is possible, using the power which we 
have imbedded in the legislation which allows for 
tweaking and flexibility, that there may be persuasive 
points made. But, to date, nothing has been received. 
And certainly, that is on that. 

Now, on the domestic insurance sector, where 
the Honourable Member has declared his interest in a 
domestic insurance company, certainly the Authority 
did receive feedback from a local insurance group 
clarifying that the proposed fee of $25,000 was to be 
imposed on domestic insurers. And, again, Mr. 
Chairman, I think it is important for clarity and accu-
racy to see that there was a consultation paper that 
had it all set out, which has been with Industry for 
about a month. However, the proposed fee was in-
cluded in the consultation, and there was no opposi-
tion. 

One of the local insurers has pointed out that 
they have structured their local insurance business 
with four different corporate vehicles, and queried 
whether they would be required to pay $25,000 for 
each company. 

Now by way of background, Bermuda’s do-
mestic long-term insurance market requires additional 
regulatory supervision given the local systemic risk 
inherent in this sector as compared to the international 
long-term entities. And the Authority has certainly 
committed to enhancing consumer awareness initia-
tives in this sector, as well as to exploring the options 
for policyholder protection schemes for the Bermuda 
market. 

Mr. Chairman, from the banking sector, no 
opposition was received on the fee increases, but one 
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bank did comment that they are hopeful that the fees 
will be kept in check for the future. From the invest-
ment sector, no comments were received. 

Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to note 
that certainly (as I have indicated) the Authority has 
taken some belt-tightening measures also, in addition 
to what it has seen and taken from its reserves. 
 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. 
 Are there any further questions on the Ber-
muda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) Amend-
ment Act, 2010? 
 I recognise the Honourable Grant Gibbons. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 I listened carefully to the Minister. I would say 
that if you look at the new long-term classes (you 
have five Classes here) just in terms of what I will call 
proportionality, those go from a Class A, [which] is 
roughly $10,500; Class B, [which] is $10,500 . . . it 
jumps to $20,000, it jumps to $40,000, and finally you 
end up with $60,000 at Class E. That is proportional.  

When you look at the other Classes 1 through 
4, that is not proportional at all. I understand what the 
Honourable Member is saying, that maybe there are 
some additional regulatory issues there as you start to 
get into the 3s, but it is not proportional. 
 The other issue, of course, is that we have a 
lot of captives here. And I think all of us on this side 
are sensitive to the fact that you are trying to keep 
your captive fees low. But when you probably look at 
the overall impact of who really brings home the bread 
and butter here, it is probably the larger Class compa-
nies that are employing people to a much greater de-
gree, paying much more in terms of payroll taxes and 
things of that sort. 
 So all I am saying is, we understand the BMA, 
with a caveat—obviously we are looking for value for 
money here. But they have got to keep an eye on their 
costs. We understand they are looking for money, but 
I think this issue here needs a little bit further reflec-
tion in terms of how this is proportional across the dif-
ferent Classes. 
 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) 
Amendment Act, 2010? 
 No other Members wish to speak? I will ac-
cept the motion. 
 Those in favour of the motion, say Aye? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Chairman, let us make it 
clear that you are also getting the amendment in. 

Remember, I spoke to the amendment, and I 
guess I think that what I prefer is that now it seems as 

if there is a much more temperate turn, and to have 
given the information in context. But as long as we 
pass it as amended—that is the only caveat. Because 
I moved the amendment, so now we are passing the 
Bill as amended. Good, we are clear. 
 
The Chairman: All right, I will restate it.  
 
[Inaudible interjection and laughter] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Before you were going off, Mr. 
Chairman. I would like to now move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: Right. The Minister wishes to now 
move the Preamble.  
 Those in favour, say Aye. Those against, say 
Nay. 
 
AYES. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Chairman:  The Ayes have it. 
 
[Motion carried: Preamble passed] 
 
The Chairman:  Those in favour of reporting to the 
House? Those in favour, say Aye. 

Those against, say Nay. 
 
AYES. 
 
The Chairman: The ayes have it. The Bill is reported 
to the House, with amendment, to clauses 1 through 
12. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Bermuda Monetary Authority 
(Regulatory Fees) Amendment Act, 2010, was con-
sidered by a Committee of the whole House, ap-
proved with amendment to clause 11, and will be re-
ported to the House.] 
 

House resumed at 4:14 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT ON BILL 
 

BERMUDA MONETARY AUTHORITY (REGULA-
TORY FEES) AMENDMENT ACT 2010 

 
The Speaker: Is there any objection to the Report of 
the Committee as amended? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
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The Speaker: That brings us to Order number eight. 
Order number eight is in the name of the Honourable 
and Learned Member, Mr. T. G. Moniz, from Smith’s 
West. 
 The Honourable Member, Mr. Moniz, has the 
floor. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 By popular demand, I propose to proceed with 
this today. I do not know if I have to get a suspension. 
 
The Speaker: By agreement with . . . yes. 
 
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 28 [sic] [23] 

 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, I believe the Government 
would prefer to deal with it today, and I have agreed to 
that. So if I move that we suspend the rules so that I 
can move with that today. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. We are suspending Standing Or-
der 28 [sic] [23] to allow the Honourable Member to 
proceed with his Take Note Motion. Normally it should 
sit on the Order paper for two sittings. 

Any objection? 
 Agreed to.  
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order [23] suspended.] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Mr. Moniz. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you Mr. Speaker. I will 
just read it for the benefit of the House and for the 
public. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, please read it. 
 

TAKE NOTE MOTION: 
 

BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION 
(DESIGNATION OF ELIGIBLE CONDOMINIUM 

UNITS, TOURIST ACCOMMODATION AND HOTEL 
RESIDENCES) AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2010 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I propose to move the follow-
ing Motion, notice of which was given on December 
3rd, that this Honourable House take note of the Ber-
muda Immigration and Protection (Designation of Eli-
gible Condominium Units, Tourist Accommodation 
and Hotel Residences) Amendment Regulations, 
2010. 
 
The Speaker: Do Honourable Members have a copy 
of that? 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: It is on the Order paper. 
 

The Speaker: Yes, the Motion, but more specifically 
what you are referring to. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Oh, the regulations. I think 
they have them in the Clerk’s room there, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: That is what we are doing actually; we 
are debating regulations that were tabled some time 
ago by Minister De Silva. It would be helpful if Mem-
bers have a copy of it. 
 
[Pause] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: These regulations, Mr. 
Speaker, were tabled on the 19th of November by the 
Minister, the Honourable Zane De Silva, who deliv-
ered a brief on that day speaking on behalf of the Min-
ister of National Security. 
 
The Speaker: Ministerial Statement. That is what it 
was. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. Well, it was entitled a 
brief, but it was a Ministerial Statement. And on that 
same day these regulations were tabled. 

Now the effect of these regulations, Mr. 
Speaker, is that these regulations re-designated a 
number of units at Tucker’s Point. Altogether, I think if 
you add them up (I went through the process of add-
ing them up) there are some 67 units there—
residences—which were re-designated from hotel ac-
commodation to a hotel residence. And that is the 
technical language used in the regulations and the 
legislation. 

It says it is being re-designated from tourist 
accommodation to hotel residences. And the impor-
tance of this is that it allows people to live in them on 
a full-time basis. So, these 67 units become units 
which are not where the owner buys the right to stay 
in them for a maximum of three months of the year, 
and the rest of the year has to make it available for 
tourist accommodation, but now the person can pur-
chase it and live in it year round. 
 In addition, I believe it is now possible for ex-
empted companies in Bermuda to buy these units for 
members of their staff to live in on a year round basis. 
I think we have already passed legislation with respect 
to motorcars, et cetera, that can be used by people 
who own and live in these units. 
 Now, at the time that these regulations were 
tabled by the Government in the House . . . if I might 
refer briefly to the Ministerial Statement of the 19th of 
November. I will briefly quote from that, with your 
permission, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, you may. 
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The relevant part of it said, 
“Mr. Speaker, the significance of the current definition 
and the designation of a property as an eligible hotel 
residence is that those restricted persons who invest 
in such properties are now able to reside in them all 
year round, rather than being limited to the current 
maximum of 90 days.” And that is per year.  

He went on to say, “Mr. Speaker, the Tucker’s 
Point properties were re-designated as a matter of 
urgency, with the hope that the re-designation would 
promote further significant investment in the develop-
ment, and thereby both assist the developers and 
boost tourism in Bermuda.”  

And lastly, the Ministerial Statement said, “Mr. 
Speaker, it is anticipated that other hotel properties 
will seek this provision, and those will be the subject 
of individual parliamentary scrutiny. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker.” And that is the end of that Ministerial 
Statement that was given. [Hansard, 19 November 
2010, page 130] 
 So here, with these regulations, having the 67 
units re-designated as hotel residences, non-
Bermudians, restricted persons (means a non-
Bermudian and it also includes an exempted com-
pany) can buy these residences so people can live in 
them, or the staff of the exempted company can live in 
them. 

Of course, you have to ask yourself, with re-
spect to exempted companies which are operating 
here in Bermuda who are purchasing them for staff to 
live in, that obviously means that someone who oth-
erwise would be living in a house locally is no longer 
going to be living in a house locally; they will be living 
in a residence in effectively what is a gated commu-
nity. 

What we are creating here with these hotels 
(and the Tucker’s Point Club is a classic example) is 
gated communities where non-Bermudians can live 
apart from the local community. 
 There are those of us who believe that this 
should be a matter of great concern. While we support 
the idea that the hotel industry needs some assis-
tance, we find certain aspects of this very worrying 
indeed. 
 Obviously, there is the concern that rents will 
be lost out of the local market. And we have already 
seen . . . I think it was only this week that there was 
an article in the paper, an interview with the chief ex-
ecutive officer of the Bank of Bermuda, who admitted 
that they were having significant, substantial problems 
with non-performing mortgages, and the prospect of 
having foreclosures on mortgages in Bermuda. And 
we have had a boom in the giving of mortgages over 
the past several years, up to the end of 2008 coming 
into the recession, and now that the cows are coming 
home to roost, we have seen in the papers only this 
week that the level of economic activity in Bermuda 
has sunk some 8 per cent in the last year. 

So what is happening here is that people in 
the broader community are losing their jobs. In some 
cases people are being made redundant, and those 
lucky enough are receiving redundancy packages, but 
in some cases people are just no longer employed, 
particularly people like construction workers. In many 
cases they are casual labourers who no longer have 
employment or they are no longer fully employed. 

We also have people with mortgages who 
may or may not have lost their job, who are now effec-
tively going to be losing tenants. Because of the re-
cession, the exempt companies are scaling back, so 
in many cases they are outsourcing jobs overseas. 
We have seen recently . . . I think it was ACE Insur-
ance who said they were sending some 17 jobs over-
seas. 
 
An Hon. Member: Mr. Speaker, is he talking about 
the Statement or something else? 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am talking about the State-
ment. So what is happening here is— 
 
An Hon. Member: I am trying to figure out.  
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: If that Honourable Member 
would pay attention, we will bring it home if he will be 
patient with me.  
 
An Hon. Member: Bring it home, bring it home. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Be patient with me. I have an 
hour, we have plenty of time. We should not be in a 
rush, we have plenty of time. We have an hour. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, there we have the idea that 
local people are suffering. In fact, over the last several 
years we know there have been more restrictions 
placed on locals in the market. We look at the 2007 
Immigration Act which restricted non-Bermudians—
including non-Bermudian spouses and family mem-
bers of Bermudians—from having interests in houses 
or, indeed, assisting in or benefiting from local prop-
erty. Mr. Speaker, we know that that was the case. 
There was a deadline of June 30th with respect to the 
Land Licence legislation, which is also Bermuda Im-
migration (as this is), which that deadline was ex-
tended from June 30th to December 31st, which is 
shortly coming up. 

And we had urged the Government at that 
time, particularly in view of the changed circum-
stances of the recession, to ameliorate that legislation 
or to otherwise extend it. And you will recall that ear-
lier this year Government extended their own time 
period for creating a register for another two years. 
And at that time we urged the Government to extend 
the amnesty period for this legislation for another two 
years. At the end of the day, the Government ex-
tended it. At least in the first case they extended it for 
a period of some six months. I understand that signifi-
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cant submissions have been made, certainly by the 
Bar, amongst others, to the Government through the 
Minister to change that legislation. 
 So the difficulty that we have here is that, at a 
time when people are being hurt . . . people who are 
also Bermudians who own condos and houses which 
previously were available for sale to non-Bermudians 
were told, No, we cannot do that anymore, we have to 
protect Bermuda for Bermudians. Now, when the av-
erage member of the public sees that, he has a hard 
time accepting it; but he has a harder time accepting it 
when he sees legislation from Government—like the 
regulations we forced today— which are allowing ho-
tels to turn themselves into gated communities. 

And what we on our side do not have is a 
clear picture of exactly what the policy of the Govern-
ment is and exactly where this policy is going. So we 
tabled this Motion in the House today to give Govern-
ment the opportunity to lay out for the people of Ber-
muda its vision and policy for the future of Bermuda 
with respect to Bermuda property. 

What seems to be happening is the Govern-
ment is behaving in an ad hoc fashion. It goes off and 
has one area it views as a problem, and (in our view) 
overreacts, comes up with draconian legislation which 
was the Land Licence legislation, which was perhaps 
to some extent good, but went a couple of steps too 
far. And then it turns around and comes up with this. 
They say, Oh, the hotels are in trouble, so we are go-
ing to allow them to become gated communities for 
exempt company employees and for non-Bermudians 
generally, as opposed to being what they should be—
which is hotels. 

We think it needs a closer look as to whether 
or not this is going to solve the problem that we face. 
And we are particularly interested in hearing (as some 
of my colleagues said this morning) the vision for tour-
ism that this Government may have, to say, Where 
are we going with this? 

I have already spoken to the press on this is-
sue, and what we are creating here is a two tiered 
community where you have all these rights being cre-
ated which are not the same across the board. We are 
being told, You and you, you cannot sell your property 
to a non-Bermudian; oh, but over there—you can sell 
to a non-Bermudian. You are creating this very com-
plex—unnecessarily complex—and unfair situation. 

Interestingly enough, I only recently bumped 
into a hotelier and a real estate person. Of course 
they immediately engaged me in conversation on this 
very subject—these regulations. And of course, the 
hotelier said, “Well, you know Trevor, these hotels 
need some protection. We need to help them.” 

I said, “I know. I see help is needed. But the 
question is, What is the precise help that would serve 
you best?” And I said we have to have equity across 
the community—we have to have fairness across the 
community to Bermudians. And I said I would like to 
see Bermudians enjoy some of the same advantages 

in a recession to get a stimulus to this economy as 
non-Bermudians are enjoying. 

For example, in these situations I believe that 
we have given concessions on the purchase fee, so 
that people purchasing these residences and hotels 
are paying something like 6 per cent, whereas nor-
mally a fee for a non-Bermudian . . . if a non-
Bermudian wants to buy a condo—and now he cannot 
buy it from a Bermudian, he would have to buy it from 
another non-Bermudian in a condominium develop-
ment across Bermuda—he is going to pay something 
like, I think it is 15 per cent to 18 per cent tax, as op-
posed to paying 6 per cent tax if he goes to Tucker’s 
Point. 

So they are being induced to go into these ho-
tel developments to buy properties. And that, to us, 
does not seem fair and does not resonate across the 
community. If he wants to buy a house, that tax goes 
up to something like 25 per cent. 

When you compare it and when you buy one 
of these residences at Tucker’s Point . . . some of 
them are, in fact, houses; they are detached units. So, 
although it is termed as a leasehold, it is effectively, 
physically, a house). So you are paying 6 per cent 
instead of what you might be paying—25 per cent—if 
you pay outside. And that just seems not to be fair, 
not to be reasonable, and we on this side of the 
House would like the Government to explain to the 
people of Bermuda the overall rationale and vision as 
to how they are proceeding. 

We on this side of the House believe that we 
are going into a period of severe austerity, that those 
figures surely should be a wakeup call—that when 
you have an 8 per cent drop in economic activity it 
should be a wakeup call—and that the Government 
should be aware that what we are in here is a period 
of austerity. 

We are going to be coming into a budget pe-
riod in February and March where we are going to 
need to see from Government some real austerity in 
terms of Government spending. But you have to target 
activity, and what you need on behalf of the people of 
Bermuda is some sort of easing and stimulus to them, 
certainly this winter. 

That same hotelier said his bookings in his 
hotel were the lowest he had seen in 37 years. But 
you are getting that in industries across the board. 
You know, people are saying we have to protect the 
tourist economy and the hotels, but, surely, Govern-
ment has a responsibility to protect everyone, what-
ever their business may be. 

Everybody employs people. You have the 
construction industry, the restaurant industry, the hotel 
industry. But you have general employ, the retail 
shops— 
 
An Hon. Member: Law firms. 
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: You have law firms and con-
struction companies; you have everybody across the 
board. They are all employing people and having to 
lay people off—and nobody wants to do it. You have 
long-serving staff; you do not want to get rid of them, 
you want to hang on to them.  

And in a lot of firms . . . I know in the Honour-
able Zane De Silva’s firm they have been putting peo-
ple on short time; they have been making people re-
dundant. He is being hard hit like the rest of us have. 
 
An Hon. Member: Correction, he has not made any-
body redundant. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He is just on short time. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Or put them on short time. Or 
put them on short time.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: What is your point of order, Minister? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is 
certainly misleading the public and misrepresenting . . 
. and I declared my interest, as he said). I have a con-
struction company. We have made no one redundant, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Minister. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, he has put them on 
short time then. 
 
[Inaudible interjection and laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Mr. Moniz. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No, I am sure he works twice 
as hard as ever in a recession, I will be fair to the 
Member. I am not going to be hard on the Member. 
 What we are trying to get here . . . and this is 
against the background . . . Obviously I do not want to 
anticipate unfairly, Mr. Speaker, but these are the 
matters that people are concerned with, these are the 
matters that we as parliamentarians are concerned 
with in this House. 

We are going to be sitting on Monday; we are 
going to look at a lease for the property at Daniel’s 
Head that was 9 Beaches that is now proposed to go 
to IRC-Sandys. We have also had dealings with a 
proposed Ritz-Carlton development at the old Club 
Med property in St. George’s. And the Minister, in his 

Statement, said (on behalf of the Minister of National 
Security) that they expect more applications to be 
coming forward. What we would like on this side of the 
House is to understand whether there is some sort of 
formula being applied to this on a more technical ba-
sis. 

We understand, for example, under the Hotel 
Concessions Act that in order to get a hotel conces-
sion there was a certain formula. So you had to have 
a certain percentage of rooms which are hotel rooms 
as opposed to residences. So, where do you draw the 
line? What percentage? Can you just keep on making 
hotel rooms into residences? 

And the example, of course—that none of us 
like to refer to—was the Palmetto Hotel and Flats, 
which ended up turning into condos. The condos were 
sold and there was no more hotel; the hotel disap-
peared. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
An Hon. Member: No, no, no, no. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No, the Minister at the time 
was Renee Webb, the Honourable Renee Webb. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Renee Webb, exactly. Get 
your facts straight. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: You know, we hope that is not 
to be repeated. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: We carried out your work. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: We hope that is not to be re-
peated. The reason I am bringing that up is because I 
can see that happening with certain properties. We 
see local banks telling us about write downs in loans 
that they have in Bermuda to hotel properties. 

Recently there was a newspaper story where 
a bank was saying that they had poor quarterly re-
sults. They said they had to write down major loans to 
hotel properties. Because these loans are obviously 
non-performing, they may be in a position where the 
properties are not worth what they were worth when 
the mortgages or the loans were granted. The banks 
do not have the coverage on their loans that they 
should have, so they were forced to write those down. 
And in the story that was in the Gazette (I think it was 
on the 23rd of November where I gave an interview), 
we talked about a two tiered society, but I also spoke 
about this being a stop-gap measure, so that if you 
have hotels which are having serious problems, and 
they ask you to do this and they sell some units and 
they raise some capital, which they put toward the 
arrears on their mortgage payment or their loans, then 
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that keeps the wolf from the door for a certain period 
of time. But it may not get them out of trouble. 

I guess we on this side of the House, being fi-
nancially prudent, are saying Government must be 
very careful when it gives these sorts of indulgences 
to people to allow them to remove them. I am thinking 
. . . for example, let us say a hotel like . . . well, there 
was one hotel that supposedly had gone into receiv-
ership, et cetera, were insolvent. The situation with 
those hotels, you then see, while they might clutching 
at straws, they say, Well, if we can turn some of these 
hotel rooms into residences and sell them off, it will 
keep the wolf from the door. 

But sometimes you need to look at the bigger 
picture, because there may be no hope; they may not 
be able to survive. And I think the US Government 
has seen this with their recession, and they had their 
programme called TARP, and they had other pro-
grammes during the recession where, with hindsight, 
some of the experts are now saying you needed to 
pick and choose more carefully who you are going to 
help, because some of those businesses were going 
to go under no matter what you did. 

So you had to be careful to pick the right ones 
to help, and you had to have a rational plan and pol-
icy. You had to have a vision. But that vision had to be 
tuned by your technocrats so that it worked. What we 
on this side of the House have not yet seen, and 
would like to see, is that plan and vision and how it is 
going to apply. 

I know that recently there was more than one 
letter in the Royal Gazette encouraging the Govern-
ment, from a real estate agent’s point of view, saying 
hotels across the board should be able to sell condos 
and residences, and we should encourage people to 
live on hotel properties, and that this would be a posi-
tive thing for Bermuda. Well, I think that person has a 
partial view. I think it would be better if we had a plan 
and vision that applied across the board fairly and eq-
uitably so that all of Bermuda would see some benefit. 

At the end of the day, we do not give all these 
provisions to people . . . and I hate to think of it, Mr. 
Speaker, but what if we do get hotels which have cre-
ated all of these units—residences—which they sell, 
and then the hotel closes down. They are already— 
 
An Hon. Member: Club Med. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Club Med is the worst exam-
ple! It was actually imploded, the golf course was 
closed, and that is at this point a very sad story. We 
were hopeful something would come out of that, but at 
this point we are not very hopeful. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, with that I would like to allow 
the Government to respond and shed some light on 
this very murky area. 
 Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you Mr. Moniz, the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Smith’s South. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
M. Weeks, Pembroke East Central. 
 Minister Weeks, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I was sitting here listening intently, Mr. 
Speaker, trying to follow the Honourable Member. And 
I am going to do my best— 
 
The Speaker: You did not have a hard time, I hope. 
 
An Hon. Member: No, that was quite clear. 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: [Chuckles] Clear to some Mr. 
Speaker, but I will do my best to respond. 
 I want to start by saying that . . . was he talk-
ing about the Bill that we debated in July, and there 
was an amendment and . . . remember? 
 
Some Hon. Members: No. 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: No?  

Okay, well from what I understand about the 
hotel concessions, Mr. Speaker, all know is that there 
is a global downturn. And what this Government is 
trying to do is stimulate our economy. 

Now, what I do not want to do is get too far off 
track, but I heard the Honourable Member talk about 
gated communities. We have made it clear in our 
regulations that there is property designated strictly for 
hotels. But what came to mind when we talked about 
gated communities, what to me was . . . talk about 
Tucker’s Town, and those kinds of places, but that is 
not relevant right now. 

Moving on . . . Tucker’s Point. I think what the 
Government is trying to do, Mr. Speaker, is that when 
we have re-designated some land and these hotels, 
concession to create condos and other residences, 
that is trying to help stimulate the economy, and to 
recognise that there is competition, there is global 
competition and competition here, and we are trying to 
get our economy up and running. 

Now, these new developments . . . I think it 
would create opportunities for Bermudians in ways 
that the construction industry can be stimulated. Be-
cause somebody needs to build these units, and I 
think it can help in that way. 
 
An Hon. Member: They are already built. 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: Well, if they are already built, 
then what do you want us to do, close them? Turn 
them back into hotels? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
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Hon. Michael Weeks: Yes, right, on Park Hyatt’s or 
whatever else . . .  
 
An Hon. Member: Par-La-Ville. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael Weeks: Par-La-Ville. Yes. 

So, Mr. Speaker, since our Learned Member 
was all over the place, it was really had for me to fol-
low. And I hope my colleagues that are a little more 
versed then I will be able to follow me. 
 But anyway, Mr. Speaker, I have done my 
best to try to say that we as a Government are just 
trying to simulate our economy and hopefully going 
forward we will do just that. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Weeks. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member Mrs. 
Gordon-Pamplin, from Paget West. 
 Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, you have the floor. 
 
Mrs. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr, 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I hope I can help the Honourable 
Member who just took his seat, because, clearly, the 
issue was eluding him a little. We were speaking ac-
cording to the amendment regulations with respect to 
Tucker’s Point and the re-designation of eligible condo 
units and accommodations, such that these units may 
be purchased by tourists. 

Historically, where there was a 90-day maxi-
mum that they were able to live in these units, the 
other period of time through the year they were sup-
posedly designated such that the hotel could actually 
rent them out for tourist purposes. What is happening 
under the new regulations is that, effectively, a tourist 
can now purchase without the 90-day restriction and 
be allowed to live in those premises the entire year 
round. That is the premise under which these regula-
tions have been offered for our consideration when 
they were put to the House. 
 Now, the challenge that exists in the change 
of use is twofold. One, in the building of these units, 
the hotels in putting them up would have (under the 
Hotels Concession Act) received concessions that 
would have assisted them in building these units at a 
price that did not equate to market price, because of 
the concessions that came in. By extension, therefore, 
the cost of construction was less. Therefore, when 
these properties were built and put on the market for 
sale, the underlying costs to construct them were such 
that the prices for which these units would have been 
able to be sold were slightly different than what would 
have been obtained had there been just an open mar-
ket situation of a private dwelling. 

Now the Government, with great fanfare a few 
years ago, announced that there is the necessity to 
protect Bermuda for Bermudians, and as such, put a 
restriction on the sale of Bermudian properties—which 
you will recall, Mr. Speaker historically Bermudian-
owned properties over a certain annual rental value 
were allowed to be sold to foreigners. 

Under the new Government policy this no 
longer obtained, and there was a specific inventory (if 
we could use that word) of houses that, irrespective of 
the ARV, if they were previously owned by foreigners, 
now these were the only ones that were eligible to be 
sold to foreigners. Bermudians who had enhanced the 
value of their home through significant investments 
were now no longer on the open market to be able to 
sell their properties to foreigners. 

That decision was actually tested in the Gold-
enEye court decision, in which the courts decided that 
there was an undue deprivation of rights of the owners 
of GoldenEye to sell that property. And they ruled that 
the property could, in fact, be sold, notwithstanding 
the Government policy. When that case was chal-
lenged, I think the courts were very specific to say that 
this related to one particular property and would not 
obtain across the board. 

So now what we actually have within these 
condo developments is the ability now for a foreigner 
to come in and purchase a property where he can ac-
tually live all year round. What does that do? It is not 
just the tourist; it is not designated only for tourism 
anymore. These condos could be purchased by ex-
empt companies, because the legislation permits 
them to, and they could purchase this property and 
put their executives from their offices in these proper-
ties. 

Now what has happened historically? Execu-
tives who were unable to purchase Bermuda proper-
ties, corporations who historically were unable to pur-
chase Bermuda real estate (until they changed the 
legislation) were utilising the inventory that existed in 
the local market, and they were precluded from doing 
so by the new Government policy. So what it seems 
has happened now is that we have effectively come 
full circle where the Government is permitting these 
same types of people, who would normally have been 
renting in the local markets (to the extent that an ex-
empt company purchases for his executive whereas 
they could normally have rented in the local market) 
are now being permitted ostensibly to own these 
properties and to reside in these properties that, his-
torically, were designated for 90-day residence and 
the other 270 days for tourism availability. 
 While we recognise that the tourism industry 
is depressed and suppressed, and there are chal-
lenges in that regard, we also recognise that the con-
dos are not moving in the manner in which the hotels 
who put up these fractional units and the like might 
have hoped. But, is it the Government’s responsibility 
to bail out a poor investment? That is just the ques-
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tion. That is the question. And I think that we need to 
consider, when the Government makes a policy, that it 
has to be seen to be fair right across the board. 

I think that is the point where my honourable 
colleague and we, as we discuss the amendment 
regulations . . . we just came a little bit unstuck. We 
just want to know that if a policy is being created—and 
one that permits preferential financing because it did 
not cost as much in the first instance—we just have to 
make sure that we are fair. 

And I think it is that with which we had an is-
sue with respect to Tucker’s Point. And if this is going 
to obtain regarding Tucker’s Point, what will happen 
with all of the other units? This amendment is specific 
to this particular environment, this particular project. 
What happens with the rest? 

I think that we have seen the . . . there are go-
ing to be some that will be re-designated, and therein 
you end up with this lopsided playing field. You have a 
lopsided playing field where you have on the one 
hand somebody who has expended a lot of money to 
make sure that their properties are at an appropriate 
level where they were hoping initially that they could 
have sold, and now they cannot because of the new 
Government policy. 

And now these new properties . . . some of 
them are equally as luxurious, if not more so, that can 
be sold to non-Bermudians. 

So we are not keeping the playing field level, 
and we are expecting the Bermudian to be able to still 
survive in a difficult, challenging economic time when 
the competition now to his house (I would not call it a 
home if he is not going to be living in it) is coming from 
an external source that he did not have to compete 
with historically. 

People put a lot of money into their houses, 
Mr. Speaker, when they build them, and there is a 
reasonable expectation that there will be some sort of 
return. And one of the things that has historically en-
abled the return in the Bermuda market has been the 
extent to which rentals have been able to help sup-
plement as well as to pay for the mortgages that peo-
ple have had to take out in order to build their proper-
ties. They are now being tested, because there is now 
going to be a flood of supply on the market, where 
people will not necessarily gravitate towards this par-
ticular local inventory, but rather gravitate towards the 
inventory that was historically built for the hotel devel-
opment. 

I think it is that. We are requesting the Gov-
ernment to give us an idea as to where the policy is 
going so that we can, hand on heart when we look in 
the eyes of our constituents, be able to say that there 
is some rhyme or reason, some consistency and 
some fairness, which on the face of this amendment, 
does not seem to exist. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, the 
Honourable Member from Paget West. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
G. Blakeney, from Devonshire North Central. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, thank you very much 
Mr. Speaker. 
 You know, there have been some interesting 
points raised and some fair considerations by the Op-
position and those that have spoken before. One of 
the questions just asked by the Honourable Member 
that just took her seat was regarding the policy and 
where the policy is going. Well, we are living in very 
fluid times now because of the scale of economies 
and because of the economic challenges globally, as 
well as in Bermuda, as a result of the trickle down ef-
fect. 

And, you know, those that would have been 
deemed to be experts in the field of re-insurance, in-
surance, global finance, stock market . . . they all took 
a hit because of some unscrupulous activity that 
started with sub-prime loans and then just trickled on 
down through the economy and took the world to a 
totally destabilised position where there are stimulus 
packages all over the North American continent. And 
now we are looking at Greece, we are looking at Ire-
land—and Ireland happens to be one of our greatest 
competitors. 

So now Bermuda has to respond in a respon-
sible and sensitive way, looking at the constituencies 
that we are here to take into consideration, which, on 
the one hand, is the local market and on the other 
hand those that we invite to do business. Now, if there 
is going to be an incentive to motivate people who 
might be challenged fiscally, who have committed to 
Bermuda as an offshore jurisdiction providing the 
global financial services that we provide, and as a re-
sult of them having to bring the expertise in and need-
ing to have accommodation, why not have an option? 

You know, as much as the getting was good 
at one time, I do not think any of us would have been 
prudent to put all our eggs in one basket or to hang 
our hats completely on a false sense of security, with 
rents that went from $10,000 to $15,000 to $20,000 
and to $30,000. And a lot of those people that were 
beneficiaries of those kinds of rents were not the ma-
jority of people in this country who voted for this Gov-
ernment. 

Now, there are some that might feel the pinch 
as a result of being speculators in good times. How-
ever, Mr. Speaker, we as a Government have to be 
responsible in making decisions, and sometimes—
unlike what was just said, that there should be consis-
tency across the board—there needs to be exceptions 
based on the circumstances. 

Now, if you look at the Bermuda Immigration 
and Protection Act (Designation of Eligible Condomin-
ium Units, Tourist Accommodation and Hotel Resi-
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dences) Amendment Regulations, 2010, you would 
see in the Parish of St. George’s that there were (par-
ticularly with regard to the Tucker’s Point develop-
ment) eight units eligible at Harbour Court South; 17 
eligible at Harbour Court North; 13 eligible at Ship’s 
Hill; 18 eligible units at Ship’s Hill Townhouses, and 
11 units eligible at the Shell Point vicinity of the devel-
opment. So I do not think that there is a preponder-
ance to open it up completely to significant numbers, 
that it would impact to such a negative degree that it 
tanks the real estate market in Bermuda. 

If the homes that would have been otherwise 
available to purchase by foreigners now become (as a 
result of the inventory) available to those that might 
want an investment opportunity that would have the 
wherewithal to invest in a good Bermuda property, 
that could possibly provide additional rental income if 
it is bought as an investment purely, then that bodes 
well for Bermudians holding on to very significant and 
valuable landmass as far as real estate is concerned. 

So I do understand the concerns of the Oppo-
sition. I take their points to heart, as would the Gov-
ernment. But we have to govern, and we have to look 
at situations. And when we looked at this particular 
situation we felt, under the circumstances and in the 
current climate, that this is the best thing to do. But, as 
I said, it is a fluid situation, and this Government will 
respond responsibly and as necessary as we move 
forward in taking this country forward in all areas of 
consideration in ensuring that our economy remains 
buoyant. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Minister Blakeney, the Hon-
ourable Member from Devonshire North Central. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
N. Simons, Opposition Whip, Smith’s South. 
 Mr. Simons, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Let us be clear; let us be very, very clear. This 
is a capital-raising exercise for Tucker’s Point, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 We know that tourism is facing challenging 
times, and we also know that our hotel resorts are 
facing challenging times. As was said earlier by my 
colleague, the Honourable Trevor Moniz, this is a 
stop-gap to provide operating capital for this hotel. 
And let us be honest about it, Mr. Speaker. 
 The question that I have, and it was raised 
before, will this set a precedent for other hotel estab-
lishments in this country? And that is where the Gov-
ernment needs to come clear and say that they will 
consider this as a precedent for other hotel establish-
ments to raise capital to help them through these diffi-
cult times, Mr. Speaker. 

 My next point that I would like to raise (and I 
find it very, very interesting, Mr. Speaker) the issue of 
when does a tourist stop being a tourist and become a 
resident of this country? 
 Mr. Speaker, when this legislation was tabled, 
the sponsoring Minister said that they are going to 
extend the time allowed by the residents to a year. Mr. 
Speaker, are you still a tourist in Bermuda if you are 
living here for nine months or a year? Do you go from 
being a tourist to a resident? How does the law ad-
dress one being a tourist and one being a resident, 
Mr. Speaker? A tourist, yes, we would support the 
tourist industry; but once it becomes a resident of 
Bermuda, then the imbalances occur, the imbalances 
that people are concerned about that the foreign resi-
dents are getting and Bermudian residents are not 
getting. 
 Mr. Speaker, for tourist accommodations, we 
know that the material and other concessions are 
made for them. I was sitting with a hotelier just a cou-
ple of days ago. I had lunch with him, and he said to 
me that when he did his renovations to his establish-
ment the material came in duty free. So, if we are 
building homes for residents to live in a tourist ac-
commodation, then the cost of construction for his 
home is cheaper than it will cost for me to build my 
home as a Bermudian. Because when I build my 
home I have to pay duty on the imports. But because 
this was designated as a tourist accommodation when 
the property was structured it is cheaper. 

So the unit development cost for a tourist ac-
commodation that was transferred over to a foreign 
residence accommodation is cheaper than the cost for 
us Bermudians to build our own homes. And I think 
that is the inequity that my colleague, Mr. Moniz, was 
speaking to. 
 Mr. Speaker, on the issue of the hotel con-
cessions, it is my understanding that the tourist ac-
commodations under a hotel concession act, if the 
hotel complex has a minimum of 50 per cent housing 
available to tourists, then it can enjoy the benefit of 
the Concession Act. Mr. Speaker, this is going to al-
low a number of hotel properties to follow the lead of 
Tucker’s Point, in that you are going to have foreign, 
ultimately, residents coming here and saying that they 
are going to buy a home at a cheaper unit develop-
ment price than it costs Bermudians. And I think that 
is where the inequity lays, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the other issue that I would like 
to raise is that if we are to be creative in tourism, why 
not consider making some of these executive homes 
that are empty—that are owned by Bermudians— 
available to tourists for rental. And that they also have 
the same tourism benefits once they put their homes 
in the inventory of available properties for tourist ac-
commodations, Mr. Speaker. 
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An Hon. Member: If they want to change the usage 
of their homes, they just need to apply to the right au-
thority. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, a friend of 
mine who is in this business, she was at my home last 
night and she was saying to me, you know—  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons:—that we would be sur-
prised at the number of tourists who come here and 
they stay for six months and they rent executive 
homes and get tourism accommodations. Now, some 
of these homes are owned by expatriates, and they 
should not be doing it. And some are owned by locals. 
But my point is, there are executive homes available 
for tourists if they wish to have an accommodation 
here for six months or seven months now. 

So these complexes, these villas, Mr. 
Speaker, they are available. Now the only issue is that 
we are saying under this legislation that they are 
available for purchase. And, Mr. Speaker, as I said, if 
we are trying to boost the tourism stock in this country 
and improve our product, then we have to make the 
concessions available to all players in the industry. If 
we are providing housing—and I get back to my 
point—I think the key issue here is: When does a tour-
ist become a resident? Because if we are providing 
housing for foreign residents, then the local tax bene-
fits, tax structures, that we have for the local market 
should also apply to those foreigners when they pur-
chase accommodations in these types of places, so to 
speak, Mr. Speaker. 

So in the end, as my colleague said, we need 
to even the playing field. If you are talking about resi-
dents, then foreign residents should pay the same, 
have the same tax structure, as Bermudian residents 
when it comes to finding and buying accommodations. 
If we are talking about tourists, and tourists are stay-
ing for six months, then I agree that the concessions 
would apply to help boost our tourism industry. So I 
ask that the Minister go back and really, really be 
clear [about] who is the tourist and who will be a long-
term resident, and when does a tourist become a 
long-term resident. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Simons, the Honour-
able Member from Smith’s South.  
 Are there any further speakers?  
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Minister M. Scott, from Sandys North. Min-
ister Scott, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is possible to make a comment 
and contribute to this Motion by the Honourable and 

Learned Member, Mr. Moniz, and to bring a contribu-
tion to it. 
 Mr. Speaker, if I may attack the key and at-
tack the guts of the Honourable and Learned Member 
Mr. Moniz’s case, that we are creating gated commu-
nities, or creating an un-equitable set of societies in 
Bermuda by creating gated communities. And then 
there is other key point by the other Honourable 
Member who just took his seat, who was minded to 
make a statement in the Royal Gazette the other day 
by interview about the friendliness of this country to 
international business and to all business that we play 
host to. And there are some fundamental contradic-
tions in both of the key cases of the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Simons, and the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Mr. Moniz. 
 Mr. Speaker, gated communities—and I will 
just make this point as an opening, are an anathema. 
The Progressive Labour Party, throughout our opposi-
tion period, understood the gated concept in Tucker’s 
Town and we pushed against it. We have not pursued 
policies of creating or promulgating gated communi-
ties. I say that for the benefit of anyone who is listen-
ing in the House and in the community. 
 We have in the cases of all hotel develop-
ments . . . and there has been this development, Mr. 
Speaker. We have seen it paraded in the body of 
statutory language on many occasions in this House 
where we have seen hotel development and the 
monetising aspect of the hotel condo unit. The Hon-
ourable Member, Mr. Cole Simons, a banker, makes it 
absolutely clear—it is a monetising, capitalising ele-
ment that is common to and has been welcomed into, 
the development of hotels in the country. 

But on every occasion that we have, starting 
with the Hotel Concessions Act, and with any building 
of property and development of hotels in this country, 
we have always said, where there has been a golf-
course element, access to the golf course by the pub-
lic is strict, emphatic and unquestionable. There will 
be access by the public to these golf courses. It ap-
plies at Tucker’s Point; it will apply to any other golf 
course connected with hotel development. So that is 
not gated, that is access. That is a level playing field.  

The same thing with beaches. I recall the long 
debate about Daniel’s Head and those beaches. But 
the Government will not play the game of creating 
gated communities. We will pursue access. So that 
goes straight to the heart of the Honourable [and 
Learned] Member, Mr. Moniz, who is the author of this 
Motion. It goes to his point. I am not quite sure what 
he was trying to say, or what point he was trying to 
make. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is clear. And the Minister for 
National Security, in his Ministerial Statement and in 
the brief that he has assisted us with, makes no bones 
about the fact that the element of the condo and the 
hotel residence is the new order of the day. So to an-
swer the Honourable Member, Mr. Cole Simons, who 
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asks the question . . . the answer is quite plain: That in 
promoting tourism, these units will be the order of the 
day in connection with new hotel development. No 
question about that. No one is seeking to hide from 
that fact. 

And as we consider this, What is in the hop-
per for hotel development in the country? Well, we 
have seen Tucker’s Point use this model. We certainly 
have seen Belmont Hills use the model well. I mean, 
they have built a set of condos. Those condos sell at a 
premium price, and it does capitalise the repayment of 
all of these luxury units. We expect to see this. And I 
saw the plans. 

I do not know if the Members of the Opposi-
tion have watched. They had the opportunity. There 
were many Members that were represented at the St. 
George’s Town Square when the former Member of 
Tourism announced the Park Hyatt enterprise on the 
Hill. And you saw the plans—18,000 square feet of 
footage and space. Certainly, a hotel, up to possibly . . 
. I think it was between 80 and 100 rooms. And there 
were all of the condo units. So another example of it. 
It is being anticipated that there is going to be the sell-
ing of these condo units to monetise and capitalise the 
rather large investment. 

Where else do we see it? We see it at the 
Reefs. We see it at the Reefs Hotel. And as I under-
stand it, the Honourable Member (former Member of 
this House) applauds, welcomes, these designations 
and re-designations. What has happened is that the 
creation of hotel residences is a new animal in the 
country. 

Hotel residences. It is meant to boost tourism. 
It is meant to . . . everyone is aware, Mr. Speaker, that 
we seek in a country where in our temperate climate, 
where our sunshine is not as constant and as persis-
tent as it is the Caribbean, that we extend our season. 
And so there is an opportunity here to create a 90-day 
resident to a 12-month resident to extend our sea-
son—they are all tourists. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: They are all tourists. 
 
An Hon. Member: So then how do you go about 
separating— 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: By making laws and changing 
definitions. That the Honourable Member, Mr. Cole 
Simons, pours over this distinction . . . that is an old 
one . . . that is no longer serving us. So you create in 
legislative language a new definition of a ‘resident.’ 
What is the matter with doing that if it extends our 
tourism season? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 

Hon. Michael J. Scott: And brings warm bodies into 
this country, usually at the high-end spectrum— 
 
An Hon. Member: That is true. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott:—in our country, spending 
money on food, on using cars. There is that element 
that we even want to extend, in specific cases, the 
ability to use the cars and buy gas. And so we are 
extending the season. 
 This is the definition, as I see it. Defending 
tourism and boosting tourism. 
 
An Hon. Member: No argument, I assure you. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, and so we do 
not look for ways to strain through the net the defini-
tion of a ‘tourist’ or the definition a ‘resident.’ We have 
changed the definition, clearly. And they occupy hotel 
residences, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, when the hotel . . . and it 
began with the Hotel Concessions Act. These were 
concessions. These were concessions all aimed at, 
first of all, stimulating the building of better plants and 
then filling these plants with people. 
 Mr. Speaker, when the Honourable Member 
who just took his seat spoke of the concession to the 
local Bermudian himself, Mr. Bermuda, and the con-
cession on custom duties on the house, you make 
concessions, Mr. Speaker, of reducing custom duties, 
to construct an edifice that is going to ultimately sup-
port a tourist industry. 
You make those concessions knowing that you are 
creating inequality between the Bermudian building 
homes and paying for customs duties for importing 
materials. You do it because you are seeking to ex-
pand the tourism industry, because the tourism indus-
try is a national product. And the tourism industry will 
employ Bermudians and keep Mr. Cole Simons, Mr. 
Bermuda, or his child, or his grandchild, in work. And 
so it is with the incentive of reduced custom rates to 
build your property—that becomes a part of tourism—
you create, on the other hand, tourism in an expanded 
and functioning and flourishing fashion. 

And so you cannot have it both ways, unfortu-
nately. But the benefits ensure to the Bermudian who 
is paying— 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, the Minis-
ter is misleading the House. 
 
An Hon. Member: Then you can just say, “Point of 
Order.” 
 
The Speaker: Point of order? 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Point of order, yes. 
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The Speaker: The Honourable Member, Mr. Simons, 
has a point of order. What is your point of order? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: My point of order is very 
simple, Mr. Speaker. I have no objection to providing 
concessions to the tourism industry. I would like to 
make that very clear. What I said was, if we are pro-
viding concessions to residential properties, that a 
foreigner can have a residential property that does not 
have the same concessions for locals, then that is 
where the inequity lies. 
 I have no objection to providing conces-
sions— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Simons. I have got 
the— 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Clarification; attempted clarifi-
cation. 
 
The Speaker:—I have got the gist of it.  

Minister Scott, carry on. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: I heard the Honourable and 
Learned Member, who is the author of this Motion, 
speak to the fact that in the gated communities we are 
creating homes for non-Bermudians, and I thought he 
said staff members. I thought I wrote that down, but I 
mean, these are investors. These are investors in lim-
ited liability partnerships who convert their shares into 
. . . invest and buy shares, which are connected with 
these residences. And when they cash in these 
shares, they acquire the property. So this is just a 
new, innovative model of investment connected with 
tourism that drives and promotes tourism in the coun-
try. 
 And we do have to do this, Mr. Speaker, be-
cause the tourism market has become competitive. 
And on the front of international business and interna-
tional financial products, we have watched—you have 
watched, the country has watched—how we have 
been innovative in introducing new financial products 
into the country’s matrix. It should not surprise any-
body that this would fall over into, or migrate over into 
how we seek with innovation to create new tourism 
products. And the hotel residence is one such thing. 

And so, Mr. Speaker, may I take my seat in 
saying that the author of the Motion in saying that we 
create gated communities has not persuaded me of 
his case. Just the reverse is the policy of the Govern-
ment. By promoting the erection of tourism edifices in 
this country under the well-known model that departs 
from the stack hotel, which is disappearing, and the 
more modest 80 to 100 rooms, hopefully, maybe 200-
room structure, there is integrated with it this monetis-
ing, capitalising element of the luxury home of a 

condo, and it works well. It is an innovation. And it 
keeps people here. 

I remember a lady who used to occupy the 
Fairmont Hamilton Princess many years ago. We 
were not in Government then. She would go there and 
I think she would stay there all year. She became no-
torious— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes. You have got it. I knew 
Mr. Golzheimer would know it. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes, she became notorious.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes, one of his rich trust cli-
ents, no doubt. But Ms. Faines she stayed there all 
the time. I think someone must have taken a page out 
of Ms. Faines’ book and said she must have told this 
story over and over again, but living in this beautiful 
country, and I have the ability to— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: —It was an inefficient way. 
She was paying . . . I hope they gave her a good deal.  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: But now, it has expanded into 
this new tourism product called “the home.” 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: This good woman, Ms. 
Faines, would have told this story and helped to pro-
mote tourism many years ago. The Government has 
now continued to take the matter up and raise the bar. 
And as the hotels move online and come on-stream, 
Mr. Speaker, it is going to be important that we make 
it attractive 

And as the Honourable Member, Mr. Cole 
Simons . . . I read your article with interest, sir. I mean, 
you took an important point. And we do need to be 
more friendly. And we need to be more and more 
friendly. This is clear.  

I recall as the Minister with responsibility for 
E-Commerce, as we took the economists rankings, 
we did well in a number of areas. But on the friendli-
ness point . . . it is not surprising. Because there were 
some genuine attempts to characterise Bermuda as 
unfriendly and there were some attempts to do so with 
a great deal of disingenuousness, because people 
just got carried away. 
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[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: But, Mr. Speaker, to create an 
investor-friendly environment is important. And to do 
so in the context of lifting the second pillar to the 
economy—tourism—is clever, it is innovative. And I 
applaud all efforts of the current Minister of Tourism to 
promote this and to see this happening with all new 
hotels coming on stream because we do have to 
compete with warmer jurisdictions. We do have to—
we have tried it with golf and spa. And it has not been 
a trial, it has been a success. I mean, to bring people 
to interesting events, we have tried it with art and mu-
sic. 

But to then create, I think, the model of the 
hotel residence, is excellent. You do not have to be 
involved in just wanting to lie on a beach where the 
temperature is a persistent 88 degrees. You can en-
tertain in your home. You can have your home with a 
beautiful view of Bermuda’s wonderful scenery. And 
this makes the place attractive, as attractive for us— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott:—the local Bermudian, with 
our homes, with our wonderful views. 

And so the hotel residence and the regula-
tions associated with the Motion brought by the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member is a good thing, Mr. 
Speaker. It has nothing to do with gated communities. 
And it certainly has nothing to do with creating an un-
equal or two societies in this country. It is has every-
thing to do with promoting the economic interest—the 
national interest—of the country. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Scott. The Hon-
ourable and Learned Member from Sandys North. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
D. Tucker. 

Mr. D. Tucker, from Hamilton South has the 
floor. 
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. And thank you for the opportunity to talk on 
this particular Motion. 
 Mr. Speaker, I certainly can agree with my 
honourable colleague on this side of the aisle with me, 
Mr. Simons, when it came to the particular point about 
the hotels having a Concession Act and being able to 
get percentages and duty-free allowances for certain 
products for the hotels in the best interest of tourism. I 
have no problem with that. But I certainly have to 
agree with my good friend, the Honourable Member, if 
we are going to be selling these particular properties 
and they are actually going to go out of hotel stock 
and become a residence for someone.  

Now if there is some way that they are going 
to buy this property and then they lease it back to the 
hotel for some way or another, then it still becomes a 

hotel residence, per se, somewhat. But if they are go-
ing to buy this property outright, I feel that the Gov-
ernment of the day should look at these particular 
properties and try to get some of the tax relief back 
that we gave these various different hotels. Because 
that is an issue that is clearly completely separate if 
we are going to sell it as a residence. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, these particular residences 
that we are going to be selling, I am almost 100 per 
cent sure for these executives—if exempt companies 
do chose to purchase them—it is not going to be their 
executives that have kids and wives and all that type 
of stuff. Because from my understanding and my ex-
perience most of these executive homes that are 
available, these wonderful and beautiful old Ber-
mudian homes that these executives are renting for 
$25,000 and $30,000 a month, they truly enjoy be-
cause they are hidden away somewhere with a lot of 
trees around them, there is lovely property and 
grounds around them where people are raising their 
kids and things of that nature there. So when we talk 
about the international business executive, per se, 
when we talk about that particular individual, I am sure 
that there are not that many that are going to be pay-
ing—or the company is going to be paying—that type 
of rent. 

We also have, when the Honourable Member, 
mentioned about rents being lost by the everyday per-
son that may have fixed up their house and they may 
have a house that they have bought, their mortgage is 
being paid on, a three bedroom or things of that na-
ture, or two bedroom. Those are not necessarily ex-
ecutives. Those are people that are in the interna-
tional business arena that are paying those rents—
they may be paying $5,000, $6,000, $7,000. Now they 
are not executives. So in that regard, I do not think 
that there will be that much of an affect on the local 
market for those types of people that are not at the 
executive level of the international business arena. 

Now the international business arena that 
may be going to purchase some of these units, and 
they will be putting some of their high-end clients into 
them that may be coming down to do business. They 
may be putting some of the high-end clients into some 
of these places to stay for a period of time, maybe two 
or three days, things of that nature, or four days. 

That may also happen if these exempt com-
panies do purchase them. And if they do purchase 
them, then that is when I say that tax relief that we 
have given them, we need to get that back and put 
that into the Government coffers. Because there is no 
longer a tourism product—it is no longer a tourism 
product. And that is something that if we are going to 
do this . . . well, obviously, it is happening. But that is 
something that should be looked at because that is 
very important in terms of even getting the money for 
the Government’s coffers. 
 My other question is: How many of these par-
ticular units did Tucker’s Point potentially lose out on? 
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Or how many are actually in the process of being pur-
chased at this point that it was that traumatic that it be 
done instantaneously for them to be afforded this ac-
tion? Because, I mean, we are talking close to about 
100 properties, just under 100 when you add them up. 
So, I mean, that is quite a bit. And I do recall Tucker’s 
Point at some time advertising about how well they 
were making out with selling these units. Obviously, 
which the Honourable Member, Mr. Cole Simons, 
mentioned about just getting a cash injection into their 
plant. 

So, Mr. Speaker, and also from what I am un-
derstanding, these particular units are between a price 
of $1.5 million and up. That is a pretty high figure. I 
mean, yes, in today’s market if someone was to actu-
ally already own a piece of land in Bermuda and build 
a place, it may cost him about between $600,000 to 
$800,000 to build a nice house, if you find a nice rea-
sonable contractor. But I do not think that there are 
too many Bermudians that are going to be interested 
in going down to Tucker’s Point and purchasing one of 
these properties [even] if they are available to them. 
So in that regard, and if we have executives that have 
been in this country for some time and they do enjoy it 
and they say, Well, you know what, let me buy a 
house in Bermuda because I really did enjoy my six 
years, or eight years, or ten years as an executive, in 
an exempt company. Then they would go and pur-
chase this property. And then they would fly back and 
forth, to and from Bermuda and entertain their guests, 
or have their friends come down and stay in these 
various different properties. 

Those are my few comments on this here, Mr. 
Speaker. And I just hope that those small little things 
that are being tweaked, we can get resolved. Because 
at the end of the day we do not want to see anyone 
fail when they go into business because a lot of 
money is being invested into the country and into the 
hotel industry as these developers do come forth. And 
we have to make sure that we keep a balance as we 
go forward with this. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief, Deputy Speaker, in the 
Chair] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Tucker. 
 Does anyone wish to speak to this Motion by 
Mr. Moniz on the Immigration and Protection Act? 
 I recognise the Honourable Minister, D. Bur-
gess, Hamilton Parish. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker.  

First of all, Mr. Speaker, we thank the Hon-
ourable Member, Trevor Moniz, for this Take Note 
Motion.  I think, sometimes we listen to the song, 
Bermuda is Another World, but I think we must re-

member that we are in this world. This global reces-
sion affects all of us, Bermuda, United States, United 
Kingdom, Ireland, and the list goes on. 
 Mr. Speaker, during these times one has to be 
innovative to try and sustain a standard of living and 
try to get in as much revenue as possible, so that we 
keep the country stable. Mr. Speaker, this Govern-
ment has done just that when we went to rescue the 
Bank of Butterfield. Mr. Speaker, when we rescued 
that bank by backing them, we were not only thinking 
about the bank, we were thinking about those hun-
dreds of employees at the bank. I think there are 
about 800 employees. I may be wrong, but I know it is 
quite a number there. 

Mr. Speaker, should this Government have 
just stood still and not gone to the rescue of the peo-
ple there. Or did we do the right thing? I believe we 
did the right thing. 

Mr. Speaker, when you take Tucker’s Point, 
Tucker’s Point is a five-star property. And it has some 
problems, financial problems. I think they are enjoying 
fair occupancies, but the revenue is certainly not pay-
ing the bills. And so what do you do? Do you stand 
aside and watch a five-star property close when we 
are a tourist destination? That is one of the pillars of 
our economy, along with the major one—exempt 
company business. Do we close a property when in 
fact today we have less beds than we have had for 
many years? In fact, the high in the 80s of 10,000 
beds, now we have about 5,000. Do you see another 
property close, Mr. Speaker? No, not this Govern-
ment. 
 
An Hon. Member: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: So we have to assist 
them, because we have employees—over a hundred 
employees work there also—that have to feed their 
families. So this Government is doing what others are 
doing. 
 Mr. Speaker, you hear around the world 
where governments have these stimulus packages to 
try to save jobs, save industries. That is what you do. 

And, Mr. Speaker, I heard my good cousin, 
the Honourable Cole Simons, say that we build these 
homes for . . . these hotels cheap. But in all due re-
spect to the good cousin of mine— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, they are not 
cheap! But they have . . . you say the duty is exempt. 
Not exempt, it is deferred. It is deferred, so they have 
to pay. The Hotel Concession Act . . . this Govern-
ment realised that in order for Bermuda to compete 
the hotels needed to bring the standards up and we 
gave the assistance as necessary by enacting the 
Hotel Concession Act. And you saw hotels upgrade 
their plant. In fact, you see many of the hotels in great 
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shape now—Castle Point, Cambridge, The Reefs, 
Newstead, and the list goes on, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, those homes and hotel con-
cessions, they are not any cheaper to them than they 
are to the average Bermudian. They are deferred. 

Mr. Speaker, things have gotten so rough this 
year for Bermuda, as with other countries, if you look 
in one of the papers which comes out weekly you will 
see . . . and I have been noticing the last couple of 
months you will see about three or four pages of rent-
als. About 18 months ago, you could not rent any-
thing. There was nothing available. So there are nu-
merous properties, a surplus of properties that are 
available. You can pick, choose, and refuse. But I 
think a lot of them cannot decrease the rent where 
they would like to, to be able to make them more af-
fordable, because of the bank note. They have to try 
to pay that. But I think some folks have realised that a 
half a glass is better than nothing in the glass or no 
glass at all. So I think some folks are decreasing their 
rents to get some money to pay the bank note. 
 And the hotels are no different. We have de-
ferred payments for local businesses on their taxes. 
We have done that. This Government has done that 
for the last couple of years to try to make the business 
viable and keep those employees employed. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: To help the cash 
flow—pay the people off—Mr. Speaker. That is what 
this Government is doing. 

You know, Mr. Speaker, what sort of gets to 
me sometimes is that no matter what you try to do, 
people will complain and criticise. Well, Mr. Speaker, 
there comes a time in our lives that no matter what 
side of this House you sit on, some things you have to 
come together on. Like crime, like getting our tourism 
brought up—the standards and the numbers up. We 
cannot be critical of each other on crime and tourism 
and exempt company business. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The lifeblood. The 
crime can ruin the lifeblood. But these three issues we 
must come together on and stay together on because 
it is survival for all. And I think that if we come to-
gether, if we come together, Mr. Speaker, we can get 
through these difficult times, Mr. Speaker. 
 With that, Mr. Speaker, thank you for allowing 
me this time. 
 
An Hon. Member: Hear, hear! 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Minister 
Burgess. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Motion put by Mr. Trevor Moniz, “That this Honourable 

House take note of the Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection (Designation of Eligible Condominium Units, 
Tourists and Accommodation and Hotel Residences) 
Amendment Regulations, 2010?”  
 That was more for the edification of the public 
than for this House. 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Zane De 
Silva. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, sometimes I sit in this 
Honourable House and I wonder if we sometimes get 
hit by an earthquake. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And Members on the other 
side of this House seem to drop into a big dark hole. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And then all of a sudden 
are replaced maybe by individuals that drop out of 
cuckoo land. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, I cannot believe for the life of me that I have 
heard some of the statements coming from the other 
side as I have this afternoon. 
 We should not even be having this discussion, 
Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: We should. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh, yes, we should. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker— 
 
An Hon. Member: You would like it if we were not 
here. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—let me touch on just a few 
points that the Opposition Members— 
 
An Hon. Member: What do you have the floor for? 
 
An Hon. Member: Nothing. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—came up with. 
 
An Hon. Member: You have already offered. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You know, I have heard 
several Members, Mr. Deputy Speaker, on the other 
side talk about the cost of construction being less ex-
pensive than it has been for others, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And while the Honourable 
Member, Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin, says that she, that 
we— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—didn’t say that, but the 
Honourable Member just got back in the House and 
she obviously missed her colleague when he made 
that statement, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Deputy Speaker, let me say that on 
that statement regarding building less expensively 
than others—you know, as my honourable colleague, 
the Deputy Premier, just said, we are in a difficult, 
changing world. You know, the analogy I draw to that 
is this—and the Honourable Member, Mr. Gibbons, 
will be familiar—you know, about 10 years ago you 
could join the Mid Ocean Golf Club, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, and you would join and you would pay an 
initiation fee of maybe $20,000. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh, my goodness. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You could join Riddell’s 
Bay Golf Club and it would have cost $14,000, an ini-
tiation fee. Well, do you know what, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker? I am not sure about Mid Ocean; maybe my 
honourable friend might be able to tell us— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—but I can tell you, at Rid-
dell’s Bay that initiation fee is now only $8,000—half 
the price! Well, what about all the folks that paid that 
full price eight and nine years ago? You know, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, I draw that analogy because, you 
know, we live in a different world. Things have 
changed. 
 
An Hon. Member: Life is not fair. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And, you know, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, that is why I have to draw that analogy—
because we live in a different world. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Are you saying that the older 
members paid the price? 
 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The older members, the 
longer-serving members, the members that joined 
those golf clubs earlier in their lifetime, paid a lot more 
for their initiation fee. 
 
An Hon. Member: Is that you? Are you the one that 
knows? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: He probably does know. He has 
money. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You see, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker? So we live in a different world. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
I will quote some of the statements made by my good, 
good “learning-horse” cousin, Mr. Cole Simons. And 
he asked several questions. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: What kind of cousin? 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Did you say the Honourable— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh-oh. I am sorry.  
 
The Deputy Speaker: —Cole Simons? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, no—My honourable 
horse-loving cousin. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Oh, yes. Thank you very much. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
let me repeat some of his statements and questions. 
And I quote, “Let us be clear. Let us be very clear. 
This is a capital-raising exercise for Tucker’s Point 
Club.” 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: I never said Tucker’s 
Point. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, yes, you did. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I wrote it down specifically. 
He did, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And, we have Hansard 
now and I am making . . . I am making . . . I would like 
a little Christmas bet. And I would put a dinner on the 
line, Mr. Deputy Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
seeing that the Honourable Member has a little prob-
lem remembering what he says— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The Member now accepts it, 
though. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, he does, yes. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is very good. I will still 
flip him a coin for dinner, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He also stated, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, “Will this set a precedent for other hotels?” 
 Now, you know, I listened to that very care-
fully. “Will this set a precedent for other hotels?” 
 
The Deputy Speaker: That is a point. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, if the Honourable 
Member would have read the statement, the Ministe-
rial Statement, and I will quote. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: “Mr. Speaker, it is antici-
pated that other hotel properties will seek this provi-
sion, and those will be the subject of individual parlia-
mentary scrutiny.” [Hansard, 19 November 2010 page 
130] 
 And I will say it again. “It is anticipated that 
other hotel properties will seek this provision.” 
 
An Hon. Member: What is the answer to that? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, we said it 
then and I will say it again.  
 
[Inaudible interjections and uproar]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, we do hope it sets a 
precedent, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 

[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: What is the tax? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And the reason that we 
hope it sets a precedent, is this: The more overseas 
investors that we can get to invest in this Island and 
stay for more than 90 days, now 365. Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, I do not doubt for a moment that anyone in 
this Honourable House— 
 
An Hon. Member: That is your problem. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—let alone Bermuda, would 
mind at all, if every fractional unit that now sits 
empty—every hotel room that is now empty—would 
be full for 365 days. They would have to be off their 
rocker, Mr. Deputy Speaker, to not want that situation 
to happen in Bermuda. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: That is the problem. It has not 
happened.  
 
An Hon. Member: Exactly.  
 
An Hon. Member: Yes, but there is the future. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oooh. 
 
An Hon. Member: Where? Where? 
 
An Hon. Member: Promises. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member, 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, also spoke and he asked— 
 
An Hon. Member: What is the test? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—“Are you still a tourist if 
you have been here for a year?” 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, if we have visitors that 
come to this Island for 365 days a year for 10, 20, 30 
years straight, I do not care if you call them a tourist or 
resident, Mr. Deputy Speaker, because the people of 
Bermuda will be the ones to benefit. They will be the 
ones to benefit. So I am not going to get tied up with 
calling a tourist a resident, a resident a tourist. If we 
have visitors, everyone will do well, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. Everyone would do well. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: So I can be a three-year 
tourist? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member, 
Mr. Simons, just asked, “Can I be a three-year tour-
ist?” 
 I would like him to be a lifetime tourist, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and uproar] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I 
am trying to just get my colleagues . . . obviously, I 
have ruffled a few feathers— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: We all want to hear the Minis-
ter. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —because they all want to 
speak again. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: We all want to hear the Minis-
ter. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
An Hon. Member: Speak for yourself. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker, I lis-
tened to the Honourable Member, Mr. Trevor Moniz, 
intently as well. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: The Honourable and Learned. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And do you know, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, I heard the Honourable and 
Learned, Mr. Moniz— 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —say that we were creat-
ing gated communities. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And I am glad that the 
Honourable Member just corrected me and said, “do 
not forget to say “Learned.” 
 Well, you know, Mr. Deputy Speaker, for a 
Learned Honourable Member, I do not think he really 
understands what “gated” means. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, you know, being a . . . 
take one of the Opposition leader’s sayings, as being 
an old-time . . . what does he say? A country boy, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. I am going to “school” him up a little 
bit. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker, if the 
Honourable Member wants to know what “gated” 
means, I advise that Honourable Member to take a 
trip to Tucker’s Town. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Take a trip to Tucker’s 
Town and try to go out to the end of Tucker’s Town to 
Frick’s Point. What you will be greeted with, Mr. Dep-
uty Speaker, is a gate with a security guard. Now that 
is a gated community. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You do not have a gated 
community at Tucker’s Point Club, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. You do not have a gated community at 
Newstead. You do not have a gated community at 
The Reefs. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I said Tucker’s Point to 
start with. 

You see, Mr. Deputy Speaker, gated is what 
you get down in Tucker’s Town. You get a gate, a hut, 
and a security guard. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You do not get that over at 
Tucker’s Point, Mr. Deputy Speaker. And you know 
what else, Mr. Deputy Speaker? You can go play golf 
at Tucker’s Point. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You can go to the spa. 
 
An Hon. Member: It will cost you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You can even go there for 
dinner, but you cannot go to Mid Ocean, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, unless you are a member of that club. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now that is what I call 
“gated,” Mr. Deputy Speaker, okay?  
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[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker, the 
Honourable Member, Mr. Moniz,— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
An Hon. Member: And Learned. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—said that we cannot keep 
turning hotel rooms into residences. We cannot keep 
turning hotel rooms into residences. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, I said it five minutes ago, 
let me say it again. If we had every residence in Ber-
muda, every hotel room— 
 
An Hon. Member: Occupied. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—occupied 365 days a year 
with overseas guests, guess what? 
 
An Hon. Member: We would not be able to get a spot 
in one of them. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker, I am 
sorry. I cannot . . . I will not understand the logic of the 
Members opposite— 
 
An Hon. Member: Because there is none. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—for the statements made 
today. I really cannot. 
 And, you know, to disagree for just the sake of 
it, Mr. Deputy Speaker, makes no sense to me. 
 
An Hon. Member: A rhetorical diatribe. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker, let me 
finish on this note. The Opposition constantly, con-
stantly in this House, Mr. Deputy Speaker . . . what is 
one of their pet peeves? We, the Government, must 
learn how to look after our international foreigners that 
are working in this country. 
 
An Hon. Member: I do not want to hear this. 
 
An Hon. Member: Quiet. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Look after the exempt 
company business. Look after the re-insurers. Look 
after the captive guests you have on your Island, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. Well, Mr. Deputy Speaker, we try. 
We offered our guests and all those companies the 
luxury of purchasing homes for their people. And here 
we are, Opposition saying that they are against it. 
Duh! 
 
[Laughter] 
 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: Point of order, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. Point of order. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Minister, do you mind yielding 
for point of order? Yes. 
 Mr. Moniz, take your point of order. 
 
An Hon. Member: Nobody said anything. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Deputy Speaker, this is a 
Take Note Motion which offers, as I said in the begin-
ning, the opportunity to discuss the regulations. What I 
want to know is: What is the Government’s policy? 
That is what I am asking. What is their vision and pol-
icy? Now that Minister, in speaking in behalf of the 
Government, says he would be happy to have all hotel 
rooms gotten rid of and just have residences. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: If that is the policy, then that is 
the policy. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Moniz. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: That is what I am asking. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Deputy Speaker, thank 
you.  

For that Honourable Member to continue to 
say— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Honourable and Learned 
Member. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. He says do not forget 
. . . thank you, that was what I was going to get to. To 
continue to remind me to say “Learned.”  
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What was that? I do not understand that, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. That was supposed to be a point of 
order. I do not understand it. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
let me just say that this legislation change is only go-
ing to benefit the entire Bermudian community, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. And if anyone, anywhere, disagrees 
with that, Mr. Deputy Speaker, you know what they 
should do? They should fly back off to cuckoo land, 
because they are in the wrong place. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Minister 
De Silva. 
 Does any other Member which to speak to the 
Motion lead by Minister Moniz? 
 I recognise the Honourable Minister Grant 
Gibbons. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you Mr. Dep-
uty Speaker. 
 Mr. Deputy Speaker, the Honourable Member 
who just took his seat obviously prided himself on lis-
tening very carefully. But, unfortunately, he only lis-
tened very carefully when it suited him. He did not 
listen very carefully to the point behind this Motion in 
the first place. 
 And that was, Mr. Deputy Speaker . . . and 
this was where my Honourable colleague, Mr. Trevor 
Moniz, was going. If you are taking this almost stop-
gap policy, this change, what is the broader vision, 
what is the broader plan here that you have behind 
this? Because we all understood from the Statement 
the Honourable Member read a couple of weeks ago, 
that this basically is an effort to switch these resi-
dences from 90 day into year-round. 

And it is effectively a measure that (as the 
Honourable Member said in his statement), “It is an-
ticipated that other hotel properties will seek this pro-
vision, and those will be the subject of individual par-
liamentary scrutiny.” 

Now I think we also all understand that there 
is not a broader plan here. I think those of us who 
have been listening on this side to what the Govern-
ment has said so far, Mr. Blakeney talked about living 
in very fluid times, others talked about addressing the 
Tucker’s Point issue. I think what we were looking for 
here was, what is the broader tourism plan that Gov-
ernment has? Because when you look at the current 
situation we are in, the Government’s tourism plan 
effectively is in tatters.  

You just need to look at the gross domestic 
product numbers that came out a week or so ago and 
you see that the hospitality and tourism section de-
clined from 2008 to 2009 by over 20 per cent. Tourism 
under this Government has gone from about 7 per 

cent of GDP down to 4 per cent of GDP. It is essen-
tially a crash-and-burn situation. 

So when you have a small change like this, 
which obviously creates a certain precedent and also 
has implications, the natural question on this side of 
the House is not to say that we are opposing it. We 
are simply trying to get a clearer understanding, given 
the disaster in tourism which came about as a conse-
quence of Government’s policy over the last few years 
over there. And if you want me to reiterate it, I can. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Basically, you have 
a master strategist in the former tourism Minister over 
there that basically sort of made it up as they went 
along. And there was no effort to really sort of work 
with the tourism community over there. If they had, 
they would have put have put in a Tourism Authority a 
number of years ago. And, as a consequence, what 
you see is this extraordinary drop—which is partially a 
consequence of economic circumstances right now—
but this extraordinary drop in the impact, essentially 
the importance of tourism in this economy. It has ef-
fectively halved since the Progressive Labour Party 
Government came to power. And, in fact, in the last 
year or so that 20 per cent drop, I think, says it all. 
 So it is a natural question to ask on this side. 
Okay? We understand that Tucker’s Point . . . the 
Honourable Member, Mr. Burgess, effectively said it, 
has got difficulties right now. This change from 90-day 
residences to year-round residences will help them 
move some of the excess inventory they had because 
it will result, possibly, in making it more attractive to 
non-Bermudians who want to lease it on a year-round 
basis. 

But the point my honourable colleague, Mr. 
Moniz, was making, and the point that we on this side 
have made, is that when you do something like that it 
has knock-on effects in other parts of the community. 
Because if someone can now effectively lease a resi-
dence at Tucker’s Point on a year-round basis, that 
means they do not have to rent from a Bermudian 
who effectively has created a residence which he is 
now renting to a non-Bermudian. 

So when you get into housing market issues, 
you have to go back to the supply and demand. We 
have increased the supply now of available housing 
for these non-Bermudian executive-types of rentals 
because we have now converted hotel residences into 
these more residential type of residences. That means 
there are more available and that means that there 
may be people who are now renting from Bermudians 
who are going to go into this area. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, this does not mean we 
oppose it, but it does mean we get to ask the ques-
tion: What is Government’s broader plan here? 

And I listened to a lot of the Members over 
there. There seems to be no broader plan here from a 
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tourist perspective, and that is the issue. The Honour-
able Member, Mr. De Silva said “the more overseas 
investors we can get the better.” And I think that is 
fine. But the problem is we do not have enough over-
seas investors now. We do not have enough local in-
vestors. The supply/demand situation has changed. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But with this we might get 
them. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The supply/demand 
situation has changed and as a consequence we are 
not filling up these hotel rooms. We are not filling up 
these condominiums. But we are adding more in and 
we are also competing with the local sector who have 
and rent to non-Bermudians, whether they be over-
seas or whether they be living here, working in inter-
national business or what have you. 
 So the question is, when you start to make 
changes like this, we on this side of the House would 
like to get an understanding of how well it has been 
thought through. What is the impact on the local sec-
tor? Is this part of a broader plan to address some of 
the tourism challenges we have here? Or is it simply 
flying by the seat of your pants, trying to address the 
symptoms of a disastrous tourism policy which we 
have seen over the last few years? 
 The message that we are getting from that 
side is that it is simply reacting to deal with the symp-
toms from a disastrous tourism policy which has de-
clined 20 per cent from a GDP perspective from 2008 
to 2009. 
 And in point of fact, my honourable colleague, 
Mr. Richards, is right. And I have to say I believe that 
he probably is . . . it is only going to get worse in this 
next year. We are not filling these hotel rooms. All 
these fractionals and condos that we have created 
with the hope that Mr. De Silva—or that Mr. De Silva’s 
hope is, the Honourable Member’s hope is—that they 
be filled up, is not happening right now. And so the 
question we have is — 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons:—what are we do-
ing? Where is the policy? Where is the strategy? 
Where is the plan to do this? 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: We have not seen 
anything. So it makes perfect sense that my honour-
able colleague, Mr. Moniz, would come today and say, 
Look, we understand what you are trying to do here. 
We understand what you are trying to do with 
Tucker’s Point. They are having financial difficulty. 
They have got this excess inventory; they are not be-

ing able to move it. Let’s try to make that more attrac-
tive by putting it into a year-round rental situation. 
 Fair enough. Okay? We also understand from 
what you said that other hotels, other properties, may 
be coming. But it begs the broader question. These 
are addressing symptoms. What are you doing to ad-
dress the real problems that we have in the tourism 
sector right now? And we are not seeing anything. 
 I was hoping the Honourable Member who 
speaks for tourism would get up and start to talk about 
it. We have had announcement after announcement 
that Park Hyatt is starting. This goes back a number of 
years from the former tourism Minister. We have not 
seen any movement there. 
 And part of the problem is that they have . . . I 
cannot remember, maybe, 250 to 300 condos and 
there is a huge number of fractionals that they are 
going to have to sell in order to be able to make sure 
that this thing gets off the ground. Because otherwise, 
the lenders and the equity investors are going to say, 
Look, we don’t want you to go ahead unless you can 
sell this inventory. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: But the problem is, 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, it is not moving right now. You 
know, we talked about I think the St. Regis over 
here— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker.  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order, sure. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Do you wish to cede? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Carry on, Minister. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. 
 The Honourable Member is misleading the 
House, Mr. Deputy Speaker, when he says, in particu-
lar to the Park Hyatt development . . . he said, Nothing 
is moving, nothing is happening. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, you know, there was an 
announcement just a couple of weeks ago. Maybe the 
Honourable Member was off Island. There was an 
announcement by the developer, Mr. Carl Bazarian, 
as well as the head man at Park Hyatt, confirming that 
they were going to develop that hotel property, Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. 

Then he says that nothing is moving. The 
Honourable Member surely must know that a huge, 
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huge set of plans were submitted to the Department of 
Planning, Mr. Deputy Speaker, just a few weeks ago. 
So, you know, it takes time. And things are moving, 
Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Minister.  
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. Dep-
uty Speaker. Perhaps the word would be not in my 
generation. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: We have been get-
ting the promises for the last 12 years and we sim-
ply— 
 
An Hon. Member: A promise is a promise is a prom-
ise. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Look. Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, I think we on this side understand that the 
Government is committed. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: They are . . . by and 
large they are well-intentioned. They are well-
intentioned. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: But they simply have 
not been able to make it happen. And that is the 
genesis of this particular Motion.  

We are trying to understand what the broader 
plan is here. We understood what the plan was be-
fore. It was whatever Dr. Brown wanted to do, the 
former Honourable Member of this House. He was the 
master strategist. He went wherever he wanted to. We 
have got, apparently, a new Cabinet, and something 
of new regime right now. We are trying to get an un-
derstanding of what Government is doing because the 
tourism situation is in tatters at the moment.  

Yes, there are lots of promises. Yes, there are 
lots of plans being submitted. But we simply have not 
seen anything actually move to any great degree, with 
the possible exception of what is going on up at— 

 
[Inaudible interjections] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons:—up at Daniel’s 
Head. That is the crux of it here. And I understand we 
are in a debating situation here. Government can sort 
of pick off some of the things Honourable Members 
have said about what is a tourist and what is a resi-
dent—those kinds of issues. 

But I think the fact of the matter is, it was a 
very simple question. It does not mean that we on this 
side of the House are opposed to what the Honour-
able Member is doing here. We do not want to see 
Tucker’s Point get into increasingly difficult financial 
territory here. That is a great resort down there. We 
want to support it. So this has nothing to do with 
whether we oppose Tucker’s Point. But we would like 
to get a sense . . . or even this change. But we would 
like to get a sense of whether the Government has 
thought it through or not. And we simply are not get-
ting that. There does not seem to be any kind of a real 
plan there. 

Anyway, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I think those 
are the main points that I wanted to make because I 
think we deserve to have an explanation. We deserve 
to have an understanding of whether Government has 
thought this kind of stuff through in a broader picture. 
Not just as it affects Tucker’s Point or the next hotel 
property that is going to come and say, Look, I want to 
switch from these 90-day residences to year-round 
residences because I am having financial difficulty 
and I have to make this inventory more attractive. 

We understand that. But where, where, 
please, is the broader plan? 

Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 

The Deputy Speaker: Thank you very much, Dr. Gib-
bons. 
 Does any other Member wish to speak to the 
Motion led by the Honourable Mr. Moniz? 
 I recognise the Honourable . . . oh. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Mr. Swan has ceded to the 
Minister of Tourism, the Honourable Minister Minors. 

Carry on, Minister Minors. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. 
 I have listened intently to the comments that 
have been made by both sides. And what should be 
coming across, and what I have heard in some regard 
in some of the comments made, was that we recog-
nise as a Government, and specifically representing 
and speaking on behalf of the Ministry of Business 
Development and Tourism, that we need, as was 
communicated just yesterday in my meeting with the 
various players, that we need to have a tourism prod-
uct. We need to have the hotel rooms in order to ac-
commodate our visiting guests. 

Have there been challenges in doing so? It is 
quite obvious there have been. We have seen over a 
period of time some of the hotel properties coming 
into some challenges with regard to maintaining their 
properties, or expanding their properties. And, yes, we 
have seen a variety of SDOs [Special Development 
Order] come forward, a variety of meetings held, a 
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variety of promises made pertaining to us developing 
properties. 

Has there been progress? Yes. Has it has 
been at the speed that we are desirous? Possibly not, 
and we could clearly say no. But, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
the intent is still there. The desire is there that we 
wish, and I wish it in the position that I hold, to im-
prove our tourism product to make us that gem in the 
Atlantic that we are regarded as; to have the hotel 
beds, hotel rooms and the beds that could accommo-
date the increased numbers of tourists that I am en-
visaging coming to our Islands.  

The potential is there, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
the potential is there for the synergy that I see hap-
pening between the business development and tour-
ism and bringing in the business visitor for conven-
tions and the like, and hopefully they come back and 
return with families, but we have to have the beds. So 
that dialogue continues.  

Yes, I had mentioned earlier that there are 
plans in 2011 that ground will be broken, that work will 
start. Would we have liked to have seen more for 
2011? Of course. We are currently in discussions. 
Every week it appears as though I have a meeting 
that has been requested to speak to me about future 
business, hotel development components. And I am 
open to do so. And what has been a constant chal-
lenge facing these persons that have the support be-
hind them is that they are challenged to have the capi-
tal. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: And that is accepted. They 
are challenged to have the capital. But it was interest-
ing, Mr. Speaker, I read in an article, an online article, 
I think it might have been the Wall Street Journal, 
where they are saying that there is an abundance of 
capital now that is situated in the US where they are 
seeking, they need to take it off-shore. They need to 
take it— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Pardon me? 
 
An Hon. Member: Are they in cash? 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Yes, they are in cash. They 
need to take this to shores where they can—and spe-
cifically develop hotels. 

And when I received this e-mail, Mr. Speaker, 
do you know the first thing I did? I sent it around by e-
mail to all the hotel developers that I knew were 
knocking on my door and wishing to have a meeting 
so that they can be encouraged that there is the de-
sire to build hotel developments globally. And that 
there has to be the appropriate contacts made to tap 
into this. 

So we accept, Mr. Speaker, that the challenge 
is there. We accept that we must come up with inno-
vative ways to help the hotel developer. But we need 
to make sure that at the end of the day we, as a Gov-
ernment, are not compromising our purse. That is im-
portant—that we are not compromising our purse in 
giving away too much to get the additional beds that 
we feel that we need to make our tourism product 
competitive globally. 

So that is basically what I wish to contribute to 
this. The intent is there. The desire is there. There is 
work to be done; there is work that is being done. And 
I will continue to have my door open to the business 
developers to have the discussions with regard to how 
they can be of assistance to get us to that page where 
we are working together. And that is what is my ap-
proach to this—we need to work together to make our 
tourism product, to make Bermuda, the place that it 
should be. 

Thank you. 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Minors, from 
Smith’s North. 
 Any further speakers?  
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable Member, 
Mr. C. Swan, from Southampton West Central. 
 Mr. Swan has the floor. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

I have sat and listened to everyone that has 
spoken so far and, you know, we on this side took a 
bit of consideration before deciding for the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Moniz, to go ahead and put this Take 
Note Motion. And for very good reason, I believe, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Honourable Minister of Business Devel-
opment and Tourism, who just sat down, made a 
statement this morning and she has just alluded to it 
again about meetings. And the question was posed 
then, you know, about the vision. That they were go-
ing to, hopefully, if the people in New York, the vari-
ous travel agents and meeting planners and what 
have you, have heard it when we in Bermuda would 
hear it. And also my colleague, Mr. Gibbons, raised 
the same issue. 

I am about plans as well, Mr. Speaker. And, 
you know, in our daily travels as MPs and sort of rep-
resentatives for our constituents, we hear the same 
refrain these days. And, you know, I believe that if we 
have a plan, we might not have to be going through 
this actual Take Note Motion. 
 You know, the average man in the street sees 
more and more of the land of this country being 
leased, or what have you, to developers from over-
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seas for longer and longer periods. And they have 
seen the Government offer concessions for develop-
ment. And now we are seeing legislation to take units 
from hotels and move them into residences. And I 
would imagine the average man in the street (and I 
consider myself one) wonders, as the Honourable 
Member, Mr. De Silva, said . . . and I think he is look-
ing in a black hole. Where is this all going to end? 
 Mr. Speaker, you know, the . . . and I am go-
ing to get to some specific things. We are really in a 
hard situation here. We are in debt and we are in a 
recession. So is the rest of the world. You know, it 
takes some very, very careful and considered looking 
at where we are to determine how we get from where 
we are. And, honestly, with what I have seen so far . . 
. we have had some legislation to do with 9 Beaches. 
That was hoped to be sort of pushed through today, 
but now will be debated on Monday. 

One wonders where this is all going to end. 
My particular point, and it sort of picks up on some of 
the points that were raised before. You know, I believe 
the Honourable Member, Mr. Burgess, talked about 
investors. (Or it might have been the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Scott, who first said it [and] talked about 
investors.) We are trying to attract investors. Well, you 
know, when it comes to housing and land in Bermuda 
we are all investors. I am a Bermudian. I have built a 
house. I am an investor in this country. 

We are trying to attract people from overseas, 
who we will consider investors in land. But the point 
that one of my earlier colleagues raised, they are 
coming in at a slight bit of advantage. And, as an in-
vestor, one looks for a return. We are limited in Ber-
muda. We like to have an apartment under us so we 
can get some rental income to help us pay for our 
house. 

Where are we going here? What is the ulti-
mate aim? And a few analogies were raised. I think 
the Honourable Member Mr. Burgess raised [one] 
about the Bank of Butterfield. And we injected money 
in there. 

 
The Speaker: Perhaps I ought to read the Motion. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: No, you do not need to read 
the Motion. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Bermuda Immigration and Protection 
(Designation of Eligible Condominium Units, Tourist 
Accommodation and Hotel Residences) Amendment 
Regulations, 2010. See if we can— 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: So I will just continue, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: See if we can talk about that. 
 

[Inaudible interjections and laughter]  
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: The question I am posing is 
. . . an Honourable Member raised the issue of inject-
ing capital into the Bank of Butterfield. Well, there is 
an economic benefit there for the wider Bermudian 
population, and I think everybody is able to see that. 
 
The Speaker: I do want to hear about these regula-
tions now. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: This is a Take Note Motion, I 
believe, Mr. Speaker. It was said before. It is an op-
portunity for an open debate on it. 
 
The Speaker: Well— 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: We are not agreeing or dis-
agreeing with anything. 
 
The Speaker: Well, try to work it in with this. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: Tie it in with the subject. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, tie it in with this. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Okay. Tie it in with Tucker’s 
Point. Well, I am just going . . . listen, Mr. Speaker, I 
am only referring to things that other people have 
said. And they were not stopped, so I am failing to 
see. 
 
The Speaker: Well, I am here. I am going to stop you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: No, I will not go down there. 
 
The Speaker: I am going to stop you if you are not 
talking about this. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
An Hon. Member: Ah. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: So what I am wondering is, 
Mr. Speaker, and I believe it is an economic benefit to 
Tucker’s Point. I am trying to find out where the eco-
nomic benefit is for the wider Bermudian population. 

The other thing I want to ask, Mr. Speaker, is, 
an Honourable Member (and I believe it was Mr. De 
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Silva) said he would be happy if he saw one residence 
occupied with 365 days a year. 
 
An Hon. Member: Who wouldn’t? 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: That is wonderful. But we 
cannot fill hotel rooms right now. So what is the ulti-
mate plan or benefit to Bermuda, and the economic 
benefit to Tucker’s Point, about doing this? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: The last thing I will raise, Mr. 
Speaker. I imagine there are immigration issues here. 
People come here as tourists and they are allowed to 
stay a certain length of time. So I am expecting that 
we are going to see some other legislation that 
changes that, or regulation, that changes that. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am only raising things that I 
think will bear consideration before we, what I call, 
give away our Bermudian birthright. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Swan, the Honourable 
Member from Southampton West Central. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise Madam Premier. 
 Madam Premier has the floor. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I hope you do not mind giving 
me some latitude given that I seem to have heard a lot 
that has not been strictly on the terms of the Motion. 
 And as we saw from the Motion it says “that 
this Honourable House take note of the Bermuda Im-
migration and Protection (Designation of Eligible Con-
dominium Units, Tourist Accommodation and Hotel 
Residences) Amendment Regulations, 2010.” And 
notwithstanding, the way that Take Note Motion is 
framed, I have heard a lot of commentary and an at-
tempt to even bait the Minister for Business Develop-
ment and Tourism. Notwithstanding that this is not 
about take note of the Government’s tourism strategy, 
you know; it is about a piece of legislation which you 
have the ability under the resolution procedure in the 
House to table. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: So, Mr. Speaker, since others 
have to try and cover the waterfront, I hope you do not 
mind if I take a few minutes. 
 
The Speaker: As long as I hear Tucker’s Point occa-
sionally. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Well, Mr. Speaker, I will make 
every attempt to reference Tucker’s Point. And that 
was the first reference. 

 
[Laughter] 
 
An Hon. Member: Where do you set the line for eve-
rybody? 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, I have . . . and, in 
fact, let me take the “I” out of it. We, as a Government, 
have a sense of urgency and also believe in the 
power of now. However, what this administration is 
very clear about is that our modus operandi will not be 
to speak too soon or prematurely in terms of what is 
being done, until we can announce with some degree 
of clarity and precision as to the position. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, if you wish to know what the 
focus is, I would say, let us call it the “4 R’s.” And I am 
going to try and get Tucker’s Point in there some-
where. The “4 R’s” are to Rethink. Rethink our ap-
proach to business support development, as well as to 
industry development. And tourism is clearly one of 
the mainstays of our economic sector. It certainly has 
not been given, or in the primary position we would 
like to see it. And it is very much a work in progress. 
But we are redoubling our efforts and redirecting our 
efforts. 
 But I want to focus on the fact that we are re-
thinking our approach. And certainly, Mr. Speaker, 
what we envisage as a Government is that you will 
see some structural reforms to encourage economic 
diversification, encourage entrepreneurial activity, and 
to encourage properties and developments like 
Tucker’s Point—because they represent part of an 
essential feature of our tourism architecture. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, that was the first R. What 
is the second R? The second R is to Rebuild critical 
infrastructure. 
 
An Hon. Member: Hmm. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: That is what one of the Rs is. 
And again, Mr. Speaker, Tucker’s Point is an example 
of that—especially in the area of tourism development 
and our on-island tourism product. And, Mr. Speaker, 
to that end, this Government through the Ministry of 
Finance, working with the Ministry of Tourism, was 
prepared and did set out, and articulate, and pass the 
legislation which was an amendment to the Compa-
nies Act, which you may recall, Mr. Speaker, was a 
partnering with these regulations. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, I am sure you remember—
but I will take a few minutes to remind you should you 
have forgotten—that when we talked about and 
passed that Companies Act legislation, you will recall, 
because some seem to have forgotten that we do not 
act in an ad hoc, peremptory, or cavalier fashion. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
An Hon. Member: Don’t push it too far. 
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Hon. Paula A. Cox: And, Mr. Speaker, what did I say 
at that time?  
 
An Hon. Member: Don’t push it too far. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: What I said at that time was the 
fact that as a result of the changes which we pres-
aged in the national budget statement of 2010/2011 
was that hotel developers would now have access to 
a wider pool of capital. 
 I also indicated that local companies would 
now be able to broaden their investment in the tourism 
sector beyond the development stage. I also said, Mr. 
Speaker, that exempted companies will now be able 
to control their housing costs, which should help and 
would help to make Bermuda a more attractive place 
to do business. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, I do not think that that was 
just a whim or a frolic of my own. It is part of a proc-
ess, Mr. Speaker. Because remember, I said we are 
going to rethink. I said we are going to rebuild. 

What else did I say, or should I be saying, Mr. 
Speaker? I would say that we should be the third R—
Redesigning, Mr. Speaker—Redesigning our ap-
proach. And we need to do it in a realistic and a 
phased manner. 

And part of that includes also, Mr. Speaker, 
reconnecting—Reconnecting. I am not an expert on 
tourism. But when I go on vacation I like to see what is 
happening in that community. I want to reconnect with 
the community as part of our programme. That is what 
the Honourable Member who speaks for Business 
Development and Tourism . . . she is not going out to 
see and connect to stakeholders because she has 
oodles of time. She wants to hear, to listen, and then 
to incorporate that into the fabric and the strategy for 
us going forward. 

And that means putting the Bermudians back 
in the picture from a tourism entertainment perspec-
tive, from a tourism arts perspective, from a Ber-
mudian culture perspective. Mr. Speaker, it means 
that we are reconnecting with the community. And a 
community that feels reconnected and respected is a 
community that is prepared to show our visitors some 
on-island love. Not literally, Mr. Speaker, but . . . and 
visitors, Mr. Speaker (let me use that word again), 
visitors to places like the Tucker’s Point development. 

That is what I am talking about, Mr. Speaker. 
And if you wished me to continue, and I would hope 
that you would not mind if I wanted to talk about, be-
cause I think it is always important when you craft a 
strategy. Not just for tourism, but for national devel-
opment, Mr. Speaker. It is important to have a frame-
work, to have a strategy, to have a vision. And what I 
would say are some of the elements of that vision, are 
(1) we establish a sense of urgency, (2) we create a 
guiding coalition. And a guiding coalition is not just 
those who sit around the Cabinet table, but it is getting 

together groups with enough power to help as we lead 
and execute change. That is why the Ministers of this 
Government are going out into the highways and by-
ways of this country to talk to the people of this coun-
try. 

 
An Hon. Member: We are too. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: That is part of the creating of the 
guiding coalition. Then, Mr. Speaker, you create your 
guiding coalition and then what do you do, Mr. 
Speaker? You develop a vision and a strategy be-
cause the best policies are made, Mr. Speaker, when 
you talk to those who are going to be affected by 
them—whether they are hoteliers, whether they are 
the people who are working in that industry, whether 
they are the taxi drivers, whether they are the bus 
drivers who may service the Tucker’s Point develop-
ment. 

Mr. Speaker, you do not just keep an idea 
packed away neatly and tidily. It has no value. So 
what do you do? You then have to articulate and 
communicate the changed vision, Mr. Speaker. And 
once you let it out, there is a responsibility and an 
onus of action. And the onus of action is to then em-
power broad-based action. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: You do not keep things tucked 
away neatly, Mr. Speaker. You listen, you hear, you 
act and then you execute, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: And what do you want to do as a 
result of that? Because Rome . . . Mr. Speaker, you 
appreciate that. You are a wise sage. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh, a wise sage. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: You appreciate that it is not built 
in a day. So what do you want to do? Because we are 
policymakers and we have a constituency. So what do 
we want to do, Mr. Speaker? We establish a sense of 
urgency. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: We create the guiding coalition. 
We develop a vision and a strategy. We communicate 
the changed vision. We empower broad-based action. 
And then, Mr. Speaker, we generate some short-term 
wins—some short-term wins. 
 That is not where it ends, but we want to see 
action, positive movement, constructive progress, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
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Hon. Paula A. Cox: That is what we want to do. Be-
cause I said there are only eight points, and what 
have I said, I am up to number six now. 
 Then what do we do? We consolidate the 
gains and we produce more change—we consolidate 
the gains and we produce more change. And, you 
know, Mr. Speaker, that is where, if we look at one of 
the points I made about the guiding coalition, let us 
think about that little group. Not the “Bermuda-first” 
wider group, but there is a little core group that was 
talking about how we can help to keep Bermudians in 
the picture. How we can help to make work for Ber-
mudians. How we can help our tourism industry. How 
we can help those who work in our construction indus-
try and how we can leverage from that, Mr. Speaker. 

You know, Mr. Speaker, some of the ideas 
they came up with, they are brilliant. And you know 
what, Mr. Speaker,—I should not say “they came up 
with,” we came up with. Maybe I should not have said 
“brilliant,” but, Mr. Speaker, they were ideas that are 
realistic, doable, and also are consistent with what I 
said about generating some short-term wins. 
 I am not going to communicate and get to that 
stage at this stage because when you are part of a 
group you also realise that you have to work some-
times collectively. And you have to not go too far out 
in front of the coalition. If not, you risk doing some ir-
reparable damage. But what I will say, Mr. Speaker, is 
that there are plans afoot—plans afoot that will be 
executed and put into action as part of the vision and 
strategy. 

Do you know what will result, Mr. Speaker? 
Point 8—anchoring new approaches in the culture. 
And do you know what happens out of that, Mr. 
Speaker? You generate some economic activity. You 
generate wins. You generate revenue. 

Mr. Speaker, one of the lamentable issues in 
terms of as we look at statistics is the fact that we 
sometimes have too much of a lag between our statis-
tics and real time—which is why Bermuda has an-
nounced, probably almost two years later than others, 
some of its GDP figures. When everybody was in this 
maelstrom and announcing, and you heard the Leh-
man Brothers and everybody else, they were going 
down like a house of cards. It is too bad that we did 
not, at that time, have a position where we were also 
able to go out quickly and indicate the facts. 
Because what we are doing now is hearing informa-
tion which has already gotten settled in the mindset of 
other jurisdictions, but being announced for Bermuda 
so it seems drastic. It is a disappointment and any-
body who is not a rocket scientist, and even less, 
would know that you cannot, you cannot, have the 
shrinkage and contraction and not see an impact on 
your GDP. We are going from $6 billion to about $5.8 
[billion]. Now when you have the figures for the next 
quarter, you will see that there is less of a lag, I am 
sure. But I think that what we are in the business of 

now is rebuilding, redesigning, reconnecting, Mr. 
Speaker. And also, Mr. Speaker, as I have indicated, 
we are also rethinking. And that is part of how you 
effect change and transformation. 

This Government—the Minister of Economy, 
the Minister of who speaks for Public Information Ser-
vices, the Minister who speaks for Health, the Minister 
who speaks for Environment Planning and Infrastruc-
ture Strategy, the Minister who speaks for Public 
Works, the Minister who speaks for National Security 
and the Minister who speaks for Corrections, as well 
as the young, new Minister who speaks for issues that 
deal with young people and crime—those Ministers, 
together with the wider Government, and even with 
what I say, those who sit on the other side as Mem-
bers of the Opposition, and, of course, the Minister for 
Transport, who one knows is currently abroad having 
some “me time.” Those Ministers, Mr. Speaker, as 
well as the Minister who speaks for the engine for so-
cial and economic policy, which is the Minister for 
Youth, Families, Sports, and Community Development 
who works in tandem with the Minister who speaks for 
Education, those Ministers are part of the guiding coa-
lition, with working with the outreach, whether a doc-
tor’s school or anything else, who are going to help to 
reform, reshape, and assist entities like, Mr. Speaker, 
Tucker’s Point and others. 
 Mr. Speaker, our view is that we have to rec-
ognise that, while we support the hotel development 
and business development, we also have to remem-
ber that foreign exchange is important and hotel de-
velopment is important. But we have got to find a way 
to bridge the gap so Bermudians are in the picture 
and see that there are opportunities for them to ad-
vance by the support and the bolstering of our key 
economic pillars. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I hope that I have helped in 
some way to assist in providing further definition as to 
what this Government’s rules of engagement are go-
ing forward to help resuscitate, revive, rebuild, rethink, 
redirect and reconnect with this community, Mr. 
Speaker, and reconnecting with Tucker’s Point and 
other such enterprises. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier.  
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. E. 
Richards, from Devonshire East. 
 Minister Richards, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: I like your tie. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: You like my tie? Yes. 
 Mr. Speaker, I have to say that was a very 
eloquent presentation by the Honourable Premier. I 
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have to say, though, in relation to this Take Note Mo-
tion, the Premier has not addressed the central issue. 

One of the speakers earlier said (I think it was 
my colleague, Mr. Simons, the Honourable Mr. 
Simons) that this Tucker’s Point issue has to do with 
trying to raise some money for Tucker’s Point. And I 
think of all of the hotel properties in Bermuda that 
have built fractionals, et cetera, Tucker’s Point should 
be the furthest ahead of the game. They started, Lord 
knows, they started when . . . over 12 years ago, 
when that other party—the UBP—was in Government. 
They started back then, long before ’98, they started. 
They had all of this property that they have had since 
the 1920s, and they have been building for many, 
many years. 
 
An Hon. Member: Be careful. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Now, the central is-
sue that I was talking about here, Mr. Speaker is that 
the financial model for tourism is broken. The financial 
model for tourism is broken. That is why Tucker’s 
Point is in the kind of need for capital that they are in. 
That is why all the other properties that looked to sell-
ing fractionals as a way for finance are either in the 
same position or a worse position. 
 So that is the central issue here. Many of the 
matters that the Honourable Premier talked about 
ever so eloquently, about perhaps how she would do 
things, is not part . . . is not central to this discussion. 
Because all of the things she mentioned will not have 
any effect on the central issue. We have to find a way 
to get the economic model for tourism to work for the 
providers of tourism services. 
 If we cannot, no amount of . . . quite frankly, 
no amount of Government money, bail-out, good 
ideas from Bermudians, no amount of revisiting, re-
whatever—all the Rs that the Premier talked about—
none of that is going to have any effect on the central 
issue—that the financial model for tourism production 
in Bermuda is broken. 
 You cannot have, you cannot have progress 
in tourism if the companies, the private-sector compa-
nies who are providing tourism accommodation and 
tourism services, cannot make money. I mean, this is 
so obvious. But sometimes the obvious gets forgotten 
in the cloud of rhetoric. 
 This is the basic issue. And, you know, we 
have a new Minister of Tourism, among other things. 
The name of the Ministry is still confusing to me, but 
anyway, tourism is part of that Minister’s responsibility. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: And I know that this 
is a very daunting task. As my Honourable colleague, 
Dr. Gibbons, mentioned earlier, that the previous tour-

ism Minister, you know, for all the time he was tourism 
Minister, he had all the answers. He had all the an-
swers. He even had answers to questions that were 
not asked. 
 
An Hon. Member: Well. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: And, you know, none 
of his answers have turned out to be right. He had the 
answers, but they were all wrong answers.  All right? 

So we have seen this decline in this industry, 
which is very depressing and very worrying. But the 
Minister said that there is plenty of money out there 
for development. And that is true. There are hundreds 
of billions of dollars of money available for investment 
in a whole lot of things. 
 
An Hon. Member: That is right. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: But that money is not 
being used for anything but sitting in bank accounts at 
the moment. And even when those folks, whoever 
they are, that have all that money decide they are go-
ing to take a risk, because right now there is such an 
aversion to risk, nobody is investing. 
 
An Hon. Member: US treasuries. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: But once they decide 
to take the risk—to make an investment in something 
like this, they are going to make investments in finan-
cial models that work. They are not going to make 
investments in financial models that do not work. All 
right? 
 
An Hon. Member: Bermuda’s financial model. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Bermuda’s financial 
model does not work. So the notion that there is this, 
you know, this dam up there that is holding back all of 
this reservoir of money and all we have to do is poke 
a hole in the dam and we will be awash with capital . . 
. Well, that is a nice dream. But that capital is selec-
tive. It just does not go anywhere—it is selective—
looking for return on investment. 

And I would have hoped that, you know, in all 
of the four R’s, or eight R’s that the Honourable Pre-
mier had, that one of them had something to do with 
somehow re-jigging the financial model of the tourism 
industry. 

That is what is required. All of these other 
things are just rhetoric, Mr. Speaker, just rhetoric. You 
know, I am not sure— 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let me give you a break. 
Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 
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The Speaker: What is your point of order, Minister De 
Silva? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is 
certainly misleading the House, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: I think he is right on the money. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member is talking about—  
 
An Hon. Member: What is the point of order? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—rewinding, re-jigging.  
 
An Hon. Member: What is the point of order? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He is misleading the 
House. 
 
Some Hon. Members: What is the point of order? 
 
An Hon. Member: How? He is not finished talking. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Well, I am not going to try to guess 
what you are going to say. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you. Well, you can 
take a shot at it. Yes. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: I do want to hear what you are going to 
say. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, when the 
Honourable Member says that nothing is happening . . 
. Mr. Speaker, we have had developments. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: I did not say that. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Tucker’s Point, the Reefs, 
Mr. Speaker, he talked about our tourism product. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
An Hon. Member: That is not what he said. 
 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And he talked about our 
tourism product and he said the Premier should be 
talking about re-jigging. 
 
An Hon. Member: Tell him to sit down. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He said the Premier should 
talk about re-jigging. But, Mr. Speaker, what we do not 
want to do is rewind and go back to pre 1998. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh no. 
 
An Hon. Member: Sit down. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Carry on. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: I am sorry. I really 
did not hear a point of order there, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You needed a break. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Look. Let us get 
back to this idea of selling, the specific of having tour-
ism property become residential property. The point 
has already been made that it is going to increase the 
supply of residential capacity and, therefore, have a 
dampening effect on rents and on property values, 
probably. 

And the other thing that I did not hear men-
tioned was that, of course, it is going to decrease the 
supply of tourism properties. You know? You take 
properties out of the tourism basket and you put them 
into the residential basket, well, obviously the capacity 
for tourism goes down. So that is something else. But, 
of course, I know that the hotel properties are suffi-
ciently desperate. They do not care about that be-
cause they cannot fill the space that they have now.  

But I just want to give an example to the 
House, Mr. Speaker; about perhaps the slippery slope 
that we are going down here, as it relates to what is 
happening with Tucker’s Point. 

In another jurisdiction with which I am very 
familiar with what is happening in their economy, it is 
a tourist economy. I will name it. The country is Bar-
bados, which, if you read my little article the other day, 
you can see that even though it got hit in 2009, it did 
better than us. One of the things I found that they are 
doing down there is that they are, in order to generate 
foreign exchange, which this proposal will do if they 
are selling properties to foreigners, it will generate 
foreign exchange for Bermuda. One of the things that 
they are doing in Barbados to generate foreign ex-
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change is to sell Barbados property to foreigners. All 
right? 
 
An Hon. Member: Does that sound familiar? 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: And they have been 
doing it for a number of years. 
 
An Hon. Member: Just like we are doing it. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Of course, in Barba-
dos, they have a heck of a lot more property to sell. 
And what they are doing is redeveloping what used to 
be old sugar plantations. All right? Redeveloping them 
into villas, et cetera, and then flogging them mainly to 
UK residents, but also to anybody from abroad. And 
they are doing that to generate foreign exchange. 
When I heard this from a gentleman in Barbados, I 
asked him, Well, what happens when you run out of 
property to sell them? 
 
An Hon. Member: They will all be dead. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Well, maybe that is 
the idea that they had. Well, they will all be dead and 
they will not have to worry about it. But, you know, I 
think that is a short-term vision, to be selling off your 
national real estate to foreigners to generate foreign 
exchange. 
 I think that this particular action here with 
Tucker’s Point is a similar type of action, where we 
are selling off Bermuda property to foreigners to gen-
erate foreign exchange. Not for the Island—for 
Tucker’s Point. And if the other people who have frac-
tionals do it, well, they will be generating foreign ex-
change for them too. 
 The difference between Barbados and Ber-
muda, of course, is that we have so little of that com-
modity called “real estate” to sell. We have very, very 
little. So it is not the kind of strategy that I think is 
something that we can really tolerate. So it is poten-
tially . . . and I do not think . . . I have not heard any-
body from Government say that this is a long-term 
strategy—and I am hoping that it is not. But it is inter-
esting to note that some other people in a similar cir-
cumstance, in another island, are basically taking this 
as a strategy to sell their land to foreigners to gener-
ate foreign exchange. 
 You know, I have said that our tourism model 
is broken and it is widely recognised all throughout the 
business community in Bermuda. It is recognised with 
investors in the United States and elsewhere, but 
even though that is true, I do not recommend us sell-
ing Bermuda real estate to foreigners to generate for-
eign exchange. 
 Now, I mean, that is definitely a sign of des-
peration. And I do not think that we have reached that 
stage yet. But insofar as this is concerned, I have to 
say that I have less sympathy with Tucker’s Point than 

I have with the other people in this particular circum-
stance. 
 
An Hon. Member: How about the Bank of Butterfield? 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Because the last 
time I heard . . . well, how about the Bank of 
Butterfield? (So people need to know the level of dis-
course that is in this chamber.) 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Well, it seems to me 
that we are talking about Tucker’s Point. We are not 
talking about a bank. So perhaps the gentleman might 
rethink that particular comment. 
 
An Hon. Member: No, no, no. I don’t have to rethink 
that. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: The reason that this 
Motion was put forward was to find out whether or not 
the Government had a strategy. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: [Whether] this repre-
sented a strategy; it represented strategic thinking on 
the part of the Government as it related to hotel prop-
erties and how to, how we move forward with devel-
opment of our tourism product. 
 The only thing we have heard today, particu-
larly from the Honourable Premier, has been that we 
are going to redevelop tourism. You know, we have 
not heard how. 
 
An Hon. Member: We have already heard. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: We have not heard 
how this broken model is going to be fixed. 
 
An Hon. Member: Open your eyes. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Because we can 
have all manner of rhetoric here, but ultimately, it is 
about the financial model. It is not about these other 
things. It is about the financial model. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: And as I stand be-
fore you today, Mr. Speaker . . . if I had the answer to 
this, you know, you would see me running around the 
place getting some money. If I had the answer, I 
would be able to get the money. All right? The fact 
that we have not seen any hotel development in Ber-
muda is because nobody has able to get the money 
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and that is because nobody has fixed the problem. 
The problem has to do with costs. 
 
An Hon. Member: And returns. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: The problem has to 
do with costs. Bermuda is extraordinarily expensive. 
We have to, you know, forget about the rhetoric. For-
get about the nice sounding words. All right? This is 
about dollars and cents. It is about the cost and the 
revenues. You know? We can get people to come 
down here. We can sell rooms for $99. But nobody is 
going to make any money at $99. 
 
An Hon. Member: Exactly. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: So it is a question of 
coming up with a model that we can reduce the costs 
of producing the product. And that is the key. I do not 
have the answer to that. We did not think the Gov-
ernment had the answer to that. Or else Mr. Ba-
zarian’s hotel would have been started two years ago. 

So, you know, do not give us this nonsense 
about, Oh, we got this, we got that. We keep hearing 
this hotel has got . . . we got plans here . . . this hotel . 
. . all of this stuff yet to come does not impress me. So 
let us forget about that stuff and try to focus on the 
real problem. 
 And when the Government has an answer to 
this real problem, I would be delighted to hear it. 
 Thank you. 
 
An Hon. Member: You just said that you do not have 
it. We will give it to you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Honour-
able Member from Devonshire East. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Speaker: Any further speakers? 
 No further speakers. 

That concludes the debate on the Take Note 
Motion moved by the Honourable and Learned Mem-
ber, Mr. Moniz from Smith’s West. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: There are no further matters, Madam 
Premier. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, under the Standing Order, and 
though they note 14, I believe you indicated last 
week— 

 
The Speaker: It is 21, actually. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: That is what I thought. They put 
14, but it is 21—[Standing Order 21] be suspended to 
enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Insurance 
Amendment (No. 3) Act, 2010, be now read the third 
time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 

THIRD READING 
 

INSURANCE AMENDMENT (NO. 3) ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

I move that that Bill do now pass. 
 

The Speaker: Any objection? 
 
An Hon. Member: No. 
 
The Speaker: Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Insurance Amendment (No. 3) 
Act, 2010, read a third time and passed.] 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks. 

Mr. Speaker, under Standing Order 21 I move 
that that be suspended to enable me to move that the 
Bill entitled the Investment Funds Amendment Act, 
2010, be now read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion Carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Madam Premier. 
 

THIRD READING 
 

INVESTMENT FUNDS AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that Bill do now pass. 
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The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Investment Funds Amendment 
Act, 2010, read a third time and passed.] 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 Under Standing Order 21 I move that that be 
suspended to enable me to move that the Bill entitled 
the Bermuda Monetary Authority (Regulatory Fees) 
Amendment Act, 2010, be now read the third time by 
its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

THIRD READING 
 

BERMUDA MONETARY AUTHORITY (REGULA-
TORY FEES) AMENDMENT ACT 2010 

 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that that Bill do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Bermuda Monetary Authority 
(Regulatory Fees) Amendment Act, 2010, read a third 
time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 I had earlier indicated when we started debate 
on the Take Note Motion that it was Standing Order 
23 and not 28. Twenty-eight refers to a Bill. 
 Just to correct that so we will all be in sync 
when we start stating Standing Orders. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Madam Whip, Ms. Foggo, from St. David’s Constitu-
ency. 
 Madam Whip, you have the floor. 
 

PETITION  
 
HORSESHOE RE LIMITED AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the following petition 
together with the report of the Joint Select Committee 

on Private Bills, which was presented earlier today, be 
now considered. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: The petition by Horseshoe Re 
Limited requesting the amendment of the Atlantic Mu-
tual of Bermuda Limited Act, 1997, as amended by 
the Atlantic Mutual of Bermuda Limited Amendment 
Act, 1998, so as to provide Horseshoe Re Limited and 
third parties transacting with Horseshoe Re Limited 
greater legal certainty and assurance as more particu-
larly expressed in the Bill which accompanies this pe-
tition. 
 The petition of Horseshoe Re Limited request-
ing a further amendment of the Atlantic Mutual of 
Bermuda Limited Act, 1997, as amended, so as to 
allow Horseshoe Re Limited and third parties to avail 
of certain provisions otherwise available under the 
Segregated Accounts Companies Act, 2000, which 
accompanies this petition. 
 The petition of Horseshoe Re Limited request-
ing to introduce an exemption to section 31C(4) of the 
Insurance Act 1978 so as to allow Horseshoe Re Lim-
ited the ability to return contributed surplus without the 
prior permission of the Bermuda Monetary Authority, 
which also accompanies this petition. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move for leave to introduce 
and read for the first time by its title the following pri-
vate Bill: Horseshoe Re Limited Amendment Act, 
2010. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the prayers of the 
petitioners be granted and to give effect thereto that 
without prejudice leave be granted to bring in the pur-
posed Bill reprinted to accord with the recommenda-
tions of the Joint Select Committee on private Bills for 
the amendment thereof. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 
An Hon. Member: No. 
 
The Speaker: Agreed to. 

Carry on. 
 
[Gavel] 
 

PRIVATE BILL 
 

FIRST READING 
 
HORSESHOE RE LIMITED AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Mr. Speaker, I move that the 
said private Bill be now read the first time in the 
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House by title only, Horseshoe Re Limited Amend-
ment Act, 2010. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Mr. Speaker, I move that under the 
provisions of the Standing Order 48(7)(a) [sic] [33 (7)(a)], 
the remaining stages of the said private Bill be taken forth-
with. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 

SECOND READING 
 
HORSESHOE RE LIMITED AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Mr. Speaker, I move that the said 
private Bill be now read for the second time, Horseshoe Re 
Limited Amendment Act 2010. 
  
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 

THIRD READING 
 

HORSESHOE RE LIMITED AMENDMENT ACT 2010 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Mr. Speaker, I move that the said Bill 
be now read for the third time and passed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Horseshoe Re Limited Amendment 
Act, 2010. 
 Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Horseshoe Re Limited Amendment Act, 
2010, read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: I hope all Honourable Members have it 
on their desk, at least they should have. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes, they do. 
 
The Speaker: All right.  
 Madam Premier, there are no further matters. 

 
ADJOURNMENT 

 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Nothing? Okay. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now 
adjourn. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
  
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Monday? Do I now need to do 
the date, since it is Monday? 
 
The Speaker: We should have done that at first. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Okay. 
 
The Speaker: Let us, yes. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: So until Monday, the 13th of De-
cember. 
 
The Speaker: Monday, the 13th of December. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member, Mrs. Jack-
son is on her feet. 
 

FAIRVIEW COURT AT MWI 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I want to talk about a project that was started 
almost three years ago. And that is a project called 
Fairview Court at MWI, which is the— 
 
The Speaker: Didn’t the Honourable Member table 
questions to the— 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: They were not answered. 
 
The Speaker: Are they? 
 
An Hon. Member: On Monday. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I am sorry. I — 
 
The Speaker: You table questions. Either— 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: No, these are not— 
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The Speaker: Either you are going to talk now or we 
just dispense with questions. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: No, I would like— 
 
The Speaker: Well, we are going to have to do either 
one or the other. We cannot make a debate on ques-
tions which are tabled. It has to be one or the other. 
 
An Hon. Member: One or the other. 
 
An Hon. Member: Don’t go somber. Don’t get upset. 
 
An Hon. Member: How about she just doesn’t know 
what to do? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I think I will carry on, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Questions will not be answered. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Probably— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Mrs. Jackson is on her feet. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Three years ago this pro-
ject was started. The project was to clean and to re-
store approximately three wards at MWI. 
 This was not a huge job. In fact, what they 
had to do was to repair the roof, to replace the HVAC 
system, do some mould remediation, do some internal 
renovation work, replace electrical and fire suppres-
sion systems and do some cabinet work. So we are 
not talking major construction here. The walls were 
there. They did not have to put the walls up, or roof 
on, or anything like that. 

And I have to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that it has 
been three years—they just moved in. Well, we will 
say two years and eleven months ago. It was initiated 
in January of 2008. 
 Now, for some reason, this project was tem-
porarily suspended in September of 2008, and that 
was after nine months of work. I walked through that 
project and it looked as though, at that time—nine 
months later—that little or nothing had been done. In 
fact, we are not talking here about a huge space. It is 
probably about the space of this chamber. So we are 
not talking about a huge house, or building here, we 
are talking about a fairly small space. 
 Unfortunately, it did not start up again, the 
work, that is, until September. Well, it did not start for 
another year. So let us say September of 2009. And 
when the costs were asked, because people had 

been dislocated, put in a lot of discomfort, wondering 
when is this going to finish and wondering how much 
does it cost?  
 
An Hon. Member: Dislocated? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: We were told at that point 
that it was $4 million. Now this was a project that 
looked as though it had not really been touched—$4 
million. 
 Actually, what I am reading here are ques-
tions that had been asked of the former Health Minis-
ter and the answers that came back said that they had 
spent $4 million in 2007 and 2008, and this meant that 
they still had a long way to go. 
 And I want to tell you that they finally finished 
it, and the total was $6 million, Mr. Speaker, for reno-
vations and cleaning up of a property—$6 million. 
 Now, because questions were asked, we fi-
nally got an answer. Unfortunately, it was a long time 
coming. We could not get certain answers because 
there was a police investigation. 
 
An Hon. Member: No. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: The answer that I got from 
the previous Minister was . . . I will give you what the 
question was. These were asked in May of 2010 and 
the question was: We wanted details of the contract 
work provided on Fairview Court including the names 
of contractors employed, the type of services pro-
vided, and the dates of their employment on the site. 
 They told us what the work was, which I just 
read to you about the roof and whatnot. And they said 
“There is an ongoing police investigation being carried 
out regarding the project which limits the amount that 
can be publicly disclosed. All information, however, 
has been provided to the police and the Auditor Gen-
eral.” 
 Mr. Speaker, they have moved into this build-
ing, it is now occupied. It is finished, finally. So ques-
tions have been asked. I did not get any answers to 
the questions today, for some reason, they were very 
short questions. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: By the way, just to let the 
audience— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Just to let the audience— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Just to let the audience 
know—let this country know—where their $6 million 
have gone for renovations of a very small building. By 
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the way, on that note, Mr. Speaker, you can build a 
house in nine months— 
 
An Hon. Member: You can? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I am talking about my 
house, the house that we built, my husband and my-
self in Southampton, Number One Turtle Bay— 
 
An Hon. Member: You did not build that house in 
nine months— 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Oh, yes, it was. 
 
An Hon. Member: I remember when it happened. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: You know the house well. 
 
An Hon. Member: I know it very well. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: The Minister knows my 
house. The house was built in nine months. And I 
want to tell you, it has four bedrooms, four bathrooms. 
It is a huge house. In nine months. And it certainly did 
not cost $6 million— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: —or anywhere close to it. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: All right. Now back to this 
question. All I wanted to know was the total expendi-
ture to date by the Government— 
 
An Hon. Member: Well, you said you had it. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: No, I have it to May. The 
answer was to May. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: All right. We wanted to 
know what the total expenditure to date by the Gov-
ernment and the estimated completion date of the 
MWI Fairview Court renovations. 
 
An Hon. Member: You have the answer. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Now, that seems to be a 
very easy question. It has to be just one figure. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I want people in Bermuda 
to know that Parliamentary Questions are put from the 

Opposition to Government to get answers. And they 
have to be put in ten days in advance—which we did, 
we submitted these questions. And, of course, I was 
waiting for my answers today. 
 
An Hon. Member: Should have been here. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Should have been here. 
Always have been. This is the first time, by the way, I 
have been in the House for nearly eight years and this 
is the first time I have never had . . . I have never, 
ever, had a situation where Parliamentary Questions 
were not answered. 
 
An Hon. Member: Was that your boy Sandy? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: And to my dismay, when I 
am talking about this Government having spent in 
May $6 million, I could not get an answer as to what 
the total expenditure is—which should have been a 
very simple thing to do. 
 The second question was as to whether the 
police and Government investigations into the Fair-
view Court renovations have been completed. Now 
that should have been— 
 
An Hon. Member: That is pretty easy. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson:—a very easy question to 
answer, but it was not answered. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, it makes me wonder what is 
going on. What kind of situation has arisen that this 
Health Minister cannot tell me how much this cost? He 
cannot tell me anything about the ongoing investiga-
tion. We do not know about the contractors. I have no 
answers as to why this facility was allowed to sit with 
nothing being done to it for something like six or 
seven months or more. Why it took three years to 
renovate one facility—not build a house. Three years. 
Good Lord, you can build a hotel in three years, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: You can? 
 
An Hon. Member: What size? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: But, again, I am being re-
minded by my colleague here that this Government 
could not get a roof on for a house—what did that 
take? About four years was it? 
 
An Hon. Member: About four years, yeah. 
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Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: They could not get the 
people out of Hope Homes. They languished there in 
Hope Homes in squalid conditions. That was a least 
two years. 

So . . . I am seeing now that the Minister is 
leaving. 
 
An Hon. Member: Keep going. Keep going. And I will 
see if I can get a question for you. Keep going. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: You know, Mr. Speaker, I 
am quite willing to give the new Health Minister, Mr. 
De Silva, a lot of latitude. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I guess everybody . . eve-
rybody does not know this. But I have not had the best 
of relationships with many of the Health Ministers in 
the past, to say the least.  
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: But I am quite willing to 
give this one some leeway here and some time to get 
himself adjusted. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I will say this. I will let all of 
Bermuda know that he was a friend of the family in 
that he was a friend of my daughter’s. 
 
Some Hon. Members: Ah. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and uproar] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Which, of course, allows 
him to know the extent of what my house looks like. 
Mind you I do not live in that house now. 
 What I must say here is . . . I am trying . . . it 
was not on his watch that this happened. But I would 
have thought that someone could have given him 
these simple answers. It makes you start to really 
wonder and speculate. 
 I am hoping that he is going to be able to give 
me a figure, but even better than that, Mr. Speaker, I 
am hoping he is going to explain to this country how it 
costs $6 million plus because, obviously, it is going to 
be a larger figure, to renovate a small facility at MWI 
and why it took three years. 
 Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Jackson. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Minister 
who wanted to respond. 

 I recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. W. 
Lister, from Sandys South Central. 
 Mr. Lister has the floor. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 Just so that the public will not be bamboozled 
with confusion, I thought I would remind the Members 
that this House is run by a set of rules. And the rules 
are abundantly clear. As a matter of fact, the last 
House rewrote the rules to accommodate, and we 
made changes so that we can accommodate every 
Member of this House. We prepared Question Time, 
so that any Member of the Opposition can ask any 
question that they want. And get the answer. You 
yourself have tonight said, Mr. Speaker, that they can 
either ask the questions, without the answers, or they 
can wait until Monday and get all of the facts. 
 The Honourable people in the Opposition 
should remember that I spent many years in the Op-
position. And there are rules which the Opposition 
must operate by in order to get information from the 
Government. We always got good information. 

The Member was saying that she does not 
have good relations with the Ministers. Well, I am with 
the Ministers. I do not see any problems with the Min-
isters, so I do not think it is the Ministers. I do not think 
it is the Ministers. But the fact is that . . . do not try to 
upstage the Government when you can . . . in actual 
fact, your questions can be answered and you get all 
the answers just so that you can try to make the Gov-
ernment look bad. 

The people in the country see both sides of 
this issue. They know that Mrs. Jackson, the Honour-
able Member, could wait until Monday and get the 
facts, or she could ramble on like she did this evening 
and no answers. And if she wanted to help the com-
munity and get the answers, what would she do? 
 
An Hon. Member: Wait. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: Exactly.  

So who do you think the Honourable Member 
is interested in—the community or herself? 
 
An Hon. Member: Herself. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: So this is the thing that we 
have to look at very, very closely. 
 And when Members try to put themselves be-
fore the country, it is not healthy, you know, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: It is not a good thing, Mr. 
Speaker. And I can only say that the Honourable 
Member, in her own words said, she does not have 
good relations with the Ministers. 
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 Well, it is not the Ministers, because we have 
all good Ministers. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: What is the point of order? 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: He misleading the House. 
 
The Speaker: Well, he is— 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: He is misleading the 
House. I made it very clear that the questions were 
put in ten days ago. They were required to be an-
swered today. 
 
The Speaker: I thank you— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: I am not grandstanding, 
and you know that, Mr. Speaker.  
 
The Speaker: I know, I know the background. As a 
matter of fact, the Clerk is investigating that. And that 
is the reason why I was reluctant to hear you raise the 
matter. The Clerk is investigating that.  
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Mr. Speaker, I was not 
grandstanding. I was making a statement. 
 
The Speaker: Oh, no, no, no, no. I did not think that. I 
did not think that. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you. He is mislead-
ing the— 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Thank you. Thank you. Take 
your seat. Take your seat. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Lister, do you wish to con-
tinue? 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: Thank you. I never accused 
the Member of grandstanding. If she thinks she is, she 
may be. But I am not going to accuse her of that. 
 
The Speaker: I hope not. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: I am not going to do that. But 
she may think she was. But let us be fair. You have to 
be fair about this situation. I can remember some time 
ago the Honourable Member was up in Sandys Par-
ish, going on incessantly about a situation with the 
senior citizens home up there. 
 And, you know, all the senior citizens up in 
Sandys Parish, and I am sure all the lower eight par-

ishes want the same thing—peace and comfort. But 
going up there month after month, and week after 
week, complaining about a hole in the ceiling, it be-
came— 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: You know, the senior citizens 
were coming to me concerned about this stranger who 
was coming up there— 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister:—invading their privacy. Mr. 
Speaker, you know, and the same thing she was do-
ing in Devonshire. And the Members of Devonshire 
got to get together and stopped it. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: You know, the people in MWI, 
the people in MWI do not need somebody to come 
down there every week to find fault. 

I wonder if Mrs. Jackson did not say, that the 
house that she claimed that she did build in South-
ampton . . . did it cost the same figure when she 
started as to when it finished? She never said that, 
you know. 
 
An Hon. Member: Hmm. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: But, you know, people do not 
say these things. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: No.  

No point of order on that. But I would like . . . 
sure, she is welcome. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Mr. Speaker. Point of order. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: He is misleading this House 
again. The Honourable Member does not know how 
much I spent to build my house, and he is not in any 
way to stand up and tell this country that I did, or did 
not, or how much I spent. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Totally out of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. That is private. Just to be 
reminded, Mr. Lister, that that is a private matter. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: I never raised the question. 
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The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: The Honourable Member 
raised the question. All I said was compare the prices 
with the project she was raising. And that is a fair play. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: You know, you have to play 
this game fair, Mr. Speaker. And for all the years I 
have been here, I have tried to play it fair. 
 You know what I mean, Mr. Speaker? I think 
you yourself said this today that the Honourable 
Member could have the questions on Monday. And 
why could you not wait until Monday? It is just 36-48 
hours. What is so urgent? 

The Ministers, Mr. Speaker, in this Parliament, 
and in this Government, are busy Ministers. But they 
find time to provide all of the questions for the Opposi-
tion that they raise.  
 
An Hon. Member: Amongst a litany— 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: Amongst a litany of other 
things. 
 
An Hon. Member: Amongst a litany of other things. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: And if the Minister is so en-
gaged at question time, well, it can wait until the next 
day. It is not an urgent matter. And you see the thing 
about it is that the Honourable Member— 
 
An Hon. Member: It is not urgent because it has al-
ready been completed. She admitted that. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: At what price? 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: Well, really what is the Mem-
ber concerned about—the price or the job? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: You know what I mean? I 
mean, I have, in my capacity as Chairman of the West 
End Development Cooperation . . . we have contracts 
out. Some jobs, a number of jobs, we have had come 
in under budget. And we are very proud of it. But there 
are some that we have not been able to do the same. 
 This is life. It happened before, you know. 
Jobs have been overrun before. This is not rocket sci-
ence. 
 
An Hon. Member: By the previous Government, too. 
 

Hon. Walter M. Lister: Oh, well, listen. Let us not talk 
about that because that would take all night. I know 
we all got to go home. 
 
[Laughter]  
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: But all I want to say is that, do 
not . . . and I am not speaking about this specific 
Member, because she is not grandstanding. But it is 
no point to grandstand about a point when the point 
has already been made. 
 
An Hon. Member: That is right. 
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister: So the answers that . . . tell 
the press this and the public this: the Honourable 
Member will get the answers on Monday. Because 
you have ruled, Mr. Speaker, she cannot stand up 
here and say what she said tonight— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Walter M. Lister:—and get the questions again 
on Monday. She will get the answers on Monday. 
 But you have made abundantly clear that 
there are certain rules in this House that we all must 
follow. And I have had the opportunity . . . and the 
great lesson I have learned in the Opposition of han-
dling questions, but there is a way of handling ques-
tions. It is not rocket science, very simple. And we 
always got the answers because we asked them cor-
rectly and we followed the rules. 

And if you came . . . I remember once, Mr. 
Speaker, I had questions for, even before the Hon-
ourable Member was a Premier, Sir John Swan. I 
cannot remember the questions, what they were be-
cause it has been quite some years, but he forgot the 
questions. And I was here and I said to him, when he 
said he did not bring the answers, I said, Fine, let us 
do it the next day of meeting. And I got it at next day 
of meeting, and things went well. 

But because this present Opposition does not 
get it when they want it, they want to perform. Mr. 
Speaker, that is not politics. That is not serving the 
people of this country. Serving the people of this 
country is working with the Government. Because we 
have been selected to serve and they have been se-
lected to oppose, and they can be constructive in their 
opposition. But it would serve them better to be more 
constructive in their opposition. They will get more and 
it will work better for the community. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Lister. 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Minister 
Z. De Silva, from Southampton East Central. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 Mr. Speaker, you know, I could have talked 
for about 15 minutes, but my Honourable colleague, 
Mr. Walter Lister, has done the job so— 
 
An Hon. Member: Eloquently. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—so, not only eloquently, 
but so specifically. He is becoming a statesman while 
he is in the House, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I just want to clarify one thing. 
And, you know, I am a little disappointed in my Hon-
ourable Opposition Member, Mrs. Jackson. I am a 
little disappointed, because, you know, you did give 
her the option of receiving the answers to those ques-
tions in three days, on Monday, Mr. Speaker. 
 You know, I have to wonder about this state-
ment about, you know, whether or not one really cares 
or one is just making a stand. But anyway, Mr. 
Speaker, the Honourable Member chose to discuss it 
tonight, so here we are. 
 But let me just clarify, Mr. Speaker, that par-
ticular project, and the Honourable Member knows 
this— 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—that it is under investiga-
tion, Mr. Speaker. She knows very well that if you 
have a project that is under investigation, no one 
comments until that is complete. 

Mr. Speaker, do I need to say any more? 
 
Some Hon. Members: No. No. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So I am not. It is under in-
vestigation. When the investigation is complete, a re-
port will be given and everyone will know the results, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Then why do you not just say that? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Have a lovely night, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva. 
 The House stands adjourned until Monday, 
December the 13th at 10:00 am. Monday, December 
the 13th at 10:00 am. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Well, I do not want to dampen the en-
thusiasm of these Honourable Members here, but let 
us try to observe the dignity of the House. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 

[At 7:19 pm the House adjourned until Monday, 13 

December 2010, at 10:00 am.] 
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[Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

PRAYERS 
 
[Prayers read by Hon. Stanley Lowe, Speaker] 
 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
10 DECEMBER 2010 

[Deferred] 
 
The Speaker: The Minutes of the 10th of December 
are being deferred. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY SPEAKER OR MEMBER 

PRESIDING 
 

APOLOGY 
 
The Speaker: I just wish to announce that the Hon-
ourable Member Mr. W. M. Lister is going to be out of 
the House today, as he is going overseas. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PAPERS AND OTHER 
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

 
The Speaker: We will move on. 
 

PETITIONS 
 

The Speaker: There are none. 
 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 
AND/OR JUNIOR MINISTERS 

 
The Speaker: We will move on. 
 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 

 
QUESTION PERIOD 

 
The Speaker: I just wish to ask, Minister, those ques-
tions, were they— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: They were being forwarded to the 
House? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
The Speaker: No. I just wish to have it clear in my 
mind that— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I thought the 
choice was Friday [that] we discuss it Friday or we 
bring them today. I can have them certainly delivered, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. That is fine. Thank you, Minis-
ter. I will have a word with you later. 
 So, there is no question period. There are no 
Statements, and there are no questions before the 
House. 
 

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR 
OBITUARY SPEECHES 

 
The Speaker: Are there? 
 I now recognise, Mr. H. Swan, from St. 
George’s West. Leader of the Opposition. 

Mr. Swan has the floor. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise on two points: One is a 
very sad note. Whilst away over the weekend, I 
learned of the sad and tragic death of young Mr. Kirk 
Simons from Sandys. I immediately called home and 
spoke to my mother who informed me through my 
brother and family of all the family connections that 
existed there. And I felt it my duty to rise. 

Young Mr. Simons was former Captain of 
Somerset Bridge Recreation Club, a club that I repre-
sented very proudly, Mr. Speaker. His mother is well 
known to me, having been a great athlete in her day 
growing up at Southampton Glebe. Mr. Speaker, 
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Mikey Simons and his whole family, the Hunts and the 
Simons and the Smiths and all those good folk from 
that greater White Hill community.  

I am very sad. We have lost many people on 
our roads. Many from that community have suc-
cumbed to tragic road deaths. And I know I speak on 
behalf of many in this House, particularly those from 
the West End who would also know very fondly the 
families affected by this tragic death. And I would like 
a suitable letter to be sent to the family, Mr. Speaker. 
 On a happier note, Mr. Speaker, I begged 
your indulgence to be out of the House on Friday, and 
I would like it if you would send a suitable letter to the 
Chancellor of Troy University in Troy, Alabama, Dr. 
Jack Hawkins, for feeling it not robbery to have a 
country boy from Bermuda give the commencement 
speech at his alma mater. 

It was a very historical and moving occasion 
for me, Mr. Speaker, to return back home to Sweet 
Home Alabama to give a moving speech to encourage 
544 young people representing 17 countries and to be 
a part of their most important day. And I would just like 
to say, Mr. Speaker, that I do not like missing the 
House of Assembly at all. But on that occasion, I felt it 
my duty to be in Alabama. And I thank you for allow-
ing me to do so, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Any further speakers? 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member 
Mr. K. Horton from Southampton West. 
 Mr. Horton? 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: Thank you.  

Good morning, Mr. Speaker. I am glad you 
have a sharp eye this morning. 
 Mr. Speaker, first I would like to associate 
myself with the condolences sent to the family of 
young Kirk Simons from the White Hill area, and to his 
mother in particular, Michelle. “Mikey,” whom many 
would know as an outstanding player for the Bermuda 
Bluebirds, the Somerset Bluebirds, the Big Blue Ma-
chines, he played for. But I was saddened to hear of 
the untimely death of young Kirk, who was a young 
man really in the prime of his life. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to ask that this 
House send out condolences to the family of Mr. B. 
W. Jordy Walker. Jordy Walker, who was an out-
standing sailor here in Bermuda, represented Ber-
muda on many, many occasions. I will associate the 
Minister with it. But I certainly had the great privilege 
of working with Mr. Walker in many capacities when 
working with Tourism, and then also when the Sports 
Minister. He had a very keen interest in helping young 
people develop the skill of sailing. So we are sad-
dened to see the passing of a man who has made a 
significant contribution to the sailing community and, 
indeed, to the business community, in Bermuda. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Horton. 

 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. 
Gibbons, from Paget East. 
 Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I also rise on a sad note, and I 
would like to be associated with the condolences to 
the family of the late Jordy Walker. As the Honourable 
Member who just took his seat said, we have lost a 
very prominent member of the local sailing commu-
nity. He actually sailed for Bermuda in the Olympics in 
1972, was both Secretary and President of the World 
Match Racing Association for a number of years, and 
was very committed to bringing along young sailors in 
Bermuda. He revamped the Sailing Association, which 
was originally the Bermuda Yachting Association. 
 Jordy Walker was also a very well-known lo-
cal architect. Members will probably be aware that he 
was the nephew of the late Wil Onions, who put Ber-
muda architecture on the map internationally. And 
closer to home, it was his father who actually built the 
Walker Arcade. Mr. Speaker, I would also ask that 
condolences be sent to his family and children as well. 
And I know my honourable colleagues, Kim Swan, 
Cole Simons, and Louise Jackson, would also like to 
be associated with those condolences. 
 Mr. Speaker, while I am on my feet, I think the 
Honourable Member mentioned it, but I think it only 
appropriate that we congratulate one of our own, the 
Honourable Opposition Leader, Kim Swan, for his 
commencement address at Troy State University. It is 
not often that people get asked to go back and essen-
tially give a commencement address at their alma ma-
ter. Reading the synopsis today in the paper I think, 
certainly, the Honourable Member did a good job in 
putting Bermuda’s case forward to those that were 
present. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member 
Mrs. L. A. Jackson, Pembroke South West. 
 Mrs. Jackson, you have the floor. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise this morning to ask this Honourable 
House to congratulate Government and Ministers of 
Government who had the foresight to erect a War 
Memorial dedicated to the war veterans of this coun-
try, those who passed serving their country, dying in 
the service of this country, and for those who died of 
natural deaths but who also served this country as 
veterans. 
 I know that the Minister, the Honourable 
Member Mr. Burgess, was the last Minister. He did a 
wonderful job. Those of you who have not seen the 
War Memorial certainly must go and see it. There 
were other Ministers, of course, who started it. I am 
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not sure . . . I hope I do not leave anybody out. But I 
think that the Honourable Member, Mr. Randy Horton, 
might have been one of the Ministers, and of course, 
Colonel Burch. All of these Ministers were . . . pardon 
me? 
 
The Speaker: That Minister right there. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Which one? 
 
The Speaker: Minister Burgess. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Minister Burgess? 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: Do not get me mixed 
up. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: Okay, I am sorry. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on Mrs. Jackson. That is alright. 
 
Mrs. Louise A. Jackson: This dedication . . . of 
course, I have to say, Mr. Speaker, that I have a per-
sonal interest in it as my husband is one of the per-
sons whose name is engraved on that War Memorial, 
and that is the late Albert Jackson. 
 I also want to commend the people who or-
ganised the War Memorial service, which was held 
yesterday. It was very moving . . . the regiment, all the 
people who took part in that. I was very moved by it, 
and I want to extend my congratulations. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mrs. Jackson. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member, 
Mr. Swan, who was up. The Honourable Member, Mr. 
C. Swan, from Southampton West Central has the 
floor. 
 Mr. Swan? 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I wanted to rise today just to be associated 
with the condolences to the family of Kirk Simons and 
his mom, Michelle. 

And also to be associated, Mr. Speaker, with 
the condolences to the family of Beverly Wade 
Walker, “Jordy” commonly known as. I had the oppor-
tunity to sail with him quite a lot, and even overseas. 
[He was] a person that any and all Bermudians could 
look up to, especially when it came to that great pas-
time of sailing. I know he has sort of been suffering for 
quite awhile, and they brought him . . . He has been 
home for awhile now with the expectation that he 

would pass. Obviously, we want to include his wife 
Mary, daughters Elizabeth and Samantha, and his son 
Blythe, in those condolences. 

Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Swan. 
 I am going to take . . . Minister, I was looking 
for you. 

Minister D. Butterfield from Pembroke West 
Central has the floor. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I would like for condolences to be sent to the 
late Simone Sampson. She is the daughter of Kevin 
Sampson, Sr., and also the granddaughter of the late 
Clifford Sampson. If you will recall—back in the day—
the Western Stars in the Key West family. So I would 
like for condolences to be sent to her family. 
 Also I would like to be associated with the 
condolences sent out to Mr. Kirk Simons. This was 
sad news coming to me, as Kirk frequented my house 
quite often with my son Kirk, especially during the 
times when they played for the BFA, the national 
squad. So he surely will be missed, and condolences 
go out to his mother, sister, and family. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to also associate Minister Weeks 
with those comments, for both Simone Sampson and 
Nicole Famous. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Butterfield. 
 I am now going to recognise the Honourable 
Member Mr. W. L. Furbert, from Hamilton West. 
 Mr. Furbert, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to be associated with the remarks 
regarding the War Memorial. I had the opportunity to 
attend yesterday. It is interesting that the Governor, 
way back in, I believe 1920-something—1921, I think 
it was—considered it. But this Government had the 
vision and the foresight to build something for our war 
vets. 
 I have not had the opportunity to take a look 
to see whether any of my family is there. But I am 
sure they are running around, hiding in the parish, 
hiding in the trees somewhere. But I want to take a 
look to see whether any was there. 
 Mr. Speaker . . . 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No. If anyone can talk about 
the family, it is me. 
 Mr. Speaker, I also would like to rise on a 
happy occasion to congratulate a young lady of a 
name I will call in a few minutes, who is our newest 
chartered property and casualty underwriter. Mr. 
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Speaker, this young lady attended Purvis School; also 
attended Harrington Sound Primary School. She had 
an opportunity to attend Ridley College in Ontario. 
She became a Ridley scholar and an Ontario scholar. 
 She eventually attended the University of To-
ronto, and now works at the Endurance [Specialty In-
surance Ltd.] as an underwriter. That young lady is my 
daughter, Jasmine Nicole De Silva—Jasmine Nicole 
Furbert De Silva. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: She originates from Hamil-
ton Parish. She is a lovely young lady. When I told her 
I was going to do this morning, she threatened me if I 
did it. But I sometimes do not listen to my daughter. 
So I am proud that she has reached that level in her 
career, and I look forward to her doing it. 
 I would like to associate the Dame Jennifer 
Smith, also the Opposition Leader, Kim Swan, the 
Premier Paula Cox, everyone in this House, Mr. 
Speaker, who would like to . . . of course, my con-
stituents, the Deputy Leader Derrick Burgess. 
 
An Hon. Member: Your MP. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am his MP! 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So, thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. W. L. Furbert from 
Hamilton West. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Dame Jennifer Smith, from St. George’s North, Minis-
ter of Education. 

Dame Jennifer has the floor. 
 
Hon. Dame Jennifer Smith: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, last week and this week, I have 
seen Dorothy from the Christmas “Wizard of Oz” 
swept up in a hurricane. I have seen the Christmas 
Wizard give a paper Gombey a brain. I have been 
transported to various islands to see how others cele-
brate Christmas. And I even saw the Bermudian en-
trepreneurial spirit come alive, as so-called business-
men (these were students) came up with an idea to 
encourage Christmas shopping in Bermuda. And the 
idea was to give a prize for the best gift ever. 
 Mr. Speaker, all of this has been under the 
guise of Christmas events at various schools. I have 
heard choral speaking, recitation, memorising, and 
singing; seen teamwork, creativity, and competent 
actors and actresses; I have been exposed to the 
breadth and depth of the musical, artistic, and per-
formance talent of every kind of instrument and every 
genre of music at the various Christmas concerts. 

 I have been to St. George’s Preschool, Pros-
pect Primary, Francis Patton, Somerset Primary, St. 
Paul’s Preschool, Harrington Sound Primary, Cedar-
Bridge Academy, Warwick Preschool, Southampton 
Preschool, the Lyceum Preschool this morning, and 
tonight I am at East End, and the rest of the week is 
also busy. 
 Mr. Speaker, I ask that congratulations be 
sent to these various schools, whose teachers take 
time—this is not teaching time, this is outside of that—
to have our children do a Christmas performance. And 
I think it does encourage the team spirit and their con-
fidence abilities. 
 I also want to send congratulations to the Ce-
darBridge Academy under-16 and over-16 boys’ 
teams who won the Bermuda Secondary School Fed-
eration Soccer Championship Games for this year. 
The under-16 team played my alma mater, Berkeley 
Institute, and the score was 2–1. Quintino Lema was 
the most valuable player. The over-16 team played 
Saltus, and the score was again 2–1. This time it was 
Shenouda Outerbridge who was the MVP. 
 What is also significant about these teams, 
Mr. Speaker, and the cause for special recognition, is 
that the majority of these male students earn aca-
demic merit starters. The overall average was be-
tween 75 and 79 per cent—with no failing grades—or 
honour role status: the overall grade between 80 per 
cent and 89 per cent, with no failing grades, for the 
first quarter of the school year. 
 All of the males on the teams have met the 
school standard for conduct, based on the quarter-one 
data. This is Kioshi Trott, Machi Battersbee, Nico Gib-
bons-Douglas, Dajon Richardson, Roger Pacheco, 
Zamir Smith, Dakai Grand, Chae Brangman, Caldre 
Burgess, Quintinio Lema, Mauriq Hill, Kent Bean, Jibri 
Lawrence-Salaam, Jahquan Smith-DeShields, Makail 
Simmons. Their coaches, Mr. Hosang Clarke and Mr. 
Wayne Henry. 
 The over-16 is Mahlah Saunders—Mr. 
Speaker, if you would just allow me to finish, please— 
Jahday Ford, London Steede-Jackson, Donte Taylor, 
Demetre Daniels, Dwayne Brangman, Tarreko-Greg 
Wilson, Elijah Robinson, Tre Durham, Rico Wells, Ki-
oshi Trott, Warren Bean, Quintonio Lema, and their 
coach Jason Wade. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Dame got it all in. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. D. 
Burgess, Deputy Premier, from Hamilton East. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
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 Mr. Speaker, I would like this House to send 
condolences to the family of Mr. Charles (Bingo) Bar-
stowe, a long-term employee of the Ministry of Public 
Works, and also a member of the Ocean View Golf 
Course, a good golfer. And I would like to associate 
the Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Kim Swan, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Minister Burgess. 

Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Premier Cox. 

Premier Cox has the floor. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would ask that the House send 
congratulations to the Christ Church Devonshire 
church family. Last night, they had their annual can-
dlelight service, and it always has such a very spiritual 
and magical atmosphere. The choir certainly enli-
vened us and were beautiful in terms of their rendi-
tions, as were all who participated as readers. 
 I understand that the Opposition Leader, who 
also was a reader, as was myself, would certainly like 
to be associated with those remarks. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also ask that we send 
congratulations to a sister of the soil who is doing 
some great things abroad. In particular, Mr. Speaker, I 
single out Reverend Cindy Trim, or Dr. Cindy Trim, 
who has been highlighted on the Ebony [Power] 100, 
[the list of the] most influential for religion, and for 
what she has contributed to the practice of religion. I 
think that certainly through her family here we can 
have congratulations sent to her.  

And, Mr. Speaker, I certainly would like to as-
sociate the Honourable Member, the Honourable 
Zane De Silva, with those remarks, as well as the 
Deputy Premier, the Honourable Mr. Burgess, and 
Dame Jennifer Smith. 
 Mr. Speaker, certainly one cannot conclude 
this last day of the House this year without also asso-
ciating myself with the condolences to the family of 
the late Mr. Kirk Simons. I think to lose someone who 
was clearly so full of life and such a pleasant person 
has to be very debilitating to the family. And we cer-
tainly would like to send out condolences to the family. 
I certainly speak on behalf of the Minister of Trans-
port, the Honourable Terry Lister, who is currently not 
in the House today. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier. 
 Any further speakers? 
 We will move on. 
 

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 

  
PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS 

 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR  
THE ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE  

ON MATTERS OF URGENT  
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

 
The Speaker: There are none. 
  

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Minister, we have not gotten there yet. I 
will catch your eye. Are you going to introduce some-
thing? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: I do apologise. I thought you were an-
ticipating. 
 I recognise the Honourable Member, Minister 
Burgess. 
 Minister Burgess? 
 

BILL 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

MORGAN’S POINT RESORT ACT 2010 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I hereby introduce and read for the first time 
by its title a Bill entitled the Morgan’s Point Resort Act 
2010. Mr. Speaker, I ask that the said Bill be set down 
on the Order Paper for the next date of meeting. 
 
The Speaker: No leave of the House is required un-
der Standing Order 28. 
 Are there any further introduction of Bills? 
 We will move on. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTION 
 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A NATIONAL HEALTH 
PLAN  

 
The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable Member 
Mr. Z. De Silva. 

Minister De Silva from Southampton East 
Central has the floor. 
 Minister? 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I hereby give notice that at the next day of 
meeting I propose to move the following motion: “That 
this Honourable House approve the actions of the 
Government in advancing the implementation of a 
National Health Plan that promotes wellness and that 
encourages a more equitable sharing of health care 
costs through the use of incentives and other innova-
tive measures designed to enhance the health of our 
community.” 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 
 
The Speaker: That brings us to the Orders of the Day 
for Monday, December the 13th. 
 The first Order is the Second Reading of the 
Optometrists and Opticians Amendment Act, 2010. Is 
that being carried over, Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 That brings us . . . We will move down to Or-
der No. 2, Consideration of a Lease Agreement be-
tween the Bermuda Land Development Company and 
IRC-Sandys Limited in respect of the 9 Beaches De-
velopment in Sandys Parish, in the name of the Minis-
ter for Public Works, the Honourable Minister, Mr. D. 
Burgess, the Deputy Premier. 

Mr. D. Burgess has the floor. 
 Minister? 
 
CONSIDERATION OF A LEASE AGREEMENT BE-

TWEEN THE BERMUDA LAND DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY AND THE IRC-SANDYS LIMITED 

 IN RESPECT OF THE 9 BEACHES DEVELOPMENT 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I move that consideration be now given in the 
House to a proposed sublease agreement between 
the Bermuda Land Development Company Ltd. and 
IRC-Sandys Limited in respect of the 9 Beaches De-
velopment in Sandys Parish under the terms and con-
ditions as set out in the attached lease document and 
in accordance with the provisions of the Base Lands 
Development Act, 1996. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, consid-
eration and subsequent approval of the sublease be-
tween the Bermuda Land Development [Company] 
Limited and the IRC Sandys Limited will, without 

doubt, result in a major boost for our Island’s tourist 
industry. As I have repeatedly stated, I am filled with 
optimism and expectation regarding this exciting new 
initiative in Bermuda’s tourism sector. The $80 million 
expansion, upgrading, and redevelopment of 9 
Beaches Resort at Daniel’s Head, Sandys, will unfold 
following legislative approval of the sublease exten-
sion. 
 Mr. Speaker, there were a few critically impor-
tant steps that preceded the tabling of this sub-lease. 
First, in July this year, this Honourable House ap-
proved the extension of the existing sub-lease be-
tween the BLDC and the IRC Sandys Limited with 
respect to 7.8290 hectares, or 19.3458 acres of land, 
at Daniel’s Head, Sandys—the site of 9 Beaches Re-
sort. The sublease was extended to 117 years less 
three days, the maximum period allowed in accor-
dance with existing provisions of the Base Lands De-
velopment Act, 1996. 
 Mr. Speaker, the House of Assembly ap-
proved the Bill entitled Base Lands Development 
Amendment Act, 2010, whereby the maximum period 
allowed for a sublease offered by the BLDC was ex-
tended to 262 years. Then, on Friday, the Senate 
gave its approval to the Base Lands Development 
Amendment Act, 2010, thereby paving the way for the 
tabling of the sublease before Honourable Members 
today. 
 Mr. Speaker, may I at the outset thank you, 
sir, for your willingness to consider a waiver of the 
House rules in order that the sublease might be de-
bated today. I wish to thank also my Opposition col-
leagues and the Members of the Bermuda Democratic 
Alliance for their support of the waiver of the House 
rules that allows for the current consideration of the 
sublease. Their support in this regard speaks, I hope, 
to their commitment to the future wellbeing of our Is-
land—its tourism product in particular—and the asso-
ciated benefits to the people of Bermuda. 
 I thank most sincerely Honourable Members 
on all sides of the House for their willingness to con-
sider such an important matter today. I thank also the 
Members of the Senate for their support. 
 Mr. Speaker, a principal feature of the sub-
lease before us this day is its length, 240 years . . . 
Why such a long lease? One might well ask. The 
Government is not insensitive to the view expressed 
by some that a lease of 240 years is tantamount to a 
sale; that it can be interpreted as Government giving 
away its birthright with respect to this large portion of 
land. 
 That is not the case. That inescapable reality 
is that financiers are unlikely to offer financial backing 
to the developers of hotel sites in Bermuda unless 
there are in place leases much longer than the 131-
year period that was formerly allowed by legislation. 
There is a fierce competition world-wide for investors’ 
money, and the Government, determined to improve 
the Island’s tourism sector, its infrastructure in particu-
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lar, agreed to concede to the 240-year lease in the 
interest of the Island’s future economic wellbeing. 
 In doing so, however, the Government offers 
the people of Bermuda the assurance that every 
measure will be taken to protect the national inter-
ests—long- and short-term—as the 9 Beaches Hotel 
development proceeds. 
 Mr. Speaker, I wish to draw Honourable 
Members’ attention to clause 5.1 in the sublease. 
There [is] the provision, IRC Sandys Limited will pay 
the BLDC $1 million for each of the first, second, third, 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh year of the Term, with a 
payment of $8 million to be paid for the eighth year of 
the Term—a total of $15 million. Additionally, Mr. 
Speaker, IRC Sandys Limited will pay three interest 
payments each in the sum of $100,000 to the BLDC 
on the first, second, and third anniversaries of the 
sublease. 
 I am obliged to point out that whilst the three 
payments of $100,000 do not appear in the sublease, 
they are clearly set out in the Master Development 
Agreement that accompanies the sublease. 
 Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will note 
clause 5.1.3 whereby the developer will pay one pep-
percorn during each remaining year of the lease if re-
quired by the BLDC. This provision is a sign to protect 
the BLDC and to remove even the remotest possibility 
of reverse possession on the part of the developer. 
Mr. Speaker, in accordance with provisions of clause 
5.4.10 of the sublease the developer, IRC Sandys 
Limited, must keep the property open and fully opera-
tional throughout the period of this lease, except dur-
ing periods of temporary seasonal closing, periods of 
closure caused by construction, and during emergen-
cies, provided that the tenants shall not be required to 
operate the said hotel if the same shall cause the ten-
ant or operator of the hotel financial loss during any 
financial year. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, in accordance with provi-
sions of clause 5.4.11 of the sublease IRC Sandys 
Limited is required to give 30 days’ notice to the BLDC 
prior to any planned hotel closing, and as soon as 
shall be practical after an unplanned closing of the 
hotel. 
 Mr. Speaker, there is one other critically im-
portant aspect of the sublease to which I am obliged 
to draw Members’ attention. In accordance with provi-
sion of clause 5.13, the public’s access to Daniel’s 
Head National Park and its adjacent beaches will not 
be interrupted as a result of this sublease extension 
request. 
 Article 17.01, on page 46 of the 1999 Ground 
Lease between the BLDC and Destination Villages will 
continue to apply in the case of the extension. That 
article reads as follows: “The relative term as the 
same may be extended as herein provided, Tenants 
shall permit public access and provide a minimum of 
25 public parking spaces for motorcycles in respect of 
both Daniel’s Head National Park and the adjacent 

designated beach area and permit reasonable public 
use of the adjacent designated beach area. The public 
use of the designated beach area will be subject to 
rules in effect from time to time in respect of the pro-
ject to the extent such rules are also applied generally 
to resort guests and may be restricted or prohibited 
from 10 p.m. until sunrise irrespective of their general 
applicability to resort guests during such period.” 

Mr. Speaker, during the sublease extension to 
240 years there will be no change in this provision in 
Article 17. Additionally, the BLDC will not agree to this 
provision being removed from any new sublease that 
will be executed in the future. Although its parameters, 
such as a number of parking spaces to be allocated, 
may be modified, the spirit and intent of the provisions 
will not change. 
 Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members are ad-
vised that the 9 Beaches, Daniel’s Head, Sandys Par-
ish, Order 2010 has already appeared in the official 
Gazette via that Special Development Order [SDO] 
dated the 27th of October 2010, and made by the Min-
ister responsible for Planning. IRC Sandys Limited 
was granted planning permission in principle for the 9 
Beaches Resort Development. 
 Let me say, Mr. Speaker, that the Special De-
velopment Order is in no way an effort to circumvent 
normal planning requirements. Instead, it may be 
seen as a tool which will enable IRC Sandys Limited 
to commence the development project much more 
expeditiously. There is nothing murky about this SDO. 
Instead, its intent is as clear as the pristine waters of 
Daniel’s Head.  

Mr. Speaker, may I take this opportunity to sa-
lute and thank IRC Sandys Limited and its principal 
investors, Nordica Development and for the progress 
made towards developing a truly first class facility, 
one that will not only enhance the tourism product in 
the West End of the Island, but one that will do so 
much for the Island’s tourism product generally. 
 I take this opportunity to thank also the 
Chairman and Members of the BLDC for their hard 
work in reaching an agreement with respect to the 
sublease. 

Mr. Speaker, I conclude by reiterating remarks 
that I made in the House two Fridays ago when 
speaking to the Base Lands Development Amend-
ment Act, 2010. I reaffirmed the Government’s view 
that the proposed expansion, upgrading, and redevel-
opment of 9 Beaches Resort at Daniel’s Head, 
Sandys is a critically important opportunity for Ber-
muda, one that will not only provide another jewel in 
the tourism crown, but one that will result in numerous 
benefits for our Island as a whole. Beneficiaries will 
include the Island’s construction industry, which has 
experienced a recent downturn. Bermudian construc-
tion workers will rejoice at the new opportunities that 
the 9 Beaches Resort redevelopment initiative will 
bring. 
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Mr. Speaker, I look forward to honourable col-
leagues’ support of the sublease between the BLDC 
and IRC Sandys Limited Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Burgess. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. T. Moniz, from Smith’s West. 
 Minister Moniz, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am obliged, Mr. Speaker. 
 As I start, I will just say that I am in fact cover-
ing for my absent colleague, the Honourable Pat 
Gordon-Pamplin, the Shadow Minister of Works and 
Engineering, who is not here in the House today but is 
abroad. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all, we must say on this 
side that, unfortunately, the track record of the Gov-
ernment continues of not giving proper notice and in-
formation about these very important initiatives that it 
has. We previously came up across this on the last 
day of sitting of the House before the summer when 
we were dealing with the Park Hyatt with respect to 
the Club Med development in St. George’s. And we 
dealt with that on the very last day of the House be-
fore the summer. And again, we have the instance of 
the Government wanting to table and pass a very im-
portant piece of legislation—a very important initia-
tive—all on one day. 
 Mr. Speaker, you will be familiar with the new 
Standing Orders of the House of Assembly (and the 
Honourable and Learned Member Mr. Barritt on our 
side, and the Honourable Dame Jennifer Smith on the 
other side). We have tried [with that] to provide for an 
orderly way of proceeding with business in this House. 

And we want to put the marker down straight 
away that we do not feel that these matters are being 
dealt with in an orderly fashion. In fact, with respect to 
Friday, the Government again wanted to table and 
pass in one day this sublease from the BLDC to IRC 
Sandys Limited—all in one day. Luckily, my colleague, 
the Honourable Pat Gordon-Pamplin, and I were able 
to arrange a meeting with the Minister, the Honour-
able Derrick Burgess, together with legal representa-
tives from the Attorney General’s Chambers, including 
the Solicitor General, I believe, and we were able to, 
at short notice and on an ad hoc basis, agree in prin-
ciple some amendments. 
 I note that today in the House the Minister has 
withdrawn the draft sublease which was tabled in the 
House on the 8th of December, and he has tabled a 
new sublease this morning. 
 We on this side of the House do not know 
exactly which amendments were adopted and how 
they were adopted. We have not . . . they were just 
given to me immediately as the debate started, so I 
have not had the opportunity to go through that lease 
and see what amendments were made. It would be 
very helpful to us if the Minister could table a sheet 

saying, Well, these are the amendments that were 
made as the result of the meeting that we held on Fri-
day. 
 You will appreciate, Mr. Speaker, from this 
side of the House, while it is helpful that the Minister 
has made amendments, it is very confusing not to 
know exactly what those amendments are. And the 
picture here is not, you know, whether or not the Op-
position is being kept happy in this process, but 
whether we are doing right by the people of Bermuda; 
whether we have had a proper process here, and 
whether it is being sufficiently transparent. There are 
obviously groups out there in Bermuda who are very 
concerned about the development of land in Bermuda. 
We have groups such as BEST, B-E-S-T. We have 
Mr. Stuart Hayward, et cetera. And these people are 
very keen to protect the patrimony of Bermudians in 
the form of open space. 
 Members will be aware that this particular 
piece of land was at one time zoned national park. 
And a development was permitted on it with the re-
strictions that public access be maintained—access to 
the beaches, there is provision for public parking—
and there are some provisions in this lease here for 
the protection of that. But the original 9 Beaches de-
velopment was very much a development which was 
going to use, I believe, existing structures together 
with putting up some wooden structures which were 
the units that were over the water and were made out 
of wood. The idea was to have minimum incursion on 
the land that existed there at Daniel’s Head. 
 Now, this development, of course, entirely 
changes that. I am not sure that people in Bermuda, 
that the various groups, such as the National Trust, 
such as BEST, et cetera, will be happy that they have 
had a fair opportunity to look at the proposal and to 
critique it. Now I know that this proposal, being entrain 
for some time, is not something which has suddenly 
appeared out of the woodwork. But, of course, we did 
not know the precise details of it. The thing which I 
could refer back to is [that] there was an article in the 
Gazette, I think on the 27th of July of this year, which 
set out the parameters: that this company was intend-
ing to come here and they were going to pay . . . the 
consideration was there—the $15 million—and I think 
the involvement of the foreign investor. 

I will set out what I understand the structure of 
the developer to be so that Bermudians are clear. And 
if I am in any way incorrect I am sure that the Minister 
will be able to set me straight. And I note that there is 
a reporter from the Gazette here, and presumably the 
people of Bermuda will thereby know what is going 
on. 

The developer here, as you will see from the 
cover page of the lease, is a company called IRC 
Sandys Limited. That company, I understand, is the 
main investor. The ultimate main investor is a gentle-
man called Stephen Bovine, who is a builder from 
Quebec in Canada, whose company’s expertise is 
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dealing with pre-cast concrete panels. And I am in-
structed that he has dealt with some major structures. 
I think someone said he was involved with maybe 
Yankee Stadium—some major structures that used 
pre-cast concrete panels et cetera. 

The local portion of the investment is a local 
hotelier who was involved with 9 Beaches for some 
period of time, Mr. David Dodwell, who is the proprie-
tor at The Reefs. But he also was, I believe, a man-
ager or managing director of the 9 Beaches project 
while that hotel was viable. 

The other local investor I understand is Mr. 
Buddy Rego of Rego Realtors. That, I am sure, the 
public will be familiar with as a leading real estate 
agent in Bermuda. 

So those are the players, I understand, from 
IRC Sandys’ point of view. And there are a number of 
broad points that I would like to make. One of the 
things I found out today and that I think is important to 
put up front is the exact size of the property at 
Daniel’s Head that we are dealing with. I think it is just 
over 19 acres, although I have seen two slightly dif-
ferent figures. One I have seen on one of the docu-
ments was 19.16 acres, but somewhere else I saw a 
slightly different figure. So the figures in some cases 
do not quite marry up. But it is quite a large piece of 
property. 

This property was property which has been 
used for military purposes over the years. At one point 
it was a Canadian base. But going back much further, 
I believe it was compulsorily purchased long ago. And 
it may be that some of the purposes of the long leases 
are because of worries that successors entitled to. 
The original owners of the property may have some 
legal right to come back in to seek to purchase the 
property back. 

As you will be aware, Mr. Speaker, when a lot 
of the property in Bermuda was purchased by com-
pulsory purchase, one of the provisions there is that if 
the Government ever wished to divest itself of that 
property, that they would first offer it back to the origi-
nal owner or that owner’s successor in title. So that 
presents a legal challenge with respect to that. 

Now, another general concern . . . and a Min-
ister had said that it is hopeful that the development 
that is intended to take place on this property would 
result in a stimulus to the construction sector of the 
local economy. That is an interesting proposal, but we 
are not quite sure how that quantifies. I have said be-
fore, the main investor, the foreign investor, his exper-
tise is in pre-cast concrete panels. So it would appear 
that they are not going to use traditional Bermudian 
building methods of stone or concrete block and ce-
ment. So you are not going to be using a lot of ma-
sons to build this property. You are going to bring in 
pre-cast concrete panels. They may even be units that 
can be easily assembled. 

The one thing, I guess, we would all hate to 
see is that the developer will say, Well, of course, in 

order to assemble my pre-cast and my units, I need to 
bring in my experts from Quebec in order to put them 
together, because, you know, the people down there 
in Bermuda do not know how to put them together. I 
need my own people who are experts in dealing with 
these matters. So there is a query there as to how 
much of a construction boom this would allow. 

Now, just to set out for the House and for the 
public the exact nature and extent of the proposed 
development at Daniel’s Head, it would appear that 
the extent of the development is the provision of a 
hotel with 60 rooms and the creation of 120 condo-
miniums. Now, there we are talking about the condo-
minium portion of that development being twice as big 
as the hotel portion of it. 

Having said that, I have had the benefit of a 
brief conversation with Mr. Buddy Rego (who is one of 
the investors) this morning. He was trying to bring me 
up to speed on exactly the type of development that 
they were intending. And he was talking about . . . the 
term used was a “condo hotel,” saying that these 
popular types of units, where when you buy a specific 
unit, and when you are not there it automatically goes 
back to the hotel as a hotel room. It is not an if, but it 
automatically goes back; that there is no option on the 
part of the owner. I guess there is a framework set up 
of how he has to inform the hotel precisely when he is 
going to be there, and at other times it has to be 
available as a hotel room. 

Now, I am not the expert on tourism, and I am 
sure there are other Members of the House who will 
want to address that portion and to see if it works 
substantially differently from the units that are at 
Tucker’s Point, for example, where we had fractional 
units, which again are used for the hotel. And we had 
hotel residences, which (as you will be aware, Mr. 
Speaker, and the House will be aware) we debated in 
a motion which I tabled on Friday. We had a debate 
there about Tucker’s Point where 67 units were being 
re-designated from hotel accommodation to hotel 
residences. 

I am not quite sure what the difference is be-
tween that sort of a scheme at Tucker’s Point and the 
scheme that IRC Sandys have, which they say is sig-
nificantly different from that. But I am not familiar with 
it, and I just said it out here because I think it is an 
important matter, again, for the public to consider. 

Now, as I said, there have been a variety of 
documents which I have had sight of. As I said, there 
was a draft of the sublease, which we sat down and 
discussed with the Minister and his legal advisors. 
That was withdrawn, and a new sublease was tabled 
today. Also, this morning the Minister was good 
enough to give me a copy of the Special Development 
Order—the SDO—with respect to this property he re-
ferred to. That clarified somewhat the situation that we 
are now in with respect to what the developer has to 
do in order to move forward with his proposal. 
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This is a complex situation. It is not a simple 
situation. A Minister referred . . . We had already in 
this House passed a piece of legislation called the 
Base Lands Development Amendment Act, 2010, 
which had its first reading on the 19th of November. 
That was a piece of legislation that provided for a 
longer term of years, going from the 131-year term of 
lease that the BLDC were originally committed by law 
to give, to the 262-year term of lease which they are 
now permitted to give. So that piece of the puzzle was 
very recently put into place. 

Then there was the 9 Beaches Special Devel-
opment Order dated 27th of October 2010. And I have 
not had a chance to study this in detail because it was 
just handed to me as we began the debate this morn-
ing. 

It is notable that one of the things we have not 
seen—and has not been tabled in the House—is the 
actual map, plan of the property with a proper descrip-
tion. There is a verbal description attached to the 
lease, but there is no plan. And I think it would be 
helpful for the people of Bermuda— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, I have not seen it. 
 
An Hon. Member: But it is there. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I have not seen it.  

My honourable colleague is claiming it is ta-
bled. If it is tabled, if someone could bring it to me, I 
would like to see it. But it is not attached here. 
 Now, one of the other documents which is 
being shared with us is a document entitled the Mas-
ter Development Agreement. The full title of that is 
Master Development Agreement in Respect of the Re-
Development of the 9 Beaches Resort, Daniel’s Head, 
Sandys Parish. That is referred to . . . that is the Mas-
ter Development Agreement, and it has stamped on it 
at the top “Annex 1.” 
 This is one of the issues that has thrown 
some confusion on me. And at this point, Mr. Speaker, 
I am going to refer to some of the clauses of this. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister Moniz. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am obliged, Mr. Speaker. 
 At this point, I am going to refer to some of the 
clauses of the sublease. It is my understanding we do 
not go into Committee on this, so we can address all 
of these issues in the House. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. Oh, yes, you can. Indeed, 
you can, yes. 
 
An Hon. Member: Do we not go into Committee? 

 
The Speaker: No, no, no, no, no, no. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, I am looking at 
clause 12 of the sublease. Clause 12 is entitled “En-
tire Understanding.” That is the title of that clause. I 
will read the entirety of it, which is short, with your 
permission, Mr. Speaker, clause 12. 
 
The Speaker: Continue. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Some members having not 
yet reached the page, page 16. 
 Clause 12 says, “Save with respect to the li-
cence granted by the Landlord to the Tenant and 
dated blank 2010 this Lease embodies the entire un-
derstanding of the parties relating to the Property and 
to all matters dealt with by any of the provisions of this 
Lease, but this Lease shah [sic] not” (there is a typo 
there) “derogate from the effect of the Act.” 

And that is the end of the quote. My difficulty 
there, Mr. Speaker, is that that clause there—that En-
tire Understanding clause—says that that is the whole 
agreement. But yet, we have a document called the 
Master Development Agreement, which is what the 
developers are working on. And this Agreement 
should, presumably, be attached to this sublease, 
should form part of the sublease. Yet, I do not see it 
specifically referred to. The only thing I see referred to 
is the licence. But that is not a licence, as far as I un-
derstand. 
 Now, that is just creating confusion with me. 
And if we look a couple of pages further forward in the 
sublease on page 18, if we look at the bottom of page 
18 there is clause 17 entitled “Further Assurance.” 
There I will read, with your permission, Mr. Speaker. It 
says, “The Landlord and the Tenant agree, from time 
to time and at all times after the date of this lease, on 
the request and at the reasonable cost of the party 
making the request, that they shall execute and do all 
such lawful assurances and things for further or more 
perfectly assuring the subject-matter of this lease and 
further to bring into effect any of the terms and condi-
tions of the Memorandum of Understanding dated the 
13th day of May 2010 (a copy of which is annexed 
hereto).” And that is the end of the quote. 
 Now, again, I am confused, Mr. Speaker. I do 
not see that Memorandum of Understanding attached 
to the sublease. It says it is attached, but it is not at-
tached. And it says that the Memorandum of Under-
standing . . . and, again, I am looking at the Master 
Development Agreement, and I am saying, Well, that 
is not entitled Memorandum of Understanding. So, 
what is the Memorandum of Understanding? Where is 
it? And what does it say? 
 It just does not make any sense, Mr. Speaker. 
As soon as . . . There are questions which arise here 
which certainly have not been answered by the Minis-
ter’s opening Statement when he read his brief. 
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 One of the things that immediately disturbed 
me when I originally saw the sublease was, I saw on 
the cover page that the lease was drawn by the law 
firm of Appleby. I immediately said to myself, Well, 
Appleby is not the attorney of the BLDC, neither is it 
the attorney of the Bermuda Government. Therefore, 
Appleby must be the attorney for the developer. It 
turns out, indeed, that Appleby is the attorney for the 
developer, and it says so on one of the documents. I 
have spoken with Mr. Rego, and he confirms that, that 
that is their attorney. 

Now, this is a very strange situation. When 
one is drafting leases the practice is almost invariably 
that the lease is drafted by the lawyer for the landlord, 
not by the lawyer for the tenant. And the longer and 
the more onerous the lease, the more that rule holds 
true. It is unheard of for a lease of this sort of weight, 
monetary value and length to be drawn by the tenant’s 
attorneys. It does not make any sense, because, of 
course, they are going to be drawing it to suit them-
selves. I mean, that goes without speaking, without 
saying it. 

I think that is answered for . . . There seems 
to be a disconnection here between the sublease, the 
licence, the Memorandum of Understanding, the Mas-
ter Development Agreement. Nobody has had over-
sight of this to pull all the pieces together and to inte-
grate them so they have one working piece of ma-
chinery. In layman’s terms, this is an accident waiting 
to happen because in a lease of this length, you are 
bound to have serious questions at one point or an-
other. 

Now, of course, what one wonders is . . . 
there was an original lease to 9 Beaches. That lease, I 
know, was drawn on behalf of the BLDC by Conyers 
Dill & Pearman together with some consultants. And 
one wonders why that lease was not used and ex-
tended. The indication I have had is that that lease 
was viewed as too complicated, too difficult. But I 
suspect the truth of the matter is that it is more protec-
tive of the landlord and more onerous on the tenant 
than the sublease which their own lawyers have 
drawn on their behalf. 

That is why we on this side of the House have 
deep and abiding concerns on behalf of the people of 
Bermuda that this has not been gone about in an or-
derly or proper fashion. And that is why we are un-
happy with dealing with this today. We were unhappy 
being asked to deal with it on Friday. We have just 
now had—even as of this morning—the majority of 
documents that we presently have. But there are still 
documents which appear to be missing, as I said. 
There are licences referred to and also a Memoran-
dum of Understanding that is referred to. And in the 
case of the Memorandum, it says it is attached—but it 
is not. 

So, what do we do? I am just not sure where 
we go from here. All of us on this side of the House, of 
course, are in favour of stimulating the economy, do-

ing something good for the economy. But we do not 
want to see a disaster created. We do not want to see 
something gone into that creates something that is not 
a success, is not good for Bermuda, and perhaps 
does not have the safeguards that are required for 
when something goes wrong. 

Those are some of the matters we discussed 
with the Minister’s attorneys on Friday: Where are the 
entrenched protections for the Government if things 
go wrong? If these units are not built, or the units can-
not be sold, what happens? And it grows complicated 
because you have Government as the main landlord. 
You have the Bermuda Land Development Corpora-
tion as their sub-tenant. You then have IRC Sandys 
as their sub-tenant. And then, of course, IRC Sandys 
are going to go off to the bank to raise money to build 
the 60 hotel rooms and the 120 condominiums. 

I feel sure that—and I have seen a mention in 
the document—that they want the freedom to go 
overseas to get the mortgage with which to pay for the 
development. They do not want to be restricted to bor-
rowing funds locally in Bermuda from local banks. 
They want the freedom to go overseas to see if they 
can get better rates. And of course, the main devel-
oper comes out of Quebec. He may have a banking 
relationship in Quebec. He has a major company 
there, and he will want to borrow the money there. 

So in terms of being a stimulus for the Ber-
muda economy, one really wonders. You know, if the 
basic building blocks of pre-cast concrete panels are 
coming out of Quebec, the financing is coming out of 
Quebec, you wonder, Well, what is the net effect for 
Bermuda of any economic stimulus that might come 
out of this, any employment of local labour? I am sure 
there would be some. But in case it all goes wrong, 
what protection does the Bermuda Government have 
when or if the company cannot meet its financial obli-
gations? And then that mortgagee, who is an over-
seas bank, has a right of sale or a right of foreclosure 
on that property, and then they want to move in. 

And of course, what happens in many of 
these cases is the developer, if he is not able to sell 
the development, might even abandon it and just 
leave, saying, That is your problem. It is not my prob-
lem anymore. That was something, a business project 
I tried. It did not work. I am going to abandon it and 
walk away. And then, what happens in that case? 

So it is a very complex scenario when you 
have a whole bunch of parties involved. You have a 
major project that stretches over many years, and at 
some point there is a problem. You know? What are 
the protections that are there? 

The basic question is, What does this do for 
Bermuda? What does this project do for Bermuda? 
What are the anticipated and possible positive effects 
for Bermuda? And what are the, perhaps, unantici-
pated and possible negative effects for Bermuda, in all 
sorts of different ways? 
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These are all the things that we in this House 
have to weigh up. And of course, on top of all of that is 
the layer I started out with, the people who are going 
to say, That thing should go back to being a national 
park. We are in a recession. No one is going to be 
able to make that work as a development. It was 
never intended that it should be a proper hotel. It was 
meant to be minimal incursion on the space of the 
park. So there are going to be those people, I antici-
pate, who will say, There should not be any develop-
ment up there. It has little chance of success, and we 
should keep that land as open space. We should not 
despoil it. And then 10 years down the road, it is a 
failure. 

Some people would say to those people, you 
know, Why are you being so negative? You should be 
positive. And they are going to use, as the example, 9 
Beaches. They are going to say, Well, what happened 
with 9 Beaches? How long did that last? That was 
under the managerial, you know, guidance of Mr. 
Dodwell, who is the investor here. And at that time, I 
think, up until 2008–2009, we were in economic boom 
times, generally—perhaps not in tourism—but gener-
ally. Now we are in a recession. So there are going to 
be those people who are going to say, Well, there 
should not be any development at all. 

I am not putting this side of the House in that, 
but I am saying that is one of the factors which we 
have to weigh up when we are considering what it is 
we are doing here. 
 
The Speaker: They call that the devil’s advocate. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. We are going to have 
those people who are going to say, you know . . . they 
will certainly say, I told you so. 
 
The Speaker: What if . . .  
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: They will say, Well, 9 
Beaches was not successful. What makes you think 
this is going to be a success in a recession that some 
of us feel will get worse before it gets better? 
 Those are the main points I have with respect 
to the lease. 
 With respect to the Master Development 
Agreement, there are a number of very interesting 
things in there. As I said, I have had a limited time—I 
only received this on Friday afternoon and this is a 31-
page document. And not many of us in this House—
none of us, I would say—are experts at these sorts of 
agreements, though some of us may have seen some 
before. But that is a document which should be tabled 
in the House today along with any other documents so 
the public knows what we are getting into. 
 But if you look at this, and this Master Devel-
opment Agreement, again, is not a signed document. 
So I do not know if there is a signed copy or whether 
this is something that is anticipated to be signed. 

 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: My honourable colleague is 
informing me that to the best of our knowledge it is not 
yet signed. 
 One of the things to pick out of that, for exam-
ple, at page 30 of that Agreement—page 30 is the 
Fourth Schedule entitled “Conditions Precedent.” 
Condition Precedent number 2 is consent for a non-
Bermudian to take a mortgage over Bermuda real es-
tate pursuant to section 144 of the Companies Act 
1981, and section 80 of the Bermuda Immigration and 
Protection Act 1956. That is the provision I referred to 
before, saying that they want the ability to go over-
seas to borrow the funds to complete this develop-
ment. 
 And they are asking for a variety of other 
things, which are necessary for what they are doing. 
 Now here, as you see under Condition Prece-
dent number 6, and this is talking . . . it is not on the 
table so I do not know if other Members have sight of 
it. But Condition Precedent number 6 reads, “the de-
veloper being granted a licence pursuant to section 
114B of the Companies Act 1981.”  

Now, there is a licence that is referred to in 
the sublease. Is that licence, the licence that is being 
referred to? I am not sure. The sublease is not suffi-
ciently precise for me to know whether that is or is not 
the appropriate licence. 
 Mr. Speaker, just to add another layer of 
complexity to this, that Master Development Agree-
ment has a number of more detailed particulars in it, 
which, of course, in some cases comfort you and in 
other cases raise questions which beg to be an-
swered. For example, in the Third Schedule of that 
Agreement, entitled “The Sublease Variation,” it lays 
out there a form of a sublease variation. There in the 
Recitals, it says as follows: “Whereas (a) this Agree-
ment is supplementary to a ground lease made pur-
suant to a Novation Agreement dated 15th of July 
2004 made between the Landlord of the one part and 
the Tenant of the other part [the ‘Lease’].” 
 Now, again, that is something that we have 
not been privy to in this House. If Members are not 
aware, it refers to a ground lease. And I think a 
ground lease is a very simple form of lease where you 
are just renting bare land, as it were. You are not pay-
ing for any houses or buildings or structures. It is just 
a bare lease. They are usually for a relatively minimal 
amount of money. So it talks about a ground lease 
made pursuant to a Novation Agreement [dated] 15th 
of July 2004. And again, we in this House have not 
had sight of that, to the best of my knowledge. 

And in terms of due diligence, that is part of 
the package that you would like to have—a period of 
time to study, to understand exactly what the structure 
of this whole arrangement is and why it went off this 
way, with the developers’ attorney drafting a new sub-
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lease, rather than using some extension and variation 
of the original 9 Beaches lease. The original 9 
Beaches lease could have been extended to the 240 
years with the new tenant in there, rather than having 
a whole new structure. 
 That is why it, you know, raised—I will not say 
suspicion, but—my curiosity as to why it was done in 
the way in which it has been done rather than in a 
more normal fashion. 
 So, there are any number of questions raised 
here. And, you know, we need these questions an-
swered. I think the people of Bermuda need to have 
these documents tabled. 

I mean, just in terms of the Master Develop-
ment Agreement, just on page 1 in the Recital to page 
1 of the Master Development Agreement, it refers 
again not only to that project Novation Agreement of 
the 15th of July 2004, but it appears there have been 
other confusions with the project. Under the Recital, 
(uppercase) C, it says, “The parties are uncertain 
whether the sublease was ever formally completed. 
But the developer has been in occupation of the prop-
erty since on or around 15th of July 2004 with the 
knowledge and consent of the landowner, and the 
parties have both observed and performed their re-
spective obligations under the sublease save for the 
payment of certain rental payments by the developer 
to the landowner, as acknowledged by both parties in 
this agreement.” 

Now again, I have made some inquiry in this 
very short time I have been given. I am informed, but I 
would like the Minister to be able to confirm to this 
House and the people of Bermuda that there are no 
arrears of any of the rental payments that were owed 
under the original 9 Beaches lease or the sublease 
which appears to have been given under that, the 
Novation Agreement, or sublease as it is referred to; 
that there are no arrears owed under that. There are 
no monies owed to Bermuda that have not been paid 
out of those monies. 

So we see, Mr. Speaker, that it is a very con-
fusing situation. We find it very unsatisfactory. We do 
not believe that this is the way the Parliament should 
be doing business on behalf of the people of Ber-
muda. We do not feel that we have had the opportu-
nity to do our due diligence on this. And many ques-
tions arise. Obviously, the thought on many members’ 
of the public minds is going to be, Well, what if these 
people are not really hoteliers; they are really devel-
opers? 

Because the main developer, he owns (I do 
not know) 75–80 per cent of the project, Monsieur 
Boivin. He is a builder. He does building. And so I 
gather he is not . . . I would anticipate (this is my 
judgment) that he would not be so interested in be-
coming a hotelier. This is a project to him. And of the 
two local partners, one is a hotelier, but the other one 
is a real estate agent. So his normal business would 

be to buy and sell, or in some cases to buy, develop, 
and sell. 

So it would look like, at some point in time, if 
one looks at the players in the developing company—
IRC Sandys Limited—that they are going to be looking 
at selling this project on. And that is another question, 
whether there is anticipation that at some stage they 
are going to want to sell it on. And again, it is a com-
plicated situation with a series of landlords and ten-
ants. You have got an overseas lender of the funds. 
And then you have a developer who effectively wants 
to at some point flip the property. 

That is where we come back to the considera-
tion that the Minister drew our attention to when he 
read his brief. In clause 5 of the sublease, it speaks to 
the consideration of the $15 million. And I think there 
are three . . . $15 million over a term of eight years, 
and I think there is a payment of $300,000 in three 
equal payments of $100,000 over three years, which 
represents some sort of notional interest portion. 

But I guess the question arises there, and 
when we met with the Minister on Friday, what we 
asked if this is the full market value of the property. Is 
there some report out there that says, you know, for 
this 19 acres of land, with the permissions that exist, 
$15 million is the right value? Where is this valuation 
coming from? Did it drop out of the sky? Was it the 
result of hard-nosed negotiation? Or was it some sort 
of arbitrated value where an agreed valuer came in, 
valued the property, and said, This is the proper value 
($15 million) and this is how we will pay you. 

So we would be interested to find out if that is 
the correct value, if there is some valuation that backs 
up this final amount of consideration that is being 
given. 

Mr. Speaker, I attempted to cover the water-
front in as broad a fashion as I am able on the short 
notice that we have been given with a very compli-
cated transaction. I hope I have done justice to it not 
only from our view, but from the points of view of par-
ties out there such as the National Trust or BEST, 
who may say, Well, you know, you should have raised 
these points in the House. We have not had time to 
consult those bodies. We have done the best that we 
could on short notice. And I hope that the Minister is 
able to table these documents and provide some ex-
planation at the end of the day. 

I am obliged, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Moniz, the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Smith’s West. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Dr. 
Gibbons, from Paget East. 
 Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
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 I think my honourable colleague, Mr. Moniz, 
has done a very good job at laying out some of the 
concerns that we—in this very short period of time—
have attempted to do in terms of analysing the docu-
ments that we have had in front of us. And I guess the 
principal concern that he has laid out is, Does the 
lease that has been tabled adequately protect not only 
the Government, but the people of Bermuda going 
forward? 

Let me be a little bit more precise there. 
 I think all of us understand that the developer, 
whom we do not know very well (but we certainly do 
know some of the Bermudian partners, Mr. Dodwell 
and Mr. Rego) certainly probably has the best of in-
tentions. And I suspect the relationship there with 
Government has been good. But I guess the concern . 
. . Sorry, I know the concern that we on this side of the 
House have is, What happens 10 years or 15 years 
down the road? This lease is going out 240 years. 
And the question is, Does it, as presented, adequately 
protect not only the Bermuda Land Development 
Company, [but also] the Bermuda taxpayer, the Ber-
muda people, and the Government? 

And I think the answer, based on what we 
have seen so far, is [that] there are still some (what I 
will call) serious residual concerns about that. 

I also have to say that I think we have not 
been terribly impressed with the way this material has 
been presented, because not only are there still quite 
a few typos in this particular lease but, as my honour-
able colleague said, in some cases it is internally in-
consistent. And I want to touch on that as we go for-
ward. But I suspect that . . . and I am not privy to this, 
but I suspect that if I were the developer coming in 
and saw something which started in July (my under-
standing is that is when it started) and has kind of 
rumbled along for a little while, and at the very last 
minute we have three or four different versions of this 
lease being presented, I cannot say that they are 
probably terribly impressed with the professionalism of 
how Bermuda has operated on this. 

I understand, in fairness, that there has been 
some illness with respect to the Bermuda Land De-
velopment Company, some of the principals involved 
there. But as my honourable colleague, Mr. Moniz, did 
point out, you have a number of different lawyers, a 
number of different principals involved in this, and it is 
pretty unusual to have the developer be the one who 
actually develops the lease, because clearly it should 
be Government’s responsibility, or probably more pre-
cisely, the Bermuda Land Development Company that 
should have developed this lease to make sure there 
were sufficient provisions and protections in there to 
protect our interests not only with the current group, 
who I know from personal experience, at least the two 
local ones, are entirely honourable. And I am sure 
they would not be partnering with somebody who was 
not. 

But as we all know with these hotel projects, 
oftentimes, the first person in or the second person in 
still loses money. As my honourable colleague stated, 
they may try and flip it a year or two or ten down the 
road. And then we have to make sure that what we fall 
back on (which is the lease and other documents 
here) is sufficiently airtight or watertight to make sure 
that Bermuda’s interests are adequately protected. 

And quite frankly, based on some of our read-
ing, we are not sure they are, and they still require 
further development. But as my honourable colleague 
said, we are being asked, on very short notice here, to 
effectively, as this House sits for the last time today 
for awhile, to approve this, because I understand that 
there is some hurry to get on with this particular pro-
ject because I am sure there are financing issues and 
other things and it has been going on for some time 
now. 

So, as I said, I am not sure what the perspec-
tive of an outside developer must be, but it cannot be 
entirely favourable based on the small window that we 
have seen on this in terms of how this thing has been 
handled. 

Let me add a little bit about value as well. My 
honourable colleague set it out, and that was the 
question of, is this stream of payments (which is on 
page 6 of the lease which has been tabled—that is the 
rent) . . . does this stream of payments stretching over 
eight years adequately value . . . is that a fair value for 
the property, based on what we know the value of 
Bermuda property to be? You are looking at some 19 
acres, and over a stream of eight years, essentially 
you have got payments which total, after the eighth 
year, to some $15 million, plus (and I want to get to 
this in a minute) some odd $300,000 amount which is 
referred to as “interest payments.” It does not make 
any sense to me, but I am hoping the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Burgess, will clarify that. 

But I think people should be under no illusion, 
because $15,300,000 today, if it were paid right now 
in this House, or let us say on the 1st of January, is 
worth a lot more than this stream of payments we see 
here. And I am referring, Mr. Speaker (not to compli-
cate these issues), to what is referred to in financial 
terms as the present value of this stream of payments. 
When you actually do a present-value calculation, 
which you can do depending on the interest rates you 
use, that actually gives you a value of much less than 
$15,300,000. It works out—depending on whether you 
use a 5 per cent or a 7 per cent interest rate—at 
somewhere between $10 million and $11 million. 

So we are really not even talking about $15 
million here. We are talking of a number that is much 
closer to $10 million or $11 million. If you use the 
Government’s bond rate (which is the Government’s 
cost of capital) that works out to about $11 million. If 
you use what would more normally be an interest rate 
that would be appropriate for this, it probably works 
out closer to $10 million. And that is based on the very 
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simple principle that $8 million in year eight is not 
worth the same as if someone were to write you a 
check right now for $8 million, because you could earn 
money on that $8 million if you had it now, but you are 
not going to be able to touch it until year eight. So it 
simply is not worth quite as much. 

But, without getting into the intricacies of that, 
it still begs the question, how does this compare with 
the rental or the consideration that is being charged to 
the developer Mr. [Carl] Bazarian of Park Hyatt or 
even Mr. [John] Jefferis at Coco Reef, because all this 
is . . . the land which belongs to the people of Ber-
muda under the stewardship of Government. Is this a 
fair value? How was it arrived at? And what should 
make us feel more comfortable up here, Mr. Speaker, 
is that Government has actually done some work to 
say, this stream of payments (which, as I said, is 
probably worth about $10 million or $11 million now) is 
actually a fair amount for that property. 
And we simply have not seen anything which would 
suggest that Government has either (a) done that cal-
culation or that analysis; or (b) can say, hand-on-
heart, we think this is really fair value because these 
are the considerations we took into effect. 

I know that somebody is going to stand up 
and say, Well, you know, look. Tourism is in a hole. 
We really need to do something. We on this side of 
the House understand that. We are not saying we do 
not support it. But what we are saying is, Has this 
analysis, have these protections been adequate to 
protect not just the next generation or two generations 
but, effectively, 10 generations out? Because a whole 
lot of things could change farther down the road. And 
that is why a lease like this is important, Mr. Speaker. 

Now, I would like to just touch on a couple of 
issues in the lease itself because, as you said, Mr. 
Speaker, we are not going to have the opportunity to 
go into Committee at all on this. So I have got to raise 
these issues in the House. I am on page 6 of the 
lease. As I said, it sets out that there are basically 
seven payments of $1 million. In year eight, there is 
another final payment of $8 million. But then there is 
this very peculiar issue of $300,000 in interest pay-
ments. 

I guess the question for the Honourable 
Member is, Interest on what? Is Government loaning 
the developer money? Is there something else going 
on here? Why was it not $300,000 additional in rent? 
Why do we have interest payments in here? For the 
life of me, there is nothing in the lease which would 
effectively clarify why that is the case. So that is my 
first question for the Honourable Member. 

I am at the bottom of page 6, clause 5.4.1, 
which refers to “Construction, maintenance and Re-
pair.” Now, it says here, “Unless permitted by virtue of 
clause 5.4.4, not to develop or redevelop the Property 
without first obtaining the Landlord’s written consent 
(which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld 
delayed or conditioned) acting reasonably)” [sic] And 

by the way, there is another typo at the bottom there; 
you have got a second bracket. 

The question I have is, how much further con-
struction can this IRC Sandys do? We know from my 
honourable colleague, Mr. Moniz, that in the Master 
Development Agreement—which we are not sure 
whether that is a part of this lease or not—it is not 
mentioned. But certainly it is another very important 
document which effectively refers to a series of 
agreements that I think will be signed between the 
developer and the BLDC and Government. But in that, 
we know that, on page 3 of that it says that there will 
be no fewer than 120 condominiums. 

What is to prevent the developer, if they get 
into trouble down the road, from coming back to Gov-
ernment and saying, Look, 120 did not cut it. We did 
not get enough cash out of that. We are in financial 
trouble. I want another 100 on top of the 120. Be-
cause all it says is, “no fewer than 120.” They could 
cover this 19 acres in concrete if they wanted to under 
this. And there is certainly nothing in clause 5.4.1 
which . . . let us say we get 10 years down the road, 
and it is not the same honourable people we are talk-
ing about right now. They would say, Look. You can-
not unreasonably withhold this or delay it or put condi-
tions on it! We need to build another 100 . . . 300 
more condominiums up there. We have not extracted 
as much value as we want to. 

This is a beautiful site. I would say Bermudi-
ans would not want that. So I do not think clause 5.4.1 
is sufficiently strong to protect the Government or the 
BLDC farther down the road. And certainly when you 
have language like “no fewer than 120 condomini-
ums,” but there is no upper end on it, quite frankly, 
there is no document that I have seen which would 
suggest that there is any real upper constraint on that. 
You can say, Well, Planning would not allow it. But 
you have got an agreement here between the Gov-
ernment and the BLDC and this group. And they are 
going to say in a court, you know, Look. You are not 
adhering to what we agreed to. You know, Planning is 
your problem; it is not ours. We signed the lease here. 
 Maybe I am putting too fine a point on it. But I 
do think that that is something that if there are further 
iterations of this it needs to be looked at. 
 Now I would like to switch over to page 8. This 
was the point that the Honourable Member, Mr. Bur-
gess, referred to. It is the clause 5.4.10. It says that, 
essentially, the developer has to keep the hotel on the 
property open and fully operational during the term, 
“except during periods of temporary seasonal clos-
ings” (I understand that is probably during the winter), 
“periods of closure caused by construction” (that is 
going to the period, probably, when they are develop-
ing this place or doing further development), “and dur-
ing emergencies, provided that the Tenant”—and here 
is the important part, Mr. Speaker. It says, “provided 
that the Tenant” (that is IRC Sandys) “shall not be re-
quired to operate the said hotel if the same shall 
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cause the Tenant or operator of the hotel financial 
loss during any financial year. . .” 
 Now, we understand in this House that hotels 
have had a pretty difficult period. A lot of them have 
had financial loss over a series of years here. And we 
also know that if you have got management fees and 
other things in here, Mr. Speaker, you can, as it were, 
arrange a profit-and-loss statement to show a financial 
loss. What happens if we get five years down the 
road, the hotel opens, it is a disaster for any number 
of reasons, they simply decide, this is a sinkhole. We 
are just pouring money into this. We are going to 
close it, and they arrange the financials in such a way 
that that is, you know, easy to do? You know, there 
has been a lot of wear and tear on us. We have got to 
charge a large management fee. 
 These kinds of things can be done. So, effec-
tively, there is nothing here, as I see it, which really 
protects the Government in saying, you know, look, 
unless hell freezes over, we want you to operate this 
hotel. We expect you to operate this hotel. I do not 
think this section adequately protects the Govern-
ment. It was drafted by the developer’s attorneys, and 
it is a nice section as far as they are concerned, be-
cause they have complete carte blanche here in terms 
of getting out of it if they do not want to operate that 
hotel. 
 Let us not forget. We are five years down the 
road. They have sold all the condos. They want to 
probably build some more. They have sold the con-
dos. They have got the money out of that, and the 
hotel basically is a loss leader, and they are just say-
ing, Look. We simply cannot function. It is losing us—I 
do not know; you pick a number—$5,000 a year. We 
are out of here. It is your problem, Government. 
 So, again, these are the kinds of issues that I 
think need to be looked at. 
 There are a number of typos in clause 5.6. In 
clause 5.6.1, you have got the word “alternations,” 
and then you have got the word “waster,” which 
should be “waste.” This does not suggest to me, Mr. 
Speaker, that this lease has been carefully looked at 
by anybody. And there are other typos here. Mr. 
Moniz found one just in terms of reading it through. 
When you have had a lease that has been carefully 
looked at, people generally find the typos. I guess this 
does not suggest a lot of confidence on my part that 
this thing has been adequately or carefully reviewed. 
 Now, clause 5.9 on page 9, “Alienation”: It 
says, “5.9.1 Save as otherwise permitted by this lease 
the Tenant shall not assign underlet mortgage charge 
or part with the possession of the whole of the Prop-
erty without the written consent of the Landlord which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld delayed or 
conditioned.” That is the point at which the current 
group says, we have had enough, and we effectively 
want to sell it to somebody else. 
 And I guess the question here is, Does this 
adequately protect the Government and the people of 

Bermuda down the road if the person that they want to 
sell it to is totally inappropriate, for whatever reason? 
My suggestion is that this is written much more in 
terms of the developer than it is in terms of the Gov-
ernment. There ought to be some other provisions 
here, basically. It just seems to be very, very loose to 
me. It effectively says, Look, you know, if we decide to 
flip this thing or we just get into trouble in a couple of 
years, we can sell it pretty much to whomever we 
want, and you are not able to withhold consent, either 
unreasonably, or delay it, or put conditions on it. 
 It would seem to me that the Government 
would want to put conditions on any future tenant up 
there. So, again, I would just suggest to Government 
that they need to have a look at that again. Again, I do 
not think it is protecting us at all. 
 Mr. Speaker, there is another typo on page 
11. I am not sure—clause 5.14.1—I have never heard 
of the word “impliedly,” but I think they want “implied” 
here. But again, as I said, I do not think it has been as 
carefully read as it should be. 
 Interesting question: and I know this is com-
plicated. But at the top of page 13, effectively you may 
have a situation where the current developer sold off a 
series of condominiums, and then the current devel-
oper either sells or goes bankrupt or something of that 
sort down the road. I am not sure whether clause 6.2 
adequately protects, again, the Government of Ber-
muda against having requirements of the condomin-
ium owners going forward. I just did not get a sense 
that there is enough protection built in there. 
 At the bottom of page 13, we get into some-
thing called “tenant’s default,” which is often referred 
to, I think in other leases, as “performance.” Now, 
there are expectations. And as I said, we are dealing 
with honourable people here—as far as I understand 
it—that they will do right, and they will do the right 
thing, and they will develop the condos and they will 
open the hotel, and all that kind of thing. But what 
happens if things go horribly wrong, as my honourable 
colleague, Mr. Moniz, has already mentioned here? 
 There is nothing in here, as I see it, which 
basically . . . and the Minister can correct me if I am 
wrong. There is nothing in here which says that if the 
IRC Sandys goes bankrupt, that Government effec-
tively gets the property back. And I think that is some-
thing that you want to have in here. Now, it is, Mr. 
Speaker, in the Master Development Agreement. But 
that has not been signed. And as my honourable col-
league said, we do not know whether the Master De-
velopment Agreement is an annex to this lease or part 
of this lease or not. But it seems to me, at the very 
least there ought to be essentially a condition that the 
Master Development Agreement and that bankruptcy 
or insolvency thing is either mentioned in the Lease or 
specifically referred to in the Master Development 
Agreement. 
 What it does say here, though, Mr. Speaker, it 
says, “[7.1.1] If and whenever the Term there is a 
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breach by the Tenant of any covenant or other term or 
provision of this Lease”—and here is where it gets 
sort of confusing—“or any document supplemental to 
this Lease and provided any such breach is cured 
within the specific grace period . . .” It says, “or any 
document supplemental to this Lease.” I am assuming 
that would be an appendix. But I think they have to be 
more specific here in terms of what documents are 
actually being appended to this lease. Because, as 
my honourable colleague, Mr. Moniz, said, later on we 
are told that this lease is the only thing that is the 
binding agreement between the landlord and the ten-
ant here. 

So there is some internal inconsistency, at 
least in terms of what, as I see it . . . I mean, that was 
the phrase about (and that is on page 16), it says, at 
the bottom of page 16, clause 12, “. . . this Lease em-
bodies the entire understanding of the parties relating 
to the Property and to all matters dealt with by any of 
the provisions of this Lease, but this Lease shall not 
derogate from the effect of the Act.” Basically it is say-
ing this Lease is the thing that calls the shots. 

But if you have got a Master Development 
Agreement and you want to have some of those pro-
visions which are protective of the Government and 
the BLDC, I think you have to have that set out much 
more clearly. Again, it gets back to this issue of, you 
know, what happens if they go bankrupt? It is dealt 
with in the Master Development Agreement; it is not 
dealt with, as far as I can see it, in the lease. Or if it is, 
it is not sufficiently clear. 
 I have a couple of other questions here that 
kind of came up in the course of reading the Master 
Development Agreement and trying to compare it with 
the lease, as well. There is an issue of performance 
bonds which comes up on page 13 of the Master De-
velopment Agreement. But there is nothing about per-
formance bonds in the lease. Will there be perform-
ance bonds? 
 There is also the issue of insurance which 
comes up, and I think that is on page 19 of the Master 
Development Agreement. Obviously, the landlord—
the BLDC or Government—wants the IRC Sandys to 
have sufficient insurance. There is a sum of some $10 
million set out in the Master Development Agreement. 
But I am not sure there is any indemnity, or there is a 
really strong indemnity, here in the lease which pro-
tects Government or the BLDC if there was a real dis-
aster out there. 
 Let us suppose you had a terrible fire of some 
sort, and a convention of lawyers—US lawyers—were 
badly hurt. I would say that that is the kind of thing— 
 
The Speaker: You will get sued. I am sure. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: You would get sued. 
You are absolutely right, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: You would get sued 
15 ways from Sunday, you can be sure of that. 
 Once they go through the money that this IRC 
Sandys has, the next set of deep pockets is going to 
be the BLDC or Government. So, again, that is the 
kind of thing that I think needs to be nailed down, you 
know, very, very carefully here, because you are 
probably talking mostly about US visitors. I do not 
know what an appropriate number is, whether $10 
million is, or whether there is sufficient indemnity here 
to be able to protect the BLDC and Government. But I 
think it is the kind of thing that you want to have. 
 So, again, I guess those are the major points 
that I want to note. The real question here is . . . I 
honestly think this lease needs more work. It needs to 
be cleaned up. It has got typos in it. There is no clear 
connection between some of these documents that 
are very important to protect the people and Govern-
ment of Bermuda. 

I just . . . I am a little embarrassed that we are 
here today dealing with something which is as incom-
plete and is as messy as it is. And I think it does not 
present a terribly good picture of Bermuda to the de-
veloper, either. We simply have to do better, Mr. 
Speaker. I understand there is a rush. But, good Lord, 
this thing was started in July. Surely, by the middle of 
December, Government could have put together ade-
quate and sufficient documentation to be able to not 
only protect the people of Bermuda, but to put their 
best foot forward on this particular project. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons, the Honour-
able Member from Paget East. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member, 
Mr. W. Furbert, from Hamilton West, I believe it is. 

The Honourable Member, Mr. W. Furbert, 
from Hamilton West has the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I have listened to the spokesperson, the Dep-
uty Opposition Leader, and also the Honourable Grant 
Gibbons. I mean, they have made some good points. 
But the Government recognises that at the end of the 
day they are going to move on to get some things 
done. Yes, it is the last day of the House that we are 
bringing a lease. It is not the first time. Many a Gov-
ernment has brought very important Bills and mo-
tions—Bills, particularly—to the House for debate. 
And we want to get things done before the House 
closes and reopens sometime, I guess, in February or 
March. 
 So we understand that. And the rules make 
way for the House to debate Bills earlier than the two 
sittings than we are used to. And I am sure that the 
Minister in charge had the cooperation from the 
spokesperson for the Minister of Public Works to de-
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bate this particular Bill today. That is why we are here, 
because I am sure that the Opposition supported 
bringing this Bill forward, this lease forward. 
 So, let us not give the impression to the public 
that we are out of sync to what is norm. There is 
agreement between the Government and the Opposi-
tion, and here we are. 
 Mr. Speaker, this particular lease that is be-
fore us helps the people of Bermuda in many ways. It 
helps to create new, additional tourist rooms for the 
Government and for the people of Bermuda to in-
crease job opportunities in the hotel. It creates, I am 
sure, employment in the construction field, despite the 
bringing of these concrete forms that are being 
brought in by the developer. And the Government 
recognises that. So, we recognise that we have got to 
create jobs for our people out there, and that is why 
we are here today to push things forward, hopefully as 
quickly as possible. 
 Yes, we recognise that there are some typo 
errors in the lease. I see the Opposition is trying to 
make some hay out of this. And also, that the lawyer 
that drafted this particular Bill, Appleby . . . and I am 
sure the Government’s lawyer has looked over this 
particular lease. So there is a working relationship 
between Appleby . . . and, as you know, on Friday we 
congratulated them for being one of the best interna-
tional law firms represented, one of the best interna-
tional law firms, I believe, in the Caribbean. I am not 
sure whether—in this hemisphere. So, we know that 
they are one of the top law firms here in Bermuda, 
and there are many more. But they are one of the top 
law firms here. 
 And from time to time, with the urgency be-
hind the matter, yes, there are typos that take place. 
And maybe the word processor did not pick it up. But I 
am sure that this particular lease has been reviewed 
by the Ministry and, again, by the lawyers that repre-
sent the Ministry and also by Appleby. But there are 
errors that happen from time to time. 

So, I am grateful that the Minister has brought 
this forward because he recognises that the Govern-
ment recognises the importance to move on and get 
things done for our people. 

Whether it is a fair value for what the property 
is being paid for, I am sure the Government went 
through the exercise to look at a reasonable price for 
the property and for what the developers are going to 
be doing. I am aware that in the past a former Gov-
ernment was looking at leasing a piece of property 
down in St. George’s for a dollar. I am not sure that 
was fair market value. But they recognised that they 
wanted to get . . . That was the development down 
there in St. George’s, the (what was it called?) Club 
Med. They had said that, you know, if anyone was 
interested in just taking the property for one dollar. But 
they recognised that they wanted to get the property 
developed, get tourists in here, and so a dollar was 
what the Government was willing to do. 

So $15 million to me is $15 million more than 
a dollar. Sorry—$14,999,999 more than one dollar. 
So, both sides recognise the importance of moving it 
as swiftly as possible. One Government recognised it 
was a dollar; this Government recognises $15 million. 
I would have thought that this Government made a 
better decision moving forward. I am sure that . . . and 
I said I have read it in its entirety. I believe that the 
Government is moving in the right direction for the 
people of Bermuda. 

The Honourable Member, Grant Gibbons, 
talked about the present value. Yes, we understand 
how present value works. If we were to receive $15 
million today and put it out on some type of an inter-
est-bearing account we would have probably had 
more money going forward. We all understand that. 
But this is the agreement that the Government worked 
on, that so much money would be paid right now and 
so much money would be paid over the years. It 
would be great if we could get all the money up front. 
But we recognise that sometimes it does not work that 
way. 

We need to get on with getting the job done. 
So, some type of agreement or some type of conces-
sion has to be put forth by both parties. And this is the 
concession put forward and agreed by the Bermuda 
Land Development Corporation and IRC Sandys Ltd. 

Again, I congratulate the Government for 
moving as swiftly as it can, and hope next year that 
the IRC Sandys Limited can move forward to get our 
people employed both in the tourism industry and also 
get our people working up there in construction. 

So, thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Furbert, the Honour-
able Member from Hamilton West. 
 Any further speakers? 
 Oh, you changed your mind, the Shadow Min-
ister of Finance. 
 I am going to recognise Mr. C. Swan from 
Southampton West Central. 

Mr. Swan has the floor. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Yes, I felt I had to rise and speak on this par-
ticular piece of legislation. And now, understanding 
that we will not be going to Committee, I had to kind of 
pick through as many clauses as I could. I have had 
the chance to briefly go through it. Obviously, being 
from the western end of the Island, I am prompted as 
well, Mr. Speaker. 
 You know, I have heard this side speak quite 
a bit about this. I have heard things that, you know, I 
was going to raise as well. But I am going to reinforce 
them and sort of reiterate some of them, and some of 
these things will be probably new and additional as 
well. 
 I have to admit, in looking through this curso-
rily, the first thing that jumps out— 
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The Speaker: Cursorily? I have not heard that one. 
But that is all right. Carry on. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: You are eating into my 20 
minutes, sir. 
 
The Speaker: That is all right. Carry on. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: The first things that do jump 
out are, well, spelling mistakes, blanks, and, you 
know, a few things that are referred to in this docu-
ment as being “attached hereto,” but are not attached 
hereto. 
 The one thing that jumped out to me is the 
Property Schedule, Mr. Speaker. There is a Schedule 
that describes it, and that is right at the end, descrip-
tion of the property. But it says “shown outlined in red 
in drawing number 114/32 annexed hereto.” But it is 
not annexed here, sir. 
 For me, that is a very glaring omission. And I 
would want to, because . . . and I will explain why. 
You know, I could say I know what Daniel’s Head is. I 
know where 9 Beaches is now. But this is referring to 
a new agreement with new owners. And it talks about 
“land at Daniel’s Head.” But this Schedule would 
clearly show want encompasses this land. The legisla-
tion refers to parts of the Queen’s bottom. Well, which 
parts of the Queen’s bottom? I would like to know that. 
And I think anyone—any landlord—would, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So, I really find it difficult to deal with this, 
alone, not having that attachment. This document was 
shown to me, but to me it has nothing to do with this 
and is irrelevant. I imagine it is from the developers, 
these Nordica people. It has drawings on it, pretty pic-
tures, and this type of thing, of what they propose to 
do. But we are debating legislation here. And I think 
we have to be detailed. Well, we are. We do have to 
be detailed. I think the people of Bermuda expect us 
to be detailed because they would like to see what our 
Government is doing with the assets that we have. 
And land is a finite asset in this country. 
 So I wanted to raise those. I thought they 
were . . . you know, the spelling mistakes. I suppose 
one could say, Let us just gloss over them. The 
blanks? Well, I am not too happy about glossing over 
blanks where things are not filled in. And where there 
are things that are said in here and referred to as be-
ing attached and they are not, I completely disagree 
with discussing them. 
 So I wanted to raise that point. 
 And it makes, for me, the rest of what I was 
going to say a little bit superfluous, but I am going to 
go through it anyway. 

 The money, $1 million for each year, or the 
first seven years, and $8 million in the eighth year— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Well, no, I am not a real es-
tate developer, Mr. Speaker. And I think most people 
in Bermuda are not. But they know the value of land in 
this country. 

For me . . . and I may or may not be speaking 
for a lot of people, but I do not look at this as $15 mil-
lion over eight years. I look at it as $15 million over 
240 years—which is what the term is of this lease. 
And, Mr. Speaker, that don’t cut no bread with me at 
all in this country. It does not matter who the devel-
oper is or how much they are bringing. If they are 
really keen, land is worth a bit more, I believe, to us 
Bermudians than that. 
 It talks about a peppercorn each year thereaf-
ter. Well, I will happily enjoy going to a peppercorn 
ceremony up in the western end of the Island. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: I may not, no. That is it. My 
children will. And that is going to bring me to another 
point.  

A peppercorn is a wonderful thing to have in 
here. It sounds lovely. But, you know, we are talking 
about people who I believe (we are all hopeful) are 
going to make a great financial go of this project. For 
240 years, Mr. Speaker, they will benefit. We will 
benefit for eight. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is not true. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Somebody says it is not 
true. It is written right here. 
 So I had concerns about that, Mr. Speaker. 

And a lot of these things point to, you know . . 
. because I do not know. One gets the impression 
that, look, we were asked for this to be tabled last Fri-
day, then debated also last Friday. Now, to me that 
seems like a bit of a rush. I understand that the Minis-
ter says this is critical. But I do not quite understand 
who it is really critical to—that this be rushed through 
and debated with hurried discussions last week, Fri-
day, and amendments, and we are still not clear on if 
the amendments have all been included, and that type 
of thing, Mr. Speaker. 
 Well, it goes back to that saying, you know: A 
bull in a hurry never made a calf. I think I may have 
said that before. Why are we rushing this? Why is it 
critical? Why is it critical? You know, we have heard 
the Government talk about, we are out of the reces-
sion, and what-have-you. Well, are we the only people 
who believe that? Or do these guys believe that, too? 
I wonder if we are all on the same page in that re-
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spect. Because I believe it has implications for both of 
us as to what we believe going forward. 
 I also wanted to talk about . . . again; I am just 
going through my notes sort of yellow-marker-by-
yellow-marker. So, some things I may have touched 
on. But on page 4, [3.4] “. . .‘the Property’ includes the 
whole or any part . . . ,” and then I referred back to the 
Schedule, which refers to a drawing which is not at-
tached. I have touched on the money. 
 My colleague, the Honourable Member, Dr. 
Gibbons . . . That particular clause 5.3 jumped out at 
me as well. It is headed “Interest,” and talks about “. . . 
any other sum of money payable by the Tenant under 
this lease . . .” Well, there ain’t no other sums talked 
about in this lease payable by the tenant. I have not 
seen any. I believe he mentioned sums of $200,000 or 
$300,000. Now, I may have missed them, but I did not 
see them in here either. So, my question was . . . 
Well, I am just a country boy from Somerset, Mr. 
Speaker. Why is that clause there? Interest on what? 
 The next thing I wanted to touch on was 
clause 5.4.3. I think it talked about waste and sewage 
and what-have-you. This used to be a base. I do not 
know if we had the issues on this particular piece of 
property that we had, and still have, with Morgan’s 
Point. But I am not sure if that has been dealt with, if it 
is still an issue—or, if it still is an issue, how it is going 
to be dealt with. 

We are talking about land that is (parts of it, or 
most of it) sort of within eight, nine, maybe ten feet 
above sea level and then it slopes up to a little higher 
than that. The issue of disposal of waste, for me, is 
something that is critical in an area that, again, to me, 
is sensitive because of its proximity on, I believe, 
three sides to the ocean, to really exposed proximity 
to the ocean and wind and what-have-you. So I did 
not see anything in here that made the tenant respon-
sible for, you know, when they leave. And I am going 
to be touching on that as well, because that comes 
into something that came up a little later on. 
 Sewage and waste . . . what issues have 
been left over that need to be dealt with, have to be 
dealt with, that we now face at Morgan’s Point? That 
was not clear to me how that was going to be han-
dled. 
 Yes. Now, on page 9, clause 5.9, “Alienation,” 
and maybe someone can clear this up for me, be-
cause 5.9.1 talks about the Tenant not being able to 
assign this . . . well, “. . . assign underlet mortgage 
charge or part with the possession of the whole of the 
Property without the written consent of the Landlord 
which consent shall not be unreasonably with held 
[sic] delayed or conditioned.” But, then 5.9.2 says,  
“The Tenant may without requiring the consent of the 
Landlord grant Underleases and permit such Under-
leases to be assigned underlet mortgaged charged or 
disposed of as the Tenant may reasonably deter-
mine.” 

So, Mr. Speaker, those two clauses . . . and 
this can be explained to me. I would love it to be ex-
plained to me! What happens if, within the eight years, 
the tenants get 120 condos built, “at least” 120 condos 
built, and three years down the road, four years down 
the road, and they have sold some of them, or, you 
know, call it what happens with condominium agree-
ments with overseas people, because Bermudians are 
not going to be buying these things. What happens if 
they are in trouble or get in trouble? I do not know if 
these particular clauses address that or if anything in 
this lease addresses that. But, I thought of the sce-
nario where the developer walks away. And they have 
paid us $3 million or $4 million or $5 million; we have 
not got the full $15 million, and they walk away. 

What have we left ourselves with? I have not 
seen anything in here to do with, well, getting out. Are 
we going to have to deal with 10 or 20 or 30 condo-
minium owners? I believe a similar situation occurred 
down in St. George’s some time ago; that I believe 
has been amicably resolved. I do not know. But what 
happens? What are the Government and the people 
of Bermuda being left open to if something like that 
occurs? I did not see that addressed in here. As a 
landlord, I would . . . well, it is almost 20 acres. I 
wanted to raise that point. 

Right. I am on page 11 now, the “Beach Ac-
cess.” Again, this clause talks about “[5.13] Subject to 
rules made by the Tenant. . . ” but having to be ap-
proved by the Landlord “from time to time in respect of 
the Property to the extent that such rules are also ap-
plied generally to residents and guests at the Property 
to permit general public access to and from adjacent 
beach area shown edged in blank on the plan an-
nexed . . . ”—there ain’t no plan annexed—“to this 
lease and not to object to reasonable public use of 
such beach area provided that the Tenant may restrict 
or prohibit access to the general public to such beach 
area on any day from 10 p.m. until sunrise irrespective 
of the applicability of any additional restriction or pro-
hibition to residents and guests at the Property during 
such period.” 

Well, Mr. Speaker, I am not a beach person. 
But I have been to Daniel’s Head beach. So have 
many, many residents up at the western end of the 
Island. There is also national parkland adjacent to it. 
And perhaps someone on the other side may be able 
to speak to those aspects of this development, be-
cause it does talk about exchanging or rerouting ac-
cess to a national park, a nature reserve. But we have 
no idea, because there is no plan attached, of what 
land we are talking about. What beach? This is some-
thing that I find a glaring, glaring omission. 

I am not going to be much longer, because I 
would love for someone on the other side to speak. 
 
The Speaker: He has done his homework over the 
weekend. 
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Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes. I am focused. Yes. 
Those were the main things I was able to find. The 
beach aspect of things was important to me, and I am 
sure would be important to the residents at the west-
ern end of the Island, as well as the east, because I 
know people like to travel from one end of the Island 
to the other; it is not that big. 
 The (what was this called?) Master Develop-
ment Agreement, I am going to touch on in a minute. 
But there were a few things in the brief time I had to 
go through it . . .  
 
The Speaker: That overrides this. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: That overrides this? Right. 

Then, Mr. Speaker has just informed me that 
this Master Development Agreement overrides the 
legislation. I do not know—I think one of my col-
leagues may have posed this question before, as to, 
you know, has this been signed? Is that a question I 
can put and hopefully get an answer to? 

You know, there were a few things that I 
would like to raise from that. I am on page . . . I do not 
know if everybody has a copy of this. But on page 22, 
it talks about the landowner’s representative. “The 
landowner has appointed the landowner’s representa-
tive.” Now, correct me if I am wrong, Mr. Speaker: The 
landowner in this case is the Bermuda Land Devel-
opment Corporation. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes, thank you. 
 Okay. And it “has appointed the landowner’s 
representative.” It goes on to say, “to act as the agent 
of the landowner under this Agreement.” And my 
question is, well, who is the landowner’s representa-
tive? I just found that a little odd . . . I thought the 
Bermuda Land Development Corporation represented 
itself, and did quite a good job at it, if they had enough 
time to deal with things, I imagine. That was one 
question I wanted to pose. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Hazardous substance—oh, I 
touched on hazardous. On clause 17 in this Master 
Development Agreement, it talks about hazardous 
substances. And this was something I raised a little 
earlier.  

Now, the speaker said this document here is 
sort of over and above what we are actually discuss-
ing here. And again, it raises the question; you know, 
the developer warns that it “has not caused or permit-
ted any hazardous substances to be used, placed, 

stored at, or released from, or disposed of, at the 
property, save that the developer has in the past 
caused asbestos to be located and disposed of from 
the property.” 
 So, I mean, that was what raised the question 
to me, well, exactly what has happened over there as 
far as the previous developer? Because there is a sit-
ting developer. And, there is no mention of future de-
velopment and the remnants of hazardous materials 
that we may be faced with in the future. 
 Mr. Speaker, I raise these concerns because I 
am a lover of that particular piece of land. And there is 
not a whole . . . do you know the excitement in this 
country when we were able to get land down at the 
East End that is now a lovely national park with 
beaches and what-have-you? 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Yes! 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: And residents from both 
ends of the Island get to enjoy it. I am talking about 
Clearwater Beach and the Coney Island Park and 
what-have-you. 
 
An Hon. Member: Cooper’s Island. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: At Cooper’s Island, sorry, 
Cooper’s Island Park. I am corrected. 
 This is a piece of land that I believe fits the bill 
for something like that at the western end of the Is-
land, Mr. Speaker. And I take issue . . . I raised this 
again, I think on Friday, just briefly, you know. I am 
not worried about myself or the Honourable Member 
who has brought this legislation, or any Member in 
this House. I am thinking of our children and our 
grandchildren. What are we leaving for them, Mr. 
Speaker? Is there anything that is included in any 
plans we do that includes future generations? I do not 
believe . . . well, I do not have the confidence, espe-
cially with this particular piece of land, that there is.  

And there is one last thing I wanted to just 
touch on. To my mind it is conceivable that some of 
this land is of a historical nature, Mr. Speaker. You 
know, it borders on farmland. It is rural. It is in a part 
of this Island that is considered away from it all. And I 
happen to like it that way. So if I am going to part with 
any of it, whether it is a small portion or a large por-
tion—this is 19–20 acres—I really want to make sure 
that not only is the developer satisfied, because this 
strikes me as completely satisfactory to the developer, 
but my generation and future generations of this coun-
try can reap the benefits of it as well. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Swan, the Honourable 
Member from Southampton West Central. 
 Any further speakers? 

I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Z. De Silva. 
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Minister De Silva from Southampton East 
Central has the floor. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, Members opposite have empha-
sised the fact that this document has a few typos and 
blanks. We know that this particular lease was put 
together in fairly quick time, and for good reason.  

Mr. Speaker, just let me say this, that, you 
know, when it comes to typos and mistakes and 
things like that in this type of document, there is no 
one in this House, especially my honourable col-
leagues opposite will know—even my learned oppo-
site colleagues will know—certainly, through my ex-
perience, Mr. Speaker, I have had many legal docu-
ments put together by learned colleagues. Mr. 
Speaker, you would be surprised at the amount of 
errors and mistakes that they make. So, you know, 
this is nothing new to me, and it should be nothing 
new to those opposite. 
 When we look at the importance of this par-
ticular document being signed, and what it means to 
the Bermudian people, Mr. Speaker, okay, we have a 
few mistakes, a few things that we need to fix up a 
little bit. But, Mr. Speaker, they will be done. And 
Members opposite will be well aware of what we do, 
going forward. 
 The Honourable Member Mr. Charlie Swan 
spoke, and I was interested. I was just wondering why 
he repeated everything that two of his other col-
leagues had said. But, you know, maybe he wanted to 
really emphasise— 
 
The Speaker: Well, that is his area, part of his area, 
anyway. We can understand that. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes, indeed. And that 
is his area. So that is okay. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Swan, did say there would be no benefit to Bermuda 
after eight years. I cannot understand that statement, 
Mr. Speaker, because if this development takes the 
course that we expect it to take, it will have value for 
Bermuda for 240 years. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Mr. Speaker, just a little 
clarification. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No! 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: He is misleading the House 
and the people that are listening. 
 
The Speaker: No, no, no, no, no. You have got to 
take a seat. He is not yielding, so you take your seat. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: He is not yielding? 
 

The Speaker: He is not yielding, so you take your 
seat. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Well, he has misquoted me, 
sir. 
 
The Speaker: No, no! You cannot be heard! 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: You cannot be heard because he is not 
yielding to you. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: I will let him go a little fur-
ther, then I will stand up. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Swan. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I listened very carefully, very 
carefully, Mr. Speaker. And the words were said “no 
benefit after eight years.” I will repeat that. I wrote that 
down specifically because that really touched my 
heart, because I know that this project is going to help 
our Bermudian people now and for 240 years! So, you 
know, I do not like that statement whatsoever, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Another statement the Honourable Member, 
Mr. Swan, made, “This don’t cut no bread.” I do not 
understand that one, either, Mr. Speaker, because I 
always was taught by my mama that half a loaf is bet-
ter than no loaf at all. So when you talk about cutting 
our bread, Mr. Speaker—which leads me into this—
and the Honourable Member, my colleague, Mr. Fur-
bert, had mentioned the fact that the former Govern-
ment, UBP, had offered any developer a dollar to de-
velop the former Club Med site, Mr. Speaker—a dol-
lar. And we had complaints from the other side. And I 
think it was Mr. Swan said that, you know, $15 million 
is not really nothing at all for 240 years. 
 Well, let us do a quick calculation: $15 million 
divided by 240 is $62,500 per year, certainly better 
than a dollar for an infinite amount of time. So I think 
Mr. Burgess has done quite well. 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable . . .  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Mr. Bur-
gess has done quite well. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, when you look at those fig-
ures, I certainly used a saying my father used to say 
when he said that, you know, It is better than a poke 
in the eye with a sharp stick. Okay, Mr. Speaker? 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: He knows all about a 
poke in the eye! 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And I am talking about my 
honourable stepfather, Mr. Speaker. And he knows 
what a poke in the eye with a sharp stick is like, too. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, when we talk about . . . You 
hear the other side talk about, who is this critical to? 
Why are we rushing? Well, Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Members opposite have been emphasising the 
fact for the last year or so about Bermudians out of 
work! Well, Mr. Speaker, I will answer the “critical” 
question: We want to put our Bermudians back to 
work! Is it critical? Darn right it is critical! We want to 
get our people back to work, and not only back to 
work with the development of the project, Mr. 
Speaker, but the long-term employment benefits for 
our people. 
 Mr. Speaker, we have projects like 9 
Beaches. We have other projects on the burner: Mor-
gan’s Point, Park Hyatt, Lantana (the former Lantana 
site), Mr. Speaker. This is one of several. For the life 
of me, I hope it continues and that we get these pro-
jects started and off the ground, the sooner the better, 
Mr. Speaker. And if we have to rush a few of them, 
Mr. Speaker, let us rush them through. And we can 
tidy up the little small parts later on. But let us get our 
people back to work! Let us get development started 
in this country, Mr. Speaker! 
 I just want to finish on, we talked about this 
being critical and how it is being rushed. But, Mr. 
Speaker, let us not forget that Tucker’s Point Club 
took a bit of a lashing from the other side on Friday 
night, Mr. Speaker, having invested over $400 million 
into Bermuda, Mr. Speaker, and continues to employ 
Bermudians. We have the Newstead Belmont, The 
Reefs Hotel, Hamilton and Southampton Princess—
have all invested millions and millions of dollars into 
our economy, thanks to the late, great Mr. Allen for 
bringing in our concessions as he did, Mr. Speaker. 
 But, you know, we must, in this House, con-
tinue if any developer wishes to invest in this country, 
and all developers are in the game to make a few dol-
lars, Mr. Speaker, but long-term—short-term and long-
term. Short-term, we give them permission so we get 
our people working as quickly as we can in the con-
struction sector. Then long-term, employment benefits 
for our people—we must continue on this track as 
quickly as we can. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva, the Hon-
ourable Member from Southampton East Central. 
 Now I recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
E. Richards, Shadow Minister of Finance, from Dev-
onshire East. 
 Mr. Richards, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very 
much, Mr. Speaker. 
 This project is an infrastructure project. And I 
guess as a student of economic history it reminds me 

of some other infrastructure projects, particularly in 
the United States, which have become sort of like, 
now, sort of national landmarks that were built during 
the time of the Great Depression in the 1930s. The 
Empire State Building comes to mind, the Hoover 
Dam, the Golden Gate Bridge. These were all infra-
structure projects that started during the Depression in 
the US. They were done to increase employment, to 
increase economic activity. Obviously, as I say, they 
are icons of the United States today. 
 We are doing something similar here. You 
know, we are having an infrastructure; a hotel is a part 
of Bermuda’s infrastructure. And this project here will 
be done, if it is started soon, all during a recession 
here. 
 The great infrastructure projects in the United 
States differ from this inasmuch as the entire projects 
were self-contained in the United States. You know, 
the architects, the builders, the contractors, the work-
ers, the materials—all that stuff came from inside the 
States. And it had this just wonderful multiplier effect. 
Most importantly, everyone involved with those pro-
jects had a confluence of interest. In other words, eve-
rybody was working towards the same thing. It was a 
confluence of interest that happened at that time. And 
that is one of the reasons that they worked so well. 
 The problem we have with these projects here 
in Bermuda (and I say “these” meaning this one at 9 
Beaches and also the Park Hyatt and any of the other 
ones that are to come, so to speak) are that the con-
fluence of interest is not quite there. What you have 
are foreign contractors, foreign developers that are 
going to be developing a project in Bermuda. And 
then we are going to be turning around and selling 
condos, presumably to foreign buyers. So, you do not 
have that confluence of interest among all parties that 
you had with, say, like the Hoover Dam, for instance. 
All right? It just is not there. Because IRC Sandys Lim-
ited is a non-Bermudian company. 
 And because you do not have that confluence 
of interest in these projects, and in this project in par-
ticular, it really behoves the Bermudian Government 
to make sure we take care of two words—two words, 
Mr. Speaker. And everyone to date has talked about 
these two words. And those two words are “What if?” 
What if something goes wrong? What if somebody 
does not pay? What if the developer goes broke? 
What happens when things go wrong? What if? You 
know, the “what if” is not so important if everybody 
has a confluence of interest. But because we do not 
have a confluence of interest, “what if” is critical. And 
that is the problem that my honourable colleagues are 
expressing here today. 
 It is not that we do not support the 9 Beaches 
development. Everybody understands that the 9 
Beaches development and all other developments are 
very important at this juncture in Bermuda’s economic 
history and cycle—very important. We understand 
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that. And we understand the benefits that will accrue if 
it is successful. 
 But because the developers do not have an 
interest in Bermuda per se, not like we do— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, no, no, that is not— 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: No, they do not. 
They do not have the same kind of long-term interest 
that we do. 
 In other words, what if? If things go wrong, 
they can take a hike and go back to Canada. Where 
are we going to take a hike to? St. David’s? No. So 
that is the essential issue why “what if” is so critical 
here. 
 So, the questions that my honourable col-
league, particularly my honourable colleague, Dr. 
Gibbons, who went through in a fair amount of detail, 
which is his usual modus operandi, he went through 
these clauses and said, What if this happens? Or 
what if they do not follow through? What if they do not 
pay the money? What if they decide to build 300 con-
dos instead of the 120? All of these “what if’s” need to 
be answered in the interest of Bermudians because 
we are dealing with developers who do not have that 
confluence of interest. 
 You know, Mr. Speaker, you can go all 
throughout the Caribbean, and you see hotels that 
either were never finished or operated for a few years 
and the developers just walked away from it. Lord 
knows we have that here! We have that here, where 
they had just walked away! Club Med just walked 
away! You know, the Wyndham just walked away! 
 
The Speaker: Covered their losses. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: So, you know, the 
confluence of interest is critical here. And because we 
do not have it, we have to double up on the “what if’s” 
and make sure the “what if’s” are clearly protected 
against. And that is the problem here! 

We have not taken the time and the care to 
make sure that all of the protections are in there. And 
that is the concern that my colleagues and I have with 
respect to this piece of legislature. 
 
The Speaker: Do you wish to continue? 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: It is 12 o’clock. 
 
The Speaker: Do you wish to continue? 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: I wish to continue, 
yes. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. I have caught the eye of Madam 
Premier. 
 Madam Premier? 
 

Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, I would like to move 
that we now adjourn for lunch. 
 
The Speaker: Is there any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member Mr. E. Rich-
ards has indicated he wishes to continue after lunch. 
 

Proceedings suspended at 12:31 pm 
 

Proceedings resumed at 2:02 pm 
 
[Hon. Stanley W. Lowe, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
CONSIDERATION OF A LEASE AGREEMENT BE-

TWEEN THE BERMUDA LAND DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY AND IRC SANDYS LIMITED IN RE-

SPECT TO THE 9 BEACHES DEVELOPMENT IN 
SANDYS PARISH 

 
[Continuation of debate thereon] 
 
The Speaker: We are going to resume debate on the 
consideration of a Lease Agreement between the 
Bermuda Land Development Company and IRC 
Sandys Limited in respect to the 9 Beaches Develop-
ment in Sandys Parish. 

The Honourable Member, Mr. E. Richards, 
Shadow Minister of Finance from Devonshire East, 
indicated he wished to continue his speech after 
lunch. 
 The Honourable Member Mr. Richards has 
the floor. 
 
Mr. Everard T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very 
much, Mr. Speaker. 
 As I was saying before lunch, because of the 
sort of split interests between local interests and inter-
national company interests (and the international 
company in this case is the developer) we have to pay 
a great deal of attention to and emphasise the “what 
if” scenarios—and the negative “what if” scenarios—
insofar as Bermudas interests are concerned. 
 I have had the occasion to enter into various 
contracts over the last many years, and usually the 
“what if” scenarios are handled by the lawyers, and 
they put clauses into these contracts that address 
what happens if this, that and the other goes wrong. 
 Now, it has been pointed out by my col-
leagues that this lease that we see here today has 
been drawn up by Appleby, who are acting for the de-
velopers. I think one of the things that is making us 
somewhat uncomfortable here is that there does not 
seem to be much evidence of (if you like, if there is 
such a word) lawyering on our side. Most of these 
contracts have various and sundry clauses that, as my 
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Honourable Colleague, Dr. Gibbons said, provide pro-
tections for, in this case, the landlord. And it is the job 
of the lawyers to dream up all kinds of scenarios and 
put in protection clauses for “what if” this happens, 
and “what if” this goes wrong? And there is a distinct 
lack of those features in this document. 

So it really begs the question, Where have the 
lawyers for the Bermuda people been as it relates to 
this document? And where are the protective clauses 
for the negative “what ifs” inherent in any sort of deal 
like this? 
 Many of those “what if” scenarios have been 
addressed by other speakers, and I am not going to 
go through them in detail. I just thought that I would try 
to round this out conceptually as to the reason why we 
need these protections and the fact that the document 
seems to be one-sided in its approach. In other words, 
we have not put in the kinds of legal protections that I 
think would normally be required for any sort of ten-
ancy, particularly something that is so long-term. After 
all, we are looking at a term of over 200 years. I 
mean, Mr. Speaker, a whole lot can go wrong be-
tween now and next week, much less [between] now 
and 200 years from now. The mind boggles at the 
things that could go wrong between now and 200 
years hence. 

I think the issues that we have been speaking 
to this morning (and now this afternoon) relate directly 
to that—that there just seems to be a lack of protec-
tions on various fronts [from] things that can go wrong. 
None of us are naïve enough to think that things can-
not go wrong. We have seen enough in the last dec-
ade of things that can go wrong. We know things can 
go wrong even in Bermuda. Sometimes I think espe-
cially in Bermuda, but that is only when I am in a bad 
or pessimistic mood. 

But, optimistically or realistically, we know that 
things can go wrong, and we need to have protections 
in this Lease or the Master Agreement, which (as my 
colleagues have mentioned, and as you yourself have 
mentioned Mr. Speaker) kind of supersedes the 
Lease. The Master Development Agreement (I think 
that is the name) is kind of senior to this agreement. 
And there just does not seem to be enough attention 
paid to “what if” scenarios if things go wrong from the 
perspective of the Bermudian people. 

We do not have many tracts of land left for 
this sort of development in Bermuda. I think we are all 
in agreement that increasing our infrastructure for 
tourism is crucial if we want to revitalise that sector, 
but we cannot do it in such a way where something 
happens and the people that we were relying on to 
build that infrastructure (or operate it once it is devel-
oped) do not live up to all of the responsibilities that 
we expect them to. 

That is the problem that we have with this. We 
do not have a problem with it conceptually. We sup-
port it. But it does seem to be operating from the per-
spective of not sufficiently detailed and thoughtful 

oversight from the perspective of the legal council for 
the people of Bermuda. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Richards, the Honour-
able Member from Devonshire East. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Mrs. P. Minors. Minister Minors, from Smith’s North, 
has the floor.  

Minister? 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 We have before us . . . and what has been the 
discussion item this morning is the Lease between 
IRC Sandys Limited . . .  
 
The Speaker: Well, you made it worse, but that is 
okay, right? [Laughs] 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: That is all right, carry on Minister. 

We apologise, Minister Minors, carry on. 
 
Hon. Patrice K. Minors: Thank you, sir. 
 I am sure, in my brief absence from the 
Chamber that we have . . . I have been made to un-
derstand there have been discussions and concerns 
expressed with regard to the length that we would be 
entering into this Agreement. I heard the Honourable 
Member who just sat down speak in terms of “what if” 
and the uncertainly attached to “what if.” 
 Well, Mr. Speaker my approach for a few 
minutes is just to use those same words, “what if.” 
What if we do not enter into this lease, Mr. Speaker? If 
we do not enter into this lease, what is that saying for 
our hotel development, what is that saying with regard 
to our desire to increase our hotel beds within this is-
land? What if we do not do that? What does that say 
to our global promotion of Bermuda as a jurisdiction?  

We desire, and I believe we all admit that we 
wish Bermuda to return to the glory days of old per-
taining to our tourism product. We recognise that our 
quality in some areas has fallen down; our quantity 
has fallen down. And this lease (albeit there has been 
concerns with regard to the length of it) is a necessity. 

I think we as a Government need to continue 
to walk hand-in-hand with those hotel developers in 
assisting them in their journey to meet our desire, 
which is to see an increase in our hotel beds. If it 
means us considering (and in this case negotiating) 
deciding that we would enter into quite a lengthy lease 
with a hotel developer, than that, Mr. Speaker, is what 
we have to do. This is too significant of a matter for us 
to not consider as seriously as we are doing right now. 

Hence, I am somewhat dismissive of the con-
cerns with regard to the amount that is attached to this 
lease and the length of term that is attached to it. As 
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the newly appointed Minister of Tourism that is a chal-
lenge that I am charged to address. And that is to 
walk hand-in-hand with the business developers. [And 
I have had] many of meetings with them. And it is 
clearly an opportunity for them to share their con-
cerns. 

Are we going to bend over backwards? No, 
Mr. Speaker. What we want to make clear is what we 
are willing to give, but we also have to be willing to 
compromise as to what they need to succeed and 
what they need to make us a success collectively. 
 Our tourism product is important to us. This is 
just one component of making ourselves a success, 
which is to have the beds. Another area that I feel 
would make us a success is also to measure not just 
the quantity of beds but also the quality. We need to 
see the quality of our hotel accommodations also, up 
to a certain level as well. And many of them are doing 
just that with the renovations and the like. 
 So Mr. Speaker I am, as Minister responsible 
for Tourism, quite supportive of this lease and eager 
to see many of the pending and proposed hotel de-
velopments materialise and move beyond the stages 
that present themselves to be stumbling blocks at this 
stage so that we can see in actuality the breaking of 
the ground, that we can see long-term and see our 
Bermudians employed in these establishments. 

We can see the fruits of certain organisations, 
such as Bermuda Hospitality Institute, where we have 
time that is presented to us to try and direct our young 
people back into the area of the hospitality industry. 
So we can see them occupying these facilities that we 
are going to work hand-in-hand with the developers to 
bring online. 

With those words, Mr. Speaker, I am most en-
couraged by this development. Yes, a long lease; but 
very much worthy of such. One needs to appreciate 
that the developer, at the end of the day, wishes to be 
profitable. They wish to be profitable. Going into own-
ership of or having such a piece of property allows 
them, with some certainty, to invest at the levels that 
they desire to make it a facility that proves to be prof-
itable to them and profitable to Bermuda as a whole. 
 So those are my words with regard to this, Mr. 
Speaker, and I trust that the continuance of the dis-
cussions this afternoon will be of a similar vein. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Minister Minors, the Hon-
ourable Member from Smith’s North. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
W. Roban, Pembroke East. 
 Minister Roban has the floor.  

Minister? 
 
Hon. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I just wish to spend a few moments adding my 
complimentary comments to the Minister for bringing 
this Lease which, certainly, I feel and, certainly, the 

Government has already eloquently expressed, is im-
portant to continued refinement, renewal and success 
of our tourism product. 

I know, certainly, that the responsibilities in 
my Ministry will post-date this particular action of this 
legislature in ensuring that what is put there will com-
ply with the appropriate regulations and planning re-
gime, which we are up to the task to do. But what I 
wish to primarily make comment to is that this is, 
again, the question of sustainable development, of 
which I hold a very important brief for. That is crucial 
for this country—and it is crucial for every country—
that decisions be made that ensure sustainable de-
velopment. 

Mr. Speaker, it does mean moving away from 
just believing that it is about the grass, the trees and 
the air; it is also about human development. It is about 
sustainability of our economy. It is about sustainability 
of our tourism product and, by extension, all other as-
pects of our economy. 

It is one of the questions that this Government 
has been dealing with from its inception, Mr. 
Speaker—the renewal of the infrastructure that this 
country has. In particular, the tourism infrastructure (of 
which a number of Members have referred to) with our 
passing some years ago of the Hotel Concessions Act 
to ensure that that redevelopment of that infrastruc-
ture was supported and was given room to start and 
ultimately play a major part in ensuring sustainability 
of the Island’s economy. 

Many—particularly the Honourable Members 
on the other side—have bemoaned us in this House 
with the concerns about the imbalance of international 
business over tourism, and how tourism has slipped 
away. Well, the job of this Government has been, cer-
tainly for its tenure, to ensure that we balance it. Cre-
ating the capacity for development, like this draft, 
lease, or sublease provides, is a part of that. It is a 
part of the sustainability of our country, Mr. Speaker. 
So we must ensure, as best we can (mindful of our 
protections to the country’s interests, its environment 
and other matters that we must as a Government pro-
tect) that we create capacity for developments like 
this. 

And this is not just about other people coming 
in and bringing their dollars in like suitcases. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Walter H. Roban: This is more about the confi-
dence that people have in the Bermuda product. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Walter H. Roban: And we have been seeing a 
number of examples of that with other developments 
like the Park Hyatt, like another matter that we will 
ultimately deal with in this House, like this, like the 
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Fairmont and other persons who are expressing con-
fidence in the Bermuda brand. 

As we look farther than our 22 square miles, 
some of the jurisdictions similar to ours have not had 
such confidence brought onto them. They are suffer-
ing with getting people to come to their door to invest 
in a product like what this sublease potentially will 
bring. 

We are blessed, Mr. Speaker, and I laud the 
Minister for trying to efficiently bring this Lease to this 
House to ensure the transparency and the public scru-
tiny that is required, of which we have always been 
supportive. But he brings it here (the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Burgess) to ensure that this is just an-
other example of where we are ensuring a renewal of 
the visitor product, a sustainability of our economy, a 
re-employment of our people and putting in place es-
sential components that are going to ensure Ber-
muda’s long-term sustainability. It is crucial, Mr. 
Speaker. 

I have listened to the comments of a number 
of Members, sort of picking on some of the details 
around the lease. That is fine, that is all right. But I 
believe that those can be rectified; those can be cor-
rected if they need be. Good counsel has been pro-
vided to the Minister and the Government around this, 
again in our spirit of public/private partnership with the 
developer’s lawyers, to ensure that a good lease is 
created. 

Although I did hear some of the comments of 
a Learned Member on the other side, it is not always a 
problem that the developer contributes to the drafting 
of the lease. It is not always, unless you presume mal-
ice at all times on the other side. But it is not. 

If it ensures a good lease that is to the satis-
faction of both parties, and considering some of the 
changes that this is going to make to the nature of the 
leases under the BLDC umbrella, it is a good lease. It 
will ensure that the relationship that must be in place 
so that the IRC Sandys product is there . . . it is trans-
forming Daniel’s Head into something more than it has 
been, from the base to the somewhat eco-resort to 
something even greater. 

I think we should be pleased that a number of 
Bermudians with overseas partners (again, these 
partnerships are good for Bermuda) are bringing to 
the fore capital investment and time to make that 
property—with all of the seeming constraints that eve-
ryone says comes with investing in Bermuda, you 
know, the costliness, the . . . all the things that are a 
challenge for re-investing—that they are coming here 
and have spent the time to work to get this here. It 
shows confidence in the Bermuda product. And we 
have a duty, not just as a Government but as the 
wider legislative constituency to ensure that the mes-
sage is sent out to the international community that 
Bermuda is open for business—good, principled, suc-
cessful business—in tourism, international business, 
wherever we can create sustainable pockets of eco-

nomic activity for our people. This lease is a part of 
that picture, Mr. Speaker. 

I again laud the Minister for bringing it forth. It 
is a part of the regeneration of our infrastructure. In-
frastructure strategy is another piece of my brief, so I 
am mindful of anything that I and the people I work 
with see that contributes to that infrastructure compo-
nent. This does. It is important, and it is important that 
we continue to work hard to rejuvenate that product, 
Mr. Speaker. 

These are hard times for everyone, and I am 
always encouraged to see that a developer, who cer-
tainly has to get out in that market and chase down 
capital that seemingly is running away from every-
where, or running to certain places—not necessarily 
always in this part of the world—that we can chase 
some of it and bring it home to the benefit of our peo-
ple. 

As the Honourable Minister who just took her 
seat expressed, we are doing some different things in 
the whole development of tourism in Bermuda from 
generations past. We are attaching development of 
our people with the development of the product. I am 
not sure that that was a part of the past. We are at-
taching people with product. We have an institute that 
is focused on bringing back Bermudians into the tour-
ism product, on developing our talent in that area, en-
couraging young people, and not so young people, 
because we know that that product was often an addi-
tional lifeline for many more mature Bermudians to 
have that extra job that supplemented the nine to five 
income. They worked in the hotel industry, or in the 
visitor industry, wherever it was (in a restaurant, in a 
guesthouse, in a hotel or in one of the other services) 
to supplement their income. That helped them to build 
their houses, educate their children and improve their 
quality of life. 

We want to create that sustainability again, 
Mr. Speaker, because that is also sustainable devel-
opment; bringing that Bermudian content back into the 
visitor product so that it is the face of Bermuda. That 
is so crucial to sustainability Mr. Speaker. And a prod-
uct like this, with the people who are behind it . . . 
some of them are Bermudians. Some of them are not, 
but certainly if they are Bermudians that means they 
have confidence in their country, and we should do 
our best to try to help them as best we can, and we 
are doing it. 

So again (I will say this for the last time) I laud 
the Minister for bringing this Lease here, it is important 
to sustainability, it is important to rebuilding infrastruc-
ture, and I am sure good council will sort out any of 
the little quirks or the typos here or there to ensure 
that ultimately this moves from draft to closing in a 
way that will be good for Bermuda, good for tourism, 
and good for our people. 
 Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: Thank you Minister Roban, the Hon-
ourable Member from Pembroke East. 
 Are there any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
N. Simons, from Smith’s South, Opposition Whip. 
 Mr. Simons has the floor. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 Before I get into my personal comments, I 
would like to respond to some of the comments made 
by the Tourism Minister and the Minister of the Envi-
ronment. 
 First of all, I agree with the Tourism Minister. 
We believe that we have to improve the beds in Ber-
muda. We agree on this side that we have to improve 
the infrastructure. We agree that the Lease is a ne-
cessity, Mr. Speaker. We also agree that we do not 
want to put this Lease on ice, Mr. Speaker. We recog-
nise the importance of developing this piece of prop-
erty in the west end and, as a consequence (as the 
Minister also said), this is a very, very significant mat-
ter that needs serious, serious consideration. As a 
result, Mr. Speaker, we on this side are giving this 
lease the attention that it so desires and so needs. 
 Mr. Speaker, again, with the Minister of the 
Environment, for sustainability, infrastructure im-
provements . . . Bermuda is open for business. I could 
not disagree with that. We on this side do not agree 
with that, so I want to make that abundantly clear to 
the people of this country, Mr. Speaker. But what I 
want to make clear also is that people want to do 
business with prudent business partners. Mr. 
Speaker, they would like to make sure that we get it 
right on our end. 

As was said earlier, the developers have a 
very, very good local law firm. I accept that with no 
problem. But we, the Government of this country, 
must recognise (and I know the AG is a lawyer) the 
local Appleby’s is probably doing what is best for their 
client. You tell me what you want, and I will get it for 
you. 
 
An Hon. Member: Are you paying for it? 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: We need the same en-
ergy and the same commitment on Government's 
side, so that we can look out for the best interests of 
the developer, of the people of this country, and the 
240-year commitment that we have made to the de-
velopment company. 

These are all very important issues, and be-
cause of the magnitude, because of the cost, the con-
tract needs fine scrutiny by both parties. Again, I 
would have liked to have seen some type of review by 
the AG’s chambers that would confirm that all of our 
interests . . . now, my Learned Colleague, Mr. Moniz, 
is a lawyer. He has met with the Government team, 
and they have showcased a lot of deficiencies. So I 
would recommend that Government rise and report 

progress. We did that with the King’s Wharf and 
Dockyard last year when they brought a lease here. 
My cousin, the Honourable Minister Mr. Burgess, said 
this was not good enough, and he made them rise 
and report progress. 

I think the same thing is due here because of 
the importance, because the ramifications of this 
Lease are too important to this country for us to rush 
through if we are to remain respectful to our partners 
and to the people of this country, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I will con-
tinue. From a personal point of view I have a few is-
sues that I would also like to address. The first thing 
that I would like to question . . .  and this is what I am 
saying, how does Government respond to this? 

 If we look at “Particulars,” page 2, item 1.4, 
“Permitted User: For mixed use in connection with 
tourism, hotel and dwellings and such other uses as 
may be lawfully permitted. . .” What is meant by this 
catch-all phrase, “such other uses”? What are we talk-
ing about here? Does this give the developers [power] 
to do what they want? Are there any parameters? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: I would prefer if they 
gave us some clarity as to what was meant by . . . if 
we are doing a 240-year lease, then we need to tie 
these loose ends down, Mr. Speaker, and I think a 
good lawyer on behalf of Government would have 
been able to tie it down and make it clear. Mr. 
Speaker, we have the whole team in the AG’s cham-
ber. And this, in my estimation, needs further consid-
eration and examination. 
 The other issue that I would like to raise is 
item 5.4.11. It says, “To notify the Landlord in advance 
at least 30 days prior to any planned hotel closing and 
as soon as shall be practicable after an unplanned 
closing of the hotel.” Mr. Speaker, 30 days is not long 
enough. I know the average employee in the bank, if 
they are an officer, if they are on the management 
team they have to give a 90-day notice. Mr. Speaker, 
a 30-day notice is insufficient for us to plan a timely 
transition in the event that the hotel closes. What 
about the employees? How are we going manage the 
finances? 

To me, if we as the Government do not know 
anything about a closure, and they just drop this on 
us, saying next month we are closing, 30 days . . . it is 
not good enough, Mr. Speaker. The partner should 
give us the respect and say we are having financial 
problems; or, we have decided that it is not in our best 
interests to remain here, I would like to give you three 
months’ notice. Three months notice. 

 Mr. Speaker, 30 days notice [that a] business 
going to shut down completely . . . we cannot even 
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manage the expectations of our people. If the Gov-
ernment were to go in and say I want to help those 
Bermudians find employment, they cannot do it in 30 
days—30 days . . . they have to deal with the tax is-
sues, they have to deal with payment issues, and they 
have to deal with contractual issues. 
 Mr. Speaker, the 30 days . . . and again it gets 
back to the point. Who was looking out for the Gov-
ernment’s interests? A 30-day cancellation withdrawal 
period is not good enough for a major contract of this 
size, Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: In your opinion, in your opinion. 
 
Mr. Nelson H. Cole Simons: Again, as was said by 
my Colleague, Appleby’s has done a sterling job for 
the tenant, and we on this side have been left carrying 
the barrel, Mr. Speaker. 
 The other issue that I would like to have ad-
dressed, and the Minister . . . just purely information 
on how they are going to manage the waste. I am not 
clear on the waste management. As we all know, they 
are right there at water level. We are building these 
large hotels, condos and other buildings, and I would 
just like some clarity on how we are going to address 
waste and the environmental impact as a result of its 
development. 

Mr. Speaker, those were my main issues. I did 
not have a lot to add, but I just felt at this point that we 
should rise and report progress. I do not want to re-
peat what my colleagues have said, but I think the 
contract is important enough that we get it right the 
first time. We have a team of legal beavers working 
for the AG’s chambers and there is no reason why this 
contract should have come to this House incomplete. 

So I recommend in closing that we rise and 
report progress and have this contract come back to 
us in the first sitting after budget. Nothing much is go-
ing to happen over the next month or six weeks, Mr. 
Speaker, so it would be good that we do that. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Mr. Simons, Opposition 
Whip from Smith’s South. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Swan, from St. George’s West.  

The Leader of the Opposition has the floor. 
Mr. Swan? 

 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I believe I must commend my colleagues for 
doing a sterling job in outlining some of the very im-
portant concerns that have been raised today in re-
gard to some of the due diligence that certainly should 
have been done. That certainly is our responsibility, 
and I am pleased that they were able to carry it out. 

I think the most important point that was made 
Mr. Speaker, is that as Members of Parliament—
Government, Opposition—we are here elected by the 
people to do their business, and the lands of this 
country are under our custody or custodianship. Cer-
tainly, we have our responsibility to do best by them 
first and foremost because, at the end of the day, we 
work for the people, Mr. Speaker. We do not work for 
just one or two people; we work for all the people, fu-
ture generations included in that. I think that is where 
some of the concerns rest, and I respect the fact that 
the Tourism Minister spoke. 

As you know, tourism is near and dear to my 
heart, and it is important that we can show the people 
going forward that we have interest in Bermuda, and 
we have properties that are merging and coming on 
line, because that gives people a bit of hope and ex-
citement that others can come on board and follow 
suit. But in regard to the Daniel’s Head area (which 
people from the west end commonly referred to it for 
many, many years before), as a young boy, I certainly 
spent a lot of time tied up out at the Vixen catching a 
bit of fish myself. 
 
An Hon. Member: No, you didn’t. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: I said in my young days 
growing up as a young boy, which was back in the 
1960’s, Mr. Speaker. 

And I just want to say that it is important for us 
to respect and appreciate the importance of open 
space, notwithstanding the fact that 9 Beaches was 
brought on stream as a very eco-friendly resort, and 
that with regard to this resort development we are not 
starting from scratch. It is not a clean slate, it is some-
thing that is correcting something that was put in place 
sometime ago with good intentions and did not sur-
vive.  

We certainly are appreciative that there are 
people looking to come on board and take Bermuda 
forward in the tourism industry. Those of us who 
speak for tourism, those of us who live in the tourism 
industry are very appreciative of that. But let us get 
back to our responsibility as legislators; Govern-
ment—both the little “g” and the big “G”—has a re-
sponsibility to make sure that we get the best deal for 
this generation and future generations. 

That is why my Colleague who led this de-
bate, Mr. Moniz, I thought did a very good job (being a 
Learned Member of this Chamber) with regard to 
some concerns that he very carefully put forward as to 
. . . Mr. Speaker, if I hire a lawyer, whether or not it 
would just be for some of the more country things that 
I might have to deal with or some of the more pressing 
issues of business, that lawyer is responsible to the 
person who has hired him or her, or their firm. And 
that is a major concern with regard to what we are 
dealing with today. 
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We need to know that there is a balance. Bal-
ance is important in all things that we do. We need 
balance to make sure that the Government is getting 
the best deal for its people, and we need balance to 
make sure that the future tenants of this property are 
going to get the best deal, and that, at the end of the 
day, all is well and good and we can move forward. 
That is not the case here, as it has been presented 
today. 

Mr. Speaker, let us talk a little bit about the 
240 years, because this keeps coming up with differ-
ent projects that we have to deal with. Let us just say 
today that a 240-year lease was expiring today and 
we were trying to determine . . . or getting ready to 
expire today, in this time period, and we were negoti-
ating it here in this House. 

Do you know when that lease would have 
been signed off by this Parliament? In 1770. Charles 
Roach Ratteray’s mother was still in the Bahamas and 
would not even have given birth to him yet, because 
he was born in 1799 before he came and [fathered] 
Edward Stanley George, who then [fathered] Harriet 
who then gave birth to Eldon Swan.  
 
An Hon. Member: Where are we going with this? 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Where we are going is 
the fact that we are talking about a situation that is 
going to last seven generations. The generation of 
Ratteray’s that came to this Island in 1799 were not 
even born in the context of this lease. 
 
An Hon. Member: And? 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: And there is this. The 
most important lease that any Government of this 
country ever signed was the War Debt that gave us 
those two bases in the West End and the East End. 
And that was for 99 years, for our part, to ensure free-
dom. 

And even then we could not live out the whole 
life of that lease. After 60 years we had to renegotiate 
it, and even then we did not get it right when . . . we 
had a change of Government in 1998. There were 
some questions. And I do not want to go back and 
bring up who did what and why, but everyone in this 
House knows that there were some questions, 
whether or not we should have gotten so much 
money. 

The point I am making, Mr. Speaker . . . I am 
sticking very much to the lease. The time period is of 
concern, because it is speaking to many, many gen-
erations long after the life of not only this Parliament, 
but maybe seven to eight generations hence. And I 
believe that is where Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda have 
some concerns. 

That is why my colleagues took great pains 
Mr. Speaker, to point out that it is sometimes better to 
measure twice and cut once. And we know that it is 

important for Government to be seen to be doing 
things. We all know that we need to create a buzz, 
particularly in tourism. But we do not want to get it 
wrong. We do not want to be guilty of the five P’s, as a 
good Honourable Member pointed out. I think we all 
know what the two P’s equal, the three P’s after that, 
performance being one of them. 
 So Mr. Speaker, the point that I want to reiter-
ate with regard to this (and my colleague who just 
took his seat before me) is whether or not we do need 
more time with regard to how we address this. Be-
cause if the Government can put hand over heart and 
say that it has it right today, and that it does not need 
more time . . .  well, then, well done. But I do not think 
the Government can honestly make the claim here 
today, Mr. Speaker.  

I think that the Government owes it to the 
people of Bermuda to ensure that it does the right 
thing and does the best thing it can do for the people 
of this country. 

 
An Hon. Member: And what is that? 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: In regard to that, Mr. 
Speaker, we need to make sure that we get it right the 
first time, as best we can. Because too often, too often 
in this House we find ourselves . . . in this House, we 
are supposed to go down on Friday—the last day of a 
session—trying to do very important business be-
cause we are rushed against time. That is not good, it 
is not good enough. And we have gone along in the 
best interests of this country on a number of occa-
sions. But Mr. Speaker, we certainly have to depart 
from the way in which we do that type of business on 
behalf of the people. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Mr. Leader of the Opposi-
tion from St. George’s West, Mr. H. Swan. 
 Any further speakers? 

No further speakers? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Minister M. Scott, from Sandys 
North. 

Minister Scott, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Lease under consideration 
by this Honourable House is just that—it is a lease. 
And we have before us a sublease between a quango 
(the Bermuda Land Development Company Limited), 
and an investor, known as IRC Sandys Limited. 
 It is clear that this is not a lease between a 
Ministry of the Government, but, importantly, Mr. 
Speaker, what we are dealing with is a very perfunc-
tory lease. These kinds of leases have been dealt with 
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and considered by this Honourable House time and 
time again. 

It does not distinguish itself as a document 
that is that much different from the Bermuda lease 
involving—as this one does—property, either the 
lands of a quango (which is a quasi-autonomous body 
of the government), nor does it distinguish itself, 
really, very much from the kinds of leases that we 
have considered in this Honourable House between 
private entities or investors and the Bermuda Gov-
ernment. The lease is very careful to deal with the 
whole question of the needed belt-and-braces ele-
ments of what takes place in the event of a default in 
the context of this lease, Mr. Speaker.  

Those provisions are quite clear. And I have 
listened. Now we are now past the luncheon hour, and 
we are still debating the Lease, but no Member of the 
Opposition has mentioned in their litany of concerns 
about the Government’s being legally protected these 
elements contained in the default provisions. And for 
the purposes of a lease, Mr. Speaker, these provi-
sions, these covenants for default by the mortgagee 
and the developer are quite clear, and they are also 
quite normal. 
 And so there is protection. What we are see-
ing from (may I say) the Opposition benches, is a pro-
jection into the debate of an expanded projection in 
this House, debate into a discussion of the contents of 
the Development Agreement. The lease is a lease, is 
a lease, and it sets out the terms of . . . and, in par-
ticular, the strategy of this particular lease is to move 
the 240 years to a further period, so that this lease 
becomes commercially viable for the inward investor. 
 Mr. Speaker the Honourable Shadow Finance 
Spokesman for the United Bermuda Party cannot 
have it both ways. I do not wish to reflect on a previ-
ous debate, but may I say that it has not been a very 
long time since we heard the proposition put forward 
on the floor of this House, that in the case of hotel de-
velopment in this country it is important that the finan-
cial package is right and is gotten right. Members may 
remember who the author of those words was.  

And in getting the financial package right 
here, the term of years has had to be (as we have 
classically seen and typically seen in modern Ber-
muda) in the area of these 240 years and 262 years. 
That is one of the many elements, Mr. Speaker, to 
make the inward investment come in. 

Surely Mr. Speaker . . . and I take the Opposi-
tion’s point most clearly and emphatically. All Honour-
able Members of the Opposition have indicated that 
their problem is not with the principle of the inward 
investment (which everybody recognises will be good 
for the economy). It is with some of the terms and 
conditions of the Lease; the “what if” scenarios. 

Well, I think, Mr. Speaker, the “what if” sce-
narios . . . the Members of the Opposition have not 
been quite as fair as they can be in reading the pro-

tections contained in the lease that are there under 
the default provisions. 

Mr. Speaker, sewage management was men-
tioned. I am sure that my colleague and the Deputy 
Premier will deal with this question, but sewage man-
agement has a typical solution in large building pro-
jects, and it is most unlikely that these developers are 
going to depart too terribly much from the way that 
they manage the sewage and all the energy supplies 
to this $80 million project. 
 The confluence of interest point was taken by 
the Honourable Member, Mr. E. T. Richards. I cannot 
see, nor can I accept his distinction that he seeks 
badly, or unsuccessfully, to make, that there is not a 
confluence of interest when it comes to building and 
establishing a hotel property and enterprise in this 
country. The confluence of the Bermuda context, the 
confluence of interest between people, this community 
and the activity of what amounts to the second leg of 
the twin economies of this country (international busi-
ness and finance and tourism) could not be more 
clear. So I am not entirely sure what and how my col-
league, Mr. Richards, could be making that point. The 
confluence of interests is evident. They are palpable, 
and they are clear. 
 Mr. Speaker, those were the points raised, 
and I felt that in making my contribution to this consid-
eration of this Lease that we remind all Honourable 
Members and persons who might be listening to this 
debate that this is a standard lease. It is a lease that 
has the protections in it for the Bermuda Land Devel-
opment Corporation. And I think, Mr. Speaker, that in 
every respect we cannot project too deeply into “what 
if” scenarios or speculative scenarios when we are 
considering what is really a well-developed legal lease 
that seeks in large measure to achieve the affording of 
a term of years to a developer to produce an impor-
tant tourism enterprise in Daniel’s Head in Sandys. 

I wish to commend the Minister for not only 
making the time limit, and add my thanks to the 
thanks that Minister Burgess and the Deputy Premier 
added to the Members of the House for us consider-
ing this Lease with dispatch today, so that over the 
period of the Christmas holidays the work can go for-
ward and attack be made on contributing to both eco-
nomic activity, jobs, and, most importantly, once we 
have established and have this facility completed, it 
contributes to yet another wave of jobs within the hos-
pitality industry and the related jobs that are driven by 
having hospitality activity in Daniel’s Head, whether by 
way of taxi’s, whether by way of persons using restau-
rants, or locals finding their way into the facility to en-
tertain themselves. 
 And so, Mr. Speaker, with those observations 
and responses to some of the concerns raised—
particularly the ones relating to the legal protections 
contained in the Lease—I hope that I have made 
some contribution to defending this Lease as being 
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one that is able to stand up to being a standard lease 
with all of its usual protections. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Scott, the Honour-
able and Learned Member from Sandys North. 
 Honourable Member, did you want to jump in? 
 
An Hon. Member: No . . . [Inaudible] 
 
The Speaker: Fine, fine, we do have to spread it 
around. 
 I recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. J. Barritt, from Devonshire South Cen-
tral. 
 Mr. Barritt, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I am going to take it when you say you do like 
to spread it around that you are referring to the 
speakers and not the content of speeches, Mr. 
Speaker, although maybe you intended both when 
you made that remark. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. John Barritt: First of all, let me apologise for join-
ing this debate late. Had it not been for the weather in 
North America, Mr. Speaker, I might have been here 
earlier, because I very much wanted to be here for 
this particular debate, given its significance. 

I will, with your indulgence (and perhaps more 
importantly your guidance) I will try not to “tread on 
ground that has already been trodden,” to use a line 
from the hymn Good King Wenceslas, and not go over 
points that have already been made. 

But I do feel, as an attorney who sits on this 
side of the House, that it is incumbent upon me to 
have reviewed the leases—and I say leases (plural), 
because I have now seen three different leases, Mr. 
Speaker. [There is] not a great deal of variation be-
tween them, but some change from lease to lease—
and to give my . . . I hate to say two cents worth, be-
cause I charge more than two cents an hour, I can 
assure you, but to give you the benefit of my advice, 
both as an attorney and as a Member of this legisla-
ture for some 17 years standing. 
 The first thing I wish to say, Mr. Speaker, is 
that I noted in this lease that IRC Sandys Limited has 
given as its registered business address the firm . . . 
Well, it does not say the firm, but I think it is the firm 
with which I am associated, Mello Jones and Martin. 
And I wanted to declare that up front. 

I am a consultant attorney, I have no direct in-
terest (arguably, no indirect interest), but I think it is 
important to establish that right off the bat, that it ap-
pears that the firm with which I am associated and the 
firm which it has for corporate management is in fact 

owned by that firm. So there is potentially some con-
flict there.  

But, in view of what I have to say, you might 
think that I am not doing a very good job for my firm in 
that respect. It is incumbent upon me to be forthright 
and honest. I do not think I have to (and I try very hard 
not to) overstate the case, Mr. Speaker. 
 The first thing I want to say . . . and I did hear 
listening on the radio (not in North America but on the 
way back) the speeches of the Honourable Member 
who speaks for Tourism in the House, Mrs. Patrice 
Minors, as well as the speeches that followed thereaf-
ter. And I am going to comment just briefly on some of 
them. 
 I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, I understand (as I 
am sure Members on this side understand) the impor-
tance of attracting outside investment to these Is-
lands, particularly in these times, and particularly—
perhaps most especially—as it relates to the stimula-
tion (if you like) and the re-development of our tourism 
industry. That has to happen, no question about it. In 
that sense Mr. Speaker, I recognise the importance, 
the significance of today’s debate on the Lease that 
we are being asked to consider here today and to try 
(insofar as I can) to support it. But support it does not 
mean writing a blank cheque or signing off on a blank 
cheque. 

 I think Members opposite, Members of the 
Government, are entitled to the views and the scrutiny 
of Members on this side, for things that we might not 
see, that other sets of eyes have not seen, Mr. 
Speaker. And that leads me, I have to say, Mr. 
Speaker, to one of the comments by the Honourable 
Member Walter Roban, who spoke after the Honour-
able Member, Mrs. Minors, who speaks for tourism. 
He said that he “lauded the Minister for bringing the 
lease here.”  

Mr. Minister, I do not . . . you can be lauded, 
of course, by your Members. But I believe it is a statu-
tory obligation to bring it here. And, for that, you are to 
be commended for following the law, Mr. Speaker? 

 
An Hon. Member: Why laud him? 
 
Mr. John Barritt: But I do not think we can laud you 
for bringing this lease here. But that is a small matter.  

What I wanted to get to was when he said that 
it is to get the transparency and scrutiny that it de-
serves (were his words). I have to tell you, Mr. 
Speaker, if anyone in their right mind, regards what 
we are doing here today, and coming off from last Fri-
day, as transparency and scrutiny, they need their 
head examined. 

I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. I live in a different 
world. This is not the transparency and scrutiny that 
something of this importance deserves and warrants 
on behalf of the people of Bermuda. I do not know 
what preceded this in their caucus, in their Cabinet 
before that, Mr. Speaker. But to be asked to review 
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and consider a lease . . . and I believe the Minister 
tried his best. He got us copies in advance of last Fri-
day, an early copy. I started to look at it and then we 
got another one on the Friday, and I believe there has 
been yet another one here today. 

Mr. Speaker, this is no way to do the country’s 
business. I say that in all honestly and openness with 
no rancour, certainly no malice, if anyone was going 
to suggest that. This is not a satisfactory way of re-
viewing leases. Even, indeed, Mr. Speaker, across the 
Chamber like this, in the adversarial position in which 
we are put by the mere structure and the position in 
which we are put, given the limited timeframe—what 
else can you expect? I mean, really, what do Mem-
bers expect but to get this sort of . . . and to be chas-
tised, perhaps by some Honourable Members who 
say, Well, I have not heard in any detail some of the 
precise things that you object to or what you would do 
as a result. 

It is unfair. It is unreasonable, Mr. Speaker. 
Unfair and unreasonable. And I come today . . . the 
Motion says that we are giving “Consideration to a 
Lease Agreement between the Bermuda Land Devel-
opment Company and IRC Sandys Limited in respect 
to the 9 Beaches development in Sandys Parish.” Mr. 
Speaker, I presume a vote is required on that. I pre-
sume that is why we are here. We are here to approve 
what the Minister has put before us.  

In good conscience, I am going to have a 
great deal of difficulty, Minister, approving what you 
have put in front of me. Given . . . and the Minister . . . 
I have to tell you, when I read the lease (I was reading 
it on the way up—when I left on the weekend and on 
the way back this morning) there were things that 
jumped out at me that, if they were not contradictory 
provisions, looked to be incomplete, or just outright 
mistakes in the lease. And I very quickly tried to look 
at the copy I had, and the copy that was tabled here 
this morning, and I see they are still there. They are 
still there. 

I heard one Honourable Member suggest that 
the lawyers can fix it. Hang on a second! Lawyers can 
fix anything—that is not the issue. The issue is, if you 
approve something here today, what gives them the 
authority and the right to change it after today? 

Somebody answer that question for me, Mr. 
Speaker. Because the way I think the system is meant 
to work, that cannot happen. And it can be chal-
lenged. Indeed, Mr. Speaker, when you look at this 
lease—this sublease—that we are being asked to ap-
prove, it referred in one stage (in clause 17) to a 
“Memorandum of Understanding dated the 13th of 
May, 2010 (a copy of which is annexed hereto).” 

In any draft that I have seen, Minister and 
Members of the Government, I have seen no Memo-
randum of Understanding. How could I possibly ap-
prove this in the absence of that? How can you ap-
prove it, unless, of course, you have seen it, and you 

had the benefit of it in your Cabinet and your caucus? 
But how can you approve it? 

There is reference too to a licence. And the 
Minister has very kindly just given us a copy this af-
ternoon, a Licence to Alter. And I do not doubt that the 
Minister wants us to know that this exists, but I can 
hardly be reading this and giving it my considered 
view, I can hardly be giving it scrutiny and transpar-
ency when pushed up against the wall like that, Mr. 
Speaker.  
 That is what it amounts to. That is what it 
amounts to. This is no way, Mr. Speaker, to do busi-
ness. It is bad enough, as I say, in a House like this, 
going over something. It is a blunt instrument. 
 Let us give it up. Let us recognise our defi-
ciencies up here. Doing it this way is a blunt instru-
ment. The proper way to do this would be if you had a 
committee, an opportunity to sit down and go over it 
clause by clause. Not every Member, but you could 
have representatives from each side—presumably the 
attorneys and the Minister and the Shadow who 
speaks in this area. 

So we can go over it, so we can arrive at an 
understanding, so we can correct some of the sillier 
mistakes, Mr. Speaker, before we get up here and 
debate it in principle. And the in-principle debate 
would be now that we agree that this Lease is as tight 
and as good as we can get it. Do you agree that we 
need to allow land to be tied up on this basis for 240 
years to help develop tourism on the Island?  

It is a serious, monumental step that we are 
being asked to take today. None of us, I dare say, will 
be around. None of us will have the responsibility 
when challenges and issues arise with respect to this 
Lease. And Members, they always do—even when 
Members agree from the outset. Circumstances 
change. Leases get read, interpreted according to 
those circumstances, according to what suits the 
Landlord at that time, or the Tenant. You cannot fore-
see every issue, every crisis that might arise, but you 
try to develop wording and terminology that will allow 
you to deal with that, Mr. Speaker. I do not see a lot of 
that in here. 

Now it might be that it is there in the Master 
Agreement when read with the Memorandum of Un-
derstanding, when read with the Licence to Alter. That 
is four documents, all of which ought to be part of the 
Lease that gets read into the record in this House, if 
that is what we are being asked to approve here to-
day. But it is not. It is incomplete. It is deficient. It 
ought not to be passed. 

Indeed, I suspect that perhaps therein may lie 
the opportunity for legal challenge to be mounted if it 
is not done properly, Mr. Speaker. And that, none of 
us wants because we know that at this point in time in 
our history, investors, developers require certainty and 
longevity if they are going to invest the sums that they 
are going to be required to invest. 
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It is therefore incumbent on us to make sure 
that every “i” is dotted, and every “t” is crossed before 
we pass it, before we approve it in the Legislature on 
behalf of the people of Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: And that is my beef.  

That is my brief, indeed, here today and why I 
wanted to speak. Mr. Speaker, let me go.  

Let me go. I mean, the Honourable and 
Learned Member who speaks for Justice, and Attor-
ney General, said that this is a standard lease. Well, 
he does a different kind of business than I do in the 
commercial world—to describe something for 242 
years as standard. This is not, by any stretch, by any 
stretch, standard, Mr. Speaker. It is most unusual. 

But it looks like it is a coming wave, and once 
the word goes forth . . . and it has— 
 
An Hon. Member: Hmm. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Now, with respect to Hyatt, and now 
with 9 Beaches, perhaps with Morgan’s Point, that we 
are open to this kind of business, we can expect more 
of it. Well, hopefully, we are going to attract more in-
vestment. People who want to develop the Island. It is 
incumbent upon us, therefore, to give it the greatest 
possible scrutiny and to give it the greatest transpar-
ency. 
 The people of Bermuda, some of whom are 
attorneys and are probably far better than I at looking 
at this Lease, have effectively been shut out to date. 
They ought not to be. We ought to have the benefit of 
their views as well. Who knows what they will turn up, 
Mr. Speaker, in reviewing this lease. They have been 
shut out, something that is tabled on a Friday and 
taken up on a Monday.  

And it could easily (this is my commercial 
again), it could easily be posted on a government 
website—on a website for the legislature, if we had 
it—if people . . . if (a) that happened, and (b) people 
were given the time. Not everybody will look at it. But 
that is not the point. The point is that you have got to 
give people the opportunity. That is what transparency 
and scrutiny means. It does not mean just putting it on 
the Table at the House and approving it 72 hours 
later. No, Mr. Speaker, that is not good enough. 
 As I say, let us look at some of those provi-
sions, Mr. Speaker. And here I will be guided by you 
and I have looked at the Lease that was tabled again 
this morning. It is an interesting question as to which 
one we are, in fact, passing here. I go to, it is page 2 
of mine, and I think it is page 2 still of the Lease that is 
dated the 13th, to which my Honourable and Learned 
colleague, Mr. Moniz, spoke and kindly gave me a 
copy. 

If you go to clause A, it talks about in there the 
property being leased “at a nominal rent.” Well, we 

know . . . I mean, I do not know what country the 
drafters live in, Mr. Speaker, but I read somewhere on 
that it is going to be something like $15 million paid—
isn’t there? Who started calling that “nominal”?  

I mean, that is what I would term an “inconsis-
tency,” Mr. Speaker. I would term “inadequate draft-
ing.” 

And then if you look at clause 1.4. I heard my 
Honourable colleague, Mr. Simons, speak to this and 
maybe others have as well. The “Permitted User.” And 
this is where I think, you know, if you sit around the 
table with the drafters and the Minister and his 
Shadow, questions like this get answered. And you 
begin to develop an understanding of what is going on 
here. But 1.4 says, the permitted user will be “For 
mixed use in connection with tourism, hotel and dwell-
ings. . .”  

All right, that is fine. That means that we are 
allowing it for development—for tourism purpose. But 
then you go on to read, “. . . and such other uses as 
may lawfully be permitted from time to time by the 
Planning Act.” I have to tell you, that, to me, opens it 
right back up again. 

Look, in 50 years’ time, who knows what cir-
cumstances will prevail, Mr. Speaker, and what the 
developer will want to do. But he will be able to do 
“such other uses as may be lawfully permitted by the 
Development and Planning Act.” And who knows what 
will happen to the Development and Planning Act—
that may change drastically, too. And we may see this 
property not actually being developed for tourism pur-
poses—or tourism purposes exclusively—but for 
something else entirely because that is where money 
can be made, Mr. Speaker. 

While that may be entirely appropriate at the 
time (I cannot foresee the future, nor can anyone 
else), there ought to be a better provision in there 
where the Landlord (The Bermuda Land Development 
Company, and/or the Government) can intervene in 
some form or fashion and have a hand and make sure 
that that is what this country wants at that time, having 
given them this land—not given them, but leased this 
land to them—for 240 years, Mr. Speaker. 

That is one thing that I do not . . . I have diffi-
culty understanding. It may change entirely. And they 
may do something that does not fit then with the na-
tional plan, with those who are running the country. 
And what recourse will they have? Well, they could 
probably dishonour the Lease and then be sued in 
damages, perhaps. But you do not want to go there. 
You want to have something now that protects you; 
that covers you for such eventualities, Mr. Speaker. 

That is what I call, you know, one of difficulties 
I have, because as you go on and read the Act else-
where, Mr. Speaker, and tie it in with other provisions, 
you know, in 17, for instance. It talks about doing all 
other “. . . lawful assurances and things for further or 
more perfectly assuring the subject-matter of this 
lease . . .” Well, I told you how widely that could be 
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interpreted. “[A]nd further to bring into effect any of the 
terms and conditions of the Memorandum of Under-
standing, dated the 13th day of May 2010 (a copy of 
which is annexed hereto).” 

With respect, I have not got a clue what they 
are talking about. But this Lease does not stand 
alone, clearly. It is to be interpreted, in some in-
stances, with respect to what the Memorandum of 
Understanding says. But if you do not know what is in 
the Memorandum of Understanding, how could you 
possibly know what you are approving here today? 
How can anybody, hand on heart, say that they know 
what they are doing here today? It is a punt, as they 
say, Mr. Speaker— 
 
An Hon. Member: Philosophy. 
 
Mr. John Barritt:—for development. But if you will 
pardon the expression, it is not as concrete as it 
should be. Not as concrete as it should be. 

Mr. Speaker, as I said, there are provisions in 
there that seem to give the Tenant a wide berth on 
this interpretation too. [Paragraph] 5.4.2 says, “In the 
event that the Property is materially developed or re-
developed from time to time during the Term the Ten-
ant shall” (simply) “complete the same in a good and 
workmanlike manner using suitable materials to the 
reasonable satisfaction of the Landlord.” 
 Well, frankly, I would much rather see, before 
the property is materially redeveloped from what is 
agreed, that the Landlord’s permission is obtained. 
Now you might say that that is there in 5.5, “Not . . . 
use the property other than for the Permitted User . . .” 
But then it goes on to say, “or for such other use that 
the Landlord shall consent to . . .” 

Now, that is where is the argument may de-
velop. The “Permitted User” (if you heard me already 
read, Mr. Speaker) is wider than just tourism. It could 
be depending on what the Development and Planning 
Act says, or does not say, or if it changes, Mr. 
Speaker. With respect, it is to say who knows what 
the Development and Planning Act will contain in 10, 
20, 30, 40 years from now and what position Bermuda 
will be in? 
 It is not sufficient for me. Mr. Speaker, just 
jumping back at 5.4.1, it says, “Unless permitted by 
virtue of clause 5.4.4 not to develop or redevelop the 
Property without first obtaining the Landlord’s written 
consent (which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld delayed or conditioned) acting reasonably) 
[sic].” And I have to tell you, there must be some mis-
take there, in just language. Because we have got a 
bracket opening, a bracket closing, then another 
bracket closing. And it sounds to me like there was a 
rewriting there and someone did not actually complete 
the rewriting. 

“Without first obtaining the Landlord’s written 
consent” ([open] bracket) “(which consent will not be 
unreasonably withheld, delayed, or conditioned).” And 

that is normal, that is something you see in leases. 
“acting reasonably).” (close bracket) There is some-
thing not quite right there, I am afraid, Mr. Speaker. 

 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. John Barritt: And it is things like this, Mr. 
Speaker, that when you go through you develop a 
kind of concern. A radar develops as to, Well, all right, 
what else is John Barritt missing? I have got two sets 
of eyes. I do the best I can. What else in there might 
not be quite right? 
 And I have to say with respect to clauses 
5.9.3 and 5.9.4 . . . I had to read them several times 
before I even came close to understanding what they 
are meant to cover, Mr. Speaker. And if I had the op-
portunity to sit with a draftsman, I would have ques-
tions. I would have questions as to what was intended 
and whether or not that clause meets, meets, what 
was intended, Mr. Speaker. 
 And then I come to 5.13, now let me just 
check the one tabled here this morning to see if there 
was any change. No, it has to do with the beach ac-
cess. And here the Government appears, the West 
End Caucus, appears to have been alive to an issue. 
And that is, whatever you do down there, make sure 
that you still give the general public access. 

Here I can commend the Government and the 
Ministers for saying that is the type of thing you like to 
see in a lease to tie it down. So it is not just subject to 
the Planning Act and what it might say at a particular 
time. You have actually made it a requirement of the 
lease that there will be public access and there will be 
parking spaces as well. Bully for you! Now you are 
looking after the public interest there. And that is the 
type of thing that you expect to see.  

You should tie things down, not just left as 
some other, perhaps, more important things are—
whatever Permitted User is allowed under the Devel-
opment and Planning Act. 

And then, Mr. Speaker, as well, on my copy it 
talked about this being annexed, shown on a plan, 
annexed thereto. There was no plan on my lease. 
Mind you, the first one I picked up was by . . . both of 
the first two were by e-mail. But the one I see here in 
the House, I do not see a plan annexed thereto, Mr. 
Speaker, that shows that. So, again, the Government 
is actually asking us to approve an incomplete lease—
can you imagine—for 240 years? 

 
An Hon. Member: For 242 years. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: For 242. 
 
An Hon. Member: Seven or eight generations. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: And my Honourable Leader put it in 
perspective when he talked about . . . well, 240 years. 
If you wanted to work back, you would be looking at a 
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lease that was signed in 1770. And I am sure if they 
would have done something like this back then, they 
would have tried to, you know, but they could not 
have, they could not have foreseen the situation— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. John Barritt:—that pertains here today, Mr. 
Speaker.  

And I think there has been some comment 
and debate already on the Landlord’s covenants and 
the Tenant’s right to remedy. Clearly, that favours the 
Tenant if there is any breach. Most leases you see if a 
tenant . . . if there is a breach and it is not cured within 
a particular time to the satisfaction of the landlord, the 
lease is determined; that is, it comes to an end, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Well, obviously in this case, I am sure, I can 
only imagine sitting around the negotiating table, the 
developer wants to see something in there that will not 
allow something like this to happen, just like that—that 
if there is some breach, particularly as I read this (and 
I am only interpreting what I see in front of me now), 
there are going to be condos developed and there are 
going to be units under this—further subleases made, 
Mr. Speaker . . . That is the way I read it when I look 
at “Re-entry for the Mortgagee’s Rights,” in clause 7.  

And my only comment when I read that, I 
said, Well, that is very, very favourable and kind to the 
tenant. And it may be a reflection of the negotiating 
position and the circumstances in which we find our-
selves (“we,” being Bermuda), Mr. Speaker, with re-
spect to the stimulation and redevelopment of tourism 
in Bermuda today. 

But I have to say, Mr. Speaker, those are 
some of the things . . . I do not want to cover, and I 
hope I have not covered ground that has already been 
covered by Members who have spoken before me. I 
hear from one of my colleagues that I have covered a 
little bit that has already been touched upon. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: If you came here and 
stayed all day, you wouldn’t do that. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Now see, the Honourable Member, 
Mr. De Silva, wants to make a snide remark and says 
if I came— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It is not. It is true. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: No, no. It is a snide remark about 
me not being here earlier today. And, of course, he 
missed my introduction, Mr. Speaker, that I was ex-
pected back here today, but for flights and weather in 
North America, which delayed me. Otherwise, I would 
be here. 
 
The Speaker: Otherwise, you would have been 
here— 

 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Yes, that is clearly understood. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Mr. Speaker, you see this is the 
kind of thing that happens on the floor of the House. 
This is my very point. It is not helpful. Is it constructive 
to an examination of this Lease? 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. John Barritt: And I am sure you probably think 
today that I have been unduly harsh and overly parti-
san, and given, you know, the Government, the gears 
on this. I have but I have tried to speak to the issues. I 
have tried to speak to the issues that arise on the face 
of the Lease, on the issues that arise—because I am 
not given sufficient time to review, and others are not 
as well—and the fact that it is not a complete lease 
that is before us. 
 And I am reminded, Mr. Speaker, I hear those 
words, loudly and clearly. I can close my eyes now 
and hear the former Honourable Member Jim Wool-
ridge. That favourite expression of his. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
An Hon. Member: Do not say it again, please. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Bulls in a hurry never make a calf. 
 
An Hon. Member: It is the third time today. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Is it the third time today?  
 
An Hon. Member: It is the third time today. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Well then, I do apologise for that. I 
do not like to repeat. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, the Honourable Member— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. John Barritt: But sometimes they get lucky, 
sometimes they get lucky. But this is not the way to do 
business. This is not the way to pass something, and 
to embark on something as important as this. 
 I cannot imagine, Mr. Speaker, what the out-
side world—the reasonable person—would think of 
what is going on here today and what has preceded 
this, if it is, in fact, passed, Mr. Speaker. Because I 
just do not think that we have been able to (a) give the 
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transparency and (b) the scrutiny that something like 
this deserves. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. John Barritt: I beg your pardon? 
 
An Hon. Member: The quality of the report. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: The quality of the report? I am not 
sure what the Honourable Member is referring to. He 
has something else in mind that I guess I have not 
seen as well, Mr. Speaker. But I do not think that is 
entirely a result of my being unable to get here on 
time.  

I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. This has simply been 
an inadequate timeframe in which to do not only the 
Lease but the country and the Government the justice 
that all of them deserve. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Barritt, the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Devonshire South Central. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
D. Tucker, from Hamilton South. 
 Mr. Tucker, you have the floor, sir. 
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am going to speak from a 
completely different point of view because I am not a 
lawyer. But I certainly appreciate what the lawyers 
have contributed to this debate because it is a very 
important issue. 
 One of the things that I look at in just listening, 
Mr. Speaker, is that we have two Bermudians that are 
a part of this particular development. And one of them 
is a very successful hotelier. He has done well at The 
Reefs, he has done well somewhere else down in the 
southern— 
 
An Hon. Member: St. Kitts. 
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: St. Kitts. St. Kitts and Ne-
vis. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: And he has just invested a 
considerable amount of money into a property out in 
South Shore, The Reefs. And they have a very great 
reputation of repeat guests and high numbers and 
they won some awards from international tourist des-
tinations from around the world. The one thing that 
goes to tell you is that that particular developer or ho-
telier knows what he is doing and knows what he 
wants at the end of the day, which is a good thing. So 
I am happy to know about that. 
 When it comes to Mr. Rego, Mr. Buddy Rego . 
. . I mean, as a real estate agent, if he wants to get 

into this type of development or project at this stage of 
the game that must bode well, once again, for this 
particular project. Obviously, he feels that he has the 
client base or the ability to sell these condos. 

Now, no one has actually said it today, but 
from what I am understanding that may work some-
thing similar to timesharing. They would belong to the 
hotel, the person would buy them, and then the hotel 
has the right to put guests in them, things of that na-
ture. That is very similar to how the St. George’s Club 
operates, and they seem to be doing quite well down 
there. From time to time units get sold; they come 
back into the market, and things of that nature. They 
are still operating even in these difficult times. They 
closed down last year and did some work, and things 
of that nature there. So if Mr. Rego wants to get in-
volved in this project, I think that is another good 
thing. 

Now, we have an international partner that is 
prepared to come on board. Listening to one of the 
Honourable Members talking about he has a particular 
interest in a pre-cast construction company . . . that is 
also a good thing because he also has a solid founda-
tion. And one thing is that with what we are planning 
to do, and if we are making these arrangements, and 
we are going to go forth, and these two gentlemen at 
this day and age are still forcing the issue to get the 
Government to get on with this particular project, then 
. . . and especially for Mr. Dodwell to ask, to get per-
mission for an SDO to help get over the project. Be-
cause the last project that he just did, he did not ask 
for an SDO. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: He went the long, painstak-
ing process of getting it done when he did The Reefs. 
So that means that when he got over the project, and 
to get moving and go forward . . . So, that is a very, 
very nice thing to know, Mr. Speaker, because in this 
day and age there is a lot of money that is around.  

People do have money to invest. They are 
just very cautious about what they are going to invest 
their money into. And for this particular developer to 
be prepared to invest money at this point in time, and 
these two particular Bermudians being excited about 
this and asking the Government to get on with it, then 
I think that bodes well for the country and for those 
two Bermudians that are part of it 

These two Bermudians are recognised in their 
particular sciences and are doing well in those sci-
ences. So, I think that is something that we must keep 
on the forefront of this particular debate because 
these things do not come easily. And I am sure that 
these two gentlemen know the cost if this project fails, 
because there are ramifications down the road. And it 
is very important that we respect these two Bermudi-
ans.  
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And, yes, I am sure that they have had their 
lawyers look at the safeguards and the finances and 
work up these numbers. And if they still feel that they 
can do these things under these trying times, then I do 
not see why we should impede their progress.  

You know, Mr. Speaker, I am a very positive 
person, and I like to look at the positive side of things. 
And the negatives that are there we have to work to 
correct, but we must keep our focus on the positive 
issue because if we dwell on the negative, then we 
will assume nothing. So we must keep the positive 
eye going forward when it comes to these particular 
projects because we have a few. I mean, I can be cor-
rected.  

There was a particular project that was done 
at Palmetto Bay. They were supposed to build a hotel 
on that. And the hotel is not going to be there. It is 
never going to be there. And when that particular de-
veloper . . . when pressure was put to bear, he went 
up to Paget and bought a hotel and said, Oh, well, I 
will put a hotel right here. But he never put a hotel on 
that particular plot of land down on Palmetto Bay. And 
there is no room for one down there. Not unless they 
are going to build a two-room hotel because it is cer-
tainly consumed by condos down there.  

I think it was the second Tourism Minister for 
the Progressive Labour Party Government that was 
starting to tighten up his screws. And that is when he 
ran up to Paget and bought that particular . . . Oh, I 
have got a hotel, it is right here. But that was not down 
at Palmetto Bay. And that was where that hotel was 
supposed to be. One was supposed to be put down 
there, but it does not exist today. But, yes, he still is a 
hotelier. 
 Mr. Speaker, when it comes to waste, dis-
posal of waste and asbestos and things like that there, 
these things are already set out. They are already set 
out in various different Acts, under the Health Act and 
things of that nature there. And we know that these 
things will be done right. I mean, even the asbestos 
that we still have here today we have to contain it and 
maintain it just because of the fact that you just cannot 
dispose of it as you like. Because once you own it, it is 
yours for life. 

So, that is something that I do not fear too 
much because of the fact that we have enough watch-
dog groups in this particular country that will see to it 
that things do go right. They may not have their way, 
but they will create enough noise that things will go . . 
. well, things will be heard and things will be done 
right. I mean, Southlands is a prime example. They 
made enough noise and there was a change—
Southlands is no longer going to be where it is on 
South Shore. They made enough noise. And that is 
one thing about Bermudians; if they make enough 
noise things will happen. 

I know as a young boy when I was growing up 
whenever the United Bermuda Party was faced with a 
situation the Honourable Quinton Edness would al-

ways say, Well, the Government has got this under 
control. And you can guarantee that they will get it 
right and get it sorted out. And that was one thing 
about the Honourable Quinton Edness. He had that 
ability. But if people talked about they did not have 
jobs and this and that, and they would challenge him 
on the wall, he made enough phone calls, and the 
next day those young men had jobs. They may not 
have kept them, but he did it. 

So, that is one of the things that is a fact and 
a reality and, Mr. Speaker, is that as we go forward 
we are going to have more of these situations that are 
going to come up that we have to deal with. And, yes, 
it would have been nice to have received this in a 
timely manner so that we can get on with it, but as 
legislators we also must rise to the occasion to deal 
with what comes our way. 

It is just amazing that with what short time 
some of our honourable colleagues have had, they 
have done a wonderful job scrutinising this Lease and 
bringing things to the forefront so that the Government 
can do what it needs to get done . . . make the neces-
sary amendments and arrangements, or whatever. I 
mean, the Honourable Premier may tell us that we 
have to come here tomorrow because we are going to 
redo this Lease and we are going to make the neces-
sary changes. We may be here tomorrow to do it. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Darius D. M. Tucker: But what I am saying is, 
that may be a possibility.  

I mean, the Honourable former Premier called 
us back for a special session just to get something 
done. So, being committed to serve the country at 
large, our constituents, these are some of things that 
we are required to do as elected people. 

Yes, we would all like to have things a certain 
way. I do not know all the ramifications why the Gov-
ernment was pressured that they were not able to do 
some of the things, but it is here now in front of us. So 
we must now deal with it. And I think we have done a 
very effective job. The lawyers have certainly chewed 
it up and spat it back out with what they would like to 
see, and things of that nature here. I am happy to see 
that that has been done. But speaking from a point of 
a layman, and not being a lawyer, I would just hope 
that we are able to get on with this particular project 
so that those two Bermudian investors—especially the 
Bermudian investors—can see their dreams come 
true because I have a lot of confidence in those two 
gentlemen.  

Even during these tough times houses are still 
being sold in Bermuda. And Mr. Rego and Mr. Dod-
well, the Honourable former Member, should be able 
to realise their dream of having this development 
come to fruition. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Tucker the Honourable 
Member from Hamilton South. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. M. Pettingill, from Warwick West. 
 Mr. Pettingill, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Mark Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 For once, I am going to take off the legal cap 
because a lot of lawyers have spoken today. And then 
a lot of people, who are not lawyers, have spoken 
more law than I would have applied to it. They must 
have got the script somewhere. 
 There are some valid legal points that have 
been raised in relation to this. I think that when looking 
through a lease, especially a lease with some magni-
tude, one has to be pedantic. And that is what lawyers 
do. 
 You can all be pedantic forever in regard to 
some things. And I have heard the line a lot, you 
know, A bull in hurry never made a cow. And I have 
heard it a lot. But I also think that if a bull sits down 
forever it does not get anything done either, and is 
never going to make a cow. And you have got to find 
the balance philosophically between what we want to 
accomplish for the country and, of course, what we 
have to get right. And we must not rush things. But 
sometimes, we have to get things done, and I have to 
proceed on occasion with a degree of faith in the fact 
that the Government is wanting to get something done 
here.  

Everybody is jumping up and down and say-
ing, you know, Let us get on with this. We need to 
stimulate things. We need to stimulate tourism and all 
the rest of it. And I share concerns, all of the concerns 
that have been raised here and I trust—I have to trust, 
because the Government is the custodian of the coun-
try and of our land. And it is all of ours. So I have to 
trust in the fact that they are bearing that in mind in 
looking at these types of deals. 
 The Lease has been shared with me. I have 
gone over it. I found the typos. I circled some con-
cerns that I had. And I dare say that I think that they 
have all been heard here today with regard to what 
the issues are to look at. 

And I also have to have faith in the Honour-
able Premier. The Learned Premier is a lawyer as 
well. I know she makes diligent notes. I see the Minis-
ter making copious notes. I have to have faith in the 
fact that that is all going on board and I want to look at 
the view in the spirit of giving, as is the season; that 
the Learned and Honourable Opposition is actually 
giving some well-thought advice that is being tended 
and, frankly, in some instances, particularly with re-
gard to the pedantic typos, can be accepted.  

I mean, voluminous documents . . . you are 
always going to have these things on interpretations. 
Lawyers can look at them for days and raise concerns 
and raise issues. 

In addition to the sublease, I have seen the 
Licence to Alter, which is not an uncommon document 
to be had in relation to subleases on issues pertaining 
to the lease of land. 

Do I have concerns with regard to the length 
of time that is involved and have those things echoed 
in my head? Yes, they have. But I also know with re-
gard to business people that are expending millions of 
dollars into projects that they want to try and ensure 
that they at least have a good tenure in place. The 
extent of that tenure . . . I would like to hear on that 
with regard to the necessity for the extended time, Mr. 
Speaker. I think it is important that Bermudians hear 
why it is essential in relation to this type of develop-
ment that we have that type of deal put into place. 

I mean, years ago when the Americans made 
the deal on the 99-year lease on the bases and so on, 
you now, it was a time of war and they we were re-
claiming land. And there was a lot of logic that was 
applied to that. And it did not come off in any event, 
and we ended up getting that land back a lot sooner. 
So things change. I have bigger concerns that 200 
years from now a lot of this land is going to be under 
water—which is probably something else that we 
need to be considering in relation to environmental 
issues. So who knows what the future is going to hold 
in that effect. 

But we have to find the balance with regard to 
getting things done and moving at least ahead with 
some projects in Bermuda and addressing the issues 
of a failing economy and infrastructure, and so on and 
so forth. And, yes, I think that we have to get them 
right. But I do not think that we have to have . . . or 
does it serve us well to have an overtly—and I am 
going to say it with great respect, but an overtly—
pedantic approach with regard to every other word, 
and so on?  

The substance of the issue should be—at the 
bottom of the equation—is this going to serve us well 
in relation to entering into these types of agreements 
to stimulate what we need to do in this country moving 
forward? And having looked at this one, I have to be 
optimistic that, on the balance (and I use that word 
very carefully), dotting the “i”s and crossing the “t”s 
before anyone signs off on it, on the very valid points 
that have been raised, that this surely must be what 
this is about. Other things are going to have to come 
that we are going to have to look at, and we might not 
be on all fours with all of them, you know. 

I have some faith with regard to the players 
involved here. I have to have faith that we are acting, 
overall, in the best interest of the country. I do not 
think the fact that we want to drag it on forever and 
ever and look at it and have other documents come 
into play, and we would be looking through those and 
saying we want to do this. You know, there is a golden 
rule of law, Mr. Speaker, which I have heard, and I am 
sure my Honourable Learned friends have heard be-
fore, that one cannot foresee every single potential 
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outcome of a lease or of an agreement or of a con-
tract. That is why the laws are built on it. 

And whilst one can stand and hypothesise 
about how this could happen or that could happen and 
this may be the case and we are not safeguarding this 
enough and so on and so forth, sensibly, if you go on 
safeguarding every single clause that you can imagine 
as a potential fallout, it will take you eons to reach any 
agreement. You will never get anything done—ever. 

And so whilst I think you have heard me say 
it, Mr. Speaker (I’ve said it before, but particularly with 
regard to legislation, as it applies to pieces of law and 
so on and so forth), sometimes you have to cut to it on 
two-line pieces of legislation or on an Act, and get it 
right. 

Leases tend to be working documents with 
slip rules, if you will, with provisions that allow for 
them to be reviewed. And, I think, with regard to 
clause 17 of this, how the overriding . . . clause 15, 
the overriding caveat being governed by our laws, 
which we pass, which we have. And one hopes that 
we are going to have faith in those laws. So, if you 
have the overriding governing laws of Bermuda over-
riding your agreement and down the road if something 
occurs that you do not like, guess what? We are su-
preme up here and you pass a law to address those 
issues. 

I have to have faith in the fact, you know, the 
Learned Solicitor General has his hand in this, that 
Appleby’s has their hand in this, a law firm which has 
a long history, which Members of this House have 
been involved with and has excellent lawyers that are 
getting rewards. That people are putting their thinking 
caps on and endeavouring to get this right.  

So, I am optimistic that that is what we are do-
ing. I am optimistic that the concerns that have been 
raised can be addressed. And I think that many of 
those . . . can be addressed before we have to sign-
off on this. 

They are valid positions and that is what we 
are here for. It is checks and balances. You cannot, it 
is not a fault to say, Well, this has been missed. You 
have to go to lawyers and get it. Lawyers miss things. 
It is the way that it goes. They get raised. And, with 
respect, I am optimistic that they can be addressed 
and they should be addressed here, so we get as tidy 
and as neat a working document as possible. And 
then we get on with what we need to do in the bigger 
interest. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Pettingill, the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member for Warwick West. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Madam Premier. 
 Madam Premier, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, after the last two speeches there 
is very little to add, because I think they were very 
sober, very measured, and very pragmatic in their ap-
proach.  

I think when one listened to the debate, I 
could not help but think that this is the last day before 
we rise for Christmas holiday. And it reminded me in 
some ways some of comments of the pantomime. You 
have a protagonist and then you have the other side. 
And the pantomime could have been titled, A Shot in 
the Arm, or Are They Shooting Themselves in the 
Foot? I think you do not have any doubt as to which 
side represented the shot in the arm. Clearly, that was 
the heroes, the Government on this side. And you cer-
tainly know what the position was in terms of the 
questions and the cynicism and the scepticism from 
another side. 
 I think, Mr. Speaker, what we have to bear in 
mind is the comments as to, probably, three words I 
think of: context, consideration and compliance. 
 Context is what is the state of play right now. 
And I think that comments made from the last two 
speakers, the Honourable Darius Tucker and also the 
Honourable Mark Pettingill, those Honourable Mem-
bers. I think we have got to differentiate in many re-
spects our treatment of developers and potential de-
velopers, where you see a Bermudian ingredient.  

For many years we have found that people 
have been prepared. We have the Hotel Concession 
Act, we want to accelerate and spur hotel develop-
ment. But I think when you have Bermudians in the 
equation, and it is interesting that two pieces that were 
before the House today—one tabled, one that we are 
debating—we are looking at how we can do the wrap-
around with regard to the Bermudian aspect. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, we have got to remember 
also that, as we look at context, what seems to have 
been missed was that in your Honourable House and 
in another place on Friday we passed legislation 
which set out the enabling framework to have an ex-
tended lease of up to 262 years. So in terms of having 
had due diligence, having had oversight, and in terms 
of even if you look at the issue of compliance, in many 
ways we have addressed. 
 The other issue is that there is always . . . I 
was always told by both in terms of postgraduate and 
undergraduate, in terms of law. You can look at law 
two ways. You can take the dynamic approach or you 
can take the static approach. And they say the static 
approach often consigns you to a position of stasis, 
where you stagnate. You have to see the law as one 
that can be enabling. 

Because much has been made about Ap-
pleby’s, nobody has talked really about the BLDC Law 
Firm, which is not a hole-in-the-corner firm, you know. 
Trott & Duncan is an established firm and have added 
value to the equation, in addition to having the role of 
the Attorney General’s chambers. But really, the law-
yers for BLDC are Trott & Duncan. 
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So I think, Mr. Speaker, that as we look at leg-
islation and we certainly have to take on board that 
where there are any glaring omissions, and certainly 
typos, usually in terms of role of parliamentary draft-
ing, you can deal with from an administrative point of 
view the errors and even some of the lapses in terms 
of typos. I think anything substantive the Minister 
would have a responsibility to re-table. But, certainly 
from the views of the lawyers who have looked at it on 
behalf of BLDC, and also from the Government Minis-
ter’s point of view, the issues have been addressed.  

But, had there been something which has 
been hitherto unanticipated, then still there is the op-
portunity. But what we are looking at is a considera-
tion of $15 million. What we are also looking at is the 
expenditure by those hotel developers of $80 million. 
And what we are also looking at is the enhancement 
of our tourism product and the consequent economic 
activity which goes well beyond construction activity, 
Mr. Speaker. 

So, I think, Mr. Speaker, what I should say—
even though it is not directly germane to this—[is] one 
of the challenges in terms of the financial services 
area, particularly, when one looks at the area of mu-
tual funds. I recall the lawyers in the US often found 
that one of the challenges they had about doing busi-
ness in Bermuda and the impediment to direct foreign 
investment in Bermuda in terms of the fund sector 
was that they found the mainstream private sector 
lawyers here were overly pedantic and inhibited and 
static in their approach.  

They found that every mutual fund prospectus 
was gone through with a fine-tooth comb. Yes, you 
want to have investor protection, but dotting the “i”s, 
crossing the “t”s—literally dotting the “i”s and crossing 
the “t”s—became almost taken to a fine art. Perhaps 
because lawyers charge by the minute, but I do not 
know. But I am just saying that we have to also be 
careful not to navel-gaze, even while we have to make 
sure that the delicate balance of protecting these so-
cial contracts, protecting the interests of Bermudians, 
and protecting birthright is maintained. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, as we look at this in the pa-
rameters of context, consideration and compliance, I 
have no doubt that the necessary four-eyes principle 
has been employed. And I would expect, Mr. Speaker, 
that this will be a transaction that we will be supportive 
of and be pleased to have been supportive of in years 
to come. 
 Thank you, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier, the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member from Devonshire North 
West. 
 Are there any further speakers?  
 No further speakers? 
 The Minister in Charge, Minister Burgess, has 
the right to reply. 
 Minister? 

 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 First of all, let me thank the Honourable and 
Learned Deputy Leader, Trevor Moniz, and my 
Shadow, the Honourable Pat Gordon-Pamplin, for 
meeting with me on Friday to go over the sublease 
and address some issues. I want to thank them and I 
want to thank everybody for their observations, what-
ever they were. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I heard earlier during the 
debate, the question was asked, What if? What if it 
bellies up? What if you would have done nothing? 
What would have happened?  
 I cannot see 50 years from now, or even 20 
years from now. I think we all wish we could. We have 
these marvellous dreams about what we want when 
we start our family, what we want these children to be 
like, in this profession and that profession. But we 
never know what is going to happen along their jour-
ney. Even that crystal ball cannot tell you that. 

And that is why, as the Honourable and 
Learned Member, John Barritt, says about in clause 
1.4 of the sublease, what is going to happen. Well, it 
is covered in there. If it changes, it is by the Planning 
Act. I do not know what the Planning Act is going to 
be in 20 years time, but if they want to make those 
changes, they have to do it in accordance with the 
laws and regulations that are in place at that time, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, we are talking about leasehold. 
We are not talking about a freehold. You know, Mr. 
Speaker, we had a property close up in South Shore, 
Sonesta Beach. That is a freehold. Government has 
no control over that, unless we had the money to buy 
it. But with a leasehold—like this Lease—we have 
some control over it. It is not outright sold, Mr. 
Speaker.  

Mr. Speaker, you know, over the last 25 
years, when we count the hotel properties that have 
been lost through private development—houses were 
lost, almost 5,000 beds since then. Mr. Speaker, in-
vestors are not out there knocking on our doors, 
breaking our doors down to come to Bermuda and 
invest, Mr. Speaker. I think the UBP learned that 
many years ago when they tried to get somebody to 
run Club Med. They offered a dollar a year. And, you 
know, I am not criticising that, Mr. Speaker, because 
the circumstances at that time dictated that was what 
they should do. But, Mr. Speaker, is a dollar a year for 
property probably twice this size of Daniel’s Head . . . 
Mr. Speaker, we are getting $15 million over an eight-
year period. And to say that we are not getting any-
thing for it after eight years is ludicrous, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, just for simplicity, let us take $15 
million. If they came to invest today and said, Well, 
look, I want to park this $15 million with you for 20 
years. I would guarantee you they can get 6 per cent. 
Do you know what that represents in interest? 
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$900,000. So if we took that $15 million over each 
year, we will be getting $900 dollars compounded 
now, because next year it will be worth more. What 
will we be getting? To say we are not getting anything, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That is what you do.  
 
An Hon. Member: You don’t have $15 million now. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That is . . . you do not 
have it now—the Honourable Member said You don’t 
have $15 million now. 
 I did not say that. But after eight years you will 
have it. You would have that $15 million. But it does 
not mean that you are getting nothing in the interim 
period. You are getting a million dollars a year plus 
$100,000. And let me make it clear about that 
$100,000, Mr. Speaker. During negotiations for this 
property, it was . . . the price had been agreed at $15 
million to paid over a 15-year period. And there was a 
stalemate between the parties. And just to try to get 
an agreement, because there is nobody knocking at 
our doors, trying to knock down Bermuda to put a ho-
tel up, we went in there and said, Okay, let’s try to get 
an agreement. Let’s pay this $15 million—Not over a 
15-year period, but over an eight-year period. And to 
enhance the deal, give us $100,000 a year, each year 
in the first, second and third year. 
 Mr. Speaker, that is something that we agreed 
with and accepted. Now, Mr. Speaker, let us talk 
about the value of the property. We had independent 
appraisers to value that property. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh, my goodness. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh. 
 
An Hon. Member: You talking about transparency? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The first appraisal 
came in at just over $15 million. And then when the 
climate, the economic climate—global recession—
took its full force we got another independent ap-
praisal. It came in at just under $13 million, Mr. 
Speaker. But the $15 million held, it held, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: So don’t sell it, we should keep it. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: So we are getting 
money. We are getting value for money. And it is not 
sold outright—it is a lease for 240 years. But, Mr. 
Speaker, we have to designate some property to sus-
tain some income for this country, some jobs for this 
country. And we have done it over that period of time. 
Not like Palmetto Bay and the rest of them that have 

closed down and they are going into private develop-
ment. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Government is prudent in 
what it is doing in looking at the future of this country. 
Even though we do not know what the future is going 
to be, but we are trying by doing what we see as we 
see it today, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, it makes sense what we are 
doing. Right? Yes, there have been some errors. But 
before I get to them, Mr. Speaker . . . and we need 
foreign investment. There are no local banks that are 
giving money to build or buy hotels today in Bermuda. 
None. Not even Capital G. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: But we have foreign 
investment—foreign investment, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: And with this global 
recession that we have today, you know, I think that is 
great that we can get foreign investment in this coun-
try to invest in hotel development. 
 Mr. Speaker, some are saying, Why are you 
doing this now? Because there is a recession. What? 
Are you going to wait until the recession stops? That 
is not how you get out of a recession. That is what you 
call stimulus packages. They come in many forms, but 
when you put stimulus packages in place, not only 
one has to play. Everybody must play. You have to 
spend money in order to make money. 

Mr. Speaker, it is not like the global recession 
. . . that the money in the world has gone bad or it has 
vanished. Money does not perish like a piece of fruit. 

 
An Hon. Member: They hoard it.  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: It is parked some-
where. The money is there, but it is parked some-
where. So you have to try to stimulate people to sell, 
to spend. That is what we are doing, Mr. Speaker. 
You know, that is how you do it, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: And then my good 
cousin, the Honourable Cole Simons, says that 30-
day closure, right? Mr. Speaker, with all due respect 
to him, it is a good observation. But, Mr. Speaker, 
even the . . . and he was concerned about the staff. 
And you know they are close to my heart—and will 
always be close to my heart, Mr. Speaker. But the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement speaks to that. Even 
if somebody closes with a week’s notice, the Collec-
tive Bargaining has benefits in the Agreement that 
accommodates that. So I really thank you, Cousin 
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Cole, for that observation. It shows you that you got 
some good heart there; you got some of my blood— 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member, yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The Honourable 
Member. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: And Mr. Speaker, 
about hazardous waste. Well, Mr. Speaker, every de-
velopment in this country, even a house, has to satisfy 
the health regulations and the planning regulations. 
That is what they will have to do. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Before they can get a 
permit, Mr. Speaker, that is what they have to do. 
They have to get a permit. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, you know, let me try to 
speak to something else here, Mr. Speaker. 
 As far as Bermudians working there, we heard 
about the pre-fab, pre-cast concrete that will be com-
ing to use on this site. Well Mr. Speaker, when you 
have that you still need dry-wallers. You still need 
electricians, you still need plumbers; you still need 
painters, you still need landscapers, carpenters. There 
is work. 

Not only that, our people can learn this pre-
cast system. It is not that it is the first time it has been 
used in Bermuda, but it is not used on a consistent 
basis. So there is opportunity for them to learn this 
trade, Mr. Speaker. That is what it is there for; that is 
why they do it. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Mr. Burgess has the floor. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: And not only in the 
construction stage but, after that is finished, there are 
jobs for Bermudians. Just like when the Government 
party at that time offered Club Med, anybody who 
would come in to run Club Med, a dollar a year [for] 
the benefits that would have been derived from that 
(had they gotten someone). It is the same then as it is 
today. 

Jobs, taxes, the cost of doing business in 
Bermuda—it is all revenue to the country. That is what 
it is about, and it is no different today. Jobs—we need 
jobs. When we here look like we are not too fussy 
about jobs and we have people who are unemployed, 
I wonder what we are thinking and what we are talking 
about, Mr. Speaker. So the benefits are there. 

This Agreement was put together by Ap-
pleby’s, a very reputable firm, in collaboration with 
Trott & Duncan. Yes, we tried to get that here as soon 

as possible. Yes, there are some typos. It is not the 
end of the world. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That is not the end of 
the world. That should not stop anything. You get ty-
pos everyday, you know? Some places, you make 
mistakes and they bury them. So Mr. Speaker, mis-
takes will be made. Like doctors . . . we do not know 
about them. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
An Hon. Member: And let me say about Daniel’s 
Head . . . Daniels Head was left in immaculate condi-
tion by the Canadians when they left there. So there 
are no cleanup issues at Daniel’s Head. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Right. That came from 
someone on your side, a question on there. There 
was an error in clause 12 and we refer to the MOU—it 
is really supposed to be the Master Development 
Agreement. 
 One second, Mr. Speaker, just going through 
my notes here. 
 Mr. Speaker, there was a question; it says in 
the event that the Tenant, IRC Sandys Limited, were 
to become insolvent, or there is a critical event [force 
majeure] (or whatever they call it, that legal language) 
which renders the Tenant incapable of continuing, 
what provision is there for the land in question to re-
vert back to the BLDC, meaning the Government of 
Bermuda? 

Well, the answer is, this is reflected to some 
extent in the sublease. However, having made enquir-
ies on the lunch break with lawyers for both BLDC and 
IRC Sandys Limited, I was reminded that the parties 
had agreed to draft an additional document that reit-
erated the safeguards expressed in the Master Devel-
opment Agreement. 
 Mr. Speaker, another question was, Does the 
sublease give the BLDC the right to terminate if the 
property is not used for tourist purposes? Yes. Clause 
5.5 of the subleases specifies for permitted use, and, 
while it is subject to the consent (not to be unrea-
sonably withheld), any use that is contrary to the 
planning laws of Bermuda would be regarded as an 
unlawful use and, therefore, it would be justifiable to 
the Landlord to refuse his consent. That is a reason-
able refusal. 

Mr. Speaker, the question on the right to sub-
let without permission. The answer: There are two 
matters here. Clause 5.9.1 of the sublease provides 
that the Tenant shall not sign or underlet without the 
written consent of the Landlord. However, the law of 
Bermuda would always recognise that the Landlord’s 
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consent should not be unreasonably withheld. The 
Landlord, having required the written consent, would 
be in a position to assess the merits of the lease and if 
the underlease was contrary to the laws of Bermuda, 
the Landlord could reasonably refuse consent. 
 Mr. Speaker, clause 5.9.2 provides a depar-
ture from the above in the limited circumstances with 
a strong provision. This is a mixed development, ho-
tel, fractional sales and complete dwelling unit sales, 
so the leasing of clause 5.9.2 is inappropriate. Owners 
of a complete unit ought not to have to go back to the 
BLDC every time they sublet. As long as the sublets 
are not contrary to the terms and provisions of the 
superior interest, there is no need for such a level of 
scrutiny, which shall serve only to delay transactions. 
 Mr. Speaker another question, Why is not the 
property insured for its full insurable value? Mr. 
Speaker 5.15.1 in the sublease has been amended to 
provide, “To insure or cause the Property to be in-
sured against the Insured Risks . . .” for all insurable 
value “. . . subject to reasonable market excesses . . .” 
 Another question, Why are the words in 
clause 5.7.1 in square brackets? The words in the 
square brackets have been deleted. 

Why is the notice address blank? The Ten-
ants name and address have now been inserted. 
 Another question from the Opposition under 
clause 7.2.1, Why is the Landlord’s right limited to 
damages? Mr. Speaker, this is a mixed use develop-
ment. There is no point in developing if the unit own-
ers and their Landlords do not have protection from 
losing their investments. No one would buy under 
such a threat. I note unit holders were protected in the 
old style lease, and the new lease repeats this protec-
tion. 
 Mr. Speaker, the last question is, What is the 
licence, the one referred to in the sublease? The li-
cence is a permissive document and supplemental to 
the lease. It permits the Tenant to enter the land and 
carry out certain alterations to the land, but always 
under the restrictions of the licence. And I passed the 
copies on to my cousins on the other side, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Honourable Cousins. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Honourable Cousins, 
that is. Thank you! They are all honourable, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, this is something that the 
investor wants to start, he wants to get moving. I 
apologise if anyone feels raced, but this is not the first 
time in the history of this House that a Bill has been 
brought here and debated the same day. So let us not 
act like this is the first time. And it is not going to be 
the last time; it will happen.  

We are here to do the business of the country, 
and we have been up here long enough to be able to 
do certain things in certain times. 

 
The Speaker: Yes, the Standing Orders provide for 
that. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, the rules are 
there.  

So, Mr. Speaker, with that I thank all those 
that have contributed to this debate. 
 
The Speaker: Would you move the Motion? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.:  Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the said sublease 
agreement between the Bermuda Land Development 
Company Limited and the IRC-Sandys Limited in re-
spect of the 9 Beaches development in Sandys Parish 
be approved under the provisions of the Base Lands 
Development Act, 1996. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Lease Agreement between the Ber-
muda Land Development Company Limited and the 
IRC-Sandys Limited in respect of the 9 Beaches de-
velopment considered and approved.] 
 
The Speaker: It is agreed to; I do not see anybody 
standing to . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: That matter is dealt with. 

Before I recognise Madam Premier, I am look-
ing for the Deputy Speaker. Where is he?  

Would you get Mr. Perinchief for me? 
The Deputy Speaker is in his seat. I now rec-

ognise the Honourable Member from Pembroke Cen-
tral, Mr. W. Perinchief, the Deputy Speaker. 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Thank you very much 
Mr. Speaker. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: I move that Standing 
Order 21 be suspended, to enable me to move that a 
message be sent to the Senate conveying Christmas 
and New Year’s greetings. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
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[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

MESSAGE TO THE SENATE  
 

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR’S GREETINGS 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that the following message be sent to the Senate: 

To the President and Members of the Senate: 
the Speaker and Members of the Honourable House 
of Assembly desire to extend to the President and 
Members of the Senate greetings and best wishes for 
Christmas and the New Year. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to 
move that Christmas greetings and best wishes for 
the New Year be conveyed to his Honour, the 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

MESSAGE TO  
THE HONOURABLE SPEAKER 

 
CHRISTMAS NEW YEAR’S GREETINGS 

 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that His Honour, the Speaker, be requested to accept 
on behalf of himself Christmas greetings and best 
wishes for the New Year from the Members of the 
House of Assembly. 
 
The Speaker: No objection. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to 

move that Christmas greetings and best wishes for 
the New Year be conveyed to His Excellency, the 
Governor and Lady Gozney. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

MESSAGE TO  
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR 

 
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S  

 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that his Honour the Speaker be requested to convey 
to His Excellency the Governor and Lady Gozney 
hearty Christmas greetings and best wishes for the 
New Year from the Speaker and the Members of the 
House of Assembly. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Thank you very much. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
 Madam Premier, there are no further matters 
before the House. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, I would like to move 
that the House do adjourn until Friday, February the 
4th, 2011. 
 
The Speaker: February the 4th. Is there any objection 
to that motion? Do you object to that? There is one 
more motion coming. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Mr. Speaker, I move that the 
House do now adjourn. 
 
The Speaker: Any objection? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
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The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable Mem-
ber, Dr. Gibbons. 
 

WALL AT WINTERHAVEN BEING BUILT BY 
WORKS & ENGINEERING  

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, on the basis of the past motions 
from the Honourable Member, Mr. Perinchief, I would 
like to talk a little bit about a Christmas gift that I have 
been made aware of in the last few days. 

Mr. Speaker, I have had a number of calls 
from people who are wondering why we are giving the 
former Premier, Dr. Ewart Brown, a Christmas gift 
down there in Smith’s, right around John Smith’s Bay. 

I had a little difficulty believing it myself, but 
apparently there is a wall right along South Shore 
Road there on the Brown Darrell Clinic, which is on 
private property—in fact the former honourable mem-
ber’s private property—which is being rebuilt by 
Works & Engineering. And I have had a number of 
people call to complain about that, and I have actually 
taken the liberty of having some pictures here which I 
will table. 

But I would like us to speak about it for a cou-
ple minutes. For those who are listening, it is the wall 
that runs right to the west of John Smith’s Bay. There 
is a rocky little bay there, and it is a wall that was put 
up a number of years ago by the former owner of (it is 
called Winterhaven) to protect their swimming pool—
now Dr. Brown’s swimming pool—against stormy 
weather coming out of that little rocky bay, putting 
seaweed and everything else there. 

I think at the time there was some objection. It 
was a nice Bermuda stone wall. There was some ob-
jection.  It was right on the road, and why had they not 
set it back a little bit. But it has been knocked down. I 
think this may have been the fourth time it is being 
rebuilt. It has been rebuilt at least two or three times—
all of those times by the prior owner at their expense. 
 
The Speaker: Who was the owner? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: It was a Mr. Collins, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. I thought we were talking 
about Government property. Okay, carry on. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The question that I 
have gotten on a number of occasions over the week-
end, because a number of people have witnessed 
Works & Engineering people, and the pictures show 
very clearly Works & Engineering cones next to it. 
There is already one layer of cement block there with 
rebar coming up through it. I think it has been knocked 
over so many times that they figure they are going to 
build it in such a way that it does not get knocked over 

again. But I would not count out Mother Nature at this 
point, Mr. Speaker. 
 But it is one of those issues that I think, while 
it might be a nice gesture, surely Dr. Brown . . . we 
have given him a wonderful pension—a very rich pen-
sion, which we are all aware of—and I think he has 
probably had some other benefits as well. And so I 
keep getting this question, why is the taxpayer paying 
for a private citizen’s wall there?  

I think the sense I got from people was 
whereas there are a number of people that may wish 
to send Dr. Brown a present at Christmas time, this 
probably was not the one that they had in mind. 
 In essence, I guess I am looking (we always 
like to give people the benefit of the doubt) I am look-
ing for the Honourable Member who speaks for Works 
& Engineering to answer the very simple question as 
to why Works & Engineering is rebuilding a private 
wall there on that side of the road. 

I would say that if they were going to try and 
provide some protection to the road it should be on 
the ocean side of the wall, as opposed to rebuilding 
this on private property on the other side of the road. 
 The Honourable Member talked a few minutes 
ago about stimulating the economy. I am not sure this 
does anything more than stimulate Dr. Brown’s ac-
count, but maybe there is something else that he had 
in mind, maybe there is some way of construing this 
as a stimulus package, Mr. Speaker. 
 You also wonder whether the former Honour-
able Member had insurance on this as well, and, if so, 
why are they not paying for it? Be that as it may, that 
is the issue I would like to raise. I am quite happy to 
table these photographs here which point out very 
clearly the Works & Engineering truck, the Works & 
Engineering cones, and the wall at Winterhaven, now 
the location of the Brown Darrell clinic. 
 Mr. Speaker, I do not want to end my Christ-
mas message there. What I simply would like to say— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, do not be a Grinch. 
 
[Laughter] 
 

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: While I am on my 
feet and I have the opportunity, I would like to wish 
you, Mr. Speaker, and certainly other Honourable Col-
leagues in the House, a very happy Christmas and a 
very prosperous and healthy New Year. I would like to 
extend that message also to the good people of 
Paget. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, given the importance of the 
shadow portfolio I hold, I would also like to wish the 
schoolchildren of Bermuda much success in 2011, 
because how they perform will not only affect their 
future but will also affect the future of Bermuda as 
well. 
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 Obviously, Mr. Speaker, in the meantime we 
in this House—and particularly Government—need to 
do the best job we can to re-form and re-structure the 
education system to give them the kind of support 
they are going to need going forward. 
 Thank you Mr. Speaker, and Merry Christmas 
to you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Dr. Gibbons, the Honour-
able Member from Paget East. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
K. Horton, from Southampton West. 
 The Honourable Member, Mr. Horton, has the 
floor. 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: Thank you Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all, this is the Christmas 
season. And, like the Honourable Member who just 
took his seat, I would like to take the opportunity to 
wish all of Bermuda, and particularly those who sit in 
this House and those in constituency 32 a very, very, 
very happy and prosperous Christmas and a good 
New Year too. 
 Mr. Speaker, while I offer these greetings to 
the people of Bermuda, [I] cannot forget and not be 
mindful of the impact of the gang culture and related 
violence that continues to generate fear among com-
munities in our country. Mr. Speaker, as we move into 
the Christmas season, I would certainly like to reach 
out and make a plea to all those who are involved in 
gangs to come to some sort of a truce—particularly 
over this festive season—so that their families and so 
that their friends can enjoy a Christmas without un-
necessary melee. 
 Mr. Speaker, certainly this year 2010, and it 
has been documented and spoken about on this floor 
of the House and in many other forums, [has seen an] 
escalation in crime, particularly gun violence. I am 
very thankful to this House for giving me the honour 
and privilege to head up the Joint Select Committee 
that is looking into the causes of crime and gun vio-
lence. I would like to thank those Members who sit on 
that Committee for the hard work that they are doing 
in listening to and questioning Bermudians who are 
interested in bringing about solutions in order to im-
prove the quality of life in Bermuda: the Honourable 
Member, Mr. DeVent, the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Pettingill, the Honourable Member, Mr. Barritt, and the 
Honourable Member, Ms. Lovitta Foggo, who sit in 
this House; and then we have the Honourable Mem-
ber Dunkley and the Honourable Member Mrs. Dillas-
Wright who sit in another place. 
 Mr. Speaker, during the last month we have 
had several meetings and we have heard from— 
 
[Gavel] 
 

The Speaker: All you can refer to are those things 
that have been reported in the press. We really should 
not be discussing the affairs of the Committee until the 
Committee makes a report. 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: Mr. Speaker, I am not 
actually— 
 
The Speaker: I just want to set you . . . yes. 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: No, I appreciate that. I 
appreciate that, Mr. Speaker.  

What I want to do at this time, and I think it is 
important for the public to appreciate the efforts that 
are being made by members of this community who 
have attended our meetings and who have, in fact, 
begun to raise the issues and explain to us many of 
the causes of the crime and violence that is taking 
place in our community. 
 Mr. Speaker, we have heard many . . . we 
have heard from them and, actually, it has been rivet-
ing at times, but also it has been sobering to hear 
members from the police, from corrections, from the 
Government, and people from other agencies—
helping agencies—who have come along and who 
really care about what is happening in this country. 
 So Mr. Speaker, what has come out of the 
meetings and some of the information that has come 
out of the meetings is that, in fact, it is clear— 
 
The Speaker: And you no doubt have read it in the 
daily. 
 
Hon. K.H. Randolph Horton: Sorry? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members have no doubt 
read it in the Royal Gazette. That is the sort of thing 
you should be saying. Otherwise you are discussing 
what is going on in the Committee. 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: You may have [read] it 
in the daily.  

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for helping and guid-
ing me. But, Mr. Speaker, these Honourable Members 
will have read many of the reasons put forward by 
those people who have visited with us. And what I 
want to do at this time is to encourage . . . we will be 
meeting during the month of January, and we want to 
reach further up. 

We have not yet heard, for instance, from 
members of gangs. And I am hoping that when we get 
into January we will be able to hear from members of 
gangs, and to be able to hear from people who have 
been incarcerated and be able to get input from them 
in terms of just what it is that has caused them to 
move in the direction that they have gone. 
 So Mr. Speaker, we want to reach out to all 
and sundry so that when we get to February, the 
Committee will be able to come to this House with firm 
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and solid recommendations that we will be able to 
move on to help to improve the quality of life in our 
country. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like in closing refer to . . . 
I picked up the paper yesterday, and was absolutely 
moved. Members will have read that the BFA were in, 
and yesterday I read about the work that is being 
done at the Boulevard Football Club, and I was abso-
lutely moved. 
 
The Speaker: It is Boulevard, is it not? Is it Boule-
vard? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: Boulevard Football 
Club, the mighty Boulevard. I call it Booolevard.  
 
The Speaker: I have never heard of that. [Laughs] 
 
Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton: I was moved because 
we all know how important football can be. And when 
you get the president of a club that sits where it sits 
(right where many of these young people grow up) 
coming up with a solution to try to save young people 
in this community, then we need to stand up and sup-
port the efforts of that Club. 

I am hoping that other clubs in Bermuda will 
follow the leadership of the Boulevard Club. Because, 
as the Members said, we do not have the luxury of 
running away. Some people have to stay there for the 
long run. And we must, and we have to work with our 
young men until they become better. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. K. Horton, from South-
ampton West. 
 I am going to take the Honourable Member, 
Mr. W. Perinchief, from Pembroke Central, Deputy 
Speaker. He was trying to get in earlier. 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: Thank you very much, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to end this session on a very light 
note, on a positive note. I simply want to thank and 
wish Members of constituency 17 a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year. I would hope that my con-
temporaries in this House, and yourself, Mr. Speaker, 
also enjoy a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 

I think that the Island in general should try to 
end this year on a happy note. We recognise that it 
has not been the best of years, financially; and it has 
not been the best of years in other aspects. But I 
would think that if we light a candle, if we simply enjoy 
the festive season in the way it should be enjoyed, 
then it will do a lot to raise the spirits of this country 
and our people. 

 So, thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, and I 
hope to see you again next year. On a cheerful note, I 
am sure I will.  
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Wayne N. M. Perinchief: I just want to wish 
everybody a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Perinchief, the Deputy 
Speaker. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
D Burgess. 

Minister Burgess, the Deputy Premier, has the 
floor. 
 Minister? 
 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I thought by now we would have kept our per-
sonal dislikes out of public business. As many walls 
as [are done] in this country, nobody goes around tak-
ing pictures of them and questioning them. But I un-
derstand it. Because it is Dr. Brown’s wall it is a big 
issue. I understand the history. I understand the per-
sonal dislike. 

But let me let you know that Dr. Brown has 
agreed to pay for that wall. We want to do it right; that 
wall has been down numerous times. In the interests 
and the safety of the public, one thing that Works & 
Engineering know how to do—they know how to build 
a wall. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister Burgess. 
 Any further speakers? 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, 
Minister Z. De Silva, from Southampton East Central. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And I am very thankful for 
the explanation given by our Deputy Leader regarding 
walls. Of course, I am sure my honourable colleague 
will . . . if the esteemed Member from the other side 
the Honourable Member, Dr. Gibbons, likes pictures 
so much, I would suggest to the Deputy to send him 
lots of pictures of private walls which Works & Engi-
neering or Public Works have constructed over the 
years. 

In fact, I would send him up to the West End, 
Mr. Speaker, in particular when Mr. Ralph Marshall 
was the Honourable Member, Minister of Works. And 
let me mention, Mr. Speaker that the wall I am talking 
about happens to be at Whale Bay Road. If you go to 
Whale Bay Road you will see there is a wall and a 
sidewalk that goes from the start of Whale Bay Road 
right around the corner. 
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An Hon. Member: It is a sidewalk! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And do you know where it 
ends, Mr. Speaker? Right at a property where the 
former Member of Parliament, Minister of Works for 
the United Bermuda Party, developed some property. 
Coincidental, Mr. Speaker? Nice sidewalk, beautiful 
wall, but guess what; right after that up goes the de-
velopment and all of a sudden the prices of those 
went up a little bit. So, Mr. Speaker, let me say that. 
 Now also if you head a little bit further west, 
just past Maxi Mart, about 250 yards on your right is 
another bit of property, just happens to be owned by 
the former Minister of Works. Guess what we have 
done there—another sidewalk and another beautiful 
Bermuda wall, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
An Hon. Member: Hear, hear! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It used to be a garden, but 
now it is a beautiful landscaped piece of land with a 
beautiful driveway going from Somerset Road to the 
Honourable Member’s house. Mr. Speaker, what 
comes around certainly goes around. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister De Silva, from 
Southampton East Central. 
 I now recognise the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Mr. T. Moniz, from Smith’s West. 
 Mr. Moniz has the floor. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 You can see that the Honourable Member 
undermined himself right there, because each time a 
wall was built a sidewalk was put in. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, he mentioned a side-
walk. That is why the wall was paid for by Govern-
ment, because the person gave the strip of land for 
the sidewalk to the country, and that is what they were 
not, perhaps, smart enough to do at the other end. 

The wall down at Winterhaven is on private 
property and, of course, it should be set back from the 
road. It is too close to the road. That is my old con-
stituency there. And everybody knows that if you had 
set that wall back three feet it probably would have 
been safer. If the owner had agreed to give a strip to 
Government then, perhaps, you could make the ar-
gument that it might be justified for Government to 
build the wall. You cannot make that argument when 
you do not get the strip for the sidewalk. 

So, that Honourable Member gave the lie to 
his own suggestion that there was something unto-
ward about it. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Moniz, the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Smith’s West. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
J. Barritt. The Honourable and Learned Member from 
Devonshire South Central has the floor. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I am not going to go there. I think that has 
been adequately addressed, I have to tell you. Al-
though I have to tell you, I bristle when I hear things 
like “what goes around comes around.” That is not 
what I think the country needs today, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Oh, I agree. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: I think the country is looking for a 
departure from the old ways of doing things. And the 
Honourable and Learned Member, Mr. Moniz, talked 
about the way in which things used to be done. And I 
have got to believe this is still the case that if a prop-
erty owner was willing to give up a strip of his land for 
a sidewalk to be built, Works & Engineering typically 
did a quid pro quo and they would say, Would you like 
a wall? 

There is only one case that I personally know 
of, and that is the former Honourable Member, the late 
John Patton down there at Warwick. I remember that 
one down there, where he gave up property for a bus 
lay-by and for a sidewalk and in return got a wall built. 
And that is the type of thing you want to encourage, I 
think Mr. Speaker, particularly with Works & Engineer-
ing. And I think it is incumbent upon us, when these 
things happen, to relate the circumstances of them.  

We had an interesting debate earlier today on 
transparency and scrutiny. And, Members of the 
House and the listening public, that is what transpar-
ency and scrutiny means—that you tell people what 
you are doing; you give them the full facts, as ques-
tions are raised here in the House of Assembly. Yes, 
you may have a few partisan shots as it is done, but 
you hope that, certainly, in the spirit of informing peo-
ple, that people will be told the facts. 

I do not know the particular facts of the former 
member, Mr. Marshall, but I have to believe that when 
someone says there is a sidewalk involved, that used 
to be the practice. And long may that practice con-
tinue. Let us encourage it. I would like to see more 
sidewalks on these roads so we can walk them safely. 
If it means property owners give something up and 
they get something back, let us keep it going. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, I am going to endorse the 
remarks of the Chairman of the Joint Select Commit-
tee on crime and say that I too hope that Bermuda 
has a peaceful, Happy and Merry Christmas, Mr. 
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Speaker. I endorse his remarks and he has called for 
(if there can be) a truce effective, not just at Christ-
mas, but you would like to see it start at Christmas 
and continue into the New Year. And I appreciate his 
call and I support it whole-heartedly as a Member of 
that Committee, Mr. Speaker. 
 When I say I wish people a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year—certainly that includes you in 
the first instance, Mr. Speaker. It has already been 
done by the Deputy Speaker, Mr. Perinchief. I wish all 
Honourable Members the same. 

I wish, particularly the community of Bermuda, 
not just my own constituency (Devonshire South Cen-
tral 12), but all of Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. I think most 
of us, if not all of us, have some idea of the tougher 
times in which we currently exist. 

We had a debate on the larger scale with re-
spect to tourism and trying to stimulate the economy 
there, and we read in the newspaper some of the diffi-
culties that people are having, some of the cutbacks 
that businesses are making whether in the form of 
redundancies, shorter work hours, outsourcing busi-
ness. Times are a lot tougher now for a lot more peo-
ple. And that class of people is growing, Mr. Speaker, 
it is not diminishing. 

I am not here to dwell on gloom or to preach 
doom as well, but I think we have to recognise that if 
we are going to have a Happy New Year in Bermuda, 
some adjustments are going to have to be made. I am 
not only talking about the Government of Bermuda . . . 
my Honourable Colleague who speaks for Finance on 
this side, the Honourable Bob Richards, has on many 
occasions now talked about what is required. 

And certainly the Honourable Premier, in her 
first Throne Speech, talked about the need to affect 
the savings of $150 million. I dare say, Mr. Speaker, it 
will probably need to be more. I am not just calling for 
political theatrics here either. I know in a lot of jurisdic-
tions a lot of politicians respond by saying, Well, we 
will do away with this and we will do away with that. 

Yes, it is important as a symbol to show peo-
ple that you feel their pain and that you hear their call 
by cutting back on some of the things that we take for 
granted. Now, Mr. Speaker, when I say “take for 
granted”, I mean some of the things that have become 
part of the legislative culture. And there are going to 
have to be some changes there as well. There is no 
question about it. 

What I want to get onto though is what we are 
going to do for the people of Bermuda. I just do not 
think we ought to be reactive, I think we ought to be 
proactive. I will tell you where I am going, Mr. 
Speaker. I have just returned, as you know, from 
Canada and some of the discussions that are going 
on there and the various governments (both provincial 
and federal) and they do not have challenges too dis-
similar to what we are facing—obviously on a grander 
and larger scale, but they have the same challenges 
as well. 

First of all, you hope that over the Christmas 
season we have seen the Buy Bermuda Campaign, 
which, Mr. Speaker, I endorsed one evening here on a 
Motion to Adjourn. I said I encouraged businesses to 
have these campaigns, and I encouraged Bermudians 
to shop in the stores to see what buys can be had, 
because it is important that we support our local 
economy. Not just for the sake of it Mr. Speaker, but 
because I believe there are some good buys when I 
compare prices that are being charged abroad and 
then you pay duty as well when you come back in. 

It is important to help stimulate the local 
economy. And stimulation is important. But I think we 
have to also recognise, when we say that, that there is 
a line over which people ought to be careful not to 
cross. What do I mean by that? Well, Mr. Speaker, 
there was a time (back then) when people did not 
spend the money they did not have. Let me repeat 
that, Mr. Speaker. People did not spend back then the 
money they did not have. 
 
The Speaker: That was before credit cards. 
 
Mr. John Barritt: Yes, you know exactly where I am 
going Mr. Speaker, when you say “before credit 
cards.” 

My concern—and it is one that is being de-
bated in Canada today—is consumer credit and the 
impact that that is having on not just the economy of 
Canada and the Provinces there, but on the very peo-
ple who find themselves in debt, Mr. Speaker. The 
problem is today that credit comes a lot easier to peo-
ple. And my concern is . . . I do not necessarily want 
to curb consumer spending as much as I want to help 
people when they do spend. 

Where am I going on this? You have got to-
day most of the areas in which people go into debt are 
taking on mortgages. And we have seen what a disas-
ter that has turned out to be in some parts of the 
United States, Mr. Speaker. I dare say that is not the 
case here, let me be clear on that. 

But we did read recently that the head of the 
local branch of HSBC, when he was being interviewed 
with respect to the bank being chosen as the out-
standing local bank for the fourth year in a row, was 
either asked a question or remarked on the state of 
mortgages in this country, and he said candidly and 
openly that there are some challenges and they are 
having to work with people. 

I am pleased to hear that. I am sure the other 
banks are having to do that as well. But, obviously, 
what we need to do is to make sure that our people 
are in a position to understand and are prepared for 
what they take on when they get themselves into 
these mortgage situations, Mr. Speaker. We all want a 
piece of the rock and we have to ask ourselves are we 
doing enough to assist our people when they find 
themselves moving into debt and taking on credit. 
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 Now I come on to credit cards, Mr. Speaker, 
which people are using a lot more of because it post-
pones the day of payment. As you know, people can 
do it over a period of time; they can make the mini-
mum monthly payments. But the interest that they end 
up paying . . . for some people, they may not appreci-
ate fully. I do not mean to demean anyone, Mr. 
Speaker, but they may not fully appreciate what they 
are in fact paying at the end of the day by continuing 
to allow their credit cards to be maxed and to use 
those credit cards—and it is an easy thing to do, as 
you know, just to hand the plastic up.  

Then the other thing, of course, is the bills that 
people incur and allow to go beyond the 30 or 60 
days, or up to 90 days, and the interest rates that they 
are charged on those bills as well. Mr. Speaker. Obvi-
ously, you want to encourage people to pay their bills 
and to pay off their credit cards. And the way you do 
that is by adding interest when they are overdue, Mr. 
Speaker. But I am not so sure . . . and I think we need 
to take a leaf out of President Obama’s book in Wash-
ington, and that which they are doing in Canada as 
well. I think the time has come to assist Bermudians 
as much as we can to be proactive and to now have 
interest disclosure legislation, Mr. Speaker. 

I am not necessarily talking about anything 
punitive. I am not taking about anything punitive. Let 
me be clear on this. And I know the banks (I think) 
have developed a voluntary code now under the BMA 
which will impact on disclosure as well. But what you 
would like to see is what it will cost people when they 
allow their credit cards to mount up; when they find 
themselves taking on a mortgage; when they find 
themselves in bills. They ought to know the interest 
rate that will be charged them. That is, what it will cost 
them by allowing this to happen. And it ought to be 
done in simple terms that the average man and 
woman can understand. 

That is not just necessarily telling them what 
the interest rate will be, but, perhaps in some form or 
fashion showing them by way of example how it will in 
fact work out for them. Because I think it is important.  
This is part of what I would call the proactive, the 
modern-day consumer . . . not so much . . . it is pro-
tection to a certain sense; but it is assistance as well. I 
think as we head into the New Year where we know it 
is going to be tough and it is going to be challenging 
for a number of people, that we do that. Because the 
last thing we need are people in Bermuda living on 
credit to a large extent, Mr. Speaker.  

It used to be that we got those figures annu-
ally with the Economic Report. You could see how 
much money was out in Bermuda, loans and US 
loans, and how much was out in mortgages. And I 
have not seen the recent figures, but I am suspecting 
it is rather high, Mr. Speaker. 

But it is dangerous (to use that word) to say it 
is dangerous . . . it is certainly important for us to 
know the state, not just of Government debt, but of the 

community debt as well as we go forward, particularly 
as we come back in February when we expect the 
Budget and we have the Economic Debate. It is nice 
to have these facts at your fingertips so you know 
what the state of play actually is in Bermuda, and not 
just by way of anecdote. Anecdote is usually the sto-
ries in the newspapers, and we see them all, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 It is important to know that because it is . . . 
my sense is that a lot of people are going to have 
Christmas on what I call “fumes” rather than on gas. It 
is on the fumes. And, believe me, I wish them well and 
I wish everybody, as I started from the outset, sin-
cerely, a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, but 
I want to make it the best and most realistic that it can 
be for them and the country, Mr. Speaker. Anything 
less than that, and we are really doing a disservice, 
ultimately to the people we seek to serve and repre-
sent, and the country we wish to promote. 
 On that note, Mr. Speaker, I will take my seat 
and again wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Barritt, the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Devonshire South Central. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
G. Blakeney.  

Minister Blakeney from Devonshire North 
Central has the floor. 
 
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I think the Honourable Member that just took 
his seat— 
 
[Cell phone rings] 
 
The Speaker: Turn it off. 
 
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: —made some very salient 
points. However, I would like to take a different tack in 
my closing remarks for 2010 in this Honourable 
Chamber, and that is to give acknowledgment, credit 
and a profound degree of appreciation to the philan-
thropic providers (for lack of a better term). Those 
would be the charities and others who might be in-
clined to give during this time of year. 

But those that are involved with the hundreds 
of charities in this community continue throughout 365 
days of the year to make an invaluable contribution to 
ensure that certain elements and certain challenges in 
our community are met with their sense of giving. 

And I would declare my interest with regard to 
an employee and employees at Inter-Island Commu-
nications, which is the parent company of HOTT 107.5 
and Magic 102.7. Over the last several years there 
has been a commitment by employees and the com-
pany itself to facilitate various strategies to give at this 
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time of year, particularly to the children who might 
otherwise not be the recipients of presents. 

And, with that, I would also like to remind 
people that it is not always the presents, but the 
thought of giving, the sense of perspective that en-
dears one to show an appreciation for their fellow 
man, family, friends, et cetera, in giving at this time of 
year. 
 So with that, Mr. Speaker, I would like to wish 
a very healthy and happy (notwithstanding the chal-
lenges that a number of families have) and a very 
prosperous 2011 during this holiday season to my 
constituents in Devonshire North Central, constituency 
13, and particularly every man, woman and child who 
is residing in the most beautiful land in the world, re-
gardless of the challenges we might have. 

And I would like, on behalf of all staff mem-
bers, particularly within my Ministry, the Ministry of 
Youth, Families, Sports and Community Development, 
all those that work with me— 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: —I would like to wish them 
a very, very Happy Yuletide Season, thank them very 
much in appreciation for the stellar job that they con-
tinue to do. And to you, Mr. Speaker, and to all of my 
colleagues here and in the other place, I would like to 
take this opportunity to wish everyone Happy Holi-
days. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Minister Blakeney, the Hon-
ourable Member from Devonshire North Central. 
 He yields to you, Minister Butterfield. 
 
An Hon. Member: That is fine, I can understand that. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: Thank you, so much. 
 
The Speaker: Minister Butterfield from Pembroke 
West Central has the floor. 
 
Hon. D. Neletha I. Butterfield: Mr. Speaker, I rise on 
this last day that we are in the House to speak about a 
few things that I had noticed in the community and 
also to extend my best wishes, as well, to constitu-
ency 18 and the people of Bermuda. 
 Mr. Speaker, we look at ourselves as leaders, 
and we must show good leadership. Just this week I 
received a phone call from a gentleman, and it was 
7:30 in the morning. Can you imagine me trying to get 
him at that hour? Anyway, he works for a local busi-
ness here, and he called to say that he had a young 
man at his office, and that he was about to send him 
home because he was not sure if he was telling him 
the truth and he was out of school.  

And, of course, I said, “For goodness sake, do 
not let that young man go anywhere. You keep him 

and put him under your wings.” Because today, as 
leaders and as people in the community, we need to 
be those wings that we can put our young people un-
der and guide them. And I say that because about a 
week and a few days ago, I read in the Bermuda Sun . 
. . and with your permission Mr. Speaker, says “illiter-
acy dogs job seekers—More and more applicants fail-
ing simple, entry-level tests.” 

I read through it. And I read through it with in-
terest and a thought came to me. Even though there 
has to be a measurement of academic success, and 
those employers . . . and I like to call some of them, 
because it is here in the newspaper—BELCO. There 
was a training officer, Troy Thomas, Alex DeCouto 
who runs Greymane Construction, and Phil Barnett, 
owner of the local Island restaurant chain. 

And they talked about the young people (I 
guess males and females) coming to look for jobs, 
some not even [able] to fill out applications. And I 
wondered if either one of them thought to take the one 
who probably got 55 per cent or 75 per cent . . . be-
cause I think in times like these it is difficult to meas-
ure if academics is the answer for them to get the job.  
Maybe the one with the 75 per cent could have gone 
on probation or something like that. 

But I continued to read on. And then there 
was Mr. Martin Law. He said, “He urged people who 
had been turned down for jobs to get back to school 
and ‘skill up’ so they would be able to compete for 
positions in future.” 

Now again, if they are not working—education 
is free from the primary school, middle school and 
senior secondary school—but these public college 
graduates and those who have gotten a high school 
diploma . . . I think we have to go a little bit further 
than that. And even though I commend the Govern-
ment for what they do at the National Training Board, 
there tends to be an age level that we do not concen-
trate on.  

And you would know, Mr. Speaker, years ago 
you were able to go into an office and someone would 
train you. No one has the time to train anyone any-
more. We have to get back to that. We are so busy. 
We are so busy, and I think if people look at this and 
try to at least take two or three people on, it may just 
work out for them. And if it does not, try another one. 
We must not give up. You know I always say each 
one reach one, and each one teach one. 

I ask myself today, as we celebrate the birth 
of Jesus Christ, what would Jesus do, or what would 
he do in celebration of his birthday? I think he would 
stop and think and say, Listen, each one of [you], as 
you celebrate my birthday, look for someone that you 
know that is not employed, and maybe not in school 
and needs funding to go to school . . . and I know I 
see one of my Honourable Members staring. And I 
know he does a good job where he is by taking young 
people in. But I think it is a vast number of us, espe-
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cially those things that I called out today, and I like to 
send a challenge out to them. 

I did try to contact James Whittaker. He took a 
while to contact me, but he reminded me (because he 
just contacted me after a week) . . . but if he needed 
me, I would have to answer him right away, or they 
will say no comment from the Minister. But I think it is 
important, Mr. Speaker, because at the end of this, 
there were words from Donna Daniels of the Adult 
Education Centre, and she says they are seeing a 
significant increase in the number of people asking for 
financial aid.  

Getting back to what Mr. Martin Law said, this 
cannot go out there. You have to have funding to do it. 
She went on to say, “We are aggressively seeking 
further contributions to keep people coming through 
the doors.”  

And I wear another hat. And I declare my in-
terest from the same thing happening. And I believe in 
our young people and I believe that they really do 
want to do something. So we have to get back. Think 
about, while you are celebrating Christ’s birthday, ex-
actly what we will be doing. 

When we look at life, we know that God has 
given us a great gift. And that gift is His son, Jesus 
Christ, where we can spend more time with our family. 
I heard the Honourable Member Barritt talk about all 
the things that people might be doing to buy (credit 
cards and so forth). But I think there is no better way 
to give than to show love and to care, and to be with 
your family and understand the real meaning of 
Christmas. 

Some of us may not know the exact day, but 
that day has been set aside. Some of us celebrate 
Kwanzaa. And we look at the first day of Kwanzaa, 
Umoja, or unity. And it means to strive, Mr. Speaker. 
We must strive and maintain unity in the family, com-
munity and our nation, and all of those things that we 
learn, that things can come together with us. 

So, I put that challenge out there, and I hope 
those individuals from BELCO and other places—who 
rather would speak to a reporter and tell them all 
those (I would not say bad things) but disappointing 
things within our young people—can really make a 
contribution to help them and to put them under their 
wings and train them. 

I recall my first job at BELCO. Is that not a co-
incidence? And I was trained there, Mr. Speaker, at 
16-years old. So we need to get back to that and help 
one another. When I spoke earlier about that young 
man, I thought about it. And I said to the gentleman, 
“For goodness sake, keep him there because his par-
ents are not helpful to him.” And this is the type of in-
formation that, as leaders, we know. So he is trying 
his best to see what he can do. He asked for a job. 
They gave him a little trial, but now they want to see if 
he is telling the truth. 

So we even lose faith in our young people. 
But we have to keep the faith, because even in the 

words of the Kwanzaa principles Imani is the faith to 
believe with all our hearts in our loved ones—in our 
people, in our leaders, in our teachers, in even you, 
Mr. Speaker, and the righteousness and the victory 
that will be ours when we can all come together to 
help one another. 

And this is the time that we must focus on it. It 
is the true meaning of Christmas—that we love one 
another and we share whatever we have with those 
that are less fortunate than ourselves. As I look 
around and see everybody going around. It is a won-
derful time. But when it stops, we all have to come 
back to reality because we do not give all year round. 

We do not give all year round. You see the 
charitable organisations out there during this time of 
the year selling tags. Some are for their own benefits, 
but some are to help others throughout the commu-
nity, such as the Orchid Charity Club, who will come 
out next month so that they can give gifts. I think that 
is a great idea because we do it in November and De-
cember to prepare for Christmas, but then when eve-
rything is said and done we are back to reality. 

So let us focus on the true meaning of 
Christmas, and let us give and show love and care 
just a little bit more. 
 Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Minister Butterfield, the 
Honourable Member from Pembroke West Central. 
 Oh, you yield again? 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable Member, 
Mr. C. Swan, from Southampton West Central. 
 Mr. Swan, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 I wanted to rise on this last day of the House. I 
had planned to say some things on Friday, but the 
gavel was put down before I could get back in here 
from the bathroom. 
 
[Inaudible interjection and laughter] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: The Honourable Member 
who just spoke alluded to getting back to basics and 
faith and Jesus and this type of thing. And I will just 
touch on that. 

I have spent a large part of this year sort of 
praying for some divine guidance just to get through 
the year. And it looks like, if He spares life, that I will 
make it and certainly my company and lots of other 
companies, and I am sure the people of Bermuda too, 
Mr. Speaker. 

A couple of other things I pray for that are on 
my mind a little bit . . . I happened to have the oppor-
tunity to get a nice tour of the new Court building. And 
forgive me for bringing it up again, but there were a 
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few things that just jumped out. I am going to try to go 
through them and point to them so I do not belabour 
things. It has all been said before—much of it has 
been said before—this state-of–the-art building is over 
its original budget. And as a state-of-the-art building, I 
was intrigued on my tour through on the fact that 
some state-of-the-art items that I was looking for were 
not allowed for. So I wanted— 
 
The Speaker: If you are looking for answers, the Min-
ister is not in the House. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Well I am going to say it 
anyway. I am sure he is listening somewhere. 
 How much more is it going to cost to get this 
building to be really state-of-the-art, with solar panels 
on the roof and some LED lights on all the floors? 
Questions that sprang to mind and people ask 
these— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: Yes, I will state my interest. I 
do not mind who puts them in; I just want to see Gov-
ernment really buying into this technology. And I can-
not believe that in a state-of-the-art building it has 
been omitted. 

I do not mind who puts them in at all. Yes, I do 
have affiliation with a company that does that sort of 
work; but that matters not to me. The issue of the ac-
tual cost of the building crossed my mind. We have 
had buildings— 
 
The Speaker: The Minister just reported on that. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: —be constructed and be 
finished before this building is finished, Mr. Speaker.  

You know, there is a large building going up 
on Front Street that is quite impressive and imposing. 
It started after the courthouse and is now finished and 
people are occupying it. I wondered how much that 
building cost. I understand it is 30 or 40 per cent big-
ger in square footage than our courthouse building, 
and cost 30 or 40 or 50 per cent less to build. But I 
was not sure. 
 So those were some things that I was hoping I 
would get an answer too. 
 
The Speaker: If you do not know that for a fact, you 
should not be saying it.  
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: I do not want to state the 
facts, Mr. Speaker. I just know because I did ask, so I 
am stating it. I do not want to state the exact numbers. 
 So those were some things, even questions 
as to the composition of some of the companies that 
built this building still one looks for answers to. But 
maybe before the end of this year I will be blessed 
with those as well. 

 Mr. Speaker, the other topic I wanted to touch 
on, and this sprung from . . . I love the Uighurs that we 
have here now. I do not see them very much or hear 
from them very often. And I am sure the people of 
Bermuda have gotten used to them being here. But 
the recent issue with the documents leaked from this 
WikiLeaks website just got me thinking a little bit, and 
I thought maybe we will get some answers. 

You know, why would a US special envoy be 
stating things like “minimal amounts of money 
changed hands just to cover costs” and this type of 
thing, when all along the people of Bermuda have 
been told that no money changed hands? There was 
no quid pro quo, and this type of thing. 

This special envoy talked about amounts from 
$25,000 to $50,000 or $80,000 per Uighurs for re-
settlement, and that was offered to countries who took 
them. So I wondered, maybe there is an answer to, 
Did Bermuda get anything for helping to re-settle its 
Uighurs? 
 
The Speaker: All of that is supposition. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: It is. But, like I said, these 
are just questions that sprung to my mind, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: It is just supposition. You really should 
not be raising it like that. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: I am just looking for answers 
Mr. Speaker, and so are a lot of other people out there 
at this time of Christmas. 

And I just wondered . . . $80,000 may be 
minimal to (I do not know) some islands or some 
countries, but very significant to others. And I just 
wondered, was there really any cost to resettle and 
get these guys here? By the way, I do want to wish 
them a Merry Christmas. 
 
The Speaker: It seems to me that in the New Year 
you can put that as a Parliamentary Question. 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: I am going to be done in a 
minute, sir. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: The last thing I wanted to 
raise . . . and I am sorry the Minister is not in here. But 
I wondered if he might answer me. Two years ago 
during a bi-election, a stretch of road from South 
Shore junction all the way up to S.A.L and beyond 
was repaved. And earlier this year we dug up much of 
it to put some underground pipes in. I am not belittling 
the fact that we need all these things, but I am just 
wondering if the Minister might be able to let me know 
when it is going to be done, Mr. Speaker. 
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[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Charles F. B. Swan: People are saying it is not a 
government project, but the Minister did talk in the 
House with a Ministerial Statement about the project 
starting and supposedly being finished by September 
or October, but it is still ongoing. So I just wondered 
when it was going to be done. 
 Lastly, Mr. Speaker, while I am on my feet I 
wanted to extend Christmas greetings to everyone in 
this House, all the constituents that I represent and all 
the people of Bermuda. I do hope they all have a very 
Merry Christmas. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Mr. Swan, the Honourable 
Member from Southampton West Central. 
 I now recognise the Honourable Member, Mr. 
H. Swan, Leader of the Opposition, from St. George’s 
West. 

Mr. Swan, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise to bring Christmas greet-
ings to this Honourable House. This is the last ses-
sion, and I want to extend to you, Mr. Speaker, and to 
the Honourable Premier (it is her first Christmas as 
Premier) all the best to you, your family, and to all 
Members of the House during this Christmas season. 

I know we, as politicians, we come here and 
we have things that we want to put forward and the 
like. And I know, Mr. Speaker, through all my years 
when I used to come and be . . . there is no one left in 
the Gallery except a reporter. I was probably one of 
the persons over 25 years that would come and sit in 
this House and look and really want to be here, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Well, you finally got here. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Yes, I am very grateful, 
Mr. Speaker. And grateful to have the opportunity to 
bring Christmas greetings to you on this fine occasion. 
Because, Mr. Speaker, I know in all our hearts we 
here are trying to make a difference for our country. 
And our country is facing some very challenging 
times—both economically and socially—and different 
Members have spoken in different ways to that on 
several occasions today. 

But you know, Mr. Speaker, when we talk 
about Christmas, sometimes we are quick to take the 
Christ out of Christmas. And a lot of people refer to it 
as the Holiday Season, the Christmas Season. Some 
people want to talk about Kwanzaa and so forth. But 
there are a lot of lessons that we can learn (all of us, 
no matter what denomination we are from) from the 
glorious celebration of Christmas—the birth of Christ, 
and the miracle. 

 You know Mr. Speaker, bringing you Christ-
mas greetings today reminded me that if one really 
wants to take a look at the Bible, of which that story of 
this Christmas season in provided, long before our 
saviour Jesus Christ was born it was prophesied that 
he would be so. And so out of the household of Abra-
ham, Mr. Speaker came— 
 
The Speaker: Of course you know the story about 
John the Baptist. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: Yes indeed, Mr. 
Speaker, I do know a little bit. Not an awful lot, but I 
do know what little was written about John the Baptist. 
I do know that he came as a forbearer. But long be-
fore John the Baptist, Mr. Speaker, Abraham fathered 
children from Hagar, and indeed was the birthplace of 
Islam. And then Hagar’s offspring had also Sarah, a 
miracle came upon her, and Judaism and Christianity 
grew out of that. 

What does that have to do with Bermuda to-
day? Our families today are divided. Sometimes we 
might be people that are living in similar circum-
stances to what took place in ancient times. We might 
have a brother by the same mother, but different fa-
thers, or we might be in the reverse. But many of our 
families are having difficulty reconciling themselves 
with each other. And I think, as we look at this Christ-
mas season, we just cannot look at it in the isolation 
of the birth of Christ. We also have to look at it as to 
how long many people waited for that miracle to hap-
pen.  

I am reminded, Mr. Speaker, that after Christ 
was born . . . I cannot remember the gentleman’s 
name. The story is told of how he says I can die in 
peace because I cast my eyes on thee. 

Mr. Speaker, for 2,000 years and 10 on, or 
thereabouts, for us still to have the presence of Jesus 
Christ in our lives . . . without Internet back then, and 
without all the modern communication tools, for it still 
to be so prominent in our lives, for it still to be a very 
important feature means the opportunity is for us in 
this country to look closely at the divisions that exist in 
our families and the opportunities for us to understand 
why we are so divided, Mr. Speaker. 

So I am trying, and the humility of my heart is 
to say that Jesus is the reason of the season, but 
Christmas is for everyone. 
 
The Speaker: You must have heard me say that. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: And in closing, Mr. 
Speaker, let me say that in the New Testament one 
apostle put it best in Ephesians when he was impris-
oned doing his best work, the Apostle Paul. I believe it 
was in chapter four of Ephesians, verse six, when he 
said, There is one Lord, one father of all, he who was 
carrying the message of Christ spoke not of Christ, he 
spoke of God. 
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And that is where I think this country, whether 
or not it is religious leaders, whether or not it is just 
ordinary folks sitting around the kitchen table. Be-
cause in our community, I might be a Christian, my 
brother might be an Atheist, my sister might be Mus-
lim, and my other sister is not sure what she should 
be. And the opportunity for us and this country to rec-
oncile ourselves during this season is more necessary 
than ever. And we just cannot hold that responsibility 
on elected Members (us), although we have a re-
sponsibility. You just cannot hang that on the Christian 
community, although they have a responsibility. You 
cannot hold it on other religions faiths, although they 
have a responsibility. The time has come in this coun-
try by divine design for this country to be in such a 
pickle that it needs to depend on each other to sur-
vive. 

And Mr. Speaker, I want to say . . . I will just 
do one final comparison, and that is the great anticipa-
tion we all had in 1999 and 1998 and 1997, all the 
millions of dollars that were spent in preparation for 
Y2K, the year 2000. We spent millions of dollars in 
anticipation that we were worried about whether or not 
our computers would work and the like. 

But guess what happened, Mr. Speaker? 
When I woke up on that morning, and I looked to the 
east, that sun came up at [snaps fingers] exactly the 
right time as it does every morning, no matter whether 
or not the stock market is up or the stock market is 
down; no matter whether or not a person can make 
their mortgage or they cannot, whether or not a per-
son has a house or they do not; whether or not a per-
son can afford to live in Bermuda or they cannot. The 
sun will rise tomorrow, the sun will set tomorrow, and 
there is nothing any man can do to change that. Why? 
Because there is a God above that makes it happen. 

Mr. Speaker, I make no apologies for loving 
God. I only wish I could live to be as good a person as 
I should. We all fall short, and that is one of the frail-
ties He gave us—to be human. And so on this Christ-
mas season, the opportunity for this country to do 
what is right lies at every kitchen table, if there is a 
kitchen table. But it lies in every heart, because eve-
ryone has one, and the greatest gift that God gave us 
is love. 
 
An Hon. Member: Not everyone. 
 
Hon. Hubert (Kim) E. Swan: The greatest gift God 
gave us all is love, and everybody has the capacity to 
love. And it is going to take love—not heckling across 
the side. It is going to take love to save this country—
nothing else, Mr. Speaker. Nothing else! 

Because when it is all said and done, when 
He calls your number you are going to die and He is 
going to put you or burn you. But if you have love in 
your heart, you will be surprised what could happen. 

I wish you, the Honourable Premier, and all 
those in this House a Merry Christmas. 

 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you Mr. Swan, Leader of the 
Opposition. Thank you for your Christmas message. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Are there any further speakers? Does 
anybody else want to jump in?  

Madam Premier, you may continue. 
Madam Premier has the floor. 

 
Hon. Paula A. Cox: Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I envy you in some ways, be-
cause I think that there is nothing new under the sun 
for you. You have presided over many closings of the 
House and certainly many ends of years, of one year 
as we end and look forward to a New Year.  

I think my concern and my challenge is that 
you do not want to be trite; you do not want to just 
mouth a lot of platitudes which can roll easily off the 
tongue. But you wonder, after 10 minutes, what was 
actually said. 

I think Mr. Speaker, for me it is an awesome 
responsibility and an honour and a privilege to have 
been elected as the Party Leader of the Bermuda 
Progressive Labour Party, and, as such, to serve as 
the Premier of the country. I cannot promise to do all 
things for everybody. But I think three points that I 
would like to make would be these, and these will be 
what I seek to do. 

One, is to be the person you see today and 
still be the same person tomorrow and the day after 
that. Second, from a Government point of view, we as 
a Government will be seeking to address many of the 
systemic risks and the personal risks that our people 
are facing. And finally, Mr. Speaker, the aim is to pro-
vide to the people of Bermuda a renewed confidence 
that their Government is looking after their interests. 

And, Mr. Speaker, as we close the year, I 
think there could be no more moving tableau than 
what you, sir, and others witnessed yesterday. What 
you saw was the fact that we were marking the recog-
nition and respect of those who have sacrificed for the 
country. What we also were doing was standing in a 
hope spot, and saying to others in the country that we 
are sensitive and mindful of those who have sacrificed 
day in and day out, and whom we want to acknowl-
edge and also hold up. 

With those brief words, Mr. Speaker may I say 
to you and to yours and your delightful family, as well 
as to the Members of this Honourable House and the 
people of Bermuda, that we certainly wish them a 
wonderful, safe and happy Christmas, and let them 
also know that as we close out this chapter and look 
forward with anticipation to the next, that everyone will 
be working with all hands on deck to make 2011 an 
even better year for Bermuda. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: Thank you, Madam Premier, for your 
kind words, the Honourable and Learned Member 
from Devonshire North West. 
 Just before I put the motion, Madam Premier 
and Honourable Members of the House, you are in-
vited into the Speaker’s Chamber. 
 The House stands adjourned until Friday the 
fourth of February 2011. Friday the fourth of February 
2011. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[At 5:19 pm the House stood adjourned until 10:00 am 
Friday, 4th February 2011.] 
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